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Abstract
My thesis is a study of lines 635-920 o f D R N I, Lucretius’ refutation of the theories 
about the fundamental nature of matter elaborated by Heraclitus, Empedocles, 
Anaxagoras and other unnamed thinkers. My main concern is establishing what 
source Lucretius used in these lines and how he used it. In chapter 1 I give my 
reasons for believing that Lucretius, in DRN I 635-920, was following an Epicurean 
source, which in turn derived its information from Theophrastean doxography. In 
chapter 2 1 argue that books XIV and XV of the IIO were not Lucretius’ source-text 
for Lucretius’ refutation of earlier thinkers. In chapter 3 1 discuss how lines 635-920 
fit in the structure of the first book of Lucretius’ poem, whether the critique was an 
addition from a later stage in composition, and whether the source is more likely to 
be Epicurus himself or a later Epicurean author. In chapter 4 1 focus on Lucretius’ 
own additions to the material he found in his source and his poetical and rhetorical 
contributions. Lucretius contributed extensively himself to this section as a finished 
poetic product. It will appear that even if the philosophy comes from the source, 
Lucretius shows understanding of the points in the way he adapts his poetical devices 
to the philosophical arguments. It will also appear that Lucretius foreshadows 
philosophical points in what have often been thought the ‘poetical sections’ or 
‘purple passages’ of his poem (e.g. the invocation of Venus in the proem, and the 
description of Sicily and Aetna in DRN  I 716-733), so that he could take them up 
later on in his narrative and provide an adequate explanation of reality.
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Introduction
Lucretius’ criticism of the theories of matter of Heraclitus, Empedocles, Anaxagoras 
and other unnamed thinkers in lines 635-920 o f DRNI, which I shall henceforth refer 
to as the critique, is a unique piece of literature as it presents criticism of the views 
of earlier philosophers in poetry. Understanding how Lucretius used his sources is 
important forjudging his achievement. Although enquiries into the problem of how 
Latin authors used their Greek sources have now become somewhat unfashionable, 
studying Lucretius’ philosophical poem from this viewpoint still has much to teach 
us.
As a Roman poet Lucretius would have considered it natural to reproduce 
Greek models, and would have been expected to do so. Livius Andronicus 
‘translated’ the Odyssey into Satumian verses in the third century B.C. Ennius’ (239- 
169 B.C.) introduction of the hexameter into Latin literature, with his 18 books of 
Armales, meant that the relationship between Latin texts and their Greek 
counterparts gained a further aspect. The style of the works of Roman literature 
could be directly compared to the Greek original they derived from.1 Indeed Ennius 
claimed that the spirit of Homer had been reincarnated in him. It may also be that, 
where the early books of the Annales are concerned, Ennius took over, not only the
1 Lucretius himself highlights the importance of Ennius’ import of the hexameter to Latin 
literature: detulit ex Helicone perermi fronde coronam (DRN 1 118). See Giancotti 1959: 70-73.
style, but also some of the content from works of Greek Epic.
Lucretius’ later contemporaries Catullus2 and Horace,3 at times do little more 
than translate Greek originals, and this is evident in spite of the loss of most of the 
possible Greek sources. Roman poets often displayed their skill by translating Greek 
models, sometimes to the same metre, or to a different metre. They meant their work 
to be set against Greek originals.
It is well known that Latin dramatic authors relied heavily on Greek sources. 
Plautus, in his 'adaptations’ of plays by the ‘New Comedians’ Menander, Diphilus 
and Philemon, appears to have intervened little as far as plot and content are 
concerned. He seems invariably to take these over from Greek sources, often 
translating entire sections of the Greek originals. Similarly Caecilius Statius’ Plocium 
was closely based on Menander’s comedy by the same title (To tcA o k i o v ) ,  as is 
shown by Aulus Gellius Noctes Atticae n. 23.4
Lucretius had a trusted source for the content of his poem in the philosophy 
of Epicurus, but could not rely on Epicurus as a poetic model, or as a guide on how
2 Catullus translates Sappho (in poem 51) and Callimachus.
3 Some of Horace’s Epodes are based on Archilocus and Hipponax; some of his Odes on Alcaeus 
(e.g. the Soracte ode) and Bacchylides.
4 Gellius’ criticism of Statius centres on the fact that Statius fell short of the literary qualities of 
Menander, he seems to expect the plot of the Roman play to reproduce accurately the plot of the Greek 
original. Roman readers, at least at the time of Gellius, judged the literary merits of comedies by setting 
them side by side with the original and comparing the poetry of the two. Indeed in the final sentence of II. 
23 Gellius implies that Statius should not have rivalled a model with which he could not compete.
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to write didactic poetry.5 Although there are uncertainties about Epicurus’ views on 
poetry and, more generally, the arts, it looks as though he had at least partial 
reservations about their value. Studies by Asmis (1995),6 Sider (1995) and Wigodsky 
(1995) have dispelled the earlier belief that Epicurus denied that poetry could 
produce pleasure — i.e. that it had any value — and that he therefore rejected it 
altogether. It is now generally agreed that Epicurus rather considered poetry one of 
the unnecessary pleasures.7
Epicurus had reservations about whether poetry had any educational value.8
5 This does not mean that Epicurus’ remarks about oa<J>T ] V € ia  in language (below page 284) did 
not influence the way in which Lucretius wrote his poem. Asmis (1995:33-34) argues that Lucretius was 
showing, by giving to his verses the clarity which Epicurus only thought possible in prose, that poetry 
could convey a philosophical message clearly. Cabisius (1979: 245) has argued that by writing poetry 
Lucretius was challenging Epicurus’ view, and defending conventional naiftcia  from Epicurus’ attacks. 
He seems to overlook the fact that later Epicureans had a partially different attitude to poetry, but there may 
yet be some truth in his remarks, of which Asmis’ are a weaker version.
6 Asmis (1995: 16-17) points out that the allegorist Heraclitus (Homeric Problems 4) says that 
Epicurus got rid of all poems, and criticises Epicurus (Homeric Problems 79) for deriving, despite his 
condemnation of poetry, the notion the pleasure that is the ultimate goal, by misinterpreting Odyssey IX 
lines 6-7 and 11. She argues that if Epicurus used this passage in support of his philosophy, he could 
hardly have “excluded poetic entertainment from the life of pleasure”. Sider (1995: 39) objects that it is 
unlikely that Epicurus would have based any argument on a poetic passage. The fact that Epicurus 
mentioned these Homeric lines in his writings certainly does not entail that he thought Homer’s opinion 
in any way corroborated his argument, but shows that Epicurus was willing to quote from Homer and 
therefore presumably did not think that one should refuse to listen to poetry altogether.
7 See also Craca 2000: 7-20 and Janko 2000: 9, note 2.
8 A number of passages in Plutarch suggest Epicurus was skeptical about the educational value 
of poetry. In Moralia 1086 f Epicurus is said to have spoken in terms of TtOfqiiKt) xupPt] and of
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This may be due to the fact that the poems known to him invariably spread what was 
in his view false, and dangerous, belief There is no indication that Epicurus explicitly 
condemned poetry as a medium, but it also seems clear that he thought the wise man 
should not compose poetry; the wise man should rather write prose. Diogenes 
Laertius (X. 120) reports the maxim povov xe t o v  oo<f>dv op0a><; av rcepi xe 
pouoncrfc Kai Ttoiryciicry; 6iaAe£€O0ai. noifjpcrrri xe ivepyexax9 o u k  &v 
Ttoirjoai.
Arrighetti argues (1998: 18-19) that Epicurus is not condemning poetry 
because it may spread false belief, since 6 ooc|)d^ would be immune to this.10 The
' Oprjpot) pxopoXoyqpaTa. Moralia 15 makes reference to the Epicurean advice of waxing the ears not 
to hear the Sirens. And Plutarch Moralia 1094 e provides evidence for Metrodorus claiming that there is 
nothing shameful about being totally unfamiliar with Homo- (Giancotti 1959: 16-17). Further evidence 
comes from Cicero’s De fmibus I. 21. 72 where the Epicurean Torquatus says, referring to Epicurus: an 
ille tempus aut in poetis evolvendis, ut ego et Triarius te hortatore facimus, comumeret, in quibus nulla 
solida utilitas omnisque puerilis est delectatio . . .
9 Asmis (1995: 22) suggests retaining dvepyeiv and explaining it as a gloss. According to her 
Epicurus, whether the restoration is accepted or not, means “practicing energetically”, so that he would 
be allowing the wise man to compose poetry as a hobby. Sider (1995: 35-36) criticises Asmis’ reasoning 
about the gloss, but accepts her reading of the fragment. Arrighetti (1998:16-18) rejects Asmis’ proposal 
in favour of the more reasonable reading “in practice”. Arrighetti lays much weight on Epicurus’ reference 
to 6 oo<t>6<; and suggests that Epicurus was simply saying that poetry is not the right medium in which 
to convey philosophical research. Arrighetti (1998: 16 note 9) explains the corruption to £vepyeiv as a 
misunderstanding of an abbreviation.
10 Arrighetti points out that Epicurus himself used poetic quotations, that Philodemus says that 
the wise man is able to detach himself from false implications when reading poetry in Ik p i eftocfteiou; 
(see Obbink 1995:189-209), and that this is in line with the positive attitude in IIcpi t o o  K a 0 ’ 'O pqpov 
dyaOou f3aoiA£a>c. Presumably, according to Arrighetti, when Epicurus quoted poetry in works which
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Epicureans Metrodorus (331-278 B.C.), Zeno of Sidon (bom circa 150 B.C.), and 
Demetrius of Laconia (circa 100 B.C.) discussed poetry. And this seems perfectly 
in line with Epicurus’ statement that only o oo<J><5<; can judge poetry. It seems clear 
from Philodemus, however, that the Epicureans of the first century B.C. followed 
Epicurus in thinking that poetiy was not appropriate for expressing philosophy, nor 
any scientific discussion. This may just clear Philodemus of the charge of being 
inconsistent with his Epicurean credo,11 but not Lucretius, whose poem is most 
certainly scientific. Lucretius’ undertaking was innovative, and unorthodox.
Lucretius had to look elsewhere for a model on which to base his didactic 
philosophical poem. He found his chief literary model in Empedocles. At various 
points of the discussion we shall find evidence that Lucretius wanted his poem to 
resemble Empedocles’ stylistically, and thereby invited the reader to compare the 
two. It is worth pointing out at the outset, however, that although many passages in 
Lucretius, and especially the prologue to his poem, probably imitate Empedocles, at 
no point can the content of extended sections of DRN be shown to derive directly 
from Empedocles.12
By presenting Epicurean doctrine in Empedoclean guise Lucretius was 
innovating, and combining the style of one source with the content of an unrelated 
source. This was a daring undertaking. It looks as though contemporary attempts at 
Latin didactic poetry derived both style and content from the same model. Indeed the
could be read by the non-wise, he would have got rid of any potentially misleading implication?
11 Arrighetti (2003:142) points out how Philodemus’ choice of epigrams as the form of his poetry 
is perfectly coherent to the role the Epicureans attributed to poetry.
12 See below note 640, and Giancotti 1978: 82-83.
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only certain mentions that we have of Roman didactic poetry contemporary to 
Lucretius are Cicero’s Aratea, and Sallust’s Empedoclea, the latter of which may 
have taken up both content and form from Empedocles’ poem.13
It may be that Lucretius had precedents for his undertaking, namely the 
production of a didactic poem expounding Epicureanism. T. Albucius may have 
composed an Epicurean poem in the late second century B.C., or at least combined 
Epicureanism and poetry.14 It is certainly possible that, as Janko (2000: 9, note 7) 
suggests, Albucius was taught, during his exile in Athens, by the Epicurean Zeno of 
Sidon, whose interest in poetry is apparent from the writings of Philodemus. Even 
if such a work existed and was available to Lucretius I very much doubt that he 
would have used it as a stylistic model.15 Lucretius’ stylistic model was Empedocles.
But from where did Lucretius draw the philosophical content for his 
Empedoclean framework, and how close did he keep to it? Comparison with 
contemporary Roman writers of philosophy suggests that it was the norm to be
13 Sedley (1998: 1-2) suggests that this work was presumably a translation or imitation of 
Empedocles. He seems right to argue that Cicero, by quoting the two works in the same context, in Ad 
Quintum fratrem II. 9. 3 implicitly compares Lucretius’ poem to Sallustius’ Empedoclea: . . . Lucreti 
poemata ut scribis ita sunt, multis luminibus ingenii, multae tamen artis. Sed cum veneris, virum te 
putabo si Sallusti Empedoclea legeris, hominem non putabo. I think Sedley is probably right in 
punctuating the text in this way (rather than full stop or aposiopesis after veneris).
14 Klebs, E. ‘Albucius (2)’ in Paulys Real-Encyclopddie derclassischenAltertumswissenschaft 
1893: 1330-1331. Cicero calls himperfectus Epicureus (Brutus 131) and Fronto an aridus \poeta] (De 
eloquentia I. 2 line 14; Van den Hout 1954: 131).
15 The other known attempt at Epicurean poetry, by Pollius Felix (see Statius Silvae II. 2. 112- 
115; Sider 1995: 37), is certainly later than Lucretius.
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dependent on Greek models. Roman philosophical authors of the second and first 
centuries B.C. were accustomed to follow Greek originals closely, and sometimes 
simply translated these models.16 The evidence comes mainly from the way in which 
Cicero composed his philosophical works, and from his comments on the 
philosophical writings of earlier Roman authors.
Cicero translated from the Greek, not always acknowledging that he had 
done so. Powell (1995:279-280) looks at passages where Cicero translates. 
Particularly interesting is Cicero's Timaeus, which is a continuous translation of 
Plato’s work by the same title. The precise nature and state of composition of 
Cicero’s Timaeus are uncertain. Powell observes that the work has an introduction 
similar to the ones Cicero uses in other dialogues. In the few surviving lines Cicero 
does not mention that what follows is a translation from Plato. Powell (1995: 281) 
thinks the Timaeus was an abortive effort, since “. . .  there is no known parallel for 
such a long piece of direct translation being introduced into a dialogue of Cicero’s 
own composition”. Cicero produced two other (lost) works, his Protagoras and 
Oeconomicus —, which appear from the fragments to have been straight translations 
of Plato’s and Aristotle’s works by the same titles. It is interesting that Cicero, in De 
finibus I. 7 considers the possibility of translating entire works by Plato and 
Aristotle,17 if only to reject it in this case.
16 In Tusculanae disputationes I. 5 Cicero complains about the fact that philosophy in his age 
nullum habuit lumen litterarum latinarum.
17 Sed id nequefeci adhuc rtec mihi tamen nefaciam interdictum puto. Locos quidem quosdam, 
si videbitur, transferam et maxime ab iis quos modo nominavi, cum incident ut id apte fieri possit, ut 
ab Homero Ennius, Afranius aMenandro solet. Cicero is explaining, in De finibus I. 6-7 why there is
14
There are indications that Cicero’s first philosophical dialogue, Hortensius, 
was based on Aristotle’s Protrepticus, although one cannot tell how closely Cicero 
followed Aristotle in defending philosophy. It may be that Cicero at the start of his 
philosophical career considered it acceptable to simply translate an entire work into 
Latin, or at least base a whole work on a single Greek model. Cicero was certainly 
not ashamed of translating passages from Greek originals.18
The extent to which Cicero translated Greek sources in his later works is 
debated. Books one and two (only) of De officiis have been thought to derive from 
Panaetius. But it looks as though Panaetius was the main source which gave Cicero 
his structure, but not the only one. Cicero clearly followed very closely a Greek 
Epicurean source in his review of do£ai of the gods in De natura deorum (below 
pages 51-53).
Whether or not we think that Cicero’ s famous comment in his letters to 
Atticus (XII. 52) that his works are “&7toYpa<|>a” is false modesty on Cicero’s 
part,19 the background from Cicero’s philosophical writings suggests that Cicero, and 
presumably anyone writing philosophy in Latin in the first century B.C., would have 
found it natural to use Greek sources, and might have done no more than translate
more point in reading his philosophical works than the straight translations of Greek dramatic texts. 
Cicero points out that he adds his own iudicium and scribendi ordo. Asmis (1983: 49-50) thinks Cicero 
is signaling three contributions: invention, arrangement and style. But one cannot be certain that iudicium 
means inventio here. Reid (1925: 8) had suggested not unreasonably that iudicium means literary taste in 
this context.
18 Cicero is prepared to take over the same material from Plato’s Phaedo 80-81 in Somnium 
Scipionis 21 and Tusculanae disputationes I. 27 and 72.
19 Rawson 1975: 233 and Obbink 19%: 96-97.
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his Greek source into Latin.20
A further point seems worth making in this context. Both Academica (I. 4) 
and De finibus (1.1) suggest that people who were likely to read philosophical works 
in Latin also knew Greek.21 Presumably only part of the eruditi Graecis litteris 
would refuse to read Latin literature. We have seen above (page 9 and note 4) how 
Gellius compares ‘Roman’ comedies with their Greek counterparts, so it is possible 
that Roman readers of Latin philosophical works did the same.
Some of the readers of Cicero’s dialogues, and of Lucretius’ poem, would 
probably have been familiar with the Greek originals which Cicero and Lucretius 
were following, and thus able to compare the two. Cicero and Lucretius would have 
been aware of this. Roman philosophers might have wished to be compared to their 
Greek philosophical models as much as Roman poets did, although in Lucretius’ 
case, as we shall see, this certainly did not imply any kind o f‘challenge’ to Epicurus.
Cicero provides some interesting remarks on the work of Roman Epicureans 
who were earlier or contemporary with Lucretius.22 Two writers of Epicureanism,
20 Cicero’s bias does not hinder him from being a close friend of the Epicurean Atticus and 
praising Lucretius’ poem. It is perhaps unlikely that Cicero would attack Amafinius and Rabirius (below) 
because they held Epicurean beliefs; it may be that these writers misinterpreted Epicureanism, as well as 
having a poor style.
21 Tusculanae disputationes V. 116 (Epicurei nostri Graece fere nesciunt) presumably refers 
to Amafinius ’ pupils. Howe (1951:60) notes how “better trained and more literate Epicureans like Cassius 
could smile at Amafinius and Catius”.
22 For a list of known Roman Epicureans in the late Republic, see Ferguson (1990: 2262).
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Amafinius and Rabirius,23 are criticised by Varro in Academica I. 4.24 The 
continuation of the passage {Academica I. 5-6) shows that Amafinius used the word 
corpuscula to refer to Epicurus’ atoms, and may suggest that Amafinius discussed 
how atoms come together to form things.
In Ad familiares XV. 19. 1-2 Cassius, in his reply to a letter by Cicero, 
criticises the same Amafinius, and Catius (Shackleton Bailey 1977: 62). They are 
referred to as mali verborum interpretes. And in Ad familiares XV. 16 Cicero 
reports that Catius Insuber translated Epicurus’ eiSwAa with the word spectra 
(Shackleton Bailey 1977: 60). Catius wrote quattuor libros de rerum natura et de 
summo bono (Porphyry Ad Horatii saturas HI. 4. 1). And Quintilian {Institutio 
oratoria X. 1. 124) cites Catius among other Roman prose writers:. . .  in Epicureis 
levis quidem sednon iniucundus tamen auctor est Catius. It is worth mentioning that 
Pliny the Younger (letters IV. 28) shows that Titus Catius was famous enough for
23 See Tusculcnae disputationes IV. 6-7 (cum interim illis silentibus CAmafinius exstititdicens, 
cuius libris editis commotamultitudo tulitse adpotissimum disciplinam... PostAmqfimium autem multi 
eiusdem aemuli rationis multa cum conscripsissent, Italiam totam occupaverunt); Pro Caelio 40-41; De 
natura deorum I. 8. Howe (1951: 57) considers it probable that Amafinius was a contemporary of 
Lucretius, and argues that DRN V 336-337 (hanc primus cum primis ipse repertus / nunc ego sum in 
patrias qui possim vertere voces) should be explained by saying that such writers did not antedate 
Lucretius.
24 Nulla arte adhibita de rebus ante oculos positis vulgari sermone disputant, nihil definiunt 
nihil partiuntur nihil apta interrogatione concludunt, nullam denique artem esse nec dicendi nec 
disserandi. . .  It is not easy to see what exactly Varro’s words refer to, but it may be that Cicero would 
have made Varro speak in such terms if Amafinius and Rabirius simply translated earlier Greek works. 
Further criticism of the Latin Epicureans comes in Cicero Tusculanae disputationes II. 7, as Shackleton 
Bailey (1977: 381) points out.
17
his portrait to be hung in the library of Herennius Severus.
The picture that emerges is one of Epicureanism spreading rapidly in Rome, 
probably at first in higher circles, and increasingly in Roman society. Phaedrus, who 
was bom circa 138 B.C., may have gone to Rome in 88 (Adfamiliares XIQ. 12), 
possibly to teach, but was back in Athens in 79 (Raubitschek 1949: 97-98). 
Raubitschek (1949: 103) points out that Appius and Lucius Saufeius were also 
known Epicureans who had studied in Athens under Phaedrus.25 The production of 
the works of Rabirius, Amafinius and Catius suggests that Epicureanism was 
growing stronger among non Greek-speaking Romans. Sedley (1998:61-65) seems 
right therefore to suggest that in Italy in Lucretius’ day there was a lively interest in 
philosophy. It is worth noting, however, that Cicero complains about the lack of 
philosophical production in Latin and the fact that learned Romans refused to read 
philosophy which was not in Greek.26
That establishing Lucretius’ philosophical source is relevant to a specifically 
'literary’ analysis of his poem has been questioned. While pointing out that Lucretius 
depends heavily on Epicurus for his philosophy, Kenney (1977: 8) remarks that 
“which work or works he chiefly followed and how much, if any, independence of 
Epicurus he allowed himself are questions not of primary concern to those interested 
in the DRN as literature. It is important, however, to grasp the width of the line
25 The possibility that Lucretius himself was taught by Phaedrus in Athens — or Rome? — 
cannot be discounted.
26 De finibus 1 -6 and Tusculanae disputationes I. 5. Cicero may be exaggerating the extent to 
which he is breaking new ground, but the implication in Tusculanae disputationes 1.6-7 seems to be that 
the works of Amafinius were not good enough to be read by the eruditi.
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separating the Epicurean texts that Lucretius had before him from what he made of 
them”. I am not sure I agree with Kenney. Understanding the difference between 
Epicurus’s dry prose and Lucretius’ poetry does not seem to be the whole story: 
additions to content can have a literary aspect too. The way in which Lucretius 
structured his philosophical material should be kept in mind when considering the 
literary qualities of the poem. Especially in a passage such as the critique where 
philosophical arguments, rhetoric and poetry become, as we shall see, fused into one, 
forming an idea of what material Lucretius’ source might have contained and what 
might have been introduced by Lucretius is relevant to literary analysis of Lucretius’ 
poetry. This helps to put Lucretius’ literary merits into perspective and to see where 
his achievement stands. Although we know that Lucretius followed Epicurus closely 
at various points in his poem, and Thucydides for a considerable section o f DRNVI, 
our understanding of Lucretius’ poetry and of how far he understood or altered the 
philosophical issues in DRN is hampered by our scant knowledge of what material 
Lucretius was using at various points in his narrative.
The indebtedness of this study to David Sedley’s book Lucretius and the 
Transformation o f Greek Wisdom will be apparent to the reader: he has pointed the 
way. I follow the approach he has adopted and, in many respects, develop, in relation 
to lines 635-920, some of the leads he has pointed at, though coming to different 
conclusions on some issues.
To come back to the aims of my thesis. My main concern is establishing what 
source material Lucretius used in the critique, and in what way he used it. The debate 
on Lucretius’ use of sources is very much open. Two recent studies on the topic take 
radically opposing views. Schrijvers (1999) thinks of Lucretius as an ‘eclectic late
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Hellenistic writer’; Sedley (1998), on the contrary, pictures Lucretius as a 
'fundamentalist’ who relied exclusively on Epicurus’ IIO as his source.
Assessing Lucretius’ handling of the critique depends on understanding how 
he used his Greek source. Adaptation, elaboration and addition (at times through 
'contamination’ of sources) were the means by which Lucretius could make the 
content of DRN more effective and more enjoyable. I am convinced there are many 
sections in the critique where Lucretius should be thought to be independent of his 
lost source, and many sections where he heavily elaborated the material he found in 
his source. Lucretius seems to have used his Greek source comparatively freely.
Speculating on Lucretius’ source is also relevant to the history and 
development of the Epicurean school. Studying the critique from the point of view 
of Lucretius’ use of sources sheds some light on how Epicureans went about 
producing polemical texts. Kleve (1978: 40) writes “there is a need of seeing 
polemics in Lucretius from a new angle. Pinning down the opponents of Lucretius 
is only one part of the problem; in addition we have the contents of his arguments, 
his ways of arguing and above all his place in a polemical tradition which goes back 
more than two centuries before his own time. However, the history of Epicurean 
polemics still has to be written”.
Discussion ofLucretius’ sources will involve analysis ofthe remains ofbooks 
XIV and XV of Epicurus’s 11$, to try to determine their content. Since it has been 
suggested that books XIV and XV of Epicurus’ 11$ were Lucretius’ source for the 
critique, I shall dedicate considerable space to analysis of the relevant papyri from 
the library in Herculaneum and provide a new edition of some of the fragments, as 
a result of autopsy of the papyri in Naples* Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele
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Ill, corroborated by use of the multispectral digital images of the papyri. This will, 
I hope, be a small step forward towards a much needed reconstruction of Epicurus’ 
treatise IIO.
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Chapter 1. Lucretius drew the critique from an Epicurean polemical text
I doubt that Lucretius consulted the original writings of Heraclitus, Empedocles and 
Anaxagoras, reconstructed the thought of the three Presocratics, and elaborated his own 
counter-arguments against their theories of matter.27 Although Lucretius may well have 
known the works, or at least quotations from the works, of Heraclitus and Anaxagoras, 
and he was certainly familiar with the work of Empedocles,2* it is reasonable to assume 
that in lines 635-920 Lucretius largely reproduced the arguments he found in a Greek29 
text.301 also doubt that Lucretius elaborated his own counter-arguments on the basis of
27 Brown (1989: 150) criticises the suggestion that Lucretius’ knowledge of the Presocratics does not 
derive from his own study of the original texts: “this suggestion should be treated with caution in view of 
Lucretius’ demonstrably wide reading in other areas of Greek literature . . . ”
28 Above page 12 and below chapter 4.4, especially pages 322-328.
29 That Lucretius was using a Latin source should, I think, be ruled out, in view of his remarks on the 
difficulty of translating from the Greek in DRN 1 136-139, which presumably apply to the poem as a whole.
301 do not mean that Lucretius had necessarily a written work in front of him. I intend source to be 
understood in a wide sense. Lucretius may have been taught philosophy, and, if so, would have taken notes. 
If Epicurean education was based on Epicurus’ IIO, as seems likely, seeing that Philodemus’ library had 
multiple copies of the same work (presumably for handing out to students), this makes it a priori likely that 
Lucretius was familiar with, and may have taken notes from, Epicurus’ IM>.
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second-hand information regarding the views of the three Presocratics. I do not exclude 
the possibility that some arguments are Lucretius’ own contribution, but evidence from 
elsewhere in the poem suggests that he would have depended on a Greek source.
DRN VI 1138-1286 are extremely close to Thucydides’ description of the 
Athenian Plague (II 47-52). Lucretius’ use of sources in his this passage, however, is 
complicated by the fact that he includes material from the Hippocratic corpus. Munro 
(1864b: 394-395) was the first to notice how lines 1184-1195 resembled passages in the 
Hippocratic corpus (e.g. line 1184 with Hippocrates Prorrhet. I. 49, line 1185 with 
Hippocrates Praenot. Coac. 193, line 1186 with Hippocrates Progn. 8, line 1188 with 
Hippocrates 1.1.24). Contaminatio is perhaps a better explanation than an intermediary 
source between Thucydides and Lucretius.31
31 Clay 1983: 290, note 5. Scholars have suggested that Lucretius used an intermediaiy source, 
possibly a (later) Epicurean text now lost. Emout and Robin (1928: 351 and 361) postulated a Latin 
intermediaiy. This was suggested to them by what were thought mistranslations of Thucydides (Bright 1971: 
607, note 2). Clay, defending Lucretius’ originality, insists that it was Lucretius who fused the two (with the 
implication that, as Munro thought, Lucretius was familiar with the Hippocratic corpus). That Lucretius used 
an intermediary source in Greek or, much less probably, in Latin is perhaps unlikely, but cannot be ruled out. 
That this intermediary could have been an Epicurean text is pure speculation, although Diogenes Laertius X.
28 refers to a work Ilepi voowv 5d£ai Tipdc; Mi0pf)v by Epicurus (Giancotti 1994:565). The most probable
explanation is that Lucretius depends on Thucydides directly, but on Hippocrates indirectly (Professor Sharpies
suggests to me that it is not certain that the Hippocratic writings were as prominent in the first century B.C.
as they became later). It may be that the material from the Hippocratic corpus was scholia on the text of 
Thucydides which Lucretius used, or that Lucretius used as a source a medical commentary on Thucydides’ 
description of the Athenian Plague.
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Whether or not Lucretius added the Hippocratean elements himself, it seems a 
far remark that description of the Plague is little more than a ‘translation’ of Thucydides’ 
account into Latin hexameters.32 And some philosophical sections o f DRNcan be shown 
to reproduce very closely the arguments found in Epicurus’ own works. This is clear 
when one compares, for example, DRN I 418-448 with Epicurus’ letter A d Herodotum 
39(b)-40,33 oi DRNl 483-583 with Ad Herodotum 41, or again D/&VTV 53-175 wtihAd 
Herodotum 46-48.34
Further evidence that Lucretius habitually reproduced the arguments in his Greek
32 For Lucretius’ ‘reworking’ of the material in Thucydides, see Commager 1957. Sedley argues that 
Lucretius would have reworked the account of the Plague had he lived to complete his poem. On how Sedley’s 
theory that book VI (as well as most of book IV and book V) are an unrevised ‘first draft’ is open to a number 
of objections, see below Appendix (a), pages 389-391.
33 Woltjer 1877: 18-19.
34 Despite the similarities between DRN and Ad Herodotum it looks as though Lucretius did not use 
Ad Herodotum as his primary source, since DRN treats topics which are omitted altogether in Epicurus’ Ad 
Herodotum (e.g. the material in DRN II 730-990) and there are divergences in the order of topics. Sedley 
(1998: 141) argues that the sequence in DRN IV 176-215 reproduces the one of IM> II, and not the one ofA d  
Herodotum, shows that “Lucretius’ debt to On Nature has not been mediated by the use of the Letter to 
Herodotus”. It is hard to disprove altogether that Lucretius used Ad Herodotum for some sections ofhis poem, 
but a hypothesis according to which Lucretius often switched from one Epicurean source to another is rather 
uneconomical. I take it that Ad Herodotum reproduced, at times, the now lost text by Epicurus which Lucretius 
used. On whether this text is more likely to have been Epicurus’ IM>, or some other work, see below page 227. 
On the structure of Ad Herodotum, and how for it reflected the structure of IM>, below Appendix (c), pages 
405-408.
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sources comes from DRNN  and DRN VI. Sections of this book are, as we shall see,35 
very close to the arguments which appeared in works by Theophrastus. I take it that 
Lucretius in books V and VI was following a text by Epicurus himself who had 
incorporated Theophrastean material,36 although it is very hard to prove that Lucretius 
did not gain access to the Theophrastean information either directly from Theophrastus, 
or through a later writer who reproduced Theophrastus independently of Epicurus.37
33 Below pages 199-204.
36 If Lucretius corresponds to Theophrastus, and Epicurus is not extant, there is no need to suppose
that the intermediary was a later Epicurean one; only //Lucretius and Theophrastus agree against Epicurus,
might there be a case for supposing that the intermediary was a later Epicurean one.
37 Runia (1997: 99-101) suggests that Lucretius had “sources of access” to doxographical material 
other than Epicurus, pointing out that in DRN V 705-750 (a) Lucretius organizes his discussion according to 
the doxographical diaeresis (moon as recipient of light / moon source of its own light) while Epicurus, who 
refers to this diaeresis in ad Pythoclem 94, does not integrate it, as Lucretius does, with the questions of the 
moon’s transformations and its eclipse; (b) Lucretius operates a distinction between bastard (nothus) and own 
(proprius) light which is not found in Epicurus, nor in Aetius, but is parallelled in the Philonic text De somniis 
I. 21-32 (I. 23 x\ 6&; oeXqvq itdxcpov yvtfaiov vo0ov 6itY<{>£p€T<u 4>€yyoQ fjXiaKaig 
^TuAapTtd^ievov dxxioiv fj Ka0’ ai)TO piv iS ia i toutcdv oufiexepov, to 6’ &|i(j)oiv ax; &v 
oIkcioi) kcci dcAAoxpi'ot) Ttupcx; Kpapa;) and inLucianlcaromenippus paragraph 20; and (c) refers explicitly 
in DRN V 727 to the theory of Berosus that the moon is a rotating sphere, half of which is inflamed. Runia 
takes it that the astronomical fragments were part of Berosus’ work Bafh)A.G>viaicd which he dates between 
290-270 B.C., too late for Theophrastus and for most of the books of Epicurus’ HO. Argument (a) may show 
no more than that Ad Pythoclem is earlier than the text Lucretius used as his source (if we suppose that once 
he had made the integration Epicurus could not have failed to do so always). The use of (b) the term nothus
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Lucretius may have included material later than Epicurus in DRN V. Schofield 
(1999: 749, note 30) suggests that Lucretius cannot be taken as evidence for Epicurus’ 
own views on the development of civilisation, although he grants that there is some 
genuine material from Epicurus in DRNN  925-1157 (lines 1120-1130 can be compared 
with K upiai 5o£ai 7, and lines 1151-1157 with K upiai 6o£ai 35).38 Schofield points 
out that Lucretius’ phases of softening (1011-1023) and exhaustion (1143-1150) are at 
odds with the views of Hermarchus, Epicurus’ friend, philosophical associate and 
successor as head of the school.39 Assuming this material was not in Epicurus it is 
unclear whether it is more likely that Lucretius contaminated later material with 
Epicurus’ treatment, or that he was following a text by an Epicurean author later than 
Epicurus’ himself One may also consider the possibility that Hermarchus’ views were
certainly links the three texts in question, but can Lucian and Philo be taken as representing the ‘doxographical 
tradition’(nothus is not in Aetius, Runia 1997:101, note 43)? As for argument (c) it is not certain— as Sedley 
(1998: 91-92 and 92, note 125) notes — that Berosus’ astronomical considerations first appeared in his 
BapuAamaKri. Berosus’ dates make it possible that Epicurus knew of his views. Usener (1887: 384) and 
Bailey (1947: 1439-1440) thought that such a view is cited in Ad Pythoclem 94 (xaxd oxpo<f>f|v xot) 
oo5p,axog xouxou). Runia (1997: 101, note 50) objects that the distinctive feature of being t)|ii7tupo)xo<; is 
not in Epicurus. Even if Runia is right, it may be that Lucretius is performing contaminatio in this section of 
DRN V, as he seems to have done in the Plague passage in book VI (above note 31).
38 Cole (1967: 15-46) points to extensive parallels between Vitruvius’, Diodorus’, Tzetzes’, 
Posidonius’ and Lucretius’ account of the development of civilization to show that all of these go back to a 
Democritean original. Cole (1967: 170) suggests that there may be a Cynic source.
39 On Hermarchus and Epicurus see Longo Auricchio 1987: 25.
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not the same as Epicurus’, because Hermarchus was innovating.40
It has been suggested by Kleve (1978: 67) that the target of DRN IV 777- 817 
is the Academic Cameades, because of the content and style of the passage. It is worth 
noting, with Bailey (1947:1274), that a similar objection is moved against the Epicurean 
images by Cicero in Adfamiliares XV. 16. 2 and in De natura deorum I. 108. Cicero 
may reflect an objection against the Epicureans he found in his Academic source, and 
Lucretius may be reproducing the response to such a point. But it seems somewhat 
unlikely that Epicurus himself would not have anticipated what are such obvious 
objections to his theory of images when setting it forward. Cicero could have overlooked 
(or not known about) Epicurus’ explanation. That Lucretius introduced ideas later than 
Epicurus in DRN IV 777- 817 is not proven.
Kleve defends the theory that DRN I 1052-1113 are aimed at the Stoics 
specifically,41 pointing out that Diogenes (fragment 20 Chilton = fragment 66 Smith) 
similarly confutes a theory which supposes a finite world in an infinite void, but while 
according to the theory in Lucretius the world is spherical and tends toward the centre, 
in Diogenes “the earth is limited by the heavens above, but extends below without 
limitation”.42 Kleve goes on to point out that Diogenes also presents other variants of the
40 Vander Waerdt (1988: 90-98) argues that Hermarchus innovated on Epicurus’ views on 
anthropology.
41 As for the claim that a Stoic theory is under scrutiny in DRN V 55-234, see Furley (1966: 27-30) 
and Sedley (1998: 74, note 60).
42 Kleve 1978: 67-68.
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theory (without reference or supporting argument). Lucretius would have chosen the 
version of the theory which dealt with the Stoics. This argument, if it should be called 
that, is not stringent.43
The problem with DRN I 1052-1113 is especially difficult because Plato and 
Aristotle, Epicurus’ usual targets, also adopted a geocentric theory (Plato did not think 
that the elements had a natural tendency of their own; Aristotle thought that fire and air 
moved upwards), and because it is not certain whether lines 1083-1093 introduce a new 
theory or not. I am inclined to believe, with Furley (1966: 18), that Lucretius is 
describing just one theory, according to which earth and water tend towards the centre, 
apart from fire and air, which move away from the middle. Schmidt (1990: 221) puts 
forward six points to support his claim that the Stoics are the target: (a) Lucretius speaks 
in terms of tendency towards the middle of all stuff, even light matter: that thinkers other 
than the Stoics, including Aristotle, held such a view has not been proven; (b) despite the 
general tendency of all things towards the centre there is a mention of centrifugal 
movements: a conflict between two such views can only be found within the Stoic 
school; (c) Lucretius’ opponent believes in void outside the world, but Aristotle did not;
(d) Plutarch similarly discusses tendency towards the centre in cosmology in connection 
with Stoicism; (e) Aristotle considered the theory of the closeness of the heavenly bodies 
ridiculous, and (f) the theory of increase which Lucretius treats in connection with the
43 Indeed Smith (1992b: 511) is not able to rule out that the Stoics are the target in Diogenes, although 
he prefer to assume that the target is Xenophanes.
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stars is a Stoic theory.
One cannot be certain about Schmidt’s points (a) and (b): Lucretius uses omnia 
in lines 1053 and 1056, but Furley plausibly suggests that in those lines omnia refers 
rather to earth and water in the antipodes. Sedley (1998: 79) is right that there is no sign 
of Lucretius exploiting an inconsistency between centripalism and centrifugality of air 
and fire in the position he is attacking, as Plutarch does in S.V.F. II. 434, presumably 
following a Peripatetic source.44 As for (c), it is true that in lines 1074-1082 Lucretius 
assumes void outside the world, but he does not expressly say the opponents subscribed 
to this. Lucretius’ source may simply be arguing in Epicurean terms; according to Furley 
(1966: 17-18) there is “no need to think the propositions were held by his opponents”. 
It is unclear whether (c) makes it less likely that the opponent was Aristotle. Point (d) 
can be disregarded; Plutarch’s testimony may not be relevant at all to Lucretius. Point
(e) seems to cast some doubt on the identification of Aristotle as the target. As for 
Schmidt’s point (f), this detail seems in fact to speak against thinking that the Stoics are 
the intended target of Lucretius’ source, since Sedley (1998: 78-79) draws attention to 
the fact that the Stoics thought that the heavens were nourished not by fire, but by 
moisture. One cannot be certain that Lucretius’ source was attacking the Stoics here. It 
certainly seems possible, if not likely, that Furley is right in holding that Zeno’s theory 
reported in S.V.F. I. 99 is a response to the arguments we find in Lucretius. Lucretius 
is probably reflecting Epicurus’ polemic with earlier thinkers. However one cannot take
44 Schmidt (1990: 214-215) thinks that Plutarch and Lucretius depended on the same tradition.
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it for granted that the intended target is Aristotle, as this requires Epicurus to have 
known only the works, or part of the works, where Aristotle had not yet elaborated the 
fifth element. It would not be the first time that we are not able to identify the quadruple 
pluralists Epicurus was taking issue with (see below pages 122-126).
Lucretius may perhaps have incorporated philosophical material later than 
Epicurus, but if he did so, he did so extremely sparingly. His source was Epicurus. 
Lucretius’ remarks in DRN III 9-13 and DRNN  52-55 read like a statement to the effect 
that most, if not all, of his philosophical material is based directly on Epicurus’ words. 
Lucretius would not have expressed himself in such terms had Epicurus not been his 
main source.45
It may be objected that in some passages of DRN it cannot be proved, or even 
inferred, that Lucretius closely followed a Greek source. This seems to be the case for 
the prologues to each of the six books,46 DRN 1 398-417,47 DRN 1921-950, the praise
45 On the didactic ‘process’ between Epicurus and Lucretius as represented in the poem see Schiesaro 
2003: 58-60. He notes that DRN stages two didactic processes: one between Epicurus and Lucretius and one 
between Lucretius and Memmius. The image of vestigia, which Lucretius uses for Epicurus, illustrates the 
process of memory: the relationship hinted at is that between father and son. On Lucretius’ didactic relationship 
with Memmius, below pages 376-382.
46 DRN 1 1-158, or arguably 1-155. The prologue is a special case, if Sedley (1998: 23-32) is right 
in suggesting that Lucretius is following Empedocles’ prologue to his Ilep i <j>i3o€Gx; in structure (below pages 
323-324).
47 Below note 383.
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of Empedocles and Sicily at D RN1716-732,48 parts, if not all, of the account of sex and 
love at DRN IV  1037-1287, perhaps the attack on myths of punishment in the afterlife 
at D RN III978-1023, and possibly the Magna Mater passage in D RN II600-660.49 Some 
of these passages certainly contain ‘original composition’, but to suppose that Lucretius 
— even if he had received philosophical training — independently elaborated the 
arguments in the critique seems quite a different matter. None of the passages mentioned
48 Lines 716-732 are part of the critique. Sedley(1989:15) tentatively suggests that the passage itself 
could be “direct imitation of a lost passage of Empedocles”. But Empedocles is reported not to have describe 
Aetna in his writings. Lapini (2003: 96-91) points out that Timaeus, as reported by Diogenes Laertius VIII. 
71 tells us, argued that Empedocles could not have committed suicide by throwing himself into Aetna because, 
amongst other reasons, he never mentions the craters of Aetna. On Lucretius ’ description of Aetna, below pages 
328-330.
49 Perret (1935) suggests that Lucretius and Varro, who was the first to treat the topic, depended on 
a Latin text, probably derived from Phrygian sources, which described the ritual and presented Cybele as mater 
generosa, while Boyance (1941: 149) thinks Lucretius’ interest reflects his school’s interest in the exegesis 
given by the Stoics gave of the “myths palens”, pointing out that Zeno and Cleanthes were of oriental origin 
(Zeno was from Citium on Cyprus, and Cleanthes from Assos) and therefore would have been interested in cult 
of Cybele and Galli. Craca (2000: 28-29) refers to the treatment of the cult of Cybele in Philodemus’ Ilepi 
enoepeicti; and considers the possibility that Apollodorus of Athens’ IIcpi 0€O>v was Philodemus’ source. 
According to her (2000: 30) it is possible the critique of the myth comes from the Epicurean school, but it is 
more likely that Lucretius used a literary source which his audience would know well and appreciate. There 
is a parallel between the account of Cybele in DRN II and pseudo-Aristotle Mirabilia 162 (Sharpies 1985: 
133-134).
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contains philosophical arguments,50 let alone detailed counter-arguments such as we find 
in the critique.51 The critique is a challenging passage from a philosophical point of view, 
and it is unlikely that Lucretius decided to do without a guide in this section of his poem.
1.1 Lucretius’ information is ‘second-hand’
Rosier (1973: 50-53) has shown that the reading of the three Presocratics in the critique 
shares misunderstandings introduced by Peripatetic doxography. Diels’ term 
‘doxography’, which will occur repeatedly in what follows, is slippery and potentially 
misleading, therefore I shall define briefly how I understand the word.
Distinguishing what is ‘doxography’ from what is ‘use of doxography’ has 
proved a hard task. Mansfeld (2000: 347) defines doxography as follows: “ . . . a 
systematic collection of tenets (doxai etc.) and not much more than that, though it may 
have a critical undertone and even sport explicit criticism”.52 He defines the term more 
inclusively than Diels, who thought that doxographical texts are those the content of
50 Both the final section of DRN III and DRN IV 1037-1287 contain philosophical arguments, but the 
style and presentation of these lines suggest that Lucretius was not following step by step a philosophical 
source-text.
51 Some of Lucretius’ characteristically Epicurean counter-arguments are rather complex, e.g. the 
initial argument against Heraclitus on rarefaction and condensation followed by the ruling out of other means 
of transmutation of the element (below pages 38-40).
52 As Mansfeld puts it “doxography proper is offspring of Aristotle’s dialectical overviews” and 
therefore originally considered positive as well as negative aspects of the 56£cu.
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which can be traced back to Theophrastus’ Ouoiicai Ao£ai (henceforth d>A).53 
Mansfeld (1990:3061-3062) also emphasises that the tradition was more fluid than Diels 
had envisaged.
The practice of composing lists of 6o£ai was developed considerably by the 
Peripatetic school,54 although such collection of tenets most probably originated much 
earlier. There are indications that some kind of listing of do£ai was practised in the 
Academy, but also previously (Mansfeld 1986: 3).
The nature of the evidence for specific works, and the problems over how we 
define ‘doxography’ in the first place, make it difficult to determine whether counter­
arguments appeared in the doxographical tradition, and what kind of counter-arguments 
these may have been. Paradoxically, if counter-arguments are ‘use o f doxography’, 
Theophrastus’ d>A may itself turn out not to have been pure, i.e. ‘criticism free’,
53 Mansfeld (1990:358-359 and 1992b: 64-66) argues persuasively that 4>ixnKai 6 o£ai, rather than 
<&D<nK<ov 6 o£ai, was the wording of the title.
54 Earlier 6 o£cu are reviewed in Aristotle’s Physics (184al0 -192b4) and especially 'mMetaphysics 
A, where 6 o£ai take up most — twenty six out of thirty three and a half pages in the OCT edition — of the 
book, allowing for some Aristotelian theory within the ‘critical ’ section. Theophrastus not only reported views 
in his lost <I>A, but is also said to have composed one bode IIpcx; xoix; <j>uoiKOi3<; (FHS&G 137 and 138) and 
works devoted to report and, at least in some cases, criticism of individual philosophers’ theories (FHS&G 137 
27-32, 33, 39, 40, 41), assuming that these were not part of the d>A. The Peripatetics were perhaps the first 
philosophical school to collect information for the sake of collecting. Aristotle held that a consideration of 
previous views might help in arriving at the truth; therefore understanding and reporting of earlier views was 
required. In this sense ‘providing information’ was the Peripatetic school’s aim when listing earlier views.
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doxography. Taurus, as Mansfeld (1990:3207) mentions, shows that counter-arguments 
were included in OA (FHS&G 241 A).
Baltussen (2000:242) suggests that the term ‘critical endoxography’ “represents 
much better the theory and practice of the early peripatetic school. . . ” Aristotle and 
Theophrastus collected views on particular topics in the context of dialectic (ev5o£a). 
It is not wholly clear whether Baltussen thinks Theophrastus’ OA, of which 
Theophrastus’ De sensibus may have been a part, was itself an example of ‘critical 
endoxography’. Theophrastus’ De sensibus shows that the Peripatetics produced works, 
or at least sections of works, which listed, in more or less comprehensive fashion, 
previous opinions and passed judgement on them.
The surviving text which comes closest to a ‘criticism free’ form of doxography 
is Aetius’ Placita, as reconstructed by Diels through Pseudo-Plutarch and Stobaeus, 
although here too criticism appears on rare occasions. Aetius uses forms of the verb 
ap ap td v e iv  in reference to Thales in 1.2.2, and to Anaximander in 1.3.3, Anaximenes 
in I. 3. 4 and Anaxagoras and Plato in I. 7. 7. Criticism is also explicit in I. 5. 3, against 
Plato.55 This kind of incidental criticism, however, is very different from Lucretius’ series 
of counter-arguments. In Lucretius the aspect of reporting positive, as well as
55 Mansfeld (1990: 3206-3207) implies that the traces of argument surviving in Aetius derive from 
Theophrastus, and that the objection in I. 7. 7 states the Epicurean argument against the Stoics. Baltussen 
(2000: 242, note 18) mentions that Aristotle regularly uses dpapxaveiv when judging views of others 
(Nicomachecm Ethics passim', Physics 213a24; Topica 125b20, Metaphysics 1090b32, De respiratione 
474a 18).
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unacceptable, aspects of other thinkers’ views is completely lost.56
It can be said, generally speaking, that in their reports of earlier 6o£ai (a) the 
Peripatetics found support in earlier views and at times rejected them, to argue that their 
own views were right; (b) the Neo-Pyrrhonists and Academic Sceptics argued that no 
view is right, since for them the very existence of rival views is itself m  argument against 
the truth of any of them;57 and (c) the Epicureans were more prone to attack everyone 
else.58 Members of the Epicurean school produced texts listing earlier views59 with the
56 Compare this with Epicurus’ introduction to his polemic against earlier 5o£ai in column XXIV 
oflK* XIV, where Epicurus points out that he discusses such views to free pupils from the Tapa%ij which they 
may cause (below pages 95-%).
57 Mansfeld (1999: 18) argues that the diaphonic structure which is found in Aetius is derived from 
the Sceptics, who wished to show deadlocks in opinion. According to Mansfeld (1992b: 68-69) the pupils of 
Arcesilaus composed “ . . . a predecessor, or several predecessors” of the Vetusta Placita by using 
Theophrastus’ collection of 6 d£ai as well as other sources, and tried to produce a dvTiAoyia and 6 ia<|>o>via: 
in most chapters of Aetius the diaeresis is not complete but the 6 ia<J>0)V\a “is brought out quite effectively”. 
Boys-Stones (2001:123-146) suggests that the Middle Piatonists considered all other philosophies deviations 
from Plato as a way of replying to the Sceptics.
58 According to Obbink (2001: 225) in his review of earlier 6 d£ai on the gods in book II of Ik p i 
€i>oef)€ia<;: “Philod£men’aborde pas l’historie de la theologie de manidrepurement negative et destructrice”. 
Nevertheless Philodemus’ attitude seems more one sided than texts produced by the Peripatetic school or any 
other school.
59 One could draw a further distinction when considering such works, i.e. between those which (a) 
had a preliminary list of views followed by a separate section refuting such views, as in Theophrastus’ De 
sensibus, such as e.g. Philodemus’ Ilepi noiqpaKov and Diogenes of Oenoanda’s inscription cm physics
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intent of refuting them; they usually layed less emphasis on reporting comprehensively 
previous views, and concentrated on refutation of earlier views more than Theophrastean 
‘doxography’ had done, and the post-Theophrastean Placita tradition would do.
When using ‘doxography’ in what follows I shall use the term to refer to texts 
listing earlier views which ultimately depend on Theophrastus’ collection of tenets, but 
keeping in mind that the tradition was not rigidly fixed, that the information was adapted 
to different uses in different schools, and that in some cases counter-arguments appeared.
That Lucretius relied on information handed down by the Theophrastean 
doxographical tradition, rather than the original writings of the Presocratics is most 
evident in his treatment of Heraclitus. His confutation of Heraclitus depends on the 
definition of Heraclitus’ dpxrj that Aristotle gives 'mMetaphysics A. 3 .983b8. Lucretius 
follows Aristotle’s and Theophrastus’ reading and presents Heraclitus as a physical 
monist who adopted fire as his material apxA 60
In DK B30 Heraclitus does say that the Koopos itself is an ‘ever-living fire’, but 
this does not show that he envisaged fire as a material apxA  The term K o o p o g  means 
“world-order”, rather than “world” before the fourth century B.C. Heraclitus thought of 
Tiup as the regulating element of the world. Heraclitus’ Ttup had aspects other than the
(below page 63), and those which (b) criticised earlier views at the same time as they listed them, such as 
Cicero and Philodemus on the gods (below note 97).
60 Aristotle considers the ultimate material “a substrate which persists but undergoes changes of 
quality” and reads all the Presocratics’ principles in this way, thus misinterpreting them (McDiarmid 1953: 
91).
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purely material, such as process and change.61
The inclusion of Heraclitus with the Ionian monists is probably due to Aristotle. 
Pre-Aristotelian sources suggest that Heraclitus was not universally seen as a material 
monist. In Plato’s Sophist 242D Heraclitus is treated as someone who combines monism 
and pluralism — a suitably Heraclitean thing for him to have done, given his doctrine of 
the identity of opposites. DK B26, DK B117 and DK B118 show that the opposition 
between fire and water was important for Heraclitus. Plato Cratylus 402 may reflect this 
to some extent. And Mansfeld (1983: 44) endorses Snell’s suggestion that Cratylus 
402A-C and Aristotle Metaphysics A. 3. 983b20-984a5 (dealing with Thales) derive 
from Hippias. Mansfeld disagrees with Snell’s further supposition that Plato swapped 
Heraclitus for Thales because he was being humorous. According to Mansfeld (1986:23- 
24) Hippias’ ‘doxographical work’ probably implied, as does Plato, that Heraclitus 
derived things from water.62 It looks as though it was Aristotle’s reading63 that misled 
Lucretius or, more probably, Lucretius’ source, and led him to consider, mistakenly, 
Heraclitus a typical Ionian monist, who posited fire as his material otoi%€iov.
61 Some scholars (e.g. Zeller, Burnet, Chemiss) have even gone as far as to argue that fire was purely 
symbolic for Heraclitus.
62 Cicero De natura deorum HI. 35 may be relevant: sedomnia vestri [the Stoics], Balbe, solent ad 
ignem vim referre, Heraclitum, ut opinor sequentes, quern ipsttm non omnes interpretantur uno modo. But 
perhaps the uncertainty refers to Heraclitus generally rather than the discussion of OTOi^eiov specifically.
63 Aristotle did not rely only on originals for his discussion of the monist physicists (Mansfeld 1986:
34-35).
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That the information in Lucretius ultimately depends on Theophrastus is itself 
unremarkable. Given Heraclitus’ obscurity it seems natural to assume that anyone 
commenting on his theories, even if he had available his original text,64 would look for 
help in interpreting Heraclitus’ notoriously obscure prose. Theophrastus’ collection of 
Sojai, or later collections which derived from it, would certainly have been the obvious 
place to look.
Further evidence that Lucretius depends on the Peripatetic tradition comes from 
his attribution to Heraclitus ofthe non-Heraclitean theory of creation through rarefaction 
and condensation. While it seems extremely unlikely that Heraclitus himself ever referred 
to condensation and rarefaction, it would appear from FHS&G 225 that Theophrastus 
attributed such a theory to Hippasus and Heraclitus.65 McDiarmid (1953: 94-95) is 
probably right in suggesting that it was Theophrastus who introduced such an erroneous 
inference.66
The interpretation of Heraclitus as a material monist who believed in 
condensation and rarefaction shows that at least some of the arguments in Lucretius’
64 We shall see chapter 4.1 how there are indications that Lucretius parodied Heraclitus’ expressions, 
which suggests a degree of familiarity with Heraclitus’ text.
65 Rosier 1973:52. Theophrastus is reported (FHS&G 226B) as having attributed condensation and 
rarefaction to Anaximenes alone in his ioxopia (which could be the same work as the 4>A) but elsewhere 
apparently to Diogenes of Apollonia as well (FHS&G 226A).
66 In Physics A. 6 . 189b8-10 and Metaphysics A. 8 . 988b34-989al Aristotle’s remarks suggest that 
all monists used condensation and rarefaction and this may have misled Theophrastus (Chemiss 1964: 14).
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critique are based on the information about the Presocratics handed down by the 
Peripatetic school. The argument in lines 647-664 depends on a specifically Peripatetic 
reading of Heraclitus as a material monist, a reading which the doxographical tradition 
took over. Aetius (I. 3. 11) comments on Heraclitus and Hippasus:. . .  6k 7iupo<; yap 
Ta navza  yiveofiai icai ei<; Ttup navza  zeX evzav  Aeyouot. toutou  de 
KaxaoPevvupcvou Koopo7toi€io0ai t a  Ttavta* 7tpd>Tov pev yap to  
7taxup€peoTaTov auToO ei<; au to  ouoTeA.A.dpevov yfj y iyvera i, eiteiTa 
avaxaA.o)pevqv zr\v yqv utto too  Ttupo<; <|)uoei udcop dttoTeXeioOai, 
avafiupiwpevov 6c aepa yiveoOai, 7taA.iv 6e tov  icdopov icai Ttavra Ta 
ocSpaxa u7to 7tupo<; dvaA.ouo0ai 6v trp  CKTtupwoei. Aetius’s entry shows 
elaboration.67 It speaks in terms of Ttupog Karaopevvupevou, but to  
7taxup€pcoTaTov auTofi ei$ auTO ouoTeAAopevov suggests that the quenching of 
fire results from a process of condensation.
Against this background it is somewhat surprising that Lucretius only attributes 
condensation and rarefaction to Heraclitus hypothetically (Giussani 1898: 90).68 In line
67 It is unclear whether Aetius is here attributing to Heraclitus a theory of air, water and earth as prior 
to other substances. Lucretius makes no reference at all to the processes whereby Heraclitus’ fire turns into 
water, earth, and air. A theory comparable to the one in Aetius hoe surprisingly appears, later on in the 
critique, as part of Lucretius’ criticism of Empedocles and the quadruple pluralists in lines 782-802. This is 
so surprising that some critics have thought the lines are aimed at the Stoics’ reading of Heraclitus (below page 
75).
68 Theophrastus’ statement that Heraclitus envisaged condensation and rarefaction in FHS&G 225 
is followed by the statement that all things are an exchange for fire, which is presented as a supporting reason
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647 the imperfect subjunctive is used: nihilprodesset enim calidum denserier ignem. 
The fact that the line of argument in the critique puts in doubt whether Heraclitus 
employed condensation and rarefaction, and proceeds to refute the possibility of other 
means of transformation may indicate that whoever constructed the arguments was not 
at the mercy of Theophrastus’ reading of Heraclitus, but rather elaborated the 
information, and indeed considered the possibility of an interpretation of Heraclitus 
different from Theophrastus’. But the fact that means other than condensation and 
rarefaction are considered may well rather betray a desire to argue against any other 
possible forms of fire-monism. Aristotle’s way of proceeding in De caelo T. 5. 304a8- 
304b 12 is a useful comparison.69 Alternatively the consideration of means other than 
condensation and rarefaction may simply signal that the argument will rule out the 
possibility of such a process, Heraclitus not allowing for void. What seems certain is that 
either Lucretius or, more probably, his source, speculated on the information handed 
over to them by the doxographical tradition concerning Heraclitus, perhaps to extend the 
confutation to other forms of fire-monism.
for the claim that Heraclitus used condensation and rarefaction (yap). This may indicate that Theophrastus 
himself was aware of the fact that Heraclitus did not make clear the means by which fire turned into other 
elements. This may also be the reason why Aristotle did not, as far as we know, explicitly attribute 
condensation-rarefaction to Heraclitus.
69 One may wonder whether Lucretius’ source concentrated on Heraclitus as much as Lucretius does 
(granted that Lucretius speaks in terms ofHeraclitus and his followers), or addressed fire monism, or perhaps 
monism, in more general terms. We shall see in chapter 2 how Epicurus similarly attacked the monists’ theory 
of condensation and rarefaction in IIO XIV, although II4> XIV was not Lucretius’ direct source.
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A further indication that Lucretius’ critique ultimately depends on doxography 
comes from its ordering according to the number of principles.70 As Mansfeld (1990: 
3153) points out: “Lucretius is explicit about the number of principles involved, and he 
has arranged the doctrines in the sequence one - two71 - four - infinitely many. This 
arrangement is a sure sign of a doxographic backdrop; numerous parallels exist”.72
Although Lucretius certainly does not stress that Anaxagoras’ principles were 
infinitely many, and indeed this is only implicit in the number of examples Lucretius 
gives, and the cetera of line 842, Mansfeld’s general point is valid. The chances are that
70 Mansfeld (1990:3154) surmises from the absence of references to Posidonius and Asclepiades that 
there is no reason to think that Lucretius’ source for the doxographical material was as late as the first century 
B.C. Presumably he has in mind the Vetustissima Placita, if not Theophrastus’ <DA. Diels dated the Vetusta 
Placita to the first half of the first century B.C. Mansfeld (1990:3062 and 3167-3170) suggests that a precursor 
of the Placita existed at the time of Chrysippus. According to Mansfeld Varro and “Cicero (or Cicero’s 
Academic sources)” used this source rather than its first century update.
71 Lucretius mentions two versions of dualism, one (a) involving the pairing air-fire and the other (b) 
the pairing earth-water (lines 712-713). The latter has been thought to refer to Xenophanes’ theory, the former 
to Parmenides’. Plato in Sophist 242c has the pairings moist-dry, hot-cold, without attributions. But 
Theophrastus in FHS&G 227A singles out Parmenides as believing in two elements Ttup icai. yq (f) paAAov 
<|>oi)<; Kai okotoc). FHS&G 227C and 227D also make the point that Parmenides thought earth and fire to be 
the two elements. IfLucretius, or his source, had Parmenides in mind for the pairing air-fire, using air to allude 
to Parmenides’ night (Greek <5ct)P is often linked with mistiness and obscurity), he knew the correct version, 
not the Peripatetic doxographical one, which Cicero adopts in Academica II. 118. But in Lucretius the abstract 
pairings may be more important than any specific attributions.
72 See Mansfeld 1990: 3157-3161.
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the arrangement derives from the doxographical tradition. In my view Lucretius imported 
the arrangement according to number of principles from a Greek Epicurean text which 
based its classification on the one developed by Aristotle and Theophrastus. The author 
of Lucretius’ source-text adapted this classification, so as to have three distinct 
categories: monism, limited pluralism and unlimited pluralism. Lucretius’ handling of the 
confutation of Anaxagoras has obscured this approach.73
It is worth noting in this context, though, that the sequence in Aetius is 
remarkably different from the one in Lucretius.74 Anaximenes (I. 3. 4) is followed by 
Anaxagoras (I. 3. 5), and Heraclitus only comes later on (I. 3. 11), at the start of the 
sequence leading to Epicurus.75
The fact that Lucretius attacks the fire-monists in lines 655-664, the quadruple- 
pluralists in lines 742-745 and Anaxagoras in line 841 because they do not allow for the 
existence of void also betrays dependence on doxographical information. The argument
73 We shall see in chapter 4 how laying emphasis on the personalities of Heraclitus and Empedocles 
especially was a priority in Lucretius’ agenda.
74 Mansfeld (1990: 3161) notes that the list in Aetius is not organised according to the number of 
principles, but he does not provide an explanation for it.
75 Schofield (1975: 3-4) endorses Diels’ suggestion that in chapter 3 of Book I of the Placita (Ilept 
&PXG>V) Aetius did not use a doxographical epitome in the strict sense, as he seems to have done elsewhere, 
but a biographically organised epitome of the kind Hippolytus and Diogenes drew upon (Theophrastus still 
being the ultimate source).
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is ‘anachronistic’ as far as Heraclitus is concerned.76 Void only became a topic of debate 
amongst Greek philosophers well after his time.77 Aristotle in De caelo A. 2. 309al9 
groups Empedocles and Anaxagoras as not believing in void. Aetius (1.18.1) groups all 
the <|>uoikoi a7id 0dA.eo) as not allowing for void.7* It is interesting that Lucretius, or, 
more probably, his source, happily repeated the same argument against different targets 
(with the formulation getting progressively shorter).79
In lines 746-752 Lucretius attacks Empedocles for allowing for infinite 
divisibility, immediately after having attacked him for not allowing for void (lines 742-
745). The argument against infinite divisibility is also used against Anaxagoras in line 
844. The general statement in Aetius 1 .16.1 oi Atco OdAeo) icai nuOayopou 7ia0rycd 
ocopara icai tp rjra  ei<; drceipov may be behind this, especially in the case of 
Empedocles (Rosier 1973: 57).*° It is not clear whether the general statements in Aetius
76 On whether the argument could be intended against the Stoics, rather than Heraclitus himself, 
below pages 67-69.
77 The matter was probably first considered by Zeno of Elea (fifth century B.C.). Anaxagoras tried to 
show that to kcvov ouk 2onv (KRS text 470).
78 Rosier 1973:56.
79 The same arguments are also used against different opponents, at times, in Cicero’s De natura 
deorum I. 25-43, and therefore, one would assume, in Cicero’s Epicurean source.
80 One can see why Giussani (1898:99-100) calls lines 742-762 “. . .  quasi un sommario della prima 
parte del primo libro”, since the existence of void, and the impossibility of infinite divisibility have been two 
of the topics treated thus far. Bailey (1947: 728) notes that the point is “stated dogmatically” because of 
Lucretius’ discussion in lines 335-345, and draws attention toDRN1331 quod tibicognossemmultiserit utile
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regarding void and infinite divisibility go back to Theophrastus, i f  they did they may have 
influenced Epicurus himself, as well as later Epicureans.
Lucretius has seven examples of Anaxagoras’ ‘stuffs’: ossa, viscus, sanguen, 
aurum, terra, ignis, umor. Rosier (1973: 59-60) argues that Lucretius’ illustrations 
derive from the doxographical tradition.*1 Robin (1925: 162-163) and Bailey (1947:
746), on the other hand, thought that the examples derive from Anaxagoras’ own 
writings.
Viscus / viscera probably goes back to Anaxagoras;82 it is parallelled in KRS text 
485:7id>s yap  “ v P*1 TPlX°S ycvoito 0p\£ Kai oap£ ex pf| aapKO^; Examples 
of animal tissues figure in Aetius’ discussion of Anaxagoras in I. 3. 5, where 0p\$, 
, apxx]p\a, veupa, 6otcc Kai xa  AoiTia popia are mentioned. A comparable and 
more comprehensive list of animal tissues in connection with Anaxagoras’ theory is 
found in Simplicius Inphys. (CA.G. : 460, lines 15-17):. . . Kai ?po<f>rj<; 6c Tty; autty;
rebus and 357-390 — cf. also DRN I 565 where inane makes things mollia, with examples from the four 
Empedoclean elements. There may be an indication here that Lucretius pointed out where Empedocles was at 
odds with the theory he had set out thus far in the book. Still, I am inclined to believe Lucretius was 
reproducing arguments he found in his Greek source.
81 Rosier (1973: 61) also rightly compares DK B12 . . . $T€pov 6 e o6 6 ev 6 <mv &XA’ 6 tg>v 
7iAeioTa £vi, xauxa ivdriXdraTa £v Sxaoxdv £ort Kai i^ v with 875-879, although he notes that there is 
no mention in Lucretius of Now; (which is prominent in DK B12 ).
82 Schofield (1975: 14) has argued that DK BIO, a scholium to Gregory of Nazianzus XXXVI. 911, 
is neither a quotation of Anaxagoras (Diels), nor a paraphrase of Anaxagoras’ words. See however KRS: 369- 
370.
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7ipoo<t)epo[j,evr|<; oiov ap tou  noAAa Kai avopoia y ivera i, oapKec doxa  (bAeftec 
veuoa tp iyec  6vuyec  Kai 7tT€pa 6 e  ex o o tg >  tu % o i  Kai icepata au ^e ta i 6 e  t o  
opoiov T(oi opoicoi.. ).83 None of these texts is an exact parallel for Lucretius’ use, 
since they do not claim that Anaxagoras thought that skin etc. was made up of portions 
of skin, but rather state, in the context of the problem of nutrition, that the are portions 
of skin, bones etc. in bread and water.84 This still implies, though, that Anaxagoras 
considered such substances fundamental.85 And Lucretius’ example from gold in line 839 
is parallelled in Theophrastus FHS&G 228,86 and in Diogenes Laertius II. 8. 
Theophrastus, who presumably had Anaxagoras’ text at his disposal, seems to have 
focused on gold in his explanation, assuming that Simplicius reflects Theophrastus’
83 Simplicius’ examples may derive from Theophrastus. Schofield (1975: 10-11) argues that 
Simplicius took over the examples from the writings of Theophrastus, conflating it with material from 
Ammonius’ lectures on the Physics. According to Schofield Simplicius, who only ever speaks of Anaxagoras’ 
first book, did not consult Anaxagoras ’ text, but depended cm the fragments of Anaxagoras which he found in 
Theophrastus’ De Anaxagora (as proposed by Lanza).
84 Chemiss (1964:3) thinks that Aristotle’s application ofhis technical term 6 jioiop€prj to the theory 
of Anaxagoras implies that Anaxagoras spoke of flesh, bone etc. as constituents of Empedocles’ so-called 
elements, to explain how things woe generated by the four ‘elements’.
85 On the presentation of the problem of nutrition in Anaxagoras in the critique, below pages 83-84.
86. . .  xdu; piv  0 G>iumKa<; dtieipotx; 7toiT)oa<;- navxa yap  xa dpoiopepfj, oiov fifiup f) itup
j) Xpuoov, &y^VTlTa M^v eivai Kai &<|>6 apxa 4>aivco0ai 5c yivdpeva Kai ditoAAupcva ouyKpioei 
Kai 5iaK pioei pdvov, navxow piv tv  nao iv  6 vovtg>v. txaoxov  6 c Kara t 6  drciKpaxouv tv  atix&i 
XapaKXflpiCopc vou. xpuodg yap 4>aivexai £k€ivo, tv  d> TtoXi) xpuoiov tv  i, Kaixoi itavxcov 6 v6 vx<ov
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comments accurately in FHS&G 228.
It is Lucretius’ mention of terra, ignis and umor that is hard to square with the 
idea that Lucretius drew his examples from Anaxagoras’ own text. While Aristotle 
Metaphysics A. 3 .984al 1 gives water and fire as example of opoiopepq and Diogenes 
Laertius II. 8 report that Anaxagoras held the Empedoclean elements to be opoiopepfj, 
in De caelo T. 3. 302a28 Aristotle says that ’ Ava^ayopa^ 6e Touvavriov- t a  yap 
opoiopepfj axo\%eia (Aeyo) 6’ oiov oapica Kai ootouv Kai t<2>v toioutcdv 
exaoTov), depa de Kai nup piypa toutcdv Kai td>v dAAcov otteppaTCDV Ttavrov. 
It also seems relevant that De generatione et corruptione A. 1. 314al8 makes no 
mention of the four elements: [ ’ Ava^ayopag]... t a  opoiopeprj ax oi%€ia Ti0qoiv 
oiov ootouv Kai oapKa Kai pueAov Kai twv aAA.o)v, wv eKaaTou ouvcovupov 
to pepog eoTiv. KRS (373) take it that Anaxagoras did not consider the four elements 
were not primary substances. It is certainly conceivable that Anaxagoras had limited 
himself to metals and animal tissues. Anaxagoras may well have spoken in terms of 
portions of the opposites rather than the four elements themselves. He refers to hot/cold 
and wet/dry in DK B12 and DK B15; the opposites also appear in DK B3.
Theophrastus used, following Metaphysics A, water and fire as examples in 
FHS&G 228A. According to McDiarmid (1953: 111) the use of fire and water as 
examples is misleading.87 In giving three of Empedoclean elements as examples of
87 McDiarmid (1953: 111-112) suggests that “the fact that Theophrastus adds gold along with fire 
and water as an example of the homoeomeries is a tacit recognition that these are not elements in the 
Empedoclean sense”.
Anaxagoras’ fundamental stuffs the critique seems to agree in error once again with the 
Peripatetic tradition which influenced Simplicius and Diogenes Laertius. Yet it seems 
worth noting that the examples do not appear in a list as inclusive as the one in Lucretius. 
We cannot assume that Lucretius’ list of examples reproduces exactly the one in his 
source; Lucretius may well have added examples himself, for rhetorical reasons.88
There are two kinds of text Lucretius may have used, which could have contained 
the doxography-derived information found in the critique: (a) texts which reflected the 
doxographical tradition in scope by emphasising different views on a topic, whether 
correct or incorrect and (b) texts which were more critical in their listing and review of 
earlier 6o£ai.
Both kinds of texts would have been available to Lucretius. The availability of 
texts of type (a) is shown by Cicero Academica II. 118-123 where the speaker, Varro, 
lists the views on the elements of thirteen thinkers: Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, 
Anaxagoras,89 Xenophanes, Parmenides, Leucippus, Democritus, Empedocles, 
Heraclitus, Melissus, Plato and the Pythagoreans. Cicero was probably following a
88 It may be significant in this respect that only bone, flesh and blood are used in the actual arguments.
89 The report of Anaxagoras’ theories in Cicero calls for comment: materiam injmitam, sed ex ea 
particulas, similis inter se, minutas, eas primum conjusas, postea in ordinem adductas a mente divina. It 
looks as though a development in distinct chronological phases is envisaged. On the whole it is materia infinita 
rather than the minutae partiailae similes inter se which take centre stage. This should be compared with 
Theophrastus 228 FHS&G, the ‘ Anaximandrean’ reading of Anaxagoras. The information in Cicero seems very 
different from that in Lucretius’ confutation of Anaxagoras.
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‘doxographical’ list by the ‘New Academy’. Reid (1885: 52) suggests Cicero depended 
mainly on Clitomachus’ lost work lie  pi aipeoecov (Diogenes Laertius II. 92), which 
was probably a critical history of philosophy. It is interesting that, apart from Plato, all 
the thinkers included in the list in Academica are Presocratics.90 This may point to the 
fact that, as Mansfeld (1990:3180-3183) suggests, the doxographical texts Cicero used 
go back to the third century B.C., rather than having been updated later.
But texts which (b) reviewed 8o£ai in a way which was more emphatically 
critical would also have been available to Lucretius. Members of the Epicurean school 
composed works which refuted earlier thinkers’ views, following Epicurus’ example. 
That Epicurus had a critical vein is shown by the fact that he wrote an ’ ETXiTopf] tcbv 
Tipog Toug <t>uoiKou<;,91 by the fact that he is said to have criticised Anaxagoras 
(Diogenes Laertius X. 12) and the Cyrenaics (Diogenes Laertius X. 136-137), and by the 
title Ilpog Meyapucoix; 5ia7iopiai (Diogenes Laertius X. 27). Philodemus refers to 
Epicurus’ IIpd<; At]poKpiTov (Arrighetti text [11]), and Plutarch to the second book 
to>v UpoQ 0eo<|)paoTov (Usener 29-30). Most of the ‘preserved’ books 11$ contain 
polemic of some kind91 Ad Herodotum mdAdPythoclem  also display criticism of earlier
90 Lucretius limits himself to the Presocratics in the critique.
91 On this text, below pages 193-194 and 254.
92 Criticism is attested in most of the ‘extant’ books, e.g. II, XI, XIV, XV, XXXIV (below note 192). 
And in IIO XII — Philodemus tells us — Epicurus criticised Prodicus, Diagoras, and Critias (Arrighetti text 
[27] 2). Polemic in IM> also appears in PHerc. 1413 (Arrighetti 1973: 650), which is thought to be from the 
II<I> (below note 391), and in PHerc. 1039, which is probably from II<I> (Puglia 1988b; see especially fragment
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views.931 accept however that Epicurus was not as harsh in his polemics as later writers, 
e.g. Diogenes Laertius and Cicero, portray him to be. Sedley makes a good case for 
thinking that Epicurus’ polemical vein was exaggerated by his disaffected contemporary, 
Timocrates, who then influenced later writers.94
Colotes, Epicurus’ younger contemporary, confuted the views of a number of 
earlier thinkers in his wOci kcct& twv &AAg>v <|)iAood<()0)v doypaTa ot>6e Crjv 
eo tiv .95 Hermarchus similarly attacked philosophical opponents. Obbink (1988: 432) 
suggests that in his work IIpoc; ’ Ep.7ie8oicA.ea96 a number of philosophical schools were 
attacked including the Pythagoreans and Plato (although the intended targets were rather 
the Stoics and Peripatetics who are not named in the text, but who considered these 
earlier thinkers authorities).
18). For Epicurus’ attitude towards earlier philosophers see Capasso 1981: 388-389.
93 Kleve (1978: 41) calculates that in Ad Herodotum and Ad Pythoclem 10 paragraphs out of 80 
contain explicit criticism (he compares this with 1153 lines out of 7411 in Lucretius. Kleve assumes that the 
amount of polemic in 11$ was considerably higher than Lucretius.
94 Sedley 1976b: 148.
95 Colotes’ work is lost, but Plutarch’s Adversus Coloten provides evidence about it. Vander Waerdt 
(1989: 230) notes that: “beginning with Democritus, who takes pride of place as the father of atomism, and 
concluding with certain unnamed contemporaries whom Plutarch identifies with the Cyrenaics and the 
Academic followers of Arcesilaus, who suspend judgement on all matters, Colotes attacks in chronological 
order Parmenides, Empedocles, Socrates, Melissus, Plato and Stilpo”.
96 The title ’EtuotoAik& 7tepi ’ EpitefioKAeoix; in Diogenes Laertius X. 25 is probably a 
corruption of two separate items (Vander Waerdt 1988: 8 8 , note 5).
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Later, surviving examples of compositions by Epicurean authors which 
systematically refuted earlier thinkers’ views are (1) the listing and refutation of earlier 
views on the fundamental nature of matter by the Epicurean Diogenes of Oenoanda;97
(2) the listing and refutation of earlier views on various subjects in works by Philodemus, 
e.g. his Ilepi TtoitipaTov ,* Ilepi pouoiKrj^, and Ilepi prjTopiKTis;99 and especially
(3) the lists and refutation of 6o£ai on the gods found in Cicero’s De natura deorum I. 
25-43 and in Philodemus’ Ilepi euoepeia^, which resemble one another to a striking 
degree.100
It may be that (a) Cicero was using Philodemus’ IIep\ euoepeiac; directly101 or 
that (b) both Philodemus and Cicero, were following a common source which listed
97 Diogenes states that criticism ought to precede the presentation of (Epicurean) positive theory. 
Cicero, similarly, has confutation ahead of the presentation of Epicurean theory in De natura deorum I. In 
Philodemus, however, the critique of earlier 6 6 £cu came in PHerc. 1428. i.e. in the final part of the work.
98 See Asmis (1992a: 396-397) for Philodemus’ discussion in Ilepi 7ioir|p,aTG)V V of the 6 o£ai 
7i a  pa Zfjvam , with no names attached to such theories.
99 Janko 2000: 191.
100 Both authors refer to (a) Xenophon’s ’ A7iopvr|p,oveup.aTa (31), to (b) the of 
Antisthenes (32), to (c) book HI of Aristotle’s Dept <|nAooo<|>ia<; (33), to (d) books I and II of Chrysippus 
nepi 0eo)v, the former book treating the Stoic theology in general, and the latter explaining the mythology 
of Orpheus, Musaeus, Homer and Hesiod, (41) and (e) to the Ilepi rfj<; ’ A0T|v&<; of Diogenes of Babylon.
101 Pease thinks that Cicero used an epitome prepared by an assistant ofhis, or by Philodemus himself. 
It is not easy to see why Cicero left out Heraclitus and Prodicus, who appear in Philodemus. Diels thought this 
is because their views are like those of the Stoics and Persaeus respectively.
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earlier 6o£ai on the gods, composed by an earlier Epicurean, such as Zeno, or Phaedrus, 
whom we know had been to Rome, and perhaps taught there (above page 18).102
Obbink (2001: 209 and 2002: 188-189), followed, more tentatively, by Dyck 
(2003: 9), argues that (a) Cicero had a copy of Philodemus’ work in front of him,103 
because chapters 25-41 of De natura deorum I are translated from the conclusion of 
Philodemus’ treatise: the lists of philosophers match exactly,104 as does the order in the
102 Whether Phaedrus could have been the source depends to some extent on what one makes of the 
suggestion by Summers (1997: 310) that the book Cicero asks for in his Ad Atticum XIII. 39 (<Dai6 pou 
IIEPIOEQN et IIAAIAOE) was Phaedrus’ Ilepi 6 oi(»)V (rather than Ilepi Qethv). This is relevant because 
Cicero wrote the letter when he had started writing his refutation of Epicurean theology (see Ad Atticum XIII. 
58, with Obbink 19%: 23, note 1). Cicero had already written the list of views about the gods, without 
consulting these books. //'Summers is right, it may be that Cicero had already received Phaedrus’ Ilepi 0£O)V 
from Atticus. If not, one can accept the inference that Phaedrus’ Ik p i 0€<ov would have served only to fill up 
any gaps (Dyck 2003:7). As to DAAIAOE, or as MS R has it SIAAIAA02 (Shackelton Bailey 1966: 237), 
Summers (1997: 311) proposes Ilepi (jnAicu; (Cicero looking forward to the Laelius de amicitia) in place of 
Orelli’s IIaAAd6 o<;, which is accepted by Obbink (19%: 22-23) as <Aioyevoi)(; Il€pv> IIaAAd6 o<;, an 
alternative title for Diogenes of Babylon’s Ilepi tt)<; * A0T]va£. The possibility that the second title too is, as 
Summers thinks, a book by Phaedrus seems certainly worth considering.
103 Auvray-Assayas (2001: 229) doubts that Cicero had the text of Philodemus “«sous les yeux»: la 
structuration de la memoire, suivant les methodes pratiquees par les Anciens, suffit a expliquer qu’il restitue 
le meme ordre que Philodeme,. . . ” But the kind of correspondence in detail we find between Philodemus and 
Cicero suggests direct copying to me, and we know that Cicero was asking for books (rather than working from 
memory).
104 In note 14 Obbink points out that “re-examination of the papyrus has yielded several new names 
as well as gaps where the name of several philosophers present in Cicero but previously missing in Philodemus
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summary of views of the poets. Obbink suggests further, inconclusively in my view, that 
Philodemus’ source105 was the Stoic Diogenes of Babylon.
Certainty that Cicero was using Philodemus’ work would have important 
implications for the diffusion of Philodemus’ prose works.106 But it seems impossible to 
rule out that both Philodemus and Cicero were following closely the list in a text by 
Zeno. Criticism of earlier 6o£ai in a list was a topic where reproducing the sequence 
which had already been worked out in the school would have been natural. It has been 
suggested that Philodemus’ works were in fact his notes of lectures by Zeno.107
are securely placed”, something Pease (1955: 40) suspected. Obbink (2002: 195) also uses as argument the 
feet that Cicero’s compressed catalogue of the faults of poets’ account of the gods reproduces the order in 
Philodemus’ lengthy account of views of the poets, historians, mythographers and grammarians, despite the 
omission by Cicero of bovXexa of the gods and the cosmogonies.
103 The list which is behind Philodemus’ and, either directly, or indirectly, Cicero’s list does not seem
directly based on the same source as the one in AStius I. 6-7, which starts with the ‘atheists’, then considers
Anaxagoras and Plato, and then picks up from Thales again to consider 27 philosophers (some of these are 
grouped together as holding the same theory, so that 2 2  56£ai are discussed).
106 Philodemus’ poetry has been found in papyri in Egypt, and Gigante (2003:22-23) notes that Cicero 
mln Pisonem 70-71 says that Philodemus ’ poetry is read by many people. Yet this does not mean that his prose 
works were widely read. Arrighetti (1998:28, note 25) remarks that Philodemus’ works did not have, and were 
not meant to have, wide diffusion. The feet that the works of Philodemus, exception made for those on the 
history of philosophy, are not mentioned in later authors still seems to need explaining if Philodemus’ prose 
works had wide diffusion.
107 Gigante (1983: 179) disagrees with Vogliano’s view, taken up by Sedley (1989: 103-104) and 
Dorandi (1997:46-47), that Philodemus did not contribute any thoughts, but just composed hypomnemata of
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Philodemus explicitly says in some of his works that he is following Zeno.10* If 
Philodemus’ work was a report of Zeno’s lectures the question arises of whether Cicero 
and Zeno could both independently derive from a common source. Yet there is also 
evidence that Philodemus did independent research and updating in some of his works.109
Whether Cicero was copying Philodemus, or Zeno, it seems clear that there was 
in circulation in Italy at Lucretius’ time an Epicurean text listing and refuting earlier 
views on the gods. I would assume that a similar text, or similar texts, existed listing and 
refuting earlier views on matter, a text which is reflected in Lucretius and in the 
doxographical list of Diogenes of Oenoanda (below pages 61 and 63).
Determining whether Lucretius used (a) a relatively neutral ‘doxographical’ text 
as source of his information, or followed (b) a text which had derived its information 
from ‘doxography’, but was one-sided in criticising all earlier 5o£ai apart from atomism 
will take up the remainder of this chapter.
Zeno.
108 For pupils to write up their teacher’s lectures was not uncommon in the ancient world, and they 
were sometimes transmitted under the name of die pupil as author with that of the teacher appearing only as 
part of the title.
109 It seems clear Philodemus updated the Index Academicorum which refers to the death of Antiochus 
(69 B.C.) and his successor Aristus. Puglia’s (1998:142) suggestion that Philodemus only went to Athens in 
8 6 , after having spent time in Alexandria, is interesting in this context. If this is correct it seems likely that 
Philodemus would have conflated in his works material from his previous studying in Alexandria and what 
he learned from Zeno in Athens.
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1.2 Lucretius used an Epicurean polemical source text
I accept Rosier’s inference (1973:62) that Lucretius’ direct source was not a neutral one 
or one coming from a philosophical school other than the Epicurean school.110 It strikes 
me as unlikely that Lucretius depended directly on a doxographical text on element- 
theories composed in a philosophical school other than his own. His procedure 
throughout DRNwas, as far as one can tell, to use Epicurean texts for his philosophical 
material (above page 30). I take it that Lucretius derived the philosophical arguments of 
the critique from an Epicurean source-text.
Three considerations suggest that Lucretius was following an Epicurean source: 
(1.2.1) Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria, (1.2.2) Lucretius’ choice of Heraclitus as
110 “Lufcrez hat also in Buch I eine doxographische Zusammenstellung benutzt. . .  DaB Lukrez direkt 
von Theophrast abhAngt, kommt nicht in Betracht. . .  Denn es scheidet wohl aus, dafl der Dichter selbst eine 
neutrale oder einer anderen philosophischen Richtung verpflichtete Zusammenstellung in dieser Weise far 
epikureische Bedtlrfhisse umgearbeitet hat”. Mansfeld, on the other hand, implies that Lucretius used 
‘doxography’ directly: “ . . . Lucretius avails himself of the doxographical material to discuss problems in 
philosophy better. His reproductions of the points of view to be found in doxographies are brief; his arguments 
c o n are long poetical excursions, and his further expositions of the Epicurean views are quite extensive” 
(1990: 3154). The fact that some of his information is doxography-derived does not mean Lucretius used 
doxography first hand. The elaboration of the doxographical material, and perhaps even the inclusion of the 
“extensive expositions of Epicurean views” may not be down to Lucretius, but to the author of the text 
Lucretius used as source.
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representative for the category of Ionian monism,111 (1.2.3) Lucretius’ inclusion, in his 
confutation of Empedocles, of arguments which are not aimed at the views of 
Empedocles but try to dispel every comparable theory without naming the proponents 
of such theories,112 and (1.2.4) the Epicurean angle apparent in Lucretius’ philosophical 
discussion: only that information is reported about earlier 6o£ai which an atomist can 
attack, only those points are raised which involve a conflict with the atomistic theory.
1.2.1 Homoeomeria
Lucretius uses homoeomeria to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory. Supposing that Lucretius 
followed some Greek authority for using the noun in this way seems more plausible than 
thinking that such a use of a Greek word was Lucretius’ innovation. Epicurus himself 
used the adjective and the noun from the root 6poiopep-, and we shall come back to 
the relation between Epicurus’ use of dpoiopepeia in chapter 2, and to the relation of 
Lucretius’ use to Epicurus’ in chapter 3. What concerns us here is whether Lucretius’
111 The arguments against Anaxagoras could not as easily be extended to a category of unlimited 
pluralists. The only other unlimited pluralist among ancient Greek philosophers, excluding the atomists 
(Aristotle, Physics 1.2 184b20; Theophrastus FHS&G 229), was Anaxagoras’ pupil Archelaus (FHS&G 
228A). Moreover McDiarmid (1953: 115) suggests that the similarity between Archelaus and Anaxagoras 
regards Now; rather than the material principles.
112 Taking a single example as representative for a category of many, is well represented within the 
tradition of the Epicurean school (below page 8 6 ).
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use of homoeomeria is parallelled in the doxographical tradition.
Aristotle never uses the noun opoiopepeia,113 although he probably coined the 
adjective opoiopepffe and used it in contexts dealing with Anaxagoras’ theory of 
matter. Schijivers(1999:50) argues that Aristotle transferred Temploi technique, c’est- 
a-dire biologique du terme a son explication de la doctrine d’Anaxagore”. This is true, 
although Aristotle did not use the term in the contexts that dealt with Anaxagoras any 
differently from elsewhere in his works. Aristotle used the term in his own sense to 
identify Anaxagoras’ principles:114 opoiopepfj was a convenient label for the idea of 
‘stuffs’, i.e. things which are as a matter of fact, on the level observable to humans 
anyway, made up of parts like themselves. Aristotle makes the point that Anaxagoras
113 It is generally agreed that Anaxagoras himself did not use 6poiopcp- forms, in spite of three texts 
which apparently claim that he used the noun 6potopepeia: Aetius I. 3. 5, Lucretius DRN I 834 and 
Simplicius Inphys. (C.A.G. : 1123, line 23, where 6poiO|i€p€ia<; is applied to id  €i6r|). Chemiss (1964:2-3) 
points out that although Aristotle constantly calls Anaxagoras’ seeds ripoiopepij, his language shows that he 
did not imply Anaxagoras used the word (De caelo T. 3. 302a28, 302b5). I follow the general scholarly 
consensus (e.g. Mathewson 1958: 77-81, Rosier 1973: 58-59, and, mote tentatively, Guthrie 1965:325-326) 
on this, although it is not proved that Anaxagoras did not use either of the words. Guthrie (1965: 326) is not 
able to rule out Bailey’s theory (1947: 745) that Anaxagoras used both the noun and the adjective, in different 
meanings.
114 Aristotle gives a definition and catalogue of his own ‘homoemerous stuffs’ aXMeteorologica A. 
10. 388al3-388a20. The catalogue of 6 poiop.€pfj here is made up of metallic substances and animal and 
vegetable tissues only (Schofield 1975: 153-154, note 39). This is presumably because elements themselves 
are even more fundamental. In Historia Animalium A. 1.486a5-486a9 Aristotle separates homoemorous from 
anhomoemorous substances in animals.
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regards as basic all, or almost all, ‘stuffs’. In Metaphysics A. 3. 984all-984al6 za  
opoiopeprj is used to refer to Anaxagoras’ elements, with the implication that for 
Anaxagoras homoemorous stuffs only115 could be everlasting. In Physics A. 4. 187a22- 
187a26 Aristotle uses za  opoiopepfj to refer to the substances which Anaxagoras 
considered fundamental. And in De caelo T. 3.302a28-302b2 (quoted above page 46) 
Aristotle, while again setting Anaxagoras’ theory against Empedocles’, writes that 
Anaxagoras says that za  opoiopeprj are OToi%€ta.
Aristotle’s use of za  opoiopeprj in reference to Anaxagoras’ o to ix e ia  meant 
that the step to the adjective becoming a noun was only small. The association of 
opoiopeprj and crroi/eia  probably encouraged the later doxographical tradition to use 
the plural opoiopepeiai, in connection with Anaxagoras’ theory,116 to refer to 
Anaxagoras’ onippaza.  Two different senses are attested: (a) to describe portions 
which have portions of everything in them (and are therefore similar to everything) and 
(b) portions which are like the thing they make (i.e. bone for Anaxagoras is made up of 
bone, rather than say atoms, or earth, fire and water). Meaning (b) is better attested.
Meaning (a) is exemplified by Aetius I. 3. 5 : . . .  cctio tou ouv opoia Ta pept]
115 Anaxagoras almost certainly considered the opposites eternal and indestructible as well, but since 
he may not have distinguished between hot as a quality and hot as a stuff, the distinction between opposites 
and stuffs may be anachronistic.
116 Whether this idea was actually part of Anaxagoras’ theory or not. Schofield (1980: 123-132) 
argues that Anaxagoras’ oneppaxa actually meant physical ‘seeds’ and was not technical jargon to refer to 
particles of substances. But from Aristotle onwards the oneppaxa were taken to be particles.
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eivai ev tt i^ Tpo^i toi<; yevvconevoK;, opoio|i€p€iag auta ekcc Xeae Kai apx&Q 
twv ovtwv dTie^vaTO. Aetius is explaining that are portions (pepr|) of flesh etc. 
(opoia) in bread and water.117 This is to my knowledge the only text (with the 
exception of Simplicius, below note 124) that links the term opoiopepeia with ‘in 
everything a portion of everything’. The implication of the context here is that the 
particles have a portion of everything in them, 118 while in Lucretius, and other
117 KRS (378, note 1) point out that Aetius in this passage seems uncertain of the meaning of the 
word. There seems indeed to be confusion regarding the term in the doxographical tradition. Aetius V. 26. 4, 
lines 14-18, is a puzzling piece of evidence: [ ’ EpTtefioKAT ]^ t&<; 63 5ia<f>op&<; twv x vpwv+ napakkaya^ 
xrjg 7toAi)p€p€ia<; Kai twv 4>utwv yi'veoOai 6ia<j>op&<; 6x6vtg>v t&<; &no too ipetjiovTcx; 
6poiop€p€ia<; wonep twv dpneAwv. Diels suggests correcting the text to twv xupwv napakkaydic, 
yxyveoQax xfj<; nokvpepexa^ Kai twv <|>i)twv 5ia<j)dpw<; SAkovtwv Tat; &7i6 too tp&|>ovto<; 
6p.oiop.epe lag. Here 6p.oiO|i£p€iai seem to mean the particles in the nourishment which are “like” the 
plants, i.e. are absorbed by and nourish them. If it refers to Empedocles it must mean something like “contain 
a similar blend of the four elements”, but it does sound more like Anaxagoras’ theory. Aetius also uses the 
noun in I. 13. 1 Kepi ik a x io x w : ' EpncdoKAfjt; rcpd twv Terrdpwv otoixciw v Opaoopaxa 
ika x \o \a , oiovei OTOixeia repo twv OTOixevwv, 6p.oiop.epTp This is perhaps a confused reference to 
Empedocles’ view that in the Sphere the elements are so perfectly mixed that they cannot be distinguished. 
Diels (D.G.: 223) considers the information about Empedocles false, and suggests this may be due to a 
misunderstanding of Theophrastus De semibus § 11 (D.G.: 502). It lodes as though Aetius was confused in 
his use of 6p.oiopepeia, possibly because his work incorporates the thoughts of thinkers, or reporters, who 
used the term in different ways.
118 Guthrie 1965: 326. He points out how use is “an accurate description of the material rfcpxai of 
Anaxagoras”.
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doxographical authors use the term in its meaning (b) particles make up a substance 
which is like themselves. Meaning (b) is exemplified by Epiphanius (D.G:. 589) and 
pseudo-Galen (D.G.: 611), who call opoiopepeiai Anaxagoras’ apxai. Alexander of 
Aphrodisias De anima libri mantissa 125. 28-30 also seems to use the word to refer to 
Anaxagoras’ portions, which produce things like themselves: toi<; yap outgx; 
Aeyouoiv ouppifoeTai Kara t&<; opoiopepeiag t&<; ’ Ava^ayopou rf|v yeveoiv 
Kara ouyKpioiv Kai Siacpioiv twv otoixcudv Aeyeiv ou Kara peTapoAi^v. Both 
(a) and (b) involve using an abstract term in a concrete sense; Lucretius’ use is closer to 
the idea in (b) but differs from (b) because it does not apply the term to Anaxagoras’ 
‘seeds’ but to Anaxagras’ theory itself.
Given that the doxographical tradition depends heavily on Theophrastus, it is 
conceivable that the use of 6 poiopepeiai to refer to Anaxagoras’ seeds, in either sense 
(a) or (b) was due to Theophrastus. 119 Whether Theophrastus used opoiopepeiai to 
describe Anaxagoras’ portions hinges on how far Simplicius reproduced, 120 in FHS&G
119 There is little to suggest that Theophrastus used the singular to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory, since 
there is no evidence for use in the singular in later texts, except Lucretius, Simplicius (below note 124) and 
Philo Judaeus in Ilepi Ttpovofag 1.22 (D.G.: 279); Hadas-Lebel 1973:146. This is the part ofPhilo’s treatise 
which only survives through the Armenian tradition. .. Anaxagoras Clazomenius homoiomeriam (partes 
smiles) . . .
120 There seems to be a problem with the feet that the first paragraph of228A associates Anaxagoras 
with Anaximenes whereas in the second paragraph of 228A, and in 228B, Simplicius explicitly cites 
Theophrastus for the association of Anaxagoras and Anaximander (Aristotle himself was not clear whether 
Anaximander was a monist or a pluralist (KRS: 111)). This raises questions as to whether the first paragraph
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228A, the Theophrastean text he had at hand. FHS&G 228A has opoiopepfj in the 
Aristotelian sense of stuffs of which the part is like the whole: water, fire (as in 
Aristotle’s Metaphysics above) and the metal gold are given as examples. Simplicius 
concludes by saying that Anaxagoras, and his pupil Archelaos of Athens, posit 
6 poiopepeia<; as dp%d<;.
Schofield (1975: 4-7) suggests, developing a proposal by Lanza, that Aetius I. 
3. 5 derives not directly from Theophrastus, but from an Epicurean source, on the 
grounds that (1) Epicurus is the first author to use the noun dpoiopepeia (although he 
uses it in a sense different from that in Aetius) ,121 (2) opoiopepeia is found in Lucretius 
and opoiopepeiai in Diogenes of Oenoanda, 122 (3) Aoywi 0€O)pr|Td has an Epicurean 
ring, 123 and (4) the attempt in Aetius to assimilate Empedocles’ and Anaxagoras’ theories 
of elements to Democritus’ and Epicurus’ theories is probably by an Epicurean. There 
are not enough grounds to be certain that the dpoiopep-reading of Anaxagoras 
originated with Theophrastus.
Lucretius uses homoeomeria rerum, in the singular, in an abstract sense to refer
of 228A, where the connection with Anaximenes occurs, is from Theophrastus.
121 Schofield (1975: 5, note 17) points out that Epicurus uses the term to mean more or less “the 
attribute of being homoeomerous with” and it is applied (it would seem) to parts, referring to Ad Herodotum 
52. On Epicurus’ use of the noun and the adjective, below pages 130-147 and 177-179.
122 Below.
123 Schofield (1975: 7) argues that Aetius’ paragraph on Anaxagoras is made up of Theophrastean 
material contaminated with material of Epicurean origin.
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to Anaxagoras’ theory — as mistakenly attributed to him — that everything is made up 
of particles like itself.124 Lucretius’ usage is closer to meaning (b) than to meaning (a), 
but is not parallel to either of the attested meanings. It is striking that Lucretius appears 
at odds with the doxographical tradition even where it might be influenced by 
Epicureanism.
The use of the term in the Epicurean Diogenes of Oenoanda is closest to 
Lucretius’ usage: ' Ava^ayopcK; 6 ’ o KAa£opevio<; [eivai oroixeiov eirrev] rag 
opiopepefas eicriot o u  Ttpdyptmx;. Lanza (1966. 71) suggests that Diogenes 
misunderstood a formulation of the kind opoiopepeia c k c c o to u  TipaypaToc;, and 
incorrectly used the plural, as perhaps familiar to him through the doxographical 
tradition, to refer to particles, so that the original meaning is lost. I f  Lanza is right, the 
conjectured formulation opoiopepeia eKaoTou npdypaioq, would certainly be 
comparable to Lucretius’ rerum . . .  homoeomeria.
Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory does not suggest 
that he was drawing directly from the doxographical tradition, but that he is detached
124 Guthrie (1965:326) criticises Bailey (1926:555) for thinking that Lucretius’ usage in the singular 
is “quite unique”, pointing to Simplicius In Phys. (iCA.G.: 162, line 31) SveoTiv apa i v ttji opoiopcpciai 
Kai oap£ Kai ootouv Kai a ip a  ktA. The word in the singular is found in a similar meaning in In Phys., 
CA.G.: 172, line 24. But these do not look like parallels for Lucretius’ use in anything other than that the word 
is used in the singular: Simplicius seems to understand the word in a sense closer to meaning (a) than to 
meaning (b), just as he does when using the plural m. In Phys. CA.G.: 27 line 27. In In De caelo (CA.G.: 532, 
line 24, and 535, line 15) Simplicius uses the singular in a meaning similar to ioopportia.
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from such a tradition at one remove at least (unless one wishes to assume that Lucretius 
decided to alter the meaning he found in his source). It seems likely that the singular 
opoiopepeia, perhaps in the formulation opoiopepeia 8 k < x o to u  T ip d y p a T O ^ , was 
at some stage before Lucretius used in an abstract sense to conveniently refer to 
Anaxagoras’ theory. Lucretius’ formulation may be a development of meaning (b) which 
led to use of the noun to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory itself. One cannot rule out that 
Lucretius’ usage derives from a root different from Peripatetic doxography.
1.2.2 The choice of Heraclitus as representative monist
Lucretius presents Heraclitus as the leader of all the Ionian monists: by attacking 
Heraclitus he attacks the entire category.125 Lines 635 and 638 make clear that the 
refutation extends to other fire monists, and lines 707-711 that it extends to other forms 
of monism too .126 This may be reflected in the fact that all the arguments in the refutation 
of Heraclitus, except perhaps the argument in lines 690-700, could apply mutatis
123 The decision of naming just (me exemplary representative could be down to Lucretius, who would
be working from a text which listed earlier 6o£ai more comprehensively. But (me would perhaps expect 
Lucretius to draw the distinction between the different theories considered more clearly, or at least make clear
when the theories did not apply to the named three, if he was himself selecting the theories from more 
comprehensive list of 6o^ai.
126 Note how neatly the final argument against Heraclitus introduces the possibility, and inconsistency, 
of other forms of monism.
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mutandis to other forms of physical monism.
The choice of Heraclitus as the exemplary Ionian monist is surprising. It cannot, 
as far as I can see, be down to the doxographical tradition, although such a tradition 
determined the inclusion of Heraclitus among the Ionian monists in the first place. 
Hippasus and Heraclitus are considered after Thales in Theophrastus FHS&G 225, by 
virtue of the fact that their principle is single and limited. In Aetius, however, Heraclitus 
comes last of all the monists (above page 42).
The only surviving text which is, to some extent, comparable to Lucretius in this 
respect is the inscription by — once again — Diogenes of Oenoanda.127 Diogenes 
criticised Heraclitus first among the monists, although he did, as far as we can tell, go on 
to refute in detail other monists too .128 The most economical explanation of the parallel
127 Mansfeld (1990:3156-3157) notes that Diogenes does not mention earth-monism and that he adds 
the Stoics and Democritus, who comes last because his view is most similar to Epicurus’. A further remarkable 
coincidence between Lucretius and Diogenes is that they both omit Plato (below pages 78-79). A further 
noticeable difference, as we have seen above (note 97) is that Diogenes has a ‘preliminary’ listing of all the 
targets and their views, and then a (now lost) confutation of (presumably) each opponent. Diogenes certainly 
shares in the doxographical tradition, whether directly or through an Epicurean intermediary. Mansfeld 
highlights (a) the implicit sequence of the Presocratics, cogently arguing that the Stoic dualists have been 
appended last to maintain some sort of chronological order, (b) the appearance of the name of the city of origin 
of the Presocratics which also links Diogenes with the doxographic tradition (and Theophrastus), and (c) the 
theory which Diogenes attributes to the Stoics, which is the one which attributed to Zeno in Aetius I. 3. 25.
128 Unfortunately Diogenes’ counter-arguments do not survive, except small fragments of the 
arguments against Heraclitus and the Stoics.
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between Diogenes and Lucretius is to suppose that there was a text about views on the 
elements produced within the Epicurean school, 129 a text which made Heraclitus the 
primary representative of monism. This seems preferable to supposing that both 
Lucretius and Diogenes of Oenoanda each independently formed the idea of making 
Heraclitus, in the one case the only representative of monism, in the other the primary 
representative, or that Lucretius influenced Diogenes.130
It seems likely that either Lucretius or Diogenes is (or both are) separated from 
their common Epicurean source by at least one intermediary source. To suppose that 
Diogenes and Lucretius both directly used the same source text would involve a 
considerable amount of editing and reworking on Lucretius’ part.131 It may be that the
129 Capasso (1987: 100) notes how both Lucretius and Diogenes of Oenoanda open with Heraclitus 
and underline the fact that he was the first to enter the battle against the Epicureans. According to Capasso die 
choice of Heraclitus as first anti-Epicurean goes back to the Epicurean school, and perhaps to Epicurus himself. 
On whether the choice of Heraclitus is a clue that Lucretius’ source was a later than Epicurus, below pages 
264-266.
130 Bailey (1947:711) finds two reasons behind Lucretius’ choice of Heraclitus as representative: (1) 
Heraclitus “was the last of the Ionian Monists and his theory was in many respects the culmination of their 
views”; (2)“ .. the theory of Heraclitus had been adopted by the Stoics, the natural enemies of the Epicureans, 
as the foundation of their physical theory”. That Heraclitus’ OTOi%€iov-theGiy was the “culmination” of the 
views of the Ionian monists is far from certain, although the Peripatetic tradition presented it as such (above 
pages 36-37). Bailey seems to assume that the decision to single out Heraclitus was Lucretius’ own; but 
Lucretius may well have been following his source.
131 It seems less likely that Lucretius followed the same source as Diogenes, and worked out a list of 
arguments against quadruplism which would include criticism of the ‘ transformationists’ (below pages 72-77).
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person who elaborated the arguments singled out Heraclitus because the Stoics 
considered him their forerunner, 132 whether or not the author of the arguments explicitly 
referred to the Stoics.133
I am not convinced, however, that the arguments we find in Lucretius’ 
confutation of Heraclitus and fire monism are aimed at the Stoic theories. The case for 
of an attack against the philosophical ideas of the Stoics here is built by Munro, 134 
Giussani, Emout-Robin, Bailey, Kleve and Pizzani. In the other camp Furley and Sedley, 
following occasional remarks by Bignone, argue that the Stoics are not referred to here 
or in DRN generally (for the most contentious case, Lucretius’ refutation of geocentric 
cosmology, see above pages 27-30). The arguments in the critique can, and should, be 
read as confutation of Heraclitus, as he was presented by the doxographical tradition, 
and of fire monism generally. Less certain is whether the Stoics should be seen as part 
of the fire monists who follow Heraclitus.
132 SeeS.V.F. 1.11,1.98 (quoted below page 66) and 1.141. For Chrysippus following Heraclitus (or 
at least agreeing with Heraclitus) see e.g. S. V.F. II. 446, I I576 and I I764.
133 See above (page 49 and note 95) on how the Epicureans at times criticised the authorities 
contemporary thinkers relied on rather than their contemporary opponents.
134 Munro (1886b: 83) thought that with the plurals from line 645 to 689 Lucretius refers to the Stoics. 
He points to lines 465 ff. as a parallel.
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1.2.2.1 The Stoics as fire monists?
In post-Chrysippus doxography fire was not the Stoics’ materies rerum. god and matter 
were the Stoics’ two ap^a i (principles), and the four Empedoclean elements were their 
OTOixeia (physical elements). Fire however had special importance for the early Stoics, 
who distinguished between T iup  t c x v i k o v ,  fire as the eternal active principle, and 7iup 
arexvov, one of the four elements generated by the creative fire in its association with 
the eternal passive principle, u A tj. The importance of 7t0 p t c x v i k o v  is well exemplified 
byS.V.F. H. 1027 (Aetius I. 7. 33).
It seems unlikely that Lucretius, or his source, confused “having as its matter” 
(oToixeiov) with “having its origin in” (apXH), and had in mind the Stoics’ 7iup 
tcxvikov (active principle) . 135 All the arguments in the critique focus on the material 
element, none on the formal cause. Moreover a reference to the Stoics’ Tiup tcxvikov 
would naturally bring with a reference to the phenomenon of conflagration, which is 
strikingly absent from the critique, and DRN as a whole (Furley 1966: 16).136
But reports about Zeno and Cleanthes seem to suggest that they called fire
135 This is a familiar problem in (mis^interpretation of the Presocratics, going back at least to 
Aristotle (see Stokes 1971). The idea is that from which things come originally is to be equated with their 
persistent matter.
136 The Stoics attributed a theoiy of conflagration to Heraclitus (S. V.F. II. 421 and S. V.F. II. 603). 
Again, this seems mistaken; see KRS: 200, note 1
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O T O ix e io v ,  rather than adopting, likeChrysippus, f o u r o T O i x e i a .  AristoclesofMessene 
(S. V.F. 1.98) reports that Zeno OTOixeiov e ivai <|)aoi twv ovtcdv to  TtOp, KaOattep 
'HpaicAeiTos, tou tou  6 ’ apx&S uA.t|v Kai Oeov, dx; IIAdTcov . . . This might 
indicate that from the time of Zeno and Cleanthes down to the time of Chrysippus, there 
was a tendency to identify the OTOixeiov in fire rather than in the four Empedoclean 
elements.137 And in S. V.F. n. 413 (Stobaeus) it is said that Chrysippus used OTOixeiov 
in three senses, in one sense it is fire, in another the four elements. The third sense is 
apparently lost in a lacuna.
In spite of these testimonies I am not convinced that the person who elaborated 
arguments thought he was attacking the Stoics by attacking fire-monism. Diogenes of 
Oenoanda is good evidence that matter and god were the Stoics’ elements according to 
‘Epicurean doxography’,13* as they were in doxography generally. The Stoic emphasis 
on two principles speaks against thinking that the qui and the quorum refer specifically 
to the Stoics.
It is very hard to disprove altogether that the Stoics may be included in the
137 Stobaeus in S. V.F. n. 413 speaks of four oxoigeia, but then of Ttup Kax’ 6£o%f|V oxoi%€iov, 
Simplicius in S. V.F. II. 603 reports that the Stoics follow Heraclitus in thinking that all things derive 6k 7X1)p6<; 
nenepao[i£ voi) and are dissolved back into fire.
138 Fragment 6. II, lines 7-9 (Smith 1992b: 156). Smith (2000:135 and 2003:118) also reconstructs 
convincingly fragment 100 (from the part of the inscription reporting maxims), which also seems to deal with 
the Stoics’ theory of matter: o6[x’ 6<m xa oxoi%€i-] | a  xwv 7x[rivxwv Oecx; Ka\ 6A,t] | v (Ka[K«g yap j 
oi Eto)ik[oi xau0’ t)yoi>|vxai. . .
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reference. Even if they are there can be little doubt that the reference in the qui and the 
quorum is wider; it extends to all who believed in fire as primary element. That 
Lucretius’ source may be attacking the Stoics by attacking their precursor is entirely 
possible, but there is no compelling reason to hold that whoever elaborated the 
arguments idiosyncratically interpreted the Stoics as fire-monists. That Lucretius thought 
that the arguments actually dispelled Stoic theories is certainly conceivable (see further 
below page 70).
1.2.2.2 The Stoic denial of void in the world?
I doubt that the argument in lines 655-664 is aimed at the Stoic theory of void. The 
expressions admixtum rebus inane in line 655, in rebus relinquere inane purum in line 
658 and exempto rebus inani in 660 have been taken to refer to the fact that the Stoics 
allowed for void extra res, for which see e.g. S. V.F. I. 95 and I. 96. The fact that 
Diogenes of Oenoanda, in his 'doxographical’ review, attacked the Stoics for their ideas 
on void may appear to support this suggestion. Smith (1992b: 444) points out how the 
precise argument of the first column of fragment 7, which deals with the Stoics, is 
uncertain, but it is clear that void is mentioned. Lines 3-14 of column I read (Smith 
1992b: 157):
eva Ttpoo
<; TOUTO TOO
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8]<m p.r)6ev 
t]o k€vov 
]17ia0€lV,€
Jitaoxeiv Kai 
t]o arieipov rcpo 
]tg> pqfiev 
]o<; e7roiKO- 
6 o p  ]EI to  . 6 0 0
]Ol)TO<; 71 pO
[eiv ou 6 6 -
It seems very likely that the target here are the Stoics.139 Yet it is not clear that the 
argument was about void rather than simply mentioning void.
But even assuming that Diogenes was criticising the Stoics on void, one cannot 
be sure that by repeating res in lines 655,658 and 560 Lucretius was implying that “they 
actually recognise void, but in the wrong place for the argument”. Lucretius, or perhaps 
rather Lucretius’ source, is concerned here with the fact that the denial of void would 
hamper the theory of condensation and rarefaction, and it seems quite natural that he
139 Fragment 7 of Diogenes’ inscription has not been rediscovered, but there are French and Austrian 
squeezes of it. The argument in column I cannot be directed against Democritus, as is shown by Kai 
Arm-OKpiTOg in II.4. Smith convincingly argues that the criticism of Democritus begins in II.2 and that 
opponents in column I are the Stoics, who come immediately ahead of Democritus in Diogenes’ initial list.
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should emphasise the absence of void “from things”.
Pizzani (1983:465-466), in his attempt at showing that the target are the Stoics, 
notes that Lucretius in lines 661 and 662 echoes the theory of world as continuum. But, 
although Lucretius occasionally presents an opponent’s theory as his own objection, 
would it not be strange to say nec cernunt (line 659) of what was in fact a fundamental 
and distinctive Stoic theory? One gets the impression the argument was elaborated 
before the Stoics. We have seen above (page 43) how Heraclitus, like other Presocratic 
monists did not assert or require void, and how doxography reported that they denied 
the existence of void. When one considers that the existence of void is one of the main 
claims that sets atomism apart from other theories, it is not at all surprising that the 
Epicureans should attack Heraclitus on this point.
None of the arguments in the critique of Heraclitus are aimed specifically at Stoic 
theories. Whether Lucretius thought the Stoics were included when writing qui in line 
635 and quorum in line 638 cannot be determined. He could perhaps have had in mind 
Hippasus of Metapontum, a name often associated with Heraclitus in the doxographical 
tradition, and to the followers of Heraclitus mentioned by Plato in Theaetetus 179D and 
in Diogenes Laertius IX. 6  (Rosier 1973: 53, note 5), or indeed generally to anyone who 
believed in fire monism. I will argue in chapter 4, however, that the Stoics should be 
identified with the inanes Graii of line 640 and stolidi of 641. It is perhaps not 
inconceivable that the qui and quorum are a different group of people from the inanes 
Graii and stolidi, but it is more natural to think that the latter group is included in the 
former. If the stolidi are among the fire monists of lines 635 and 638, Lucretius thought
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it fit to include the Stoics as fire monists, but yet reflected closely the arguments of a 
source unconcerned with Stoic theories.
1.2.3 Lucretius’ arguments against the limited pluralists
Just as he takes Heraclitus as the representative of monism, so Lucretius takes 
Empedocles as the representative of finite pluralism, and explicitly says so in lines 714- 
716 and 734. Not all the arguments in the section are aimed at Empedocles: the 
argument in lines 782-802, as we shall see, is specifically not against Empedocles. 
Scholars have thought that other arguments are not aimed at Empedocles, or show 
misunderstanding of Empedocles’ theories, but this seems unwarranted by the evidence.
1.2.3.1 Lines 753-781
The third argument against Empedocles, in lines 753-758, according to Bailey (1947: 
729),140 shows misunderstanding of Empedocles, who thought that the elements were 
imperishable, exactly as the atomists did.141 But Lucretius’, or rather Lucretius’ source’s, 
point is rather that the four elements ccmnot be unperishable, because the senses tell us
140 Bailey is followed by Lenaghan (1967: 232, note 37).
141 Bailey also points out that Empedocles would probably have denied that subdivision without a 
minimum meant the reduction of things to nothing. Indeed it seems a typically Epicurean approach to equate 
atoms with the only alternative to infinite divisibility.
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that they are mortali cum corpore funditus.
I also doubt that lines 763-781 show Lucretius, or his source, misunderstanding 
Empedocles’ theory. Commentators find an inconsistency in the fact that 763-768 attack 
a theory which involves an alteration in the nature of the four elements, because 
Empedocles did not hold such a theory. This is easily explained when one takes into 
account the fact that the argument is aimed at quadruple pluralism generally, rather than 
Empedocles specifically. Lines 763-781 are a dilemma, which is meant to rule out every 
form of quadruple pluralism.142 Either the elements change their nature (lines 763-769), 
in which case they cannot be elements, 143 or they do not (lines 770-781), as Empedocles 
actually thought, in which case the elements would reveal their unchangeable nature in 
compounds.
The way of proceeding in lines 763 is directly comparable to that in the critique 
of Heraclitus, where both condensation-rarefaction and other means of transformation 
are considered. The sin ita forte putas of 770 has a similar function to quod si forte of 
665: no form of either monism or limited pluralism can be satisfactory. Whoever 
elaborated the arguments found in Lucretius’ critique constructed hypotheses so as to 
leave his opponents no escape-route, by considering every variant form of the theory.
142 The dilemma arises naturally from the argument in lines 759-762 where the point is that the four 
elements do not mix.
143 It cannot be settled with certainty whether lines 763-769 envisage spontaneous change of the 
elements, or change as a result of concilium. Change resulting from combination is perhaps more likely in view 
of line 773.
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The line of argument represents a philosopher’s actual theory as his attempt to escape 
from a difficulty.144
1.2.3.2 Lines 782-802
Under scrutiny in lines 782-802 is a theory according to which fire cyclically turns into 
air, 145 air into water, and water into earth, and then back again in exactly the reverse 
order, never ceasing to do so. This is often referred to as a ‘transformationist’ theory, 
which seems distinct from that of Empedocles, according to which the elements never 
changed their nature.146 Lines 782-802 are puzzling.147
144 Similarly in the refutation of Anaxagoras, his own theory of t v TtavTi itavtdt; poipa is presented 
as an unsuccessful attempt to sidestep a difficulty in line 875, only after having appeared in a previous dilemma 
(below pages 82-83). We shall see in chapter 4 (pages 341 -342) how Lucretius’ presentation emphasises this 
aspect especially in the case of Anaxagoras.
145 Hippolytos, who to some extent shares in the doxographical tradition, reports in DK B31 (= D.G. 
558) that Empedocles rf)v tou 7tavTO<; &p%f| v V€ikck; icai <t>i Aiav 2<j>T) kcu t6 Tq<; pova8o<; voepdv trup 
xov Ocov Kai ouveoxavai &k nvpOQ xa navra  Kai €i< itup&vaAu0fjoeo0ai. In spite of this testimony 
I doubt that the person who elaborated the arguments thought that he was refuting Empedocles with the 
argument reflected in lines 782-802.
146 Giussani (18%: 87) remarks that lines 782-802 are aimed at “i trasformisti piu radicali e piu 
logici; quelli che estendevano il trasfrxmismo anche nel campo dei quattro elementi tra loro”.
1471 adopt, as editors invariably do, Marullus’ reconstruction of the text. This involves the scribe, or 
scribes, misreading imber as ignis twice (with one possibly being corrected to match the other) and altering 
in terram to a terra in the space of two lines.
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The first point to note is that the argument in 782-802 has a cosmogonical ring. 
Although Empedocles spoke of a cycle of the elements which started from fire, 148 it 
seems unlikely that a distorted version of his theory is being reported in lines 782-802. 
The terms se vertere and mutare involve a change of nature, assuming that Lucretius was 
not being careless with his terminology here. It seems reasonable to gather that 
Lucretius, or rather his source, was criticising a theory different from Empedocles’, 
although it may have been derived from it.
Lucretius is not explicit about the fact that the argument in lines 782-802 is not 
aimed at Empedocles. The repetunt in line 782, and faciunt in 783, are not a clear 
indication, seeing how loosely Lucretius seems to have used plurals both in this section 
(lines 742, 747 and 755) and in the confutation of Heraclitus (lines 656 and 665). 
Moreover the expression quin etiam suggests something like “but they”. This is 
somewhat surprising since the argument in 782-802 is aimed at the thinkers which are 
included in the first horn of the dilemma of763-781, that is those in lines 763-769, rather
148 Empedocles certainly envisaged a progressive separation of the four elements in his cosmogony, 
starting from the sun, and therefore presumably fire. In DK B38, which lodes like the introduction of 
Empedocles’ cosmogony of the present world, fjAicx;, and other heavenly bodies, are said to come first, then 
yaxa is mentioned, then ftdvxoc, then &4p and finally aiOfjp, itept k u k Ao v . In Aetius II. 6. 3 it is aidqp, 
nop, yfj, udo>p, &4P> and oupav6<; from aiO^p, fjAioc from Ttup. Earth certainly does not seem to come last 
in Empedocles’ cosmogony. The Strasbourg papyrus provides fresh evidence for Empedocles’ cosmogonical 
theory. Tr^panier (2004:255) re-edits the text of esemble a of the Strasbourg papyrus of Empedocles (Martin- 
Primavesi 1998: 130-140). But we have no evidence for the sequence in Empedocles being the same as in 
Lucretius.
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than those in lines 770-781.
The inclusion of the transformationist theory suggests that Lucretius was 
following a source which set out to attack the category of quadruple pluralists, and is at 
odds with supposing that Lucretius was following a doxographical report of 
Empedocles’ view. It may be that Lucretius’ source placed less emphasis on Empedocles 
himself than Lucretius does. Lucretius’ praise of Empedocles and description of Sicily 
sets the attention firmly on Empedocles, despite Lucretius’ explicit statement that the 
criticism extends to other quadruplists as well.
The argument in lines 782-802 could be aimed at the Stoics’ elaboration of 
Heraclitus’ (avw K a i K a r o  0 6 0 ^ ) .149 The report about Heraclitus in
Diogenes Laertius IX. 9 speaks, like Heraclitus DK B31, of three elements only (fire, 
water and earth), but Maximus of Tyre mentions a version with 4 elements:.. £fji ttup 
tov yf}<; Oavarov, K a i afjp £ r ji t o v  rcupos Oavatov, udtop £ q i  t o v  ricepo  ^
Oavatov y r j t o v  u d aT O <;.150 The Stoics are connected with a similar theory in Cicero 
De natura deomm II. 84 (nam ex terra aqua ex aqua oritur aer ex aere aether, deinde 
retrorsum vicissim ex aethere aer, inde aqua, ex aqua terra infima) and HI. 31, Plutarch 
De Stoic, rep. 41. 1053A, Diogenes Laertius VH. 142, and S.V.F. H. 579, 580 and 581 
(Chrysippus). Aetius I. 3. 11 speaks of transformation of fire into earth, into water, into 
air in connection with Heraclitus (quoted above page 39). The existence of such a theory, 
which the Stoics seem to have extracted, probably unduly, from Heraclitus complicates
149 Emout-Robin 1924: 155.
150Giussani 1898: 104.
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the issue. One cannot rule out that Lucretius’ source (or Lucretius himself) introduced 
an argument against the Stoics in its refutation of quadruple pluralism.
Furley (1966: 78) notes that Aristotle “has surely at least as good a claim as” the 
Stoics to be the target of lines 782-802. Giussani (1898: 88, note 1) had already 
suggested Aristotle as a possible target here.151 And the mutual interchange of the 
elements appears in Theophrastus’ argument for the eternity of the world (184 FHS&G, 
§144, line 166). According to Sedley (1998: 174) Lucretius takes over the sequence 
earth - water - air - fire, which described the layered structure of the world, from 
Theophrastus.
It may be that Lucretius’ source criticised the transformationists enpassant while 
performing a confutation of Empedocles’ theory, 152 but the relative emphasis and space 
the argument against the transformationists receives in DRN suggests that the argument 
against the transformationists featured prominently in Lucretius’ source, rather than being 
an en passant mention. If the criticism is aimed — as is perhaps likely — at Aristotle, this 
rules out that Lucretius depended on a Peripatetic source for his arguments.153
151 “Oppure. . .  Lucrezio (cioe il suo fonte epicureo) pensa ad Aristotele, che faceva minerali piante 
e animali composti dei quattro elementi, e insieme faceva questi trasformabili l’uno nell’altro per rarefazione 
e condensazione..
152 We shall see (below pages 122-126) that Epicurus mentioning en passant other quadruple 
pluralists while criticising Plato in column XXXTV of M> XIV.
153 It seems very un-economical to suppose that Lucretius drew the confutation of the three 
Presocratics from more than one source, and that the information for his criticism of finite pluralism (only) did 
not come to him through Peripatetic sources.
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I doubt that Lucretius himself formulated the idea of structuring his account by 
referring to the three categories. Supposing that Lucretius did this is at odds with the fact 
that he does not mention that Anaxagoras is the representative of infinite pluralism 
(above page 42). It is easier to suppose that an Epicurean source took the threefold 
structure according to the number of principles from its (Peripatetic) source, 154 but had 
perhaps removed the references to and separate consideration of individuals by name.155 
Alternatively it was Lucretius who removed the doxographical material. The arguments 
in the critique are aimed to dispel the possibility of any form of finite pluralism, just as 
the arguments against Heraclitus dispel any form of fire-monism, and monism more 
generally.
1.2.4 The Epicurean angle
The counter-arguments in the critique come from a distinctly Epicurean standpoint. 
Lucretius often deals with the Presocratics in Epicurean terms, which makes the
154 It may well be that the division into categories was more complex in the source of Lucretius’ source 
(cf. the subdivisions in Aristotle’s Physics A. 2. 184bl5 - A. 7. 191a22), and that Lucretius’ source reduced 
all theories to the three categories without further separations.
155 It is also possible that Lucretius’ source started the process of removing the doxographical 
elements, and Lucretius took it further. Tatum (1984:178) writes “our poet’s innovations in this rather standard 
feature of Epicurean writing [Epicurean doxography] help explain the loose connection between the 
Presocratics he names and the criticisms he presents”.
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argument seem unfair.156 The Epicurean standpoint is apparent in the fact that only the 
material crcoixeiov is considered. Theophrastus in FHS&G 227A, influenced by 
Aristotle Metaphysics A 3 984a8, says that love and strife should be added to the four 
bodily elements, so Empedocles’ elements were in fact six, 157 and Aetius 1.3.20 similarly 
mentions the two power-principles for Empedocles. DRN however only mentions the 
four elements. Similarly in FHS&G 228 Theophrastus considered the possibility of 
reading Anaxagoras as a dualist, but this is ignored in Lucretius’ critique (and in Aetius). 
No mention is made in the critique of Anaxagoras’ No6 <;, but only of his material 
theory.158 Concentrating exclusively on the material element is a typically Epicurean 
approach, since for the Epicureans no other principle existed but the material one.
Such an exclusive concern with the physical oroixeiov may explain the puzzling 
fact that Plato’s theory is omitted in Lucretius’ account. The omission is surprising when 
one considers that Epicurus attacked that theory at length in book XIV of IIO (columns 
XXXIV- XXXIX Leone). It is perhaps conceivable that Lucretius omitted Plato’s theory 
because of the difficulty in adapting the terminology to hexameters, but the fact that 
Diogenes of Oenoanda’s list also omits Plato (above note 127) suggests perhaps that
156 Lenaghan 1967: 227.
157 See further McDiarmid (1953:107-108) on how Aristotle and Theophratsus emphasised Love and 
Strife in discussing Empedocles’ elements and discussed whether they were material elements for him.
158 Giussani 1898: 85.
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Lucretius’ source left Plato out, and Lucretius followed suit.159
There is no evidence for the distinction between Presocratics and thinkers later 
than Socrates in antiquity, but Aristotle (mMetaphysics A. 4 .985b23 and A. 5. 987a29) 
sees the Pythagoreans, Socrates and Plato as concentrating on the formal cause whereas 
the Presocratics — as we call them — concentrated on the material cause, with 
Empedocles anticipating the formal cause. Both Aristotle and Theophrastus discuss 
nonetheless Plato’s physical theories in specific contexts. It may be that the author of 
Lucretius’ source (or, less probably, Lucretius himself) considered Plato’s theory not to 
be a form of quadruple pluralism, because he followed Theophrastus in ascribing to Plato 
the ‘god and matter’ theory considered in Simplicius, which is also itself based on the 
Timaeus160
It is striking that the statements of Epicurean doctrine in the critique lay 
considerable emphasis on the movements and combination of atoms. Since Lucretius has 
not explained such atomic phenomena so far in the poem, the references to atomic 
combinations and motions in lines 677,685, 800-801, 819-822 and 909-910 are beyond 
the reader, if he is new to Epicureanism.161
159 It is also possible that Plato was treated separately from the Presocratics in Lucretius’ source-text, 
and this induced Lucretius to leave Plato out.
160 The fact that Epicurus criticised Plato’ theory of shapes may involve that he considered Plato a 
quadruple pluralist, but this cannot perhaps be taken as granted. There is no specific remark to that effect in
mxiv.
161 One should perhaps note that concilium is mentioned in line 484 and lines 515-516.
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This remarkable anticipation led Giussani to postulate a lacuna ahead of line 
635,162 where Lucretius would have introduced such phenomena. This is unnecessary. 
The anticipation can be explained in two ways: either Lucretius got carried away in 
elaborating his own Epicurean argument and made an anticipation, or the anticipation is 
due to Lucretius’ source. We may note however that if the references to combinations 
and movements of the atoms go back to Lucretius’ source, 163 this is a certain clue that 
he was following an Epicurean text.
Let us now turn to the argument in lines 690-700, the second argument against 
Heraclitus, 164 which Bailey (1947: 713) describes as coming from a “characteristically
1621 wonder whether Asmis’ (1989: 61-62) suggestion that Lucretius uses a rhetorical strategy of 
“anticipation” elsewhere in his poem can explain these anticipations in the critique. Asmis seems to overlook 
the anticipation of the motus in the critique.
163 Below pages 236-238.
1641 would argue that the arguments against Heraclitus are only three. The first, in lines 645-689, is 
physical: creation of things from fire is impossible either by condensation and rarefaction — which is at any 
rate excluded by denial of void — or by other means. The second argument, in lines 690-700, is the 
epistemological. As for the third argument (lines 701-704), Munro (1886b: 88) remarks that it is usual for 
Lucretius “to finish by some short argument appealing simply to the common sense of men, or to what they 
see going on before their eyes: see 759-762; 915-920; 984 (998)- 987 (1001)”. Bailey (1947:713) goes further: 
“ the last argument. . .  seems scarcely serious: ‘why choose fire; anything else will do’. Perhaps he wished to 
call attention to the variety of ultimate substances selected by the different Monists”. But the last argument, 
as suggested to me by Professor Sharpies, is (whether or not Lucretius realised it) important: it stresses that 
it is arbitrary to select just one sensible substance, and we will see that it is arbitrary to select just four 
(Empedocles). What is distinctive about the atomists is that they select none (below note 175).
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Epicurean point of view” .165 Heraclitus is criticised for saying that the senses recognise 
fire truly, but they do not recognise all other things which are in truth fire.166 It is clear 
that the arguments come from a standpoint which takes the senses as the ultimate guide 
for judgement.
Edwards (1989: 115) thinks that the criticism is unfair, given Heraclitus’ words 
in DK B55 (doov oi|n<; &kot| pdOtjoic, xavxa hyfo Ttpotipeo)), and that the 
caricature of Heraclitus may derive from a misreading of DK B107 (kcckoi pdprupet; 
avOpcoTcoioiv 6(|)0aApoi Kai ctaa pappapoix; i|fux&S fcxo^0^ )  But DK B55 and 
DK B107 taken together suggest that Heraclitus distinguished ‘mere sensation’ from 
‘intelligent interpretation’, 167 which is itself derived from the senses. KRS (188, note 2) 
point out that observation must be checked by voug or <|>pdvT|ai<;, and compare
165 It seems significant that the idea of movement of particles is applied to Heraclitus’ own theory in 
lines 680 and 681.
166 Bailey 1947: 721.
167 The fact that Colotes does not include Heraclitus among his targets perhaps indicates that the 
Epicureans did not disagree with him on the issue of how the evidence from senses should be used. It certainly 
suggests that he did not discredit the senses altogether. Munro (1886b: 87-88) refers to AristotleMetaphysics 
A. 6. 987a32 . . . xai<; ' HpaKAeixeioig 6o£aig, ox; arcavxwv xd>v aio0r}xd>v ae i peovxwv Kai 
87Uorrj|j,T]<; 7 t€ p \ auxd>v o u k  o C o tjq  . . . to show that Heraclitus thought that the senses could not truly 
discern things. But this does not necessarily imply that the senses had no value for Heraclitus. Aristotle by 
“relying on the senses” sometimes means no more than “not doing Platonic-style metaphysics”.
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Democritus.168 There is no need to think that the argument in Lucretius derives from 
misunderstanding of statements regarding the senses specifically, or that it is a reaction 
against an “empiricist” reading ofHeraclitus, as Robin suggests.169 The argument exploits 
an apparent inconsistency in Heraclitus’ theory, apparent because Heraclitus would 
probably not have subscribed to the statement that sensus ignem cognoscere vere without 
qualification.170 Heraclitus thought that anyone who did not realise that fire was also its 
opposite did not know what fire was (KRS: 190). If one assumes that the person who 
elaborated this argument knew of Heraclitus’ view on sensation, the presentation is 
tendentious.
168 Democritus, Epicurus’ precursor, similarly to Heraclitus had reservations about how far evidence 
from the senses should be accepted (KRS: 413).
169 Emout-Robin 1924:136. Robin suggests that the idea that Heraclitus ‘started from the senses’ is 
due to a Stoic (empiricist) inteipretation ofHeraclitus who in fret distrusted sensation, that Lucretius speaks 
of Heraclitus “a travers la doxographie pdripafrticienne et sourtout stolcienne”. Even assuming that Heraclitus 
is interpreted as an empiricist in Lucretius, I doubt that there are grounds to suppose this is due to the influence 
of a Stoic reading.
170 In line 699 Lucretius refers to the fact that judgement should be based on the senses. The principle 
has already been expressed en passant in lines 422-425. It is interesting that there is in D RN I a double 
anticipation of what is explained in book IV, see especially DRN IV 478-499 (although in these lines the 
argument is aimed at the Sceptics, rather than against someone whose reliance on the senses is selective). These 
anticipations are probably due to the fact that Lucretius’ source had explained knowledge through senses at 
the outset (or took it for granted).
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Anaxagoras’ views too are presented tendentiously in the critique.m Lines 859, 
860 and the lost line(s) ahead of 861 introduce ev Ttavri Ttavrd<; poipa as one horn of 
a dilemma with which Anaxagoras is confronted, and therefore as Anaxagoras’ only way 
out of the difficulties his homoeomeria encounters. It is only in line 875 that Anaxagoras 
is credited with ev Ttavri navTOC, poipa and the predominance rule, as a response to 
Lucretius’ objection. But ev Ttavri Ttavro  ^poipa was an integral part of Anaxagoras’ 
doctrine. Claiming one’s opponent’s argument as one’s own helpful suggestion, before 
demolishing it, is not untypical. One may wonder whether Lucretius himself would have 
taken the liberty of modifying the doxographical information so drastically, had he been 
directly dependent on it.172
The argument in lines 859-874 is also unfair, in that Lucretius presents the 
problem of nutrition as an independent objection, while Anaxagoras had addressed 
precisely that problem, as is shown by De generatione animalium A. 18. 723all.173 
Aristotle’s and Theophrastus’ reports emphasised the importance of observations from 
nutrition in Anaxagoras’ system. These reports influenced the commentators on Aristotle, 
and may have led Aetius (1.3.5) to derive ev Ttavri Ttavroc; poipa from considerations
171 Lucretius’ critique ignores the no creation-no destruction aspect of Anaxagoras. The reason is that 
Anaxagoras’ principles are “weak”, and so perishable according to Lucretius.
172 It is clear from Aetius 1.3.5 that iv  Ttavxi Ttavtoc iioipa was an important part of Anaxagoras’
doctrine.
173 Brown 1983: 156.
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concerning nutrition.174
Given that Peripatetic and doxographical sources emphasised nutrition as an issue 
prompting Anaxagoras’ theory of matter, it is remarkable that Lucretius presents 
nutrition as an independent objection in lines 859-866. One perhaps cannot rule out that 
Lucretius himself, working directly from a doxographical source himself, turned into an 
argument against Anaxagoras what the source text presented as Anaxagoras’ starting 
point. But it may well be that an Epicurean author decided to confront Anaxagoras on 
what was thought to be his starting point, perhaps acknowledging that Anaxagoras had 
discussed it (and Lucretius obscured that element).
The argument relating to infinite divisibility in lines 746-752 against the quadruple 
pluralists and in line 844 against Anaxagoras — assuming that Lucretius did not 
introduce it himself — is likely to derive from an Epicurean and not from a Peripatetic 
source, or any other philosophical source. Aristotle’ s view was that matter and space are 
infinitely divisible in potentiality, meaning that actual divisions can be made anywhere, 
not that the infinite can be realised by making divisions everywhere. The arguments 
against infinite divisibility in the critique cannot derive from a Peripatetic source.
It also seems worth pointing out in this context that, although both Aristotle and 
the Epicureans are opposed to Anaxagoras, Lucretius’ arguments against Anaxagoras 
show no similarity to Aristotle’s. Chemiss (1964: 3-4) points out that Aristotle’s
174 Whether, as Jaeger thought, Anaxagoras derived his theory of matter from biological phenomena 
of growth and nourishment is perhaps open to question (Schofield 1975: 1-2 and 24), but Anaxagoras was 
certainly particularly interested in nutrition (KRS: 375).
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objections to Anaxagoras’ theory are that (a) an elemental component must be a simple 
body irresolvable into specifically different parts; (b) it is an error to make components 
unlimited in number, when we can achieve the same result by having a limited number of 
elements; (c) since a material body is said to be other than another in consequence of its 
proper differentiae and these are limited in number, it is evident that the elements are 
limited (De caelo F. 4. 302b30-303a3). There is no trace of criticism on any of these 
points in Lucretius.
Lucretius’ arguments place little emphasis on the theory of juxtaposition of 
immutable elements, a distinctive aspect of Empedocles’ theory. Aristotle, on the other 
hand, attacks Empedocles on that point in De generatione et corruptione A. 8 . 325b20- 
25 (where Aristotle distinguishes between Empedocles and the Atomists, whereas 
previously he has been assimilating them). It seems likely that there is no criticism of 
Empedocles’ specific theory of mixtures in the critique because Lucretius’ Epicurean 
source accepted the importance of mixtures to create things in our experience.175
175 An Epicurean (or any atomist) could however have argued that since atoms are unlike any sensible 
substance in our experience, their juxtaposition can explain all sensible substances — something Aristotle 
would not himself accept —, whereas putting together bits of familiar stuffs such as fire and earth will just give 
one something which is partly fire and partly earth (Mourelatos 1973: 16-48). Why Lucretius, or his source, 
did not go down that route is unclear.
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Conclusion
Assuming that an Epicurean text reviewing and criticising earlier theories of matter, 
comparable to the text on which Cicero based the list of 6 o£ai of the gods in De natura 
deorum, was available, is it more reasonable to suppose that Lucretius (a) chose himself 
the representatives for each category and picked the arguments which served the purpose 
of ruling out any form of monism, limited pluralism and unlimited pluralism from such 
a source, or to suppose that (b) some earlier Epicurean had done so?
Artistic constraints would have encouraged Lucretius to avoid a ‘doxographical 
list’, but the idea that Lucretius picked the three representatives from a source listing 
(and presumably criticising) many other 8 o£ai seems at odds with the kind of arguments 
we find in the section on Empedocles. It would require Lucretius to look up the 5o£a 
of a ‘transformationist’ (lines 782-802) — which was presumably attached to a name 
label other than Empedocles’ — and include such a view in his confutation without 
making it clear that this argument did not touch Empedocles at all.
I consider it more likely, therefore, that an Epicurean author earlier than Lucretius 
had composed a text which refuted fire monism (and with it monism generally), limited 
pluralism and unlimited pluralism. The word uTidpvqpa, as Obbink (1996: 81) remarks, 
can be used to describe the discussion of a philosophical topic under various heads and 
by way of discursive paraphrase of the work or thought of one or more thinkers: “thus 
the author follows a characteristic method of composition by compilation enumerating
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as many exempla as possible, while elaborating only a select few” .176
I am not sure one has to think, with Rosier (1973: 62), of a “doxographische 
Zusammenstellung” as Lucretius’ source. This depends on how loosely Rosier intended 
that expression. I doubt that an Epicurean text listing ‘all’ (or at least many of) the views 
on the fundamental nature of matter is more likely to have been the source than an 
Epicurean ‘polemical’ text which criticised the views of the categories of monism, finite 
pluralism, and infinite pluralism (which would save going into details of the 6  o£a of each 
thinker). It is perhaps likely, although it cannot be proved, that the source named 
Heraclitus and Empedocles within those categories, 177 although it may have named other 
thinkers too. Even if Lucretius’ source text did single out and name just the three 
Presocratics, it seem likely that the source would have distinguished the criticism of 
Empedocles from that of other forms of limited pluralism more clearly than Lucretius 
does .178 The author of the source certainly drew at least some of his information, either 
directly or indirectly, from Peripatetic doxography. The next question, which I consider 
in chapter 2, is whether books XIV and XV of Epicurus’ IIO were Lucretius’ source.
176 Obbink (1996:81, note 3) notes that “the method of suggesting die many while elaborating only 
one or two instances” is found in Cicero’s philosophical prose.
177 Anaxagoras is clearly the focus of the section on unlimited pluralism; there can be little doubt that 
he was named in the source.
178 It is unlikely that such a text would have been a whole, dedicated work. It seems easier to think 
in terms of a section of a work the aim of which was to succinctly yet comprehensively rule out earlier physical 
theories on the fundamental nature of matter, presumably while expounding atomism.
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Chapter 2. Books XIV and XV of Epicurus’ 11$.
Sedley argues that Lucretius used books XIV and XV of 11$ specifically179 as the source 
for his critique of earlier theories of matter.180 He maintains (1984: 384) that books XIV 
and XV contained “the original systematic refutation of rival theories of the elements” 
on which Lucretius drew and (1998: 125) that “our assumption of thematic unity for 
books XIV-XV suggests that the surviving sections formed part of a more extended 
critique, filling most of the book (albeit, no doubt, after some methodological 
preliminaries)”.181 Sedley’s theory is attractive because it implies that Lucretius used 
Epicurus’ n $  as his source throughout his poem, but it requires that Lucretius 
drastically altered the order of topics he would have found in Epicurus’s 11$, an 
alteration which Sedley explains as the result of the supposed wholesale ‘second-phase
179 Giussani, who also thought that 11$ was Lucretius’ source, did not speculate on which book, 
below page 220.
180 Philippson (1937:473) had already suggested that book XIV was Lucretius’ source, either directly 
(as Sedley thinks) or indirectly: “Danach ist es wahrscheinlich, dafl Lukrez filr diese Elementenkritik 
unmittelbar oder mittelbar die unsres Buches benutzt hat”. Leone (1984:34) refers to Philippson’s article, and 
it is surprising that he is not mentioned in Sedley 1998.
181 Leone (1984: 35) endorses Sedley’s theory that the criticism of Plato is part of a systematic 
criticism of all rival theories.
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revision’ of DRN.192 In this chapter I shall give my reasons for thinking that books XIV 
and XV of the IIO were not Lucretius’ source.183
2.1 The content of Books XIV and XV
Analysis of the remains of 110 XIV and XV suggests that: (2.1.1) 110 XTV was not 
dedicated to ‘systematic polemic’; (2.1.2) Epicurus did not choose Heraclitus as the only 
representative of physical monist theories in 110 XIV, and perhaps did not consider him 
at all; (2.1.3) Epicurus did not confute Empedocles in book XTV, instead he criticised 
Plato, who does not appear in Lucretius’ critique, at length; (2.1.4) 110 XV was not 
dedicated to criticism of Anaxagoras’ theory of matter: the use of opoiopep-forms — 
specifically the noun opoiopepeia and the adjective 6poiopepife — proves little, 
because Epicurus used the word to refer to concepts relating to his own theory. Even 
if Anaxagoras’ theory is referred to (which seems possible in only one of the 
occurrences), this was to set Anaxagoras’ use of opoiopepeia against Epicurus’ own 
use. These four points indicate that Lucretius did not use 110 XTV and XV as direct 
source for his critique.
182 Below Appendix (a), pages 389-391.
183 On the characteristics of Lucretius’ source text, see above pages 78-79. II4> XIV and XV, 
according to Sedley, contained a longer and more comprehensive list of thinkers, although he does not stress 
how selective and cavalier in the use of his Greek source Lucretius would have been had that been the case.
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2.1.1 Book XIV was not dedicated to polemic.
It is not inconceivable that Epicurus, who had a polemical attitude,184 dedicated two 
books of his physical treatise to systematic refutation of earlier thinkers’ theories of 
matter. He may have followed Aristotle’s and Theophrastus’ example by emphasising 
consideration of earlier thinkers’ views. But there is no certain evidence that Epicurus 
was in the habit of composing systematic reviews of opponents’ 6o£ai on particular 
topics. The titles Ilepi 7ta0o>v 6o£ai Tipog TipoKpaxriv and Ilepi voocov 5o£ai 
Tcpocj Mi0pr|v (Diogenes Laertius X. 28) may well have been collections of Epicurus’ 
own 6o£ai, just like the K upiai 6o£ai (Diogenes Laertius X.27), assuming these are 
the Kupiai 6o£ai which Diogenes lists in X. 139-154. Epicurus’ lost ’ Ettvropf) t6 v  
7tpd<; toix; <j)uoiKOu  ^may have contained systematic criticism in a list such as Sedley 
envisages for books XIV and XV.185 The evidence from the rolls suggests that books 
XIV and XV were not dedicated to systematic refutation of theories of matter.
2.1.1.1 Evidence from the format of PHera 1148
The remains oiPHerc. 1148, the roll ‘preserving’ IIO book XTV, are kept in 11 frames.
184 Above pages 48-49.
185 On whether Epicurus’ lost ’ Eiuxopf| tcov Ttpog toix; <J>i)OiKOU<; was a summaiy of II4> XIV 
and XV, below page 194. On whether it was the source of Lucretius’ critique, below page 254.
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All the fragments come from the upper part of the midollo (‘marrow’), that is, the 
innermost layers of the papyrus roll. The fragments come from the concluding columns 
of book XTV. Of these columns only the top lines are preserved. In some of these 
columns Epicurus refutes the monist theory according to which all things can derive 
from a single <(>uoi<; through process of condensation and rarefaction. Epicurus then 
proceeds to refute Plato’s oxii^ara-theory, according to which a particular regular 
polyhedra (composed of triangular planes) corresponds to each of the elements.
Columns XXIV- XL185 ofLeone’s edition all either introduce polemic or actually 
attack other thinkers’ theories. Since these make up the overwhelming majority of those 
columns the content of which can be determined with reasonable confidence, the 
evidence seems prima facie to speak in favour of Sedley’s thesis. But 27 columns 
constitute only a very limited portion of the whole roll. It seems clear that the whole of 
book XIV occupied between 175-214 columns, as is argued in Appendix (b).
The 27 columns attacking opponents, including, as we shall see, a lengthy 
introduction and justification of such polemic, and re-statements of Epicurus’ own 
doctrine, made up at the very most about a sixth of the whole book. It seems dangerous 
to make assumptions about the overall content of the book judging from such a small 
section of it.
185 Columns XXXIX(end)-XLIII are also in some sense polemical, but are ‘defensive’. Epicurus is 
defending himself from a charge of being unoriginal (probably on the grounds that he used terms, such as 
perhaps OTOixeiov, borrowed from other thinkers; below note 245).
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2.1.1.2 Columns I-XXII
A striking feature ofPHerc. 1148 is the frequency with which the terms ouyicpiois and 
oxqpa occur in the extremely fragmentary columns I-XXII,186 the earliest columns of 
those preserved. The two words are used in conjunction with terms such as au£q<; 
TtapdAAaypata (column II), 6ia0eoi<; (fragment 19, and probably to be restored to 
column XVI), 7iepi(J>€p€ia and TiepiTiAoKfj (column a), 6ia<j)6pou<; c()uoei<; 
(fragment 18), peraPaoei<; (column HI and VIII), £euyvuo0ai (column XI), 
avaXvoeit; (fragments 21 and 43), tt€piAqi|fi<; (fragment 19) and &6poiopa 
(fragment 52). This evidence, taken in conjunction with the scholium to AdHerodotum 
40,187 suggests that the ‘main’ topic of books XIV and XV is how atoms came together 
to produce aggregates.
186 See columns VI, Xffl, XV, XXII; fragments 16,19,30,39 and 52; xag oufyKpioeig should also 
perhaps be restored to line 3 of column XX. I doubt that the appearance of the verb £<f)A,eye in line 2 of 
fragment 37 is an indication that Epicurus was considering Heraclitus’ fire monism here. Epicurus may well 
have explained how flames came about according to his theory of aggregates, anticipating his discussion of 
flames when dealing with Plato’ theory ( below pages 139-141). More suggestive are perhaps oxoi]%eia[ in 
fragment 24 and dpxflv in column XIX, but these are isolated words, without context.
187 Kai pqv Kai xd>v [touto Kai 6v rp Ttparrp Ilepi 4>i>0£gk; <4>rjoi> Kai rp  iS' Kai ie ' Kai 
6v xfj MeyaAti ^TtiTopfj] owpaxcov xa pev 6oxiv ouyKpioeK;, xa 6’ it, ov  a i onyKpioeK; 
7t€7ioipvxai. It is reasonable to suppose that Diogenes Laertius, or, perhaps, his copyist, reproduced the 
scholia he found in the text of Epicurus he was copying, rather than these being annotations on Diogenes.
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Sedley (1998: 123), on the contrary, proposes that the ouyKpioeig were 
introduced as a part of the systematic confutation of earlier thinkers which the book 
allegedly contained. Epicurus, while criticizing others on how matter was formed, would 
have decided to show how his theory is superior to rival ones, as Lucretius does a 
number of times in his critique. Presumably this incidental discussion of aggregates 
would have arisen out of his confutation of other monists, which preceded the 
confutation of monism we read in the fragments of comici 7 and 8.
It is unlikely, however, that Epicurus embarked on an extended and detailed 
digression about his own theory of aggregates in two successive books, just to show 
where others went astray and that his theory was superior to theirs. It seems improbable 
that it is just by chance that fragments of such digressions survive. One may also wonder 
whether Epicurus would have introduced two extensive digressions on aggregates if, as 
Sedley argues, he had already given a full account of aggregates in the early books of 
n o .188 Sedley’s reading of the evidence is by no means more probable or economical 
than the alternative reading, according to which books XTV and XV contained the main 
account of atomic aggregation, and of how such a process of aggregation could explain
188 This is on the basis of text [36.24] Arrighetti, where Epicurus refers back to his treatment of !&[<;] 
itpofc] aXXrikaq, Kpouoeig in book I. One might also wonder whether there would have been enough space 
in IM> I for a Jull account of aggregates since many topics are attributed to that book (below pages 222-227). 
In 11$ I Epicurus presumably presented only preliminary remarks on aggregates, and came back to the topic 
in far greater detail in books XIV and XV.
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things in our experience.189
Probably what happened in IIO XTV is that when explaining how atoms combine 
to produce things in our experience, Epicurus decided to make clear, first, that the 
monist theory according to which air produces all things through condensation and 
rarefaction was unacceptable and, second, that another alternative to his theory of 
aggregates, Plato’s regular polyhedra, could not satisfactorily explain how things are 
formed either.190 Epicurus was not set upon producing a ‘comprehensive’ refutation of 
earlier theories on the otoixeiov proper.1911 will now consider the columns in cornice 
6 of PHerc. 1148, which provide evidence for the structure of the book and support, in 
my view, the suggestion that the attack against the monists and Plato was incidental.192
189 One may wonder whether the ouyicpiocK; could have been the only topic of both XIV and XV. 
Presumably an account of aggregates could have filled both books, if a number of digressions were included.
190 Longo Auricchio (1992:110)remarks: “Epicurus’ polemicagainstPlato’sdoctrineofthe elements 
in the Timaeus outlines the discussion of a basic subject, viz. the shape of aggregates resulting from the 
inconceivably large number of atomic shapes of which they are composed”. I would suggest that the theme of 
the latter part of the book ran roughly as follows: ‘look at how easily aggregates of atoms can produce all the 
different shapes of objects in our experience! And compare this with condensation and rarefaction as used by 
the monists, or Plato’s triangular shapes!’
191 This would explain very well why Epicurus deals only with the part of Plato’s theory which 
considers the triangles.
192 Philippson (1937: 469) and Leone (1984: 32) hold that in book XTV a theoretical section was 
followed by a polemical section. Arrighetti (1975:49) argues that book II, book XI and PHerc. 1420 (which 
as Laursen (1995) has established is part of IIO XXV). did the same. Indeed in the case of the latter we can 
follow the transition from the theoretical section (20 B and 20 C (1) in Long-Sedley) to the polemical section
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2.1.1.3 Columns XXm and XXIV
Leone rediscovered column XXIV, believed lost by Vogliano, Philippson and Arrighetti, 
in pezzo II of comice VI.193 This fragment reads:
&-]|
YanTyc[d]v Kai tout[o], to 1
6f) navTa tov auv€[xd]p€-
vov |/cai<;] ToiauTau; Tiepi-
epy[€]iai(; exeiv oiovi <|>dp-
pa[K]ov, 6 i’ ou KaTaoTaoeK; 5
anX [ . ]v [ . ]v ev ttji rtepi <|>u-
oe[o)^ 0€(*)pi]ai anaXXayr\-
o€o[ao0ai xry; o]up<|)UTou'e"au-
Ta[i<; Tapax]fj<; f) Kai ugtc-
pov [.............] .  r| tiot’ [e]v Ttji 10
(20 C (2) - 20 C (14)). Similarly columns V- XXI of M> XXXIV (PHerc. 1431) are polemic (see especially 
column XIV; Leone 2002: 58); unfortunately we do not know what came ahead of them. It is interesting that 
XXII-XXV seem to have had, with a pattern very similar to that of bode XIV, discussion of methodological 
issues and a formal close (Leone 2002: 38-39). For polemic in other books IK>, above note 92.
199 But this does not, in my view, guarantee that it came immediately after column XXIII.
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d]|ya7ir|T[6]v Arrighetti 1-5 Leone 6 a7t^[a<; eoti]v Leone sed spatio longius 7 Leone 8 
oe[o0ai xfjg ojuptjnrcou Leone 9 Leone 10 pov T)tto. .  oix .. Leone
It looks as though Epicurus was introducing his polemic in this column, by pointing out 
that his theory was the <|>dppaKov which cured the anxiety produced by philosophical 
speculation on how matter was formed, although it is not immediately evident how air- 
monism and Plato’s theory of octoc should produce anxiety.194 Epicurus’ agenda is, 
explicitly, to provide a remedy against theories by others which may cause tapa%fj in 
his pupils.
The introduction of the polemic, however, had started earlier than column XXIV. 
The mention of iaxpeia  in line 3 and eu]err)piag in line 7 of column XXIII should 
most probably also be explained in relation to Epicurus’ theory of aggregates as a 
remedy for false views, views which may disturb our tranquillity. Column XXI appears 
to be the start of a new topic:
de [p]e%pi 6e 7ia[......................
t]<ov ou 7ipoo6[edpe0a to>v Tta- 
pa too ntkaq  [do^aCdpevwv
194 Perhaps the fact that Anaximenes thought air was divine, and the role of the Demiurge in Plato 
is what Epicurus had in mind.
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a[A]Aa Tauta [oa<|>a><; eipriKa- 
paSiOTeov d[e vov elc; to 5
oAox; (X7i[o](()a[iveo0ai...
] 8T8K0T| a [
1 legi; [|i]exPl Leone 2-6 Leone 7 legi; e . tpceva Leone
Even if one wishes to be sceptical about Leone’s restorations, the term paSioteov 
suggests that we have a transition here form one section to another.
One would be tempted to conclude that XXI introduced the polemical section 
of the book, but columns XI and XII,195 which come from comice 3, may suggest 
Epicurus was already considering other thinkers’ views. Column XI reads:
. . ]o|ievT}v tm ’ aoTfis <f>a[vTa- 
a i]av  iaxopdx;. . [.] Kai A a[. . - 
.. ]v- ob Ttpo  ^e7ii6eif;iv [ . . .
195 Where columns XI and XII came on the roll is uncertain. The way in which they appear in die 
cornice suggests they were not successive columns. It is at least conceivable that the two columns come from 
two different layers of the roll.
. .]. ox; too  Aaxeiv i\ t6 [v  . ..
. . . ]6iK(i)v Aoymv eK0[eoiv 5
. .]. o aAAa Tipdfc] kx\[
. . ]TpOTtG)V 6 . [
]. . lyCTjOlV [
There are traces consistent with a large n in the upper margin 2 T] is inserted above the line in the gap 
just before xat 4 Aa^eiv the traces would allow, slightly less comfortably, for xaAciv
1-2 supplevi 2 legi; — ]v* ioxvpo . . . .  a [.] p Leone 4 legi; — Jax; xou [ . .  .]eiv f) xd>[v —  
Leone 5 supplevi; €i]6iK<i>v Aoycov ck[ Leone (ei]6iKd)v proposuit Gigante) 6 Leone 7 legi; - - 
-]P [x]a>vd[e —  Leone 8 fortasse C]dTTl0lv
If we restore, as seems possible, cc]6iko)v in place of Leone’s ei]SiKa>v in line 5, 
Epicurus would seem to be already introducing polemic in this column. The verb 
Aaxeiv in line 4 would support such a suggestion. The reading however is not certain, 
see appartus. Assuming that Aaxeiv is right ou Kpo<; in line 3 indicates that Epicurus 
was not proceeding to (or aiming at) an 87udei£i<;. . . too  Aaxetv, but to another 
topic (aAAa 7rpo[<; of line 6).
Column XII may also have mentioned criticism of the views of others;
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............]. iyui ou 7ip [. ]. .
 ] . auxon i ] .. ai \ i .
............] . 15 7tpo<; CKaoxa<; x6 [v]
[Kevd)v] 6tu<|>op<I>v Kai xapa-
Xov 6 ia]oK€ua£ouod>v Tcp . - 5
...................... JiCrixai &X-
X ..................]xgh* £k0€oiv
Kai ^7ti]6ei$iv av Tipa-
............]xaiG)i a Ka0e[
a xT|pr|(j[ . ]. 10
. . . ]oi Pou[A,]opevo>v v . [
. . . 0 ]aupa[
1 . . . . ]o t|ti  o\> 7ip[................Leone 2 legi;. . .  xa>]v auxwv [. . . .] p [ .. Leone 3  Jtjc
7ipo<; exdoxat; xa>[v] Leone 4 Leone 5 xov TtapaJoxeoaCouoov [. . . Leone sed spatio longius 
6 ]rixa[. . . Leone 7 — ]c*n- exOeoiv Leone 8 legi et supplevi; — ]. vav Ttpa Leone 9 legi; la 
iea6’ d>[v Leone 10 legi;— ]T]pr)o[ . . Leone 11 legi; Jopevcoi [ . . . Leone 12 legi
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The remains in cornice 3 are so full of sottoposti and sovrapposti, and the sezioni196 are 
so unclear, that one cannot be certain what layer of the roll we are reading at this point. 
Probably they belong four or five columns before column XXI, where, as we have seen, 
Epicurus moved on to treat a fresh topic.
It is uncertain however precisely how Epicurus used e7ii<t>opd. Proposed 
translations are “riferimento” or “conclusione” (Arrighetti), “proposition” (Millot), 
“conclusione di un ragionamento” or “modo di ragionare” (Leone). Epicurus uses 
87U<j)opd later on in the book in connection with other thinkers. In column XLI 
Epicurus uses eiu<|>opa thus: “whenever someone praises to  tou6e nvog 87U<j>opa<; 
op0rj<; €i6o<; (the appearance of someone else’s correct proposal) and then that made 
by someone else,. . . ”. And in column XLII Epicurus writes. . .  AeAupaopevoug Kai 
to  a  no tu%ti^ t[t)]<; <()uo[e]a)<; auTa>v 6p0ov £7u<|>opa<; eibo^-. . 197 He may have 
been thinking in terms of other thinkers’ 6o£ai by 8KaoTa<; tw v e7ii<J>opd)v in column 
XII, but we have no clue as to what topic such 67ti<J>opai regarded.198
196 The sezioni are the vertical marks (grooves) which were made on both sides of the rolls by the 
compression under ashes/lava. Measuring the sezioni enables us to establish the order of the fragments and 
to determine whether columns are lost between one frame and another.
197 On Epicurus’ use of 67ti4>opa see further below, pages 179-181.
198 Making the polemical section start as early as column XII does not seem satisfactory, since the 
evidence suggests that the preceding and following columns dealt with aggregates (Leone 1984:72-73). It may 
be that Epicurus did start a section dedicated to polemic in column XXI. It is also possible that something has 
again gone wrong with the disposition of the fragments in the frames.
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2.1.1.4 Evidence from the sezioni
The size of the sezioni on PHerc. 1148 indicates that the fragments conserved in comice 
8, that is, columns XXX to XXXIII in Leone’s edition, originally came ahead of those 
in comice 7, namely columns XXVII to XXIX.199 Thus the original order ofthe columns 
was XXVI, XXX, XXXI, “XXXffl”, “XXXH”, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXXIV. 
Column XXX, which was previously thought, because of its position, to be part of the 
criticism of air monism, is in fact part of the previous section, in which Epicurus 
introduced his polemic against earlier thinkers.200
And it looks as though the section introducing the polemic spread throughout 
columns XXIII - XXIV-XXVI-XXX Column XXX reads:
ve<; avbpes Tipatl/roooiv, aA­
Aa K a i  t c o v  7tpooa[y]opeuop[e-
199 The first sezione of cornice 8 is 37.00 mm and it looks as though the second was just as wide, 
although the sezione-break cannot be seen clearly. The following circumference (two sezioni) is circa 72 mm 
wide. The next circumference comes after 81.50 mm., which does not make sense, but fragments are only 
joined by a thin layer ofpelle (so the way in which they were glued down might explain the oddity). The final 
stretch of fabric in comice 8 measures circa 66 mm but this may not be a complete circumference. The sezioni 
in comice 7 are even less clear. No sezione mark can be seen in the first 55.00 mm, but the following two 
circumferences measure 70 mm. and circa 68.00 mm.
200 On this section see below 2.1.3.
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vcov v(lnA.ood<|>G)v', oog, v a i p a  to[v] eA,7t[o-
p a i, e i 6ei, Kai AtipdKpiTo[v,
dbg o v o p a o a i  • a p ’ a v  e[7 i]eoT ai- 5
pev Tipdg Tiaoi x[aig] ev to[ig
p erecop o ig  Kai v [ . . . . ] e o iv
eTiivoiaig Kai 0 [ ............. ] rou-
to [K ]a ta  Ae£[
av aTtoXapeiv t[ 10
6e tt|<; d6[u]vd[TTig 
pev ou6’ auttbv [
3 '<t>iAoo64>a>v' is added above the line, seemingly by the same hand; one cannot perhaps be certain 
it was part of the original text 5 the traces of the sigma of ovopaoai are not clear, ovopa<o>0ai may 
be the correct reading; ioxe[7i]oai: i rather than t, but i gives no sense
0-1 t i  | veg Hayter: PeAxio | veg Gigante 1-4 Leone 5-6 e[vi]oxai-1 pev Leone 6 dubitanter supplevi 
; pev Ttpog rcao . .x [. .]ev xo[ig] Leone; xo[ig] naoiv . . . [. ] ev xo[ig] Arrighetti 7 pexecbpoig
xa[ ]eoiv Leone 8 87tivoiaig x a f i  x]ou- Leone 9 xo [x]axa [.] el; [ —  Leone
11 legi; 6e xtjg.. va Leone [—  12 legi; pevou [..] auxa>[ —  Leone
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This column seems best understood as part of an introduction of the philosophical 
opponents Epicurus is about to attack, rather than as coming in the middle of the 
confutation of air-monism. Epicurus thus dedicated more space to his justification of 
polemic than to his criticism of air-monism. It is unlikely that, if the whole of book XIV 
were dedicated to ‘systematic polemic’, Epicurus would include such an extended 
introductory section on why other thinkers’ views should be dispelled, and how his 
theory could dispel them, so late in the book.
Leone’s translation “ma anche dei cosiddetti filosofi, che per il dio, io spero che 
anche Democrito abbia denominato cosi, se proprio e necessario dare loro un nome” 
gives a rather awkward sense. It is not clear who Democritus meant by “philosophers” 
(Plato being later than him), and why Epicurus should have hoped that he had called 
them thus. Perhaps the sense of the fragment was something like: “I am not sure whether 
one should call [not only these thinkers but] even Democritus a philosopher”. But such 
a meaning, and construction, is not attested for cAtuCg> / eAjiopai.201
In column XXXI, which immediately followed column XXX, Epicurus seems to 
have gone back to an aspect of his own theory, perhaps to explain some phenomenon 
in our experience. He then introduced the theory according to which a single <|>uoi<; 
undergoes changes of nature:
201 This problem is so puzzling that I would not rule out that some of the letters come from a different 
layer of the roll.
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K a r a  p i- ]
Kpov noAAoix; oyK[ou<; 6e - 
£opevr|<;- Kai aAA.[cov ouy-
Kpioeov- eig t o  [ ............ ]ai
t w v  t o  Ka0oA.[oi). . .  ouvi]o-
Tapevwv k[ ................... ou]pa-
vou[-] ye . [ ..................]av
Ta . a . [ ...........................K]a\
apai[<o]oei [. ]e pia[
6e apxfjv 7ioiei[ 
eixi4>epoi t o  . [ . . . . peTa-
PoXa<; 6e% opev[.................. -
pioe . [
o y a [p ............. ] Kai [
. KOI- to . [
6uva[
TTJV aiO[0T]OlV 
Kai OT][pei 
OlOVT . [
too aep[o]<; [
There seems to be ink in the top margin, perhaps a large letter 3 the letters ]cc<t>a[ after t6  [. ] are 
perhaps from a different layer 4 the letters ]i> an[ after kccOoA are probably from a different layer 6 
the letters jaycop. v[ after. eA[ are perhaps from a different layer 7 the letters. 0ai after. a . [. are 
probably from a different layer 8 &pai[a>o]ei the omega must have been written small for the two 
letters to fit in the gap
0-1 Gigante Leone 1-2 Gigante Leone 4-5 ouvi]o | taplvtov Gigante Leone 5-6 oujpa | voi) Gigante
Leone 7 legi x a n [  ]ai 7tu[.. Japev Leone 8 <xpai[c5o]ei Leone dubitanter scripsi; si recte
resituatur nuKvtooei K]ai in linea septima legendum sit 9 legi [.]€ dpxhv rce[ Leone 10-11 
peta | poAa<; dexop€v[—  Leone; em  | PoAa; fieiv ko[ Arrighetti 16 supplevi; xf|v .[ Leone 17 
legi; Kai o x [— ] Leone
Epicurus was talking about compounds here. The idea seems to be that one compound 
gradually takes in many oyicoi. It looks as though Epicurus used oyicoi to refer to 
groups of atoms which preserved the characteristics of the whole compound, although 
he also used it to refer to “physical parts” generally.202 It is used for minimal parts (Ad 
Herodotum 54, 56 and 57), and for parts of earth which move in earthquakes (Ad 
Pythoclem 105). The occurrence in II4> XXV Laursen 3.2.1 (1995: 104) is indecisive,
202 According to Furley (1967: 12) 6yKO<; refers to anything with three dimensions (“quantities” or 
“quanta”), although he translates “parts” for convenience.
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although it could refer to nuclei of atoms.203 In Ad Herodotum 69 oyicoi is used to refer 
to parts of a compound, parts which can vary in size from the smallest parts to parts just 
inferior to the whole compound. Epicurus similarly uses oyicoi for parts of a “stream” 
which are presumably groupings of atoms {Ad Herodotum 52 and 53; below page 142). 
And in Arrighetti text [21] [3] we read that Epicurus 7ipo<m0r|oi 6e o t i  TtoAAaKig 
oud’ i^AOev eig t o  ocopa 0€ppavrucf|v £7ti<|>epG)v f] i|t u k t ik t | v  6uvapiv 6 
oivog,204 aAAa KivrjOevrog t o d  oyicou Kai yevopevrjg tcov ompaTtov 
peTaoTaoeog ai 7ioiouoai to 0eppdv atopoi vuv pev ouvrjA0ov eig t o  auTO 
Kai ttapeoxov imo rcAfj0oug 0eppoTTyca Kai 7tupo)oiv t w i  ooSpaTi, vuv 6’ 
eK7teoouoai KaTe\|tuxotv. It seems likely that by oyxoi in column XXXI Lucretius was 
referring to a compound taking in molecules.205 Giussani (1896: 78-84) argues that
203 Epicurus writes: 6yKcov [wvl eivai o<*> | paxiKuv Tceno\r\\i£ | vov, eixa t o  k o i v 6 v  6au| xrjg 
6ii€0€G)pT)O€ [vl 7ta|0o£ dx; oi>66 6iavoT)0fj | vai &AAa 6uvaxai rcap|[6]K xouxcov, ftv xe ooS|p,axa 
[+ 3/4 ]. v &v xe Kafi] | x6v Tpo[7t]ov npdg &va-| Aoyia[v .. ] Kai ya[p | . . .  Unfortunately it is unclear 
what 7t€7toiT]pe | vov refers to; Diano thought the fourth element of the soul, Laursen suggests a 7ia0o<;, a 
(jmxaopa or an &7ioy€y€VVT]pEVOV. Laursen (1995: 59) does not rule out that 6yKOi here refers to atoms; 
I find this very unlikely. According to Usener and Arrighetti (1973: 330) the subject of 67i€0ec6pno€ was 
i|roXii» but Laursen (1995: 59) prefers diavoia. Laursen’ s Ka[i] | xov xpd[7t]ov does not seem very 
convincing, Ka[xd] is perhaps preferable.
204 Note how Epicurus seems to have Timaeus 60A in mind, and to be correcting Plato.
205 Further evidence may come from Ad Pythoclem 109: KpuoxaAAoc ouvxeAeixai Kai Kai’ 
6k0Aii|tiv p£v xou 7i€pi<t>€pou<; oxnMxlTloM'0u 6k tou C6axoc, ouvcooiv 66 xdov 0KaAr)v6 v Kai 
d^uyojvicov xd)v 6v xfji u6axi UTiapxdvxoav, Kai Kaxa 6£a)0ev 66 xdov xoiouxcov TtpdoKpioiv, & 
ouveAaoOevxa nrj^iv x<oi 66axi 7tap€OKeuaoe, nooa xd>v 7iepi<j>epa)v 6K0Aii|ravxa. It may be that
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Epicurus’ oyicoi (Lucretius’ cacumina) are the minimal parts of a substance which still 
have the properties of that substance, and that therefore Epicurus had a theory of 
molecules.
Giussani argues that (a) in the argument which DRN  II 391-397 reproduce 
Epicurus’ point was not that the foramina of a colum are too small for atoms, but that 
they are too small for the molecules,206 that (b) in lines 451-455 — where he 
(unnecessarily) places line 454 before 453 — the glomeramina are oyicoi of the liquids 
(referring also to DRN n  686), that (c) that in DRN IV 108-124 Lucretius’ use of 
primordia in line 118 is careless, since the reference in the source could not have been 
to atoms, but to molecules (1896: 82). The problem with (a) is that both the size of the 
molecules of oil, and the fineness of the images themselves may depend on the size of 
the atoms which made up the compound (as well as, presumably, the number of atoms 
in the compound). It is not inconceivable that Epicurus was commenting on the size and 
shape of the atoms in the passages Lucretius reproduces, but in the context of the 
difference the size and shape of the atoms makes when they are joined in a molecule. In 
passage (b) the expression nec retinentur enim inter se glomeramina quaeque of line
Lucretius is referring to atoms here by t o o  7t€pi<t>€pou<; o x T lp .aT io p .o u  and xu)v  oKaAr|VO)V K a i 
d^uyojvia) v. But it is certainly possible that he is referring to molecules which had that shape. One may indeed 
wonder whether Epicurus would have wanted to be so specific about the shape the atoms had. Ad Pythoclem 
110 similarly suggests as a possible explanation of the rainbow that the aggregate of atoms assumes a round 
shape (7iepi<f>6p€ia). This seems to suggest specific shapes for a compound, although it is referred to in a 
possible (rather than certain) explanation, and the rainbow may be a very special case.
206 Bailey (1947: 866) agrees with Giussani that in (a) Lucretius is misunderstanding Epicurus.
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454 is interesting. Bailey (1947: 876-878) agrees with Giussani that glomeramina here 
refers to the round nuclei of water, although he is not happy with giving glomeramen 
the technical sense of molecule. Even if glomeramina does not refer to molecules but to 
atoms, a point is still being made about the way in which the atoms come together (inter 
se) as a result of their qualities rather than to the qualities of the atoms themselves. As 
far as (c) is concerned in Ad Herodotum 48 Epicurus comments on the fineness of the 
images themselves, not of their component atoms, which seems to support Giussani. The 
evidence from DRN is perhaps not enough by itself to attribute a theory of molecules to 
Epicurus, but when one adds the references which Epicurus makes to molecules, or at 
least the importance of the shape of the aggregates, it is tempting to credit him with such 
a theory.
There is one piece of evidence that seems to suggest that the difference of the 
atoms themselves, and not of the compounds, is important for determining whether a 
thought is taken in by the Ttopoi, presumably of our mind. IIO XXV PHerc. 1191 
fragment 6.2.2.3 and PHerc. 1420 fragment 2.2.1 join at this point (Laursen 1995: 91):
-Toi<; p]ep paA.-
Aov, roi<; 6’
tycTov, to is 6’ 6A.gx; era ppafxu] 
t i  Kai o u k  evTimd>v 7taA.iv 
t i v g ) v  K a i  7tpo<; tf|v 6iavo-
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T|TIKT|V OUyKpiOlV (OflOlOOXTl-
|iovo)v toi<; 7ipd<; td6e  xa a \o- 5
Olympia) TtapeprciTiTdv- 
TCOV 8K TOU [e]K €l0€V  T ipoodo- 
TcoirilrilOfivai xa ye  6f| ttoA- 
Xa, exodor^ pev Kai au-
tfj<; xf\<; ouoTaoeox; tf^; 10
6 ia  t6 v oToixeiov ai-
tia<; Tiapa rf|v twv
aT[d]pa)v 5ia4>opav
Kai td>v Tipowiapxov-
tcov Tiopcov* ** ou pf)V 15
a]AA[a] Kai tou aTcoyeYelvTi- 
pev[ou] vor|0evTo[(;]
Arrighetti (1973: 640) though that Epicurus was talking about the composition of the 
soul here and that he used oxoixeia “nelF accezione presocratica di elementi (aria e
fuoco)” which we know from DRN III 231-257 made up the soul. Laursen (1995: 52-
53) stresses that evtutiwv in line 2 is the text of the papyrus, but one cannot exclude a 
scribal error, since the scribe of PHerc. 1420 was very careless. If one reads, with
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Arrighetti, e[K] tutcoov in line 2 the syntax of the sentence is much clearer.207 However 
this may be the reference in lines 12-15 seems to suggest that whether the Ttopoi take 
in the compounds depends on the differences of the single atoms, rather than molecules 
of atoms.
Epicurus, in column XXXI of IIO XIV, mentioned how a compound could 
gradually take in many parts, which were themselves presumably molecules. He went on 
to describe the formation of other compounds, presumably of a similar nature, in lines 
3-5. If, as is possible, ou]pa| vou should be restored in lines 5-6 he was speaking here 
of compounds which formed in the sky. The reference could have been to the formation 
of clouds, in the context of how a substance can be produced out of another. In lines 8 
and following Epicurus apparently sets against his own theory one according to which 
a single primary substance — assuming p ia[ of line 8 and apxfjv of line 9 should be 
taken together — can undergo (6e%€Tai) changes in nature. It is worth noting that the 
verb used to introduce such a theory is a third person singular in the optative, e7t«|>epoi, 
in line 10. The subject may have been a generic tk;.208 It looks as though Epicurus 
introduced here the monists who used condensation and rarefaction as means of 
transformation of one substance into another. The mention of air in line 19 perhaps 
indicates that he had proponents of air monism in mind.
207 Laursen toys with the idea of reading a i | Tiav in lines 11-12; but if one needs to alter the text, a 
change of rfjg of line 10 into Trig seems preferable. Arrighetti reads £KOUOT]g in line 9.
208 Compare fragment 5 of PHerc. 1151, below pages 149-151.
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In the following column, numbered “XXXffl” by Leone,209 Epicurus is pointing 
out how condensation and rarefaction cannot explain our world:
ou yap] 0
Ttapa [tout]ou 7iukvgxjiv 
apa[i]o)oiv ta  7tpdypaTa 
yevvatai aAAa napa oxt|- 
pat[a)]v 6ia<|>opa<; to  iaxu- 
pov [to>]v 7iapaA[A]aya>v 5
[eKyi]v€Tai* to 6e [a]vriX[€
..................] tout[ ............... -
 ]  a  [ .  M .......................................................... -
ovax; a [ . .. ]auTri[
oa 7ta[pa tt|]v 7tuKv[oM7iv 10
. ov [
. ]ai [ou]k eoTi[v io]xu[p .. 
ou tou n .. [
T . .
209 It is not clear to me why Leone (1984: 59 and 85) thinks this column is a sottoposto, and inverts 
the order and the numbering of the columns accordingly at this point. She is following Arrighetti, who argues 
(1973: 605) or rather states that the column comes from a different layer, although he edits the fragments in 
the order in which they appear in II, the correct order (see Plate on page 447).
I l l
6 [ . . ]  \i [. ] 0 a i . a [ ...................  -  15
0T|l T [ ...........................................] U-
6a>p 7re7to[iep8vov 
]6|iJt[ .. ,]v5[
. .  , ]l l . . [
]f>°« [ 20
. . ]v odcop [
13 the traces after n suggest a straight vertical, but this blends into ink resembling u (which may be 
from a different layer); if the left oblique bar of v was broken an displaced, and all the ink is from the 
same layer, 7tup[6<] should be restored
0-1 Philippson 1-5 Leone 6 legi, [eKyi]vexai x6 d&[ Leone 7-8 Leone 10 Leone 11 djoov 
Gigante (Leone) 12 . ]at [ou]k eoxi[v io]xn[p —  Leone 13 oi> xoo n . p[ Leone 15 Leone 17 
legi; u6]a)p ye[ Leone 20 supplevi 21 legi
It is interesting that, although their target is completely different, Epicurus and Lucretius 
criticise monism in a similar way, by showing that condensation and rarefaction are 
inadequate explanatory principles. A striking difference, however, is that while Epicurus 
explains the differences in things we experience by referring exclusively to the differences 
in oxiipaxa, Lucretius emphasises the motus. Leone’s translation assumes that
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o x iip a ta  refers to the shape of the atoms. This is possible, but given the content of 
column XXXI, it is at least possible that it refers instead to the shape of the compounds 
(below pages 133-140). It is perhaps less likely that it is a generic reference to both. 
Column “XX Xir, the final column of comice 8, reads:
r a £ a . .[
ev zf\\ <|>u[o]€i [ .............Ka­
ra  tt)v tv  ra>[i
%ouoav Ttore [ .................
. . J . <; &Tpi£eiv[................ u- 5
6g>p Y€[y]o[v]o>[<; . . .
aurwv a7iav[................
rd>v xov[6pd)v................
6 i k c [ ..........................
1/2 paragraphos 6/7 perhaps paragraphos, but it may be displaced ink 8 according to Leone the two 
letters after xu>v are a sovrapposto, I disagree
1 legi 2 4>[uo]ei Arrighetti <j)[i3]oei Leone 2-3 Ka-J | xa Arrighetti Leone 3-4 Ttepie-] | xouoav 
Arrighetti Leone 5-6 u-J 16a>p Leone 7 oa>xd>v anav[ Leone
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It is unclear whether Epicurus is refuting an argument by the air- or water-monists. The 
evaporation of water, producing vapour and smoke, would be an argument presented 
in favour of one substance becoming another. And i f  the reference in rwv xov[6pa>v 
is to grains of salt, this was further proof that a 4>uoig, presumably water, can turn into 
something else when it evaporates. It is perhaps possible, though, that tw v %ov[6pd)v 
is a reference to particles of water forming through condensation. Epicurus presumably 
went on to give his own explanation of such phenomena.
The argument could also have been used by air-monists, if they were presenting 
an argument for the reverse process o f water tuning back into air, considered as the 
primary substance. But perhaps Epicurus was not targeting earth-monists or water- 
monists exclusively or specifically, but rather showing more generally that one substance 
cannot, or does not really, become another substance by condensation and rarefaction, 
and therefore one <J>uoi£ cannot explain the variety of things that we experience.
My conclusion is that Epicurus’ criticism of monist theories based on 
condensation and rarefaction started in column XXXI, where it was set against Epicurus’ 
own theory, and continued in columns XXXIII, XXXII, and XXVII, the first column of 
cornice 7. Column XXVII confutes the monists’ additional argument that rain comes 
from clouds:
tipdc; t[o]i><; c[k] to)v ve<|)<i)v 
<|>]a0KdvTa<; 7iuicvoupe-
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v](ov tt)v tou udaros <t>i3- 
oiv anozeXewQax, Kai vo- 
pi£ovTa<; Kai touto ar^iei- 5
ov el]vai ci><; c[k] pia<; <[>uo€- 
cd<; a]7iavta y iveta i tiu- 
Kvc5]oei Kai a[p]aic30€i nap- 
aA.Aa]TTouori<; t[ . . ]epa
] Y «[........................] Hev
. . o u ] k  c k o v t €[<; .] k € .........................  10
1 Leone; ex tg )v  vecjxiv Usener 2- 8 Leone 7-8 7iap[e-] | E,aXXa]xxovor\<i Leone, sed spatio longius 
10 xov [ae]pa Leone 9 fortasse ya[p 10 legi
The Kai in line 5 is easy to understand if it follows a consideration of a previous 
argument by the monists (or even if he was summing up his response to their using 
argument). It seems harder to explain the Kai if column XXVII is taken to be the first 
one attacking monistic theories.
In column XXVIII Epicurus introduces the concept of shapes, presumably to 
explain how, according to his own theory, rain is formed out of clouds;
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K&V [ ]ai TOUT(DV
to>[v  u6]a)p ouvi[oTa-]
Tai- k [ ..................................] oxr\\L&-
tg)v [.............................. ]ev kcc-
TaX appavop[eva)v]. . .  5
to Ttepi [ ] cov u-
6[o)]p. [ t>-
daTo[$] o[
<fotoT[€]A.eio[0a]i ou0 . . .  -
pco[v] r\ 60ev[ 10
pev  . €0T| . .  [
V . . Y«p Tlp[
3 the letters i<; which Leone reads in this line are probably from a different layer 4 the letters - o t t j t o c  
T(2>[v] are probably from a different layer 5 /6  in left intercolumnium sign made up of three dots placed 
as to form a triangle
1 legi; k &v ................... [. .]ai xo[iou-] Leone 2-3 Leone 4 4-5 xa-1 laAapPavojjivcov Leone,
quae ita Ka-lxaAapPavopv ecov emendavit, sed litterae v e . in supraposito leguntur 6 legi; . . . 
. ] . epi [ Leone 8 Leone 9 &7iOT[€]A,eio[0ai —  Leone 11 pe[v a]io0qxa Leone
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In column XXIX, a column so full of sovrapposti and sottoposti that it defied 
transcription before Leone supplied an edition, we read:
6 . a [ .............................. ]v K[aT&]
tau; opoiac; [4>a]vrao[i]a$ [au-] 
tou<; 7tapaAo[yi]Covrai 
[ . . . ]<; 6’ ot[i] 8k[€ivo]u tou[ .
[ ]ktti[ .............................. 5
it ai]o0iioi<; tout[o ................
. .  ] paprupei [ ................
. . . ]aipei T a u t [ . ]v[
. . . ]6iv<*)[...................
. . . ]opeva[  10
. . . y]ap 7ipo<; o[
 ] t . na[
............... ]to % [
 ]<t>o<; [
Cil[T]eivTo[ 15
T) [aio0]ijoei<; <|>[
[ . . .  ]evoi 0eA[
7tapa]A.oy[i]Cov[T
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1. .  I ]  [napa]  Leone 2 Leone, sed dubitanter [<j>ajvxao[i]ac scripsi, quod fortasse
spatio longius 4 legi 16 aio0]i)oei<; <|>[ Leone
I think that in this column Epicurus was introducing Plato’ view. The expression ta<; 
opoia<; [<|>a]vTao[i]as, if that is the correct reading, may indicate mental 
representations similar to those of the monists who believe that condensation and 
rarefaction explain the differences between things. Although 4>avTaoia is usually a 
technical term in Epicurus (in a number of various meanings), Leone (1984: 82) aptly 
quotes column XXXVII of book XIV where Epicurus says, in reference to Plato’s 
theory, aXXa yap Kai to u to  yeAoiox; ex tty; 4>avraoia<; avaAeAdyiotai. We 
shall see how Epicurus concedes in IIO XIV that the 7id0q produced by the OTOixeia 
do correspond to the shapes Plato attributed to them.210 Epicurus seems to be saying 
here that sensation, far from supporting other theories such as Plato’s, in fact supports 
Epicurus’ theory that it is the shape of the ouyKpioeic;, rather than the shape of the 
elements themselves, that produces the diversity of things we experience with our senses. 
It is Epicurus’ own theory, not Plato’s that is supported by sensation.
Epicurus’ criticism of the monists’ system of condensation and rarefaction, and 
of the examples given to support such a theory, seemingly occupied, then, at most five 
columns (XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXVII, XXVIII) of our roll. To these should be
210 Page 136.
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added six or seven columns of polemic against Plato (XXXTV, XXXV, XXXVI, 
XXXVII, XXXVIII and the column or columns lost ahead of column XXXTV, below 
note 219). The columns actually attacking earlier thinkers’ 6o£ai amounted to 
approximately 11 or 12 columns, a very small proportion of the whole book. These 
columns were not, in my view, part of (a) a systematic and comprehensive elimination 
of earlier views, as found in Lucretius, and presumably his source, but rather (b) polemic 
against opponents which was incidental to Epicurus’ own exposition.
2.1.2 Epicurus did not discuss Heraclitus’ theory in detail in II® XIV
We have seen above that, although it is possible that Lucretius singled out Heraclitus as 
a typical physical monist, it seems more likely that Lucretius’ source had already singled 
out Heraclitus’ fire monism as the monist theory to be attacked.215
Epicurus did not single out fire monism as the exemplary form of monism to 
attack in detail. He attacks the monist use of condensation and rarefaction, but the 
examples he uses suggest that he has in mind thinkers who proposed water or air as their 
primary substances. There is no mention of Heraclitus’ theory in Epicurus’ confutation 
of monism in II® XIV.216
215 Above pages 63-65.
216 Anaximenes is not mentioned by name in the text. It is perhaps more likely that Epicurus had 
Anaximenes in mind here rather than Diogenes of Apollonia. It is conceivable that he was thinking of both, 
and perhaps others.
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A further point seems worth making in this context. Lucretius’ arguments against 
Heraclitus do not resemble at all Aristotle’s arguments against fire-monism in De caelo 
r .  5. 305b28 - r .  8. 307b24,217 but Epicurus’ refutation of Plato in IIO XIV makes 
extensive use of the arguments in Aristotle’s De caelo (below pages 208-212). It would 
be strange for Epicurus to disregard the remarks on fire-monism in De caelo and then 
borrow extensively from the remarks against Plato, which immediately follow the 
refutation of fire-monism.
It is unlikely that Heraclitus’ theory had been discussed earlier in the book, 
before Epicurus’ introduction, or justification, of his polemic.218 It is also unlikely that 
Epicurus would have attacked Heraclitus on condensation and rarefaction, as Lucretius 
does in DRN 645-664, and then the general theory of condensation and rarefaction in 
monism, in the very same book.
2.1.3 Epicurus did not confute Empedocles9 theory in 11$ XIV
It implausible, in my view, that Epicurus confuted Empedocles in book XIV. 
Measurement of the sezioni indicates that there was no space for a full discussion of 
Empedocles’ theory between the columns dealing with air-monism and those dealing
217 The situation is similar with Aristotle’ s arguments against Empedocles in De caelo, which are 
not parallelled in Lucretius.
218 Capasso (1987:68) seems inclined to think Heraclitus was criticised in book XIV, although his 
“a partire dal libro XIV” is not very clear and could imply the criticism came in any book later than XTV.
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with Plato. It looks as though one column of the ‘preserved’ section of PHerc. 1148 is 
lost between column XXIX and column XXXIV, the first column dealing with Plato.219 
In the lost column Epicurus probably introduced his criticism of Plato’s doctrine. Even 
if the lost column did introduce Empedocles, there was certainly not enough space to 
contain a refutation of Empedocles comparable in scale to Epicurus’ refutation of 
monism and Plato, or indeed to Lucretius’ confutation of Empedocles in DRN.
Sedley’s argument (1984: 385, note 12) that in M> XIV Epicurus ended his 
criticism of the limited pluralists with Plato is suspect. Plato’s theory was the only form 
of limited pluralism refuted by Epicurus — although others were alluded to — in IIO 
XIV, unless we are to suppose that Epicurus criticised other limited pluralists before he 
dealt with the monists. That Epicurus criticised Empedocles after Plato is highly unlikely, 
given that Plato was chronologically later and held a theory which was an elaboration 
of Empedocles’. Any sources that Epicurus might have consulted, and particularly 
Theophrastus,220 would have considered Plato after Empedocles.
In column XXXIV Epicurus makes reference to, and criticises enpassant, other 
limited pluralists. Arrighetti argues that Empedocles is Epicurus’ target here, and finds
219 Probably one column is lost, possibly two. The first clear sezione-break in cornice 9 comes after 
circa 28.50 mm (but there is a stretch of fabric ahead of it, so that the first sezione of the comice may have 
been wider), while the last sezione in comice 7 measures circa 33.5 mm). Column XXVIII in comice 7 is 
unsurprisingly covered by a big sovrapposto. This is almost certainly from the lost column (or one of the lost 
columns).
220 See below 2.3.
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a verbal parallel between Epicurus’ text and Lucretius’ critique at this point
toix;]
opi£ovTa<; o%fjpa 7i[up]d<; i-
6iov f\ yrv; r\ udato^ fj &cpo<;,
o t i  yeAoiotepoi e io i ta>v ouk o-
piCdvtcov pev, Kara 8e xaq
7tapa0eo€i<; opoA.oyTiodv- 5
t]g)v av  f\ ckououix; f\ cckou-
ojiox; yiveoOai t iv a  oxiipd-
t]o)v 181a  el6x\ Ka0’ &KttOTT|v
ou]oic56rt prjOeioav av ouy-
Kp]ioiv- oi pcy yap  toi<; pev 10
OT]oixeio[i]<; ap ap td v o u a iv ,
d]KoA.ou0ov de t i  to u to k ;
p]aAAov, outg) Aeyovres,
Aejyoiev av Kai oAox; 6e ttjv  
Ta]i<; pei£eoi[v] TtapaAAayi^v 15
ou]6e rcpo<; t [  . ] .  . t i  . . . . Si­
ft oxTjJpdTwv t |[ . . .
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5 opoAoyTjoav- a  is deleted and o inserted above the line by another hand since the shape of o is 
different (Leone)
0-1 itp6<; loix;] Leone 1-15 Arrighetti Leone 16 supplevi; [oi] &  upcx; tt)v . . .  o . [. .] Leone: 
[oi>]6e Hayter Gomperz: [oi] 6k Usener: [oi] 6k Arrighetti 16-17 did Jensen (apud Schmid) 17 
Leone
Epicurus criticises heavily those who attribute an idiov ox% ta to the four elements, i.e. 
Plato, and at the same time, but to a lesser extent, those “who allow whether 
intentionally or not, that there are in mechanical mixtures certain specific kinds of forms 
corresponding to each compound that would be called essential.221 For oi pev get it 
wrong about the elements, but by saying this [that there are specific shapes for such 
compounds] they would be saying something which is in line with the elements”. The 
sense is clear up to this point: oi pev of line 10 refers to the second group of thinkers. 
The interpretation of what follows is difficult, especially if one takes, as editors do, 
[Ae]yoiev as governing rr|v [ra]i£ pei£eoi[v] napaAAayfjv, with the meaning 
“would be endorsing the difference according to mixture”. I doubt that one should have
221 This seems preferable to taking the two occurrences of Kaxd and accusative as explaining one 
another: “ . . .  there are certain specific kinds of forms for juxtapositions (napad€oei<i), for each compound 
that would be called essential (o6oiu>6t)<; auyiepiOK;)”
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a full stop at the end of line 15. It seems more likely that the verb governing 
TiapaXAaYiiv came in the remainder of the column, after line 16.
It makes a considerable difference whether one restores [ou]8e, with Hayter and 
Gomperz, or [oi] 8e, with Arrighetti and Leone, to line 16. If one reads [oi] 6e a stop 
should probably be placed after av  in line 14, and with [oi] 6e in line 16 Epicurus would 
be returning those who “assign a shape to fire or earth or water or air”. But if one reads 
[ou]6e, as the space on the papyrus perhaps suggests, the remainder of the sentence still 
dealt with those who think that there are shapes for each [ou]oic56t|s pr|0€ioa av 
ouY[Kp]ioi<;. Perhaps the meaning was something like “and they would endorse the 
difference [in shape] because of mixture and would not try to explain the world through 
the shapes [of the four OTOi%eia]”. The point Epicurus is making against Plato is 
perhaps that it is ridiculous to assign shapes only to the four elements (as shown by the 
fact that these take up different shapes under different conditions); other quadruple 
pluralists saw the advantages of giving a specific shape to compounds (presumably of 
the four elements) which are ‘elemental’
The term Ttapa0eoi<; in line 5 of column XXXIV suggests a mechanical mixture 
of elements in which they do not lose their peculiar characteristics, although they mingle 
together (Arrighetti 1973: 605). Arrighetti refers to Empedocles DK B8, and DK A28, 
A34, A43, A44 for Empedocles’ view that the elements do not change when coming 
together,222 and notes that D R N I 740 “ricalca pari pari” lines 10 and 11 of column
222 Schmid (1936:18) proposes that Epicurus had Aristotle in mind, on the grounds that ououofiqc 
ouyKpioic is the same as Aristotle’s ouoia ouvOexog. This suggestion is unconvincing because there is no
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XXXIV
It would helpful for determining whether Empedocles was Epicurus’ target in this 
part of column XXXIV to establish the meaning of ouoic56r|g ouyicpioi<; here.223 Long 
(1977: 78) suggests that Epicurus uses ouoi(j56r|<; ouyicpiois to refer specifically to a 
class of compounds which are “elemental”, and that such compounds are the same as the 
‘cosmic seeds’ which make up the world and as the ouoTpo<J>ai of AdHerodotum 73, 
with which he comparesDRNU 154. Long thinks that the basic material from which the 
world grows are atomic nuclei,224 referring to DRN V 429-43las showing that the 
exordia are aggregates (conveniant convecta in 429), and not atoms. That Epicurus 
adopted a theory of molecules seems likely,225 but I wonder whether the term ouoicSSris 
ouyicpioK; could have been a technical term to refer to a specific class of elemental 
compounds in his own theory. The expression pr|0eioa av does not point in this 
direction.226
It is not clear what ouoi(j56r|<; ouyKpioi^ could denote in Empedocles’ own
hint that it is the combination of form and matter that is at issue here.
223 It is also worth noting that in column XL of book XIV Epicurus mentions Empedocles in the 
context of a thinker aspects of whose theory one might borrow (Leone 1984:63). See further below pages 331- 
337.
224 According to Bailey (1947: 628 and 631) semina means nuclei of atoms, rather than atoms 
themselves, in DRN 1 160 and 176.
223 Above pages 105-110.
226 Fragment 18 of EM> XV (below pages 169-170), where the same expression should probably be 
restored, also suggests that Epicurus is reproducing the terminology of other thinkers.
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theory. And there seems to be a problem with attributing a theory involving specific 
shapes to Empedocles.227 There is no evidence to show that o x i^ a ta  had a role to play 
in Empedocles’ theory, although Epicurus’ f) ckoixjign; r\ aicouotox; may mean that 
he is inferring.228 The basis for seeing Empedocles as Epicurus’ target (along with Plato) 
in column XXXIV is not altogether solid.
Even assuming that in column XXXTV Epicurus is referring to Empedocles, the 
verbal similarity between Epicurus and Lucretius does not extend to the wider context,229 
since the former is emphasising that such thinkers had a positive contribution to make 
to the problem of how matter is formed, while the latter praises Empedocles, as we shall 
see in chapter 4.4 below, for completely different reasons.
To return to the order of opponents in Epicurus’ treatment, the fact that Plato 
is considered almost immediately after air-monism, comes close to ruling out the 
possibility that Epicurus had, or intended to have, a comprehensive list of theories on the 
oxoixeia, arranged according to the number of principles. It also comes very close to
227 Arrighetti tries to solve the difficulty by taking ifiiov e!6 o<; as “carattere particolare” rather than 
form, but, as Professor Sharpies points out to me, since they are oxrjfidrafv 161a  eifiq, that does not really 
help.
228 Aetius I. 13 (quoted above, note 117) speaks of 0pai3opaTa “fragments” in relation to 
Empedocles, but still there is no suggestions he assigned specific shapes to elements or mixtures. There is also 
DK B73 (quoted below, note 644), where Kypris/Aphrodite is presented as cidca noxn vuouoa but this does 
not seem enough to assume that Empedocles had a theory of specific shapes.
229 If this expression by Epicurus, or a similar one elsewhere in his works, inspired Lucretius’ line, 
it is interesting to note how he rendered dpapxavouoiv with facere ruinas.
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ruling out that Epicurus set out a category of limited pluralists. Even admitting that 
Epicurus singled out Plato as representative for the limited pluralists category,230 the 
space dedicated to limited pluralism would be disproportionately small,231 not much more 
than 8 columns, if we assume that criticism occupied the whole of book XIV. It is 
conceivable that Epicurus attacked Plato in book XTV simply because of the popularity 
of the account of the elements in Timaeus,732 without referring to the limited pluralists 
as a specific category. The fact that Epicurus did not set out a category of limited
230 This would be problematic in that it would make Plato a representative physicist, which he clearly 
was not (above pages 78-79).
231 Simplicius’ list in In Phys. is worth comparing, although it is not clear how closely he reproduced 
Theophrastus. In C.A.G. pages 24-29, excluding the clearly non-Theophrastean material, the monists occupy 
about 25 lines, the limited pluralists 22 lines of which however 6  are quotation of Empedocles, and therefore 
considerably shorter (excluding Plato and the Pythagoreans who take up 26 lines and bring the total up to 48), 
the unlimited pluralists receive 32 lines (excluding the atomists who take up 28 lines and make the total for 
the category 60 lines).
232 Plato in Timaeus 55A-56C assigns shapes to the four elements. Epicurus was entering a debate 
with Plato. Sedley (1998: 106, note 38) thinks Epicurus’ criticism in column XXXVII of book XTV is more 
likely to be of Timaeus 31B-31C, than (as Leone thinks following Schmid) of 56E on “elemental 
intertransformation”. Schmid’s interpretation seems preferable. Timaeus 60A is interesting x& 6e 6 f| nXeioxa 
i)6dTO)v €i6r| p e p e i y p e 'v a  &AA.qA.oi<; —  o d p i t a v  p e v  t o  y e 'v o g , 6 i a  x w v  ex y f j^  <|>im*>v r jO e p e 'v a ,  
X t>po\ A e y o p e v o i  —  6 i a  6 e  t a g  d c v o p o id x q x a  g x a o x o i  o x o v x e g  x a  p e v  &AAa JtoA A a 
d v c o v u p a  y e 'v r | T ta p e 'o x o v x o , X E 'xxapa 6e, 6oa S p n u p a  €i6r| . . Epicurus would have argued instead 
that the molecules had a specific shape.
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pluralists makes it unlikely that Epicurus reproduced the ‘standard’ Aristotelian233- 
Theophrastean division into three categories (monism, limited pluralism, unlimited 
pluralism), the division adopted in Theophrastus’ 4>A and in Lucretius’ critique.
2.1.4. Book XV was not dedicated to criticism of Anaxagoras
Sedley suggests that IIO XV was dedicated chiefly, if not completely, to Anaxagoras’ 
theory. A preliminary objection to this suggestion, one which Sedley mentions, is that 
the amount of space reserved for criticism of Anaxagoras’ theory seems 
disproportionate. We have seen above how in book XIV Epicurus’ criticism of Plato’s 
theory only took up six or seven columns of book XIV, and criticism of the (air-)monists 
approximately five columns.234
Let us now consider the format of PHerc. 1151, which contains the remains of 
110 XV. The total number of columns for this roll would have been between 150 and 
190.235 It is very difficult to determine the exact number of columns of the ‘preserved’ 
portion of PHerc. 1151, because of the uncertainty concerning the layers we are reading 
from. Letters, and groups of letters, from the same column are often attached to a layer
233 Although Aristotle does not set Empedocles (limited pluralist) and Anaxagoras (unlimited 
pluralist) sharply apart in the Physics he does recognise a category of unlimited pluralists with principles 
differing in kind (184b21 -22) and it is hard to imagine that these are not Anaxagoras and Archelaus.
234 Above pages 118-119.
235 See Appendix (b), pages 403-404.
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of the roll different from the one they belong to. A reasonable guess, judging from the 
decline in size of the sezioni in PHerc. 1151, is that we are reading the remains of 34-3 8 
columns.236
Sedley (1998: 126) gives the two following alternative topics to fill up the 
preceding, lost, parts of IIO XV, which occupied well over 100 columns of text: (a) 
continuation of the ‘methodological issues’ with which IIO XIV concludes; and (b) 
discussion of Pythagorean physics, which was taken to be a species of infinite pluralism. 
Suggestion (a) is unlikely because it seems natural to read the conclusion of book XIV 
(column XLIII . . . JiavteAdx; rjouxiav 8%eTG)aav) as the last word on the matter. 
As for (b), it is improbable that the Pythagoreans’ theory would have been considered 
a species of unlimited pluralism. Simplicius in his commentary on Aristotle’s Physics lists 
the Pythagoreans as limited pluralists.237
236 Circumferences can be measured in comice 2 at roughly 118 mm and 116 mm. In PHerc. 1148 
(n o  XV) a circumference of 98 mm can be seen in comice 4: 27 columns of text followed. Leone (2002: 12, 
note 36) reports that in PHerc. 1431 25 columns fitted in a decline in sezioni of 27.5 mm. However one should 
take into consideration that the width of the columns in PHerc. 1431 is only 4 cm, one of the lowest in papyri 
from Herculaneum (Leone 2002: 22).
237 Sedley (1998: 126, note 87) cites Sextus IIuppc5v€ioi 'T7iOTU7tc5o€ig DI.32. The position of 
the Pythagoreans in Sextus’ list suggests that he took them to be unlimited pluralists. Assuming that Epicurus 
would have considered the Pythagoreans limited and not unlimited pluralists, they could still have occupied 
the earlier part of book XV (since they postulated more elements than Plato), but the division between book 
XIV and book XV would not then have corresponded to a major division in the classification between limited 
and unlimited pluralists. On whether the Pythagoreans would be considered ‘physicists’ at all, below page 207.
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The fragments suggest that M> XV, or at least the final part of it, treated atomic 
compounds,238 and in particular the creation of animate beings.239 In this context 
Epicurus seems to have ruled out divine intervention. He seems then to have proceeded 
in the closing section of the book (comici 7-8) specific aspects of human behaviour, 
some of which related to their understanding of the soul and of the gods. It cannot be 
positively ruled out, given the nature of the evidence, that Epicurus brought in 
Anaxagoras in book XV, but there seems to be a more likely reading of at least some of 
the fragments which have been interpreted as references to Anaxagoras.
2.1.4.1 Cornice 2
Fragments 5-9, which are preserved in cornice 2, are as far as one can tell, the ‘readable’ 
fragments which came earliest in PHerc. 1151. Let us start from fragment 7, which has 
been read as a report of Anaxagoras’ theory because it contains a form from the 
opotopep- root.
Words from the same root appear again in book XV, in fragments 23 and 25. 
Sedley (1998:124) seems certain that all the occurrences of such forms in our book refer 
to Anaxagoras. Rosier, on the other hand, thought that Epicurus used the word without
238 This confirms the report in the scholium to AdHerodotum 40; above note 187.
239 Millot 1977: 14.
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connection to Anaxagoras;240 and Schijivers (1999: 49-50) takes a similar line. Neither 
Rosier nor Schijivers give reasons for their inference, but they may be right that Epicurus 
did not use the opoiopepei-forms in connection with Anaxagoras. Epicurus certainly 
employed the terms 6|ioiopepifc/6|ioiopepeia in his own theory, as part of his theory 
of aggregates.241
My reading of fragment 7 is as follows:
. . . ex] Td>v 7iepi t&<; . [ .  . - 
. . . .  ]oei<; imapxdvTG)[v 
oxtipaT](i)v a i 6ia<t>opoi ouy[- 
Kpioeis] yivovrav to 6f| pf|
................ ]eiv o(ioio(i€pei[^ 5
oyicoix; A]eyeiv ei<; [&]AA.[fi-
240 Rdsler (1973: 58): “Von homoiomeres ist das Substantivum homoiomereia abgeleitet, das 
erstmals bei Epikur belegt ist, und zwar im singular undohne Verbindung mit Anaxagoras” (Italics mine).
241 An objection to this suggestion is that if Epicurus used 6 poiopepeia of his own theory and 
Lucretius knew that he had, it seems odd that he would have presented the term as an outlandish one in line 
830. It seems unlikely that Lucretius, assuming he knew IM>, did not know of Epicurus’ usage. And the same 
would probably hold true for Lucretius’ source. It is conceivable, however, that Lucretius was aware that 
Epicurus used the term of his own theory, but did not consider this an obstacle to treating the term as outlandish 
in the context of Anaxagoras. It is possible, as we shall see, that Epicurus used the term also in connection with 
Anaxagoras in fragment 25, where he seems to be distinguishing two kinds of 6 poiopep€ia (below pages 
177-179).
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] • « rife e[
1 it is impossible to decide between n and y because only the left part of the letter survives 4 there may 
be traces of ink following pi], if that is the case one should probably read pr|6[e | voix; 5 ] v, ]eiv 
with the lower part of the letters rubbed off; traces may suggest o> but are inconsistent with o> because 
o> is never written higher up in space than v, the vertical of the supposed o> would slope to the right and 
too little space is left for the following v.
0-1 710ikiAg>v | oxiipdxjwv? Arrighetti in apparatu 1 y[ Millot 1-2 7i[pdj|xag <{h5]o€i<; Arrighetti 
fortasse recte: y[eve|o]€i<; Vogliano 3 icat e£] a>v Arrighetti 3-4 any | [Kpioeig] Arrighetti; 
oi)y(Kpioeig] Vogliano Millot 4-5 supplevi pi[Kp Vogliano 5 . . .  xd>]v opotopepei[d>v Vogliano: 
7tapexeiv Tftlv opoiopepei[av] Arrighetti sed rj cum II non congruit: ]v opoiop€pei[ Millot 6 
supplevi 7 legi
Arrighetti (1973:279 and 611) tentatively suggests tioiKiAwv | o%r]pdt]ci)v at the start 
of the fragment — in line 1 and the line ahead of it, which came in the previous column 
— as subject of imapxovTcov. He is probably right to restore “shapes” to the passage, 
and his Kat a>v in line 3 is possible, but it is perhaps easier to restore oxTU-iducov to 
line 3.
Arrighetti (1973:611) thought that Epicurus mentioned the shapes of the atoms 
(rather than of compounds) as one of the reasons which made the aggregates different,
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referring to four passages in support of his interpretation: (1) Ad Herodotum 42, (2) 
Aetius I. 3. 18, (3) Cicero De natura deorum I. 66,242 and (4) and DRN n  333-477. 
Passage (1) certainly says that there could not be such a great difference in compounds 
as there is, were the atoms not different from one another in shapes (in a language not 
dissimilar to that of fragment 7 of book XV). In (4) Lucretius refers, it would seem, to 
only four shapes {hamata, levia et rotunda, angellis paulo prostrantibus and acuta), 
although he seems to allow for variation in degree between these. The shapes referred 
are probably just by way of example, since the number of shapes is beyond reckoning. 
Lucretius (and presumably Epicurus) did not set out to give a full account of the shapes 
of the atoms, since the atoms are beyond the kernel of the senses. The discussion is 
driven by phenomena.243 The shape of the atoms themselves clearly goes some way in
2*21staenimflagitiaDemocriti sive etiam ante Leucippi, esse corpusculaquaedam levia, aliaaspera, 
rutunda alia, partim autem angulata et hamata, curvata quaedam et quasi adunca, ex his effectum esse 
caelum atque terram nulla cogente natura sed concursu quodam fortuito — hanc tu opinionem, C. Vellei, 
usque ad hanc aetatem perduxisti, priusque te quis de omni vitae statu quam de ista autoritate deiecerit 
(Plasberg 1933: 25). Plasberg prints “et hamata”, which is his own conjecture, following Marsus 1507 
“hamata” and Diels’ “vel hamata”. A G1 P1 read “firamata”; DG*H “foramata” Pc “firmata”; N “ipiramta”; 
O “piramata”; om. B. It is also noteworthy that A C N and P omit “curvata”. Mayor prints partim autem 
angulata <et> pyr<am idata>, hamata quaedam et quasi adunca. . .
243 From DRN II398-407 it appears that different fluids are made up of different atoms: fluids which 
taste pleasant are made up of levia and rutunda, those which taste rough magis hamatis inter se nexa teneri 
(405). It looks as though the shape of the atoms is here connected to the way they are joined to one another 
(inter se). It seems clear, however, the shape of the atoms is connected to the sensation they produce in us.
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explaining the nature of compounds. Text (3) only helps in that it is a parallel for the 
shapes given in Lucretius, it does not link the differences in atomic shapes to the 
characteristics of the compound. I find text (2) puzzling: e iva i 6 e xa o%fj|iaTa i;a>v 
<mS|!G)v anep\Xr\nxa, ouk atreipa. pf| yap e ivai piyr’ &yKioTopei6 ei<;, piyce 
tpiaivoeifieu;, prjre Kpiicoeifieu;. xauxa yap t a  oxfjpaTa eu0pau oxa  ecmv, a i 
6 e a topo i aTia0ei<;, 161a  6 e exeiv o%X[\lolxa  Aoyon OempriTd. This, if correct, 
would rule out that Epicurus was referring to the shape of the atoms in e.g. Ad  
Pythoclem 109,244 indeed it would show that Cicero’s and to some extent Lucretius’ 
account are inaccurate.
It is possible that Epicurus was thinking of the shape of atoms rather than of that 
of compounds in fragment 7, and that Tipd>xcL<; 4>uoei<; should be supplied in lines 1 and 
2. Support comes from pe]xpi t6[v Tipjokcov 4>uo[€<*)]v]. . . (Arrighetti [34] [22] 
lines 11- 12), and especially Arrighetti [26] [24] lines 2-5: aXXa xf\<; icai Tie pi xa[<;] 
Tipcata^ <()i3oe[ig] fiuvapevrjc; av u tiapxeiv .. 245 But one cannot rule out altogether 
that Epicurus wrote something else, conceivably 7taoa<; (jjuaeig or naoaq
Lines 408-443 similarly indicate that as far as sound, smell and colour are concerned, round atoms please the 
senses, hooked ones cause pain (there are also atoms which are neither hooked nor round, but have projecting 
angles (angellis paulo prostrantibus)). In lines 444-477 Lucretius reports things which exhibit a hard texture 
are made up of hamata et quasi ramosa, while things which are liquid of levibus atque rutundis, and all things 
which you see disappear in an instant (such as smoke, clouds and flames) are non e preplexis sed acutis 
elementis.
244 Above note 205.
245 From PHerc. 687-1056-1191 (II<I> XXV).
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yeveoeu;.246
What seems indisputable is that Epicurus in fragment 7 used op.oiop.epei-247 in 
the context of what determined different compounds. The 6fj in line 4 suggests that the 
sentence starting in that line confirmed what was said in the previous sentence. As for 
the next word in the line, it seems unlikely that this could be pfj[v] since it has a similar 
meaning to 6iy
According to Arrighetti Epicurus used opoiopepeia to refer specifically to 
‘similarity of parts’, i.e. similarity in shape, between atoms and compounds. I think 
Millot is probably right to reject this. It seems unlikely that Epicurus would want to 
emphasise the similarity between shape of the atoms and shape of the compound, 
although, assuming Lucretius represents him accurately, he certainly allowed for a 
relation between the shape of the atoms, and the effect produced on the senses by the 
compound (above note 243). There seems to be no evidence for Epicurus, or Lucretius, 
expressly stating “similar parts” for the visible compounds and atoms that go up to make 
it. Visible compounds do not always have the same shape as their constituent atoms: 
fluids are not always round in shape (DRN 11398-407), though their drops sometimes 
are.
246 In column XI of II4> XXXIV (Leone 2002: 56) Epicurus writes (hate kcu | [7t]a[oa<; 4>]uoei<; 
t&c | &k [xa>v 6tu]PoAg>v | [xd>v £tu t]o aopaxov | pad]i£oi)o<2>v 61 [ij/]d}j.€0’ &v ei<; 
6|ioio|[T]r]Ta[<;] i&hpev &<;...
247 It is uncertain, as Millot (1977: 27, note 17) notes, whether the word 6p.oiop.ep6i- in line 5 was 
a plural or a singular.
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Arrighetti based his interpretation of opoiopepeia in fragment 7 of 11$ XV on 
column XXXIX of 11$ XIV:
. . . . ou TitfvTox; aAAoTpi-] 
ov t[oi<;] TtaOeoiv cotiv toi<;
1)710 T<I>V TCTTaptoV TOU-
tg)v otoixeiojv yivope-
voi£ o ct7to6i6a)oiv oxTjpa,
paAioTa pev icai to 7ipa>T0v 5
eKarepov, ei de \ir\, to  ye rj-
6r| tt|v opoiopepeiav Tan
(|)aivopevcoi KeKTTjpe-
vov. aAAa yap zavxa  pev
aoTou KaTeoTpe<|)0a). 10
0-1 oi) TiaviGx; aAA6xpi|ov Arrighetti: opoi|ov Sudhaus Leone: 1611 ov Hayter: aXXa Kai
aAAoxpi | ov Philippson
Epicurus concludes his criticism of Plato by granting that the shapes Plato attributes to 
the four elements do in fact correspond to the Tta0r| which the elements produce on
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us.248 It seems correct to assume that the first word, ending -ov, was ou Ttavtox; 
aAAotpiJov, or the like, and to translate: “the shape which he [Plato] attributes to the 
four elements is not wholly dissimilar from the sensations produced by these elements,249 
especially the first two, or if not, that which has already acquired similarity of parts to 
what appears to us”.
Epicurus thought that the correspondence between the oxrjpa Plato attributed 
to the elements and the n&ftoc, the elements produced was particularly evident in the 
case of pyramid (fire) and cube (earth).250 According to Arrighetti (1973:609) TtpwTOV 
8K(XT€pov in lines 5-6 refers to the first two elements in the list of four in column 
XXXIV, a list which reproduced the one in Timaeus 55D.251 It is perhaps more natural 
to take to 7tp6tov as part of a pleonastic “pdA iota . . . Kai to Ttpa>Tov”. The 
meaning “each of the first two” can be extracted from eKcnrepov alone. This is forced,
248 This supports Sedley’s suggestion that Epicurus’ attitude to his predecessors was not as negative 
as later sources lead us to believe (above page 49).
249 The tom OTOi^eiov is important in this section of the book. Wigodsky is probably right in 
suggesting that in the following section Epicurus is ‘justifying’ his borrowing of the term otoixciov from 
Plato. The different way of using oxoixciov provides a neat connection to columns XXXIX(end)-XLIII (where 
Epicurus to discuss his borrowing of terms used by earlier thinkers).
250 This might help in the reconstruction of Epicurus’ discussion of the earth and the cube, of which 
only the beginning is preserved, and in a very fragmentary state.
251 This is the order in Plato’s initial list, although Plato changes the order in the subsequent 
discussion. It may also show that Epicurus had in mind 3 lb-32c where Plato makes Timaeus argue that fire 
and earth must exist, and then produce an argument that if these exist the other two ‘elements’ must do so as 
well (see FHS&G 161 A-C).
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but none more so than taking to Ttpdrcov eKarepov together.
It looks as though Epicurus was thinking in terms of a oxf)pa ye fjdrj ttjv 
opoiopepeiav twi <j>aivopevon K€Krr|pevov. According to Arrighetti this is the 
pyramidal shape, which possesses “similarity of parts” to fire as it presents itself to us 
(ran (jjaivopevon). He (1973: 609) points out that in column XXXVI Epicurus had 
already implied that a pyramidal shape is the shape fire assumes under certain conditions 
(although it can take up different shapes under different conditions):
o]%TipdTG)[v] t[oi<;] Aouiois
otoixciok; Kara t a  <[>aivd-
peva autw v €i6r] TauTef aX-
X’ oux'1 povov, ei apa, ctu tou  7tu-
pog av Toiaurr|v tk; <j>avra- 5
o ia  a%r\\ia'co<; oiav eiceivoc
a7to6i6o)oiv Ttote 6o£ai
yiveoOai, ou6’ auTt| a ie i,
ou6e rtepi rcaoav 4>uoiv rtupd*;,
aXXa Ttepi ttjv  a u T ^  [c|>]A[o]- 10
yds, Kafi] TauTT|v ep Tioiai t[i ]-
vi tou [7i]epie[xovTo]^ K aT a-
oTaoei. eni [6’ €]i6ti TauT[i]
<t>epdpevo<;, [ev]ioT€ eoiK€[v]
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&7ro8[i]S[ot>£ t]6 i Tuupi a%[r|]- 
pa [5iac|>opov K]ai [
15
ante lineam primam: O D y x w p w p e v  t o  ye v u v  x w i  7 iu p i  t f ] v  T c u p a ju d a  u r c a p x e i v  K a i  aXXa 
t i va £ K € i vtov xo)V Philippson 12 [ 7 t ] e p i8 [ x o v T o ] c  Hayter 16 [d ia< f> o p o v  K ]a i  dubitanter Gigante
There seems to be no indication that atoms that go to make up fire are themselves 
pyramidal in shape: this does not appear to be what Epicurus had in mind, since it seems 
likely that the atoms making up fire would have the same shape whether fire was a flame 
or not. Epicurus would not want to emphasise similarity in shape between atom and 
compound, so that the appearance of one could resemble that of the other. The whole 
emphasis of the atomic theory is on the fact that atoms do not themselves have all the 
properties that they cause compounds to have. The treatment of fire-particles in DRN 
I I 381-387 suggests that they come in different sizes, but is silent about any difference 
in their shape.
In column XXXVI of IIO XTV Epicurus is doing no more than granting, perhaps 
for the sake of argument, that flames have a triangular shape. It looks as though with the 
expression (Jjavxaoia oxrjponrog Epicurus is here referring to the shape of the 
aggregate, and not the atoms themselves. It is the arrangement of atoms which 
determines the pyramidal shape of the flame.
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It is not easy to see how a oxrjpa could have already acquired “similarity of 
parts” to tov  <f>aivopevov. Millot (1977: 28) rejects Arrighetti’s suggestion that 
opoiopepeia refers to the identity between the elementary form of the atoms and that 
of the compound, but has “son sens habituel, conforme a son emploi aristotelicien et 
anaxagoreen: ce qui a deja la meme composition que ce qui apparait c’est-a-dire ce qui 
est deja la corps consitue, l’aggregat, et non plus la serie d’atomes”. This explains 
adequately the presence of fj6q, but seems to require taking the expression to be 
referring to oiroixeiov rather than oxrtpa. This only seems possible if we have an 
accusative of respect: “especially as far as the first two elements are concerned, or if not, 
at least as far as every element which has acquired rqv  opoiopepeiav tan  
<t>aivopevo)i”.
The oxrtpa could be that of a molecule which has acquired the shape of the 
whole aggregate. Epicurus is probably referring to the level at which individual atoms 
turn to a compound-resembling molecule. The rjbq seems to imply a contrast between 
the primary, basic, particles, and a later stage, when the atoms have acquired similarity 
to the element as it appears to us.
There are other occurrences of opoiopep- words in Epicurus to be discussed 
at this point, before coming back to the interpretation of opoiopep- in fragment 7 of 
book XV. The noun opoiopepeia occurs in IIO n252 (Arrighetti [24] [33] lines 2-3):253
252 PHerc. 1149/993.
233 Compare Ad Herodotum 56 (quoted above, page 142).
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o v a ie u o i. . . po<; [.] [ 
tt)v a]uTf|v [o]poio[pc- 
pe]iav tou [orepepviou]
[6]iaoc5Cou[oiv] g>[ . . .
Reading auTfjv in line 2 would give the sense “the same homoiomereia” which sounds 
redundant and perhaps objectionable. Alternatives are SfjTioJu Tfjv, or possibly o]u Trjv. 
Epicurus is discussing how the ei6o)A.a have the same characteristics as the solid body 
they come from.254 The topic is treated elsewhere in the book, in fragments 11 and 19, 
and in Lucretius DRN TV 46-52.255 It looks as though opoiopepeia in fragment 33 
explains how the eibcoAa reproduced the qualities of the bodies they come from 
(“having the same parts, same structure” as those). In particular the word seems to refer 
here to having the same parts, meaning a shape recognisable to the eyes. It looks as 
though in Epicurus, contrary to what Democritus had thought,256 images had secondary 
qualities, so that they could reproduce the compound they come from; images certainly
254 “Proprieta dei simulacri di riprodurre le stesse caratteristiche del corpo solido da cui provengono”.
255 Arrighetti 1973:581.
256 Presumably because whereas Epicurus holds all sensation is true, Democritus based his scepticism 
in part on the idea that sensation was the result of an interaction between the images and our eyes (Avotins 
1980: 453).
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appear to have the same colour as the bodies they come from in Ad Herodotum 49.257
In AdHerodotum 52 the adjective opoiopepeia describes the oyKOi into which
sound streams dissipate:................ to  peupa tou to  (the sound-stream coming from
person or object which produces hearing) ei^ opoiopepeic; oyKous 6iao7i€ip€Tai, 
ap a  t i  va diao(5i£ovTa<; ouprcdOeiav 7tpo<; aXXr\Xo\x; Kai evoTtyca idioTportov, 
diaTei voooav 7tpo<; to  attooTeiAav Kai tt|v  e7taio0t)oiv tt|v  ckcivou d>s Ta
TtoAAa 7101060a  v, e i be pfj ye, to  S£cd0€v povov ev6 r|Aov TtapaoKeuaCoooav. 
. . . .  The idea could be either (a) that each oyKO  ^contains only one sort of atom and 
they are therefore internally uniform or (b) that oyKOi reproduce each other (“have same 
parts as”) each other, or (c) that the dyKOi have opoiopepeia, in the sense that they 
reproduce the characteristics of their source. Interpretation (c) is the most attractive, 
since it is comparable to the use in IIO II, and (b) might be implied in the idea of (c). 
The clause starting ap a  seems evidence of (b) and (c) together.
That Epicurus used the word opoiopepeia in his own theory is also suggested 
by Aetius1.7.34: ’ EttiKoupo^ dv0pG)7toeibei<; pev touc; 0eou<;, Adyon be 7idvra<; 
0e«pr|Tou<; did ttjv AertTopepeiav ttj<; Ttbv eidoXcov 4>uoeax;. 6 d’ auToc dXXax; 
vevvapaq <t>uoei<; KaTa yevo<; a<|>0dpTous Taode, Ta aTopa to  kcvov to  
atieipov Ta^ opoidTiycas* auTai de Xeyovrai opoiopepeiai Kai CTOi/eia. In the 
second sentence (fourth word) I tentatively read, with Gassendi, aXXoyc; in place of 
Diels’ aXXa Obbink (1996: 331), who himself reads dAXcog, reports that the “codd.”
237 This seems less obvious in the case of sound than of vision, but Epicurus thinks of the senses as 
alike, and one can compare DRN 553-556, especially 556 (vox) servat enim formaturam servatque figuram.
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have aXXac;. But it is clear from the apparatus in Diels that aXXayq has manuscript 
authority258
The passage seems to indicate that Epicurus used opoiOTr|T8^ and 
opoiopepe ia i in the context of unperishable existences. It is not completely clear what 
the avxax in the final sentence refers to. It probably refers just to opoidrr|Te<;,259 rather 
than to all four of Epicurus’ everlasting <j)i5o€i^ .
Obbink (1996:331) suggests that the final sentence is a gloss by an exegete who 
misunderstood the theory, and that opoidrr|Te<; “may be an abbreviated expression for 
ouyKpioei^ or cvoTTycec opoitov”, as opposed to cvoTiyces ex rd>v auTtov.^He
238 See Scott 1883: 231 (misprinted “1883, 321-332” in Obbink) and Giussani 18%: 261.
259 The word 6poi6rr|<; is also attested in Ad Herodotum 51; again in the context of discussion of 
vision. And 6p.oiOTTiTe<; also occurs in IM> XXV (Laursen 1995: 103):
IpT iX avJri & vo[
vtjI i J 'i r e " 7 io ir |p [e ]v a ) [v
T(i>v 6poiOTfj[xu)v K a i dvopoio-
tt]to)v . ’ E v  n A e io o i  K a i  6 i a -
<j>opoi<;.
K a i  [6 ]tu  t o u  T tavT og  f | 6 ti[i - 
A<5y[io]i<; [o u l  e  . . .
Assuming that the text is right, it looks as though tg>v 6 p o io n j[T G > v  is something which can be formed. This 
makes me suspicious of Vogliano’s, Attighetti’ and Laursen’s view that [tg>v K a i  d v o p o i o -  should be read 
in line 3.
260 Such a concept is known from lines 209-219 (Obbink 19%: 120), and 347-375 (Obbink 19%: 
131), where the expression refers to the gods. The distinction Obbink operates between unities made up of
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thinks that Aetius has garbled the theory since not all 6poioTr|Te<; are everlasting, but 
only some which are called gods.
There is evidence for four everlasting existences in DRN IQ 806-827. In these 
lines Lucretius describes immortal existences the atoms (Epicurus’ a to p a ) in 806-810, 
void (Epicurus’ Kevov) in 811-813, the infinite (Epicurus’ atteipov) in 814-818. 
Lucretius goes on to describe a fourth possible everlasting existence. Giussani (1896: 
220-225 and 239-240) plausibly suggests that the gods were referred to in this passage 
starting with line 819, the specific reference being lost in the lacuna after 823. It seems 
unlikely that the lacuna simply mentioned that the possibility of a further undefined 
everlasting existence: it would be a rather long-winded way of making the point.261
The alternative suggestions for the role ofEpicurus’ further everlasting existence 
are unconvincing. Robin (Emout-Robin 1925: 161 and 1928: 47-49), who thinks the 
aAAox; shows that the redactor (perhaps Posidonius) was trying to expose an 
inconsistency in the Epicurean theory, reckons that the last item in the passage means 
‘Timmuable identite specifique, en un nombre infini d’exemplaires, de chaque figure
similar, and unities made up of the same particles seems to depend mi his restorations in lines 210-219: fckXa 
K [a i  | x a j x a  o u v x e A e p a v ]  | e [v ]  K a i  x a u jx o v  oi)v]|ex<*>[g u i t a p x o v  K a 0 ’ 6 |p e i A [ i a v  6 v o r r jx a g  | 
T tp o o a y o p e u e f o O a i  | x a g  p £ v  6k  [xd>v 6vxa>v] | xd>v a< i)> x u )[v  itnoie]\Xe\oda\, t a g  6 ’ 6 k  xti>v | 
6 p o io > v . . .
261 In DRN V 351-363 (which are repeated with a few adjustments from DRN III 806-818) on the 
other hand Lucretius speaks only of three everlasting existences: atoms void and the infinite.
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atomique” referring to Aetius IV. 9.9,262 and to Epiphanius.263 But it seems very unlikely 
that Epicurus would think of shapes as an existence. Epicurus remarks explicitly in Ad  
Herodotum 68b-69 that t a  a x q p a ta  are not Ka0’ eaircdg 4>uoei^.
It is equally difficult to think that the reference is to the way in which the atoms 
came together and were kept together. There would be “similar parts” because the atoms 
tended to come together in a similar manner. This however seems dangerously close to 
saying that the shape of molecules is everlasting, which is open to the same objection as 
Emout’s suggestion above. What is more Epicurus might not want to overemphasise the 
similarity between the structure of, say, every lump of earth given the constant influx and 
efflux of atoms, although he certainly stressed that there is sufficient similarity in 
compounds to give them the same overall character. And the use of OTOixeia, assuming 
it is not part of an erroneous gloss, hardly seems appropriate to refer to the way in which 
atoms combine.
All one can say is that the Aetius passage shows that Epicurus used opoidrryceg, 
and perhaps opoiopepeiai, in his own theory, perhaps in the context of his fourth
262 D.G.: 397, lines 19-25: oi ta  dropa Kai ta  bpoiopepfj Kai oi xa dpepq Kai Ta 6Ad%iOTa 
Tiavx’ ix  naoi t& aio0T)Ta dvap€pix0ai Kai pqbev abxwv eUiKpiveg bnapxeiv, napd 6e tag 
eTUKpaxeiag ovop,a£eo0ai xoiov f) xoiov Kai napa xf|v noAnanyeiav. This passage is confusing: it 
is unclear whether Aetius is here referring to the atomists, or to Anaxagoras, or to both.
263Z).G.: 588, lines 1-3. Epiphanius (sometimes an unreliable source) writes: ’ EniKOupeioi dxopa 
Kai dpcprj ocopaxa 6p.oiop.epfi xe Kai dneipa xf|v dpxhv clvai xa>v navxcav uneox^oavxo, Kai 
xeAog eivai ei>6aip.ovfag xf|v f|6ovf|v gSoypaxioav, Kai p.qxe 0e6v p.f|xe Ttpovoiav ta  rcpaypaxa
6lO lK € lV .
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everlasting existence, the gods,264 which were themselves compounds of a special kind 
(Giussani 1896: 240-241).
Let us now come back to fragment 7 of 11$ XV, 265 having established that 
Epicurus used words from the opoiopep-root often in his works, as part of his own 
theory. The context in which fragment 7 does not suggest that Epicurus was criticising 
Anaxagoras’ theory of matter. The column of fragment 6 did not intervene between 
columns of fragment 5 and that of fragment 7.266 Fragment 6 is from a different layer of
264 Wigodsky (2004:215-216), following Giussani(1896:245-259), argues that Epicurus’ gods were 
everlasting physical existences, rather than mere mental images referring to De natura deorum I. 50 and 109. 
In Cicero the gods’ eternal existence is connected with the principle of ioovopia. It is thanks to the naApoi 
(i.e. motions capable of creating or maintaining particular kinds of compounds) that the gods preserve their 
equilibrium indefinitely. It seems at least possible that the notion of 6poiopep€ia had a part to play in the 
description of self preservation of the gods, with the idea that the parts were never altered: having similar parts 
the gods did not suffer degradation.
265 Millot (1977:28) considers the possibility that 6poiopep€ia is here an Epicurean term meaning 
that up to a point division of bodies does not modify their constitution, as in book XIV (above page 140), but 
prefers to explain this occurrence by supposing that the column was part of a criticism “de la doctrine des 
homeomeres d’Anaxagoras: la tres grande diversite des corpes sensibles interdit de penser que tous puissent 
avoir la meme composition”. It looks as though Millot envisages Epicurus to have criticised Anaxagoras on 
the claim (a) everything is made up of portions of the same thing (all things, or at least all stuffs, are equally 
fundamental), disregarding the claim that (b)6v Ttavx'i Tiavxcx; poipa. Anaxagoras’ theory was as successful 
as any other in explaining different natures, given its 6v ttavxi naxxoQ poipa aspect.
266 Numbered as fragment 4 of the papyrus in the cornice. I shall use the word ‘section’ to refer to the 
physical stretches of fabric in the comici. This section of PHerc. 1151 measures 25 x 7 cm circa.
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the roll. It is perhaps a (single) sottoposto, and therefore came from one circumference 
earlier in the roll than its present position indicates:
]vwv pr|0evT. [ 
t]o io 6to<; eonv [
 ]Ar|v o\|nv ex<nv [
. . ei<; ay](i)vioTiK6v %a[pa- 
Ktr|pa av] ixeorii f] <*><; pev[ 5
]ai o k . [. ]po£ Kai [ 
ay](ovioT[iKo]u<;
1. [, to is possible, only a dot on the bottom of the line can be seen
1 pr|0evT[a)v Millot 2 toio]uto<; Arrighetti: ootog Vogliano: oq [o] amoQ Millot 3 &X]Xr)V 
Arrighetti: o]Xr|v Vogliano 4 ay]o)viotiK6v Vogliano Arrighetti Millot 7 supplevi
Perhaps ot|ri<; here means “point o f view”, or “perspective”. The context cannot be 
determined. It may be that Epicurus was describing someone who had a contentious 
attitude because of divergences of thought. It could be that Epicurus is describing an 
individual who let contentious emotions get the better of her because of divergences of
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view (and presumably explaining how atomic combinations in compounds could explain 
the particular behaviour or character of living beings). It is also conceivable however, 
that Epicurus is describing the kind of activity the gods do not partake in.
It may well be that the original position of fragment 6  was ahead of fragment 4:
va anoxeX  . r a [ i .............
oTporcou*; [ . ]v <(>[. . . .
. . ]<; K€KTTi[pev]a[<;
]ou 7tao i[ 5
. . ou]6 ’ ox; e£ d>v [
. . . ] r t  Tie . lice  . [
. . . ]v* Tiepax .
1 va aTio Vogliano Anighetti Millot 2 6poi]oxp67ioo<; Vogliano ]o ipoTiotx; Arrighetti Millot 3
]K€Kir|[p Vogliano: ]K6Kir| Arrighetti: ] . KeKTt] Millot 5 legi 6 ]dx; ££ d>v[ Millot 7 ] . .  r|iKei[ 
Millot 8 V'fjTM*) Millot
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The order of the fragments on the next section of the roll was 5, 7, 8 and 9.267 Fragment 
5 reads:
ei] pev ouv Tig (JnAoootfxbv 
7ipa]ypaTa 'e'auTcai 7iapexo[i 
ae i e]£ ife eipTjica ideag* 7ip[o- 
idvjtog 6 e xpovou eu tep  t i  x(b[v 
ev]6 edvxo)v Tipaxxoi* Xr|[ 5
. .]av [. . .  ]o . aiag • a 7to0 €O)[ 
iva
1 ei] Vogliano 2 7iapexo[i Vogliano 3 Arrighetti; e]£ rig Vogliano sed spatio brevius: eoxiv e]j; 
Bollack Millot sed spatio longius 4 Millot; lovjxog de xpovov, [o]7iep xi x[d)v Arrighetti 5 Millot 
6 a7io0ea)[p Millot: d7io0ec»)p[ Vogliano: a7to0eo Arrighetti
The expression eauxtin napexetv TTpaypaxa suggests that someone is making life
267 The final two sezioni of this fragment measure 53 mm, the two previous ones circa 54.50 mm, so 
that not much (one column, or less?) was lost between the previous section (section 3), ending with fragment
4 (a sezione there measured circa 58 mm).
difficult for himself.268 Millot (1977:27) is probably right in reading <|>iAooo<|>d>v as the 
participle of the verb,269 agreeing with Tig, rather than as a genitive plural. Her reading 
is supported by the absence of the article.
Epicurus is describing, in fragment 5, different phases in someone’s philosophical 
development.270 Millot takes the first sentence to refer to a novice Epicurean 
(“neophyte”). It looks as though the idea which causes the person problems might 
derive from un-Epicurean beliefs (these may be down to a earlier thinker, or simply 
popular beliefs). It seems a safe inference that in the preceding section of the book 
Epicurus had been describing this troubling idea. Millot (1977: 27) understands idea 
“la forme, Yespece”, meaning life-conduct,271 rejecting Arrighetti’s suggestion that idea
268 Millot (1977: 26) quotes Diogenes of Oenoanda 34.1. 8 ( = fragment 42 column ID, lines 8-10; 
Smith 1992b: 223): t i  \L[aX\ox]a 6ocdtg>i 7tape% €i[<; npa ]  y p a t a ;  The context is a reproach to Empedocles 
and Pythagoras. To judge from Diogenes’ use, the expression seems more likely to refer to problems in 
philosophical argument.
269 Millot (1977: 26) is not persuaded by Arrighetti’s proposal that <j>iAoo<j>ia-rooted words cany 
a negative connotation in Epicurus. Arrighetti refers to texts [29] [ 18] (line 3) and [37] [ 1 ] (line 9) as evidence, 
but Millot rightly remarks that in both cases it is the context that determines the negative connotation. She 
points to AdMenoeceum 122, where <f>iAooo4>eiv is applied to Epicurus’ own philosophy.
270 The expression TtpoiovTog 6e %povoi) (lines 3-4) no doubt indicates a later phase in the 
development of thought of the unspecified person.
271 Millot refers to a citation of Epicurus by Philodemus in Arrighetti text [81] Tag p[f| 7ipo]g 
e]i)6[aipov]a pfov [oi)]vT€ivoi5oag ifieag ton Piou.
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means “forme di ragionamento” 272 “Form of reasoning” perhaps suits the tone of the 
fragment better, but there seems to be no need to sharply distinguish between the two, 
since reasoning would affect behaviour. A comparable theme comes up, as we shall see, 
in the fragments of cornice 8 , where beliefs about the gods are discussed.
Millot is convinced that the apodosis to the initial e i came before the high stop 
in line 3, and adopts Bollack’s suggestion c o t iv  e]£ to supply the apodosis. But the 
space on II does not allow such a reading. It seems unlikely that the apodosis preceded 
the protasis, and it seems reasonable to think that it came after line 5. The apodosis 
perhaps ran “he will forget the idea that has been troubling him” if Ar|[ in line 5 should 
be restored as A.ift0r|v. 273
Fragment 5, then, which immediately preceded fragment 7, sounds like part of 
a methodological discussion on how a particular idea might affect a person’s life, and 
how the person ought to reject it, while developing his philosophical thought. Fragment 
8 , which comes from the column which immediately followed that of fragment 7, reads:
v]opi£ouoa t [o ] d [ .....................
] .  A a . vci TiepieAf.............
272 Arrighetti refers to the meaning in IIO XXVIII (text [31] [16], line 8). Millot adds [21] [15]. In 
both fragments the term seems to refer to forms of reasoning.
273 The use would be parallelled in IM> XXV ei pfj At]0t| tig eni. xd>v gpycov xrjg 6o£r|g 
^veyeivexo, ouvexwg &v 6at>xov xapaxxovxa . . . .  (Laursen 1998: 43-44). Yet one cannot rule out that 
Epicurus used a word such as Afjpog, which would give the opposite sense.
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GLTO\lCL\ KCt0 € . [ ...................
[ ]oov T a [ . . ]o v [ ....................
TOUTOl) 5
TO <|)[
ov[
1-5 the letters on the right hand side of the column come from a different layer 7 the traces are also 
consistent with op
1 legi; v]oin£eo0ai Vogliano Arrighetti: v]opi(ouoi Millot 2 oXa. vo 7iepiei[ Millot 3 legi; ]x[ - 
- -]0ei Millot 4 ] o v t [ ]ov[ Millot 5 ]oux[ Millot
There is no implication here that, as Millot’s incorrect reading v]opi£oixn may have 
suggested, Epicurus is reporting the thought of others. It is not easy to think of a 
feminine subject that could have preceded the participle, but it is striking that fragment 
9, which came immediately after fragment 8 on the papyrus, presents two participles in 
the feminine plural:
ep]i|ruxov 0e« p o u [o ai Kai 
liioupyoOoai* eu p[f|v ttjv 
evvoiav 6 ei T[aircai£ -
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po<; toutou y ivea [0a i
Kav pvrjpr][v 
. . . .  ]€i?
C « [
2 empty space after i - , with corresponding paragraphos between lines 2 and 3
1 8 p ] i |r u x o v  Arrighetti 1-2 6 e o > p o o [ o a i  K a i  6 r |]  | piop y o u o a i  Vogliano Arrighetti Millot 3 
supplevi; e v v o i a v  6 e i [  Vogliano Millot: e v v o i a v  d e i  t t ) [ v ]  v . . .  Arrighetti 3-4 \ie  | p o g  Vogliano 
4 Vogliano Arrighetti; Y [ i ] y [ v e o 0 a i ]  Millot sed cum II non congruit
The two antithetical participles in lines 1 and 2 must have had a common subject. Millot 
(1977: 28) tentatively proposes 0 e ia i (jjuoeig, referring to AdPythoclem 97, where 
Epicurus uses the expression, in the singular. She thinks the verb 6 r|pioupyeiv here274 
evokes “le pouvoir createur et orgainsateur du monde du demiourge du Platon” ,275 and 
that Epicurus is ruling out, in the context of the discussion of the formation of bodies,
274 The verb d r j p io u p y e i v  could be used of skilled practical work (so Aristotle and Plato).
275 There certainly is similarity of vocabulary with Timaeus 30B 6-9: o u tco g  o u v  6 f | K a r a  A o y o v  
tov ciKOTCt 6 e i  A e y e iv  x o v f ie  tov K o o p o v  C ^ io v  ^ p ifru x o v  x e  x f j i  d A T ]0 e ia i  6 i a  x f |v  x o u  0 e o u  
yev€ada\ n p o v o i a v .
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divine intervention276 in the creation of animate beings.277
Millot’s reading ou prjv in line 2 is not consistent with the traces on the papyrus. 
But eu pev could have introduced Epicurus’s refutation: one must not think that for the 
creation of an animate being there must be “une idee prealable”,278 a meaning which does 
not seem to be the usual one for evvoia in Epicurus,279 but one for which Millot finds
276 There is evidence that in II d> XIII Epicurus had already broached the theme of the gods (below 
page 195).
277 Santoro (2000: 91) restores £vi|r>xov twice, in very fragmentary contexts. Neither is absolutely 
certain (5v]i|m%[o]v in column I line 5, and 8vi|tdx[ov] in column II line 3). The word is used in Plato 
Timaeus 30B, 38E, 74E, 91A and 91B.
278 DRN VI81-186 seems comparable: exemplum porro gignundis rebus et ipsa / notifies divis 
hominum unde est insitaprimum, /  quid valiant facere ut scirent animoque viderent, / quove modost umquam 
vis cognitaprincipiorum /  quidque inter sese permutato ordine possent, /  si non ipsa dedit specimen natura 
creandil
279 In Ad Herodotum 69 Epicurus Svvoia need not mean “notion that is there already” (as 
TipoArpjng does), and the same can be said about the occurrence at Ad Herodotum 57 (where it is used about 
to fineipov). In Ad Herodotum 77 the meaning of Svvoia is close to ‘notion which is there already’: &AA& 
<6ei> Ttccv to oepvtopa rqpeiv Kara n&vxa ovopaTa <j>epdpeva 6tu Tag Toiauiag evvoiag, iva 
prjdev imevavTiov auTWV Tan oepvtopaTi fiolpp Diogenes Laertius X. 33 may be relevant, although 
not a direct quotation of Epicurus: tt|v 6e 7ipoAqi|riv Ae'yoixnv oiovei KaT&Aqtfriv f) 6 o£av 6p0f|v f) 
gvvoiav t) Ka0oAiKf)v voqoiv ^ vattOKeipevqv, touteoti pvrjpr}v too 7toAAaKig&;G>0€v tjmve'vTog, 
oiov to Toiootov 6otiv &v0pa>7tog. D’Angelo (2001: 328) restores £vvoia to column 11 oiPHerc. 1413: 
06 yap Toio6[TOig tioiv] | 6yx€ip4paoi it [pog Sv] | voiav Aoyoi yivovT[ai] | &AA’ 6rav To[6e] ti 
| TipoeiAqppEvov 6ei|Kvur]i Tig KaTa to <16iov> | to dvopa, ‘eiTa’ &7tooTq|[p]aTog 
KaTTiyopoupev 6vTo[g] | touto pev[ — .
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a parallel in Kupiai 5o£ai 24:280 e i de Pepaicooeig icai to rcpoopevov anav  ev 
Tai<; 6o£aoTiKais evvoiais Kai to pf| tt|v ejiipapTupTjoiv <e%ov> ouk 
eKAeu|f€i<; to 6i€i|teua|ievov, ax; TeTtpqicox; eoqi Tiaoav ap<|>iapiyi;Tioiv KaTa 
Tiaoav Kpioiv too opOax; r\ pf| opOax;. The use of evvoia, although not exactly the 
same as Millot proposes for this fragment, seems to support the suggestion that evvoia 
can be used in the sense that is more usually that of 7ipdA.Tji|n<;. It should be noted 
however that it is qualified by 6o£aoTiicat<;.
Millot’ s general interpretation of fragment 9 is supported by the reading £g)[gh 
.. ] in line 6. Millot reasonably suggests that pvfjpqv “peut etre soit sur le meme plan 
que evvoiav, soite sujet d’une deuxieme infinitive dependant de 6ei”. It seems possible 
that believing in such an evvoia and p vfjpr| on the part of the gods is the i6ea Epicurus 
mentioned in fragment 5.281 Millot (1977: 28) suggests that ]po<; in line 4 might have 
been av6] | po<;.282 But such a word-division (as opposed to av 16po<;) would be very
280IIp6Ar|ij/ig is also used 'mAdHerodotum 72, Kupicu 6o£ai 37 andKvpiai &6£ai 38. Sandbach 
(1971:23-25) argues against the generally accepted identity of koivf| £vvoia and 7ipoAr|i|;ig. According to 
Sandbach (1971:30-31) Epicurus invented the word itpoAip|n<; (as Cicero reports in De naturadeorum 1.44). 
He suggests that in Epicurus’ view 7ipdAqt|/i<; was caused by memory (coincidence of several presentations 
of the same object), while the Stoics allowed for other ways of forming npoAqi|;ei<; (analogy etc.).
281 It is perhaps relevant that the word pvqpr|, or some cognate form, appears in the earlier parts of 
the roll, in fragment 2b, where ]p.VT]|i.[ can be read in line 4.
282 Millot refers to Bollack (1976: 357), where Diogenes of Oenoanda fragment 12 Chilton (= 
fragment 15. Ill Smith) is quoted ltdvt€<; AvOpomoi rjA| tuoav  [ ] u [ ] [ ] <J)dopaTa|[ ]ov
&[pq]Xav<n. ctv y a p  [ ........] | (jxxapaxa ^vapyq tu[v] | xavqi, ttwg 5e y€iv€|xai xauxa eupioxeiv
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odd, as Professor Romer indicates to me.
Millot’s interpretation of column 9 seems convincing, and I wonder how the fact 
that fragment 9, and, probably, fragment 8 , ruled out divine intervention in the creation 
of animate beings can square with her suggestion that Epicurus criticised Anaxagoras’ 
elements theory in fragment 7. It seems more likely that Epicurus was considering here 
divine nature, and whether it was involved in the process of creation. And it seems 
possible that he used opoiopepeia and cognate forms while putting forward his 
explanation of living creatures through aggregation of atoms, and setting it against some 
other thinkers’ suggestion, which implied divine agency.
Anaxagoras certainly had a theory of the origin of living beings (KRS texts 505 
and 506), and he might have included Nous in his explanation. But Anaxagoras’
pf) 6 i3vo)vxai, | eiKOTax; o ip a i ,  eig tm o ijr ia v  Tie | p iK u A e io v icu , Tiore Se | K ai tiio tiv  6 q p io i)p | [y o v  
T iv a  e i v a i  g ^ o w n ] . Millot and Laks object to Smith’s reading of c jm o p ax a  ^ v a p y f)  as images of the gods: 
“comme la mdconnaissance dont il est question ne porte cependant pas, dans l’hypothese, sur un propriete 
des dieux (leur oisivetd, en 1’occurrence), mais sur la nature du mecanisme physique lui-meme (voir 7id><;..
. Suvovxai), on ne voit pas du tout comment elle pourrait conduir k poser 1’existence d’un ddmiourge, c’est-&- 
dire un dieu createur. Le terme dqinovpyoc; implique en effet l’idde d’une organisation de 1’uni vers par une 
intelligence superieure. Les images, quelles qu’elles soient, sont done plutot celles de phenomenes 
indiscutables, mais dont la raison d’etre n’apparait pas et auxquels on attribue une origine supematurelle (voir 
par ex. la Lettere a Pythoclks 86)”. I think Smith’s interpretation that we are dealing with visions of the gods 
(Smith 1992b: 456) is perhaps preferable. The word occurs again, in Diogenes of Oenoanda fragment 19.1 
lines 10-11 (Smith 1992b: 178-179), where the behaviour Homer attributes to the gods is criticised. And the 
verb Sqpioupyeiv is used, again in a context dealing with the gods, in fragment 20 Smith, where Diogenes 
criticises the view that the gods created the world as an habitation for themselves (Smith 1992b: 180-181).
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reference to Nou<; was notoriously not followed up in practice,283 and certainly his 
theory was not one where divine intervention played a considerable role in creation.
Plato’s theory in the Timaeus would provide a more suitable context for a 
discussion of this kind. Epicurus’ point against Plato would be that the mechanical 
process, i.e. the shapes the atoms form in colliding is sufficient in itself As Professor 
Sharpies suggests to me there might be a connection with the principle of “like to like”. 
Democritus (KRS text 570) and Plato (Timaeus 63E, in context) assert this principle and 
derive it from underlying mechanical reasons 284
It seems at least conceivable that Epicurus criticised Plato in book XV,285 and 
that the references to those who have developed physical systems in the book are 
references to the system Plato elaborated in the Timaeus, a work which Epicurus would
283 If we are to believe Plato (Phaedo 97B) and Aristotle (Metaphysics A. 4. 985a 18-22) that 
Anaxagoras’ accounts were actually pretty materialistic and mechanistic, Epicurus would have been on slightly 
unsafe grounds in dealing with Anaxagoras’ account of the origin of animate beings, since Anaxagoras’ theory 
might seem rather like his own, and thus his own theory liable to similar difficulties to Anaxagoras’ (although 
Anaxagoras could appeal to Now;). For what it is worth, given the state of the evidence, there is no reference 
in Anaxagoras to any specific examples of demiurgic activity of Now;, although his general statements do 
imply that it organises everything (KRS text 476).
284 It may be that in this context at least the dpoiopepeiai might be the similar particles (atoms or 
molecules) which tend to come together?
285 Arrighetti had suggested a relation to the Timaeus for the final columns of book XV (those from 
cornice 8), which are discussed below, but Millot failed to pick up on this.
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have studied under his teacher Pamphilus 286
To sum up regarding the use of opotopepeia in fragment 7 of IIO XV: lines 
3 and 4, and what came ahead of them discussed, or at least mentioned, how the 
Sia<|>opoi ouyKpiaeu; come into being. Epicurus is certainly discussing, or putting 
forward, a theory of atomic compounds here. I take it that the 6 f| in line 4 is used as a 
particle of emphasis.287 The to  br\ ptf in line 4 almost certainly introduced an infinitive.
2.1.4.2 Cornice 3
The two better preserved fragments of comice 3 are 11 and 12. Epicurus’ use of a word 
from the opoiopep-root in fragment 11 has lead scholars to read the fragment as a 
report of Anaxagoras’ theory of ‘predominance’. I think that fragment 11 can, and 
should, be explained in the context of an account of Epicurean aggregates:288
[ 6 ia  . .  .
. ]iv auveT[a]K€ [•] Ka0o yap
286 Criticism of Plato seems to have been a recurrent feature in this section of the nO. In column 
XXXVIII of IIO XIV, while criticising Plato for his choice of shape, Epicurus announces further discussion 
of Plato’s theories: aXXa yap auOig non xabxa p,r|KUV0Tloexai. The reference there seems to be to a 
discussion of infinite divisibility.
287 Denniston (1950: 203-204) gives “clearly” as its primary meaning.
288 Millot 1977: 29 and Sedley 1998: 124. ‘Predominance’ is explicit in the last sentence of 
Anaxagoras DK B12.
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Tipjoaayopeuetai o ti 6ipi- 
0 0 ’ €]ivai, KCtT’ 8K€[l]V0 8K TCOV 
7r]A,eioT(ov Td>v6e tivcov 
7ie]Tcoir|[p]evri e£ [o]poiope- 5
pa>v 'e'auT]T)<; [lOTctTjai ouk 8k 
. . . a . ip  . . . . t o v  r\ ou[yic- 
pioi<;]. . i p e i  t[o]0  eiceivou
.............] . . £eTa[i
]vcct[ 10
1 underneath ex[a]K a long horizontal sroke can be seen below the line, its significance is unclear 2 
ink can be seen underneath the p, it may be displaced ink; 6qn- only the left vertical of n can be seen.
1 supplevi;. ,]v ow e k . xa06 yap Millot 2 o[.]a[.. ]. p . fe ta i on  difalote Vogliano (quod
per errorem ad lineam septimam ab editoribus refertum): np]o[o]oc[y\opevexai ouk [e]7U Arrighetti: 
7i]ooayopeueTai on  dt)[Aov Millot sed cum II non congruit 6 supplevi; opoiope | [pcov Millot: 
opoiope | [peion; Arrighetti 7 legi et supplevi 8 legi et supplevi; exeivoi) Millot 9-10 legi
The verb TipooayopeoeTai in line 2 seems to refer to the fact that each body reveals 
itself as a particular nature, to which we can apply a name; o t i  means “whichever thing” 
(Millot) and is the subject of TipooayopeueTai.
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Millot suggests that the subject of 7t€]7ioir|[p]evr| in line 5 could be <|>uoi<; or, 
more probably, ouyKpioi^.289 My restoration of lines 7-8 confirms that ouyicpioi^ was 
the subject of 7t€7toir|pevT|. This does not fit easily with thinking that we have a report 
of Anaxagoras’ theory. Anaxagoras did not use ouyKpioi<; as a physical entity, but 
rather as a process.290
It looks as though eic ud>v tcAcujtcdv td>v6e tivwv should be taken as a whole, 
meaning “made up, for the most part, of these”, i.e. “the greatest portion being made up 
of these” (Millot). The ck t6 v tiAciotcov Twvfie Tivtov was taken up (and explained) 
by e£ opoiope- and by ouk ck, which presumably gave an incorrect alternative 
explanation.291 According to Millot (1977: 29) Epicurus used the adjective 
opoiopepwv, referring to a noun such as ompdTcov. The traces of ink on the papyrus 
however do not allow for ocopdtcnv, or even for a shorter alternative, such as oyxcnv. 
Arrighetti’s 6 poiopepeia<; seems too long to fit the space. And certainly too long is the 
plural opoiopepeimv, which is not safely attested anywhere else in Epicurus anyway. 
All one can say is that the term seems to refer to what provided the name to a 
compound/substance, and therefore presumably provided its characteristic features.
289 For a parallel expression, above note 203 and perhaps line 17 of column “XXXffl” (above page
112).
290 Anaxagoras used ouyKpiou; in the singular to refer to the process of coming together (as opposed 
to separation), not in the sense of agglomerates of atoms making up things in our experience, as in II4> XIV 
and XV.
291 One may wonder whether Epicurus would introduce an ‘incorrect’ explanation to emphasise the 
point, if he was reporting Anaxagoras’ theory.
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It looks as though the predominance issue figured in Epicurus’ own theory. Ad  
Pythoclem 109 (quoted above note 205), implies a principle of predominance: ice is 
formed when the angular shapes expel “round configuration” from the compound. In Ad  
Herodotum 63 Epicurus says that the soul is a o&pa A€7iTopepe<; spread all over the 
body very similar to 7tveupaTi Oeppou t iv a  Kpaoiv 6%o v t i  Kai Ttrji pev t o u t g h  
7tpooep<|>€peg, titp  8 6  t o u t g h . Lucretius inDT^VIII 288-306 similarly says that souls 
are made up of certain ingredients, and the character of the soul is determined by which 
ingredient predominates,292 although he does not say that the fact that it is a soul rather 
than something else depends on predominance in this way. Aetius IV. 3. 11 similarly 
reports that Epicurus Kpapa 6 k  Tercdpmv, 6 k  t io io u  Ttupc36ou<;, 6 k  t io io u  
aepc36ous, 6 k  t io io u  TtveupaTiKOu, 6 k  T€TapTou t i v o <; aKaTovopaoTou, o qv 
auTG)i aia0r)TiKov. One should perhaps assume that these ingredients themselves are 
compounds of atoms, since they display characteristics which require secondary 
qualities. So it may be that the principle of predominance applied to the level of 
molecules rather than at that of atoms.293
Fragment 12, which comes from the column immediately following that of 
fragment 11 , reads:
292 Arrighetti though this theory was referred to in 11$ XXV, above note 203.
293 Alexander of Aphrodisias in Usener text 315 reports that according to the Epicureans the soul is 
a ouv0€TO<; ex TiAeidvcov ti v<*>v kcci 6ia<f>€povT(«>v ocapriTcov. This could, presumably, refer to aggregates 
of atoms.
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Keipevcov ouv . [ .  . . . ] a [ . ] 
rq v  T€ K ara to  . [ .  . . . ] .  r\
<t>avTaoiav toiccut[t|]vi q 
TOlCtUTtyVl TCO06V pq0q[OOV- 
t a i  [e]xeiv a i  ou[yKpi]o€t<;- r}6[€] 5
y ap  pf|v 6V a0 p[o ]t[o |iao i 
. . 0 [ . ] eoTiv aXX[
1 ouv . all that can be seen on II now is a vertical, which could as well be i, but both Vogliano and 
Arrighetti aveun-dottedr|, it may be that a piece offabric was lost 2x6. [y perhaps more likely than 7t 
3 e is added above the line giving the spelling xoiauiriv V i 5 ioiauir|v V i as in line 3 5 empty 
space before fj6[e], the traces of the corresponding paragraphos are very feint
0-1 otto] | Keipevcov ouvr)[ Arrighetti: Keipevoov ouvr|[ Vogliano; fortasseouvi[oxdv]a[i] legendum 
2 supplevi; xx\ [ . .  ] xaxa x6 o[uoxr}pa] Arrighetti: xr\\ xe Kara x6[ Millot 4 pr|0q[oov- Millot 
5 ou[yKpf]o€i<; Arrighetti Millot 6 ev d0[poiopaoi Arrighetti 7 legi
Epicurus was considering in fragment 12 “from where” the compounds acquire such or 
such a specific <|>avTaoia.294 By <J>avraoia he presumably referred to the appearance
294 This may have been a question. Epicurus would be asking how this could be explained on any 
other theory, or he could be giving his own explanation: “this shows from where ..
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of the compound. It is perhaps possible that the reference here is more specific, and 
regards the configuration or shape of the compound. We have seen above (pages 138- 
139) Epicurus using zoiavzr\ fyavTCLOia o%f\\iaxo(; to refer to the compound fire, 
although he was reporting Plato. But while in book XIV Epicurus mentions oxfjpa 
explicitly, he does not in fragment 11 of book XV, unless such a mention was lost in the 
earlier part of the sentence and just assumed in the latter parts.
This reading of fragments 11 and 12 suggests that 'aggregation of atoms explains 
the creation of everything that exists’ was the ‘unifying’ theme of IIO XIV and XV.295 
The words from the opoiopep- root were important in this context.
Only a few letters can be seen from the column immediately following that of 
fragment 12, numbered inappropriately as fragment 12 A in Millot. the first word of the 
line is ou]YKpioi[<;. The evidence suggests that Epicurus had been dealing with 
aggregates throughout columns 1 1 , 12 and 12A.
Fragments 12B, 12C, 13a and 13b come from different layers of the roll. It looks 
as though 12B and 13b are sovrapposti and therefore came from columns which belong 
to a later part of the roll. An interesting reading is io^npoi yev[ in line 1 of fragment 
12 C. This is a term which Epicurus uses to refer to “the strength” in difference of the 
compounds (e.g. in lines 4 and 5 of column XIII of 110 XTV). Fragment 13a has the 
word SeSfjAorrai in line 3 and xac, dpofas e[ in line 4, but there is not enough context 
to see what the similarity in question might be.296 The use of such vocabulary is certainly
295 On Sedley’s assumption of “thematic unity5’ for II<t> XIV and XV, below page 193.
296 Fragment 13b is probably part of a sovrapposto.
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consistent with a discussion of how the compounds exhibit a specific nature.
Let us now turn to fragment 14,297 which according to Sedley (1998: 124) is 
reminiscent of Lucretius’ argument against Anaxagoras in D R N I 897-914, i.e. the 
argument that multa semina ardoris (i.e. atoms of the kind that mix to produce fire) 
when they come together create fires in trees, which counters Anaxagoras’ claim that 
there is fire itself in wood. Fragment 14 reads:
u]7tf)pxe V , ei tic 7ia[paA- 
AJayf^v t o >v  a[T]dpo)v [xai] 
tjfjv a7i[A]f|v arteipiav [autwv]
. . .  JraTTOiro KaOaTtep [ttoA- 
Adxic ev] Tatrc[r|i] pipA<o[i] e[x- 5
prpcapejv m [. . ] . .[
1 i)]Titipx€'v' Arrighetti Millot 1-2 xf|v 7ta[paA|A]ayf|v xa>v ai6pcov[ Millot 2 supplevi 3 
supplevi; ] tjv e]i[g x]f|[v a7te]ipiav Arrighetti: ] . T|v . . [x]f|[v anejipiav Millot 4 fortasse 
6ia]xaxxoixo; Ka0a7te[p Millot 5-6 legi et supplevi; [ev xlfii ai>[xfii PJuPAcoi e[i|pr)Ka . . ]v 
Arrighetti: ] xaux[a]. iPAo Millot
297 Fragment 14 came two, or possibly three, columns later than fragment 11.
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Arrighetti (1973: 611) thought the fragment dealt with infinite divisibility, in view of 
(XTieipiav in line 4. But this does not seem necessary. The reference could be to the 
infinite number of compounds resulting from the coming together of Epicurus’ atoms. 
The expression TiapaAAayr] tg>v atopm v in lines 2-3 may refer to the difference in 
shape of the atoms, or possibly to the difference brought about by changes in position 
of the atoms.
It seems worth mentioning that rcapaAAayrj and dtTieipia appear together in 
a column of 11$ XI:
]a<; 8tci 7t[
] . .  aq xai Aap[pa- 
. . . v 7iapaAAayf|v 
6 ]i’ ccTteipiav, e i irpo<; 
e]K€ivo ne . .  popia[Ki]<; 5
Arrighetti-Gigante (1977: 5) find a problem with connecting the fragments, which they 
think deal with infinity and movement of atoms within it, with the final part of the book, 
where the position of the earth in the cosmos and the impossibility of observations about 
heavenly bodies are considered. Epicurus certainly used otTieipia in contexts other than 
infinite divisibility, but since the word is used with TtapaAAayfj it may rather refer to
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atoms in this context.298
There is no indication in this fragment that Epicurus in fragment 14 of book XV 
was explaining the phenomenon of wood-combustion specifically. Epicurus seems to be 
considering the possibility that someone (ti^ ) should hold a particular view, in a tone 
similar to that of fragment 5 (above pages 149-150). The way of proceeding seems very 
different from Lucretius’ direct attacks on Anaxagoras in his critique.
2.1.4.3 Cornice 4
Fragments 15 and 16 are, it would seem, the two fragments among those preserved in 
comice 4 which came earliest in the roll. It looks as though Epicurus was discussing here 
how to interpret the evidence from the sensation:
. . . .  ]g)<; 6 e Aeyeiv to t [
. . . .  ]€i<; f\ avdyicr|v 7t[a]- 
oai<;] <|)uoeoiv rtpoatiOe . - 
...]<; aAAou a 7t e i py [ . .  - 
. . . . ]u Kai pf| pa  Ai[a 5
to u to ] a i a io 0 ii[oe]i<; av ri- 
. . . .  ]xf\<; <t>u[a€G><;] £(5vtg)[v]
298 The word &ne\p\a seems to refer to the infinite supply of images in Arrighetti text [26] [35] lines 
6-7, which is also from book XI.
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2 7t[a]- the following traces are probably from a different layer 3 08. traces from more than one layer 
make this letter undistinguishable 7 the loop of $  must have been considerably smaller than elsewhere
1 ]o<; Millot; xox[e Millot 2-3 legi et supplevi 3-4 7tpooxi08[vai] aut 7ipooxi0e[pi| vai]g: 
Ttpooxi0ev |xe<; Arrighetti 4 fortasse arceipyov |xo<;: &7teipY[ouoi Arrighetti 5 supplevi; ]xai pf| 
pa[ Millot 6 supplevi; ]aio0i^[oe]i<; avxi[ Millot 7 legi et supplevi
The reference in 7ipooTi0T|pi here is probably to the addition of atoms to a compound, 
and ccTieipyo), if the form in line 4 is from that verb, can be interpreted in the same 
context, as referring to being excluded from a compound. Fragment 16, which came in 
the column immediately following that of fragment 15, reads:
xeov xx a v t [ . . . .
8K€i 7ipooTi0e[p€va evtau- 
0a ou 0€G)p€itai vna[ 
to  y[a]p evTaO0a 0 e i . [. . .
]£r|T€i. xa . [ 5
e ]itep|i[
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5 ] ( r |T e iit  is very hard to see what letter or letters followed, either the ink from more than one layer 
is showing, or the letter was (or letters were) deleted, and a substitute was added above the line; Ka . 
[, traces are consistent with k  or v
1 Millot 2 supplevi 4 supplevi 5 legi; ] r |. e i . k<xk[ Millot 6 legi; fortasse o]nep\L[ax
A possible interpretation of this fragment is that by eicei and evrauOa Epicurus is 
referring to what is, and what is not apprehensible with our senses. This again would be 
comprehensible in the context of the process of addition of the atoms to a compound. 
Epicurus refers to the senses twice in fragment 17 which reads:
atoOrtoiv avayo[vi:a]<;- aA-
A’ ettipAettei 7io[oa<; o]utg)[<;
fj6e rj KaTr|Yop[i]a 7tepiAa[p-
pd[v]ei tgov ev tai<; a io 0 i^ -
o[eoiv] a i  7tpooT[. . . .  ]r . . .  k; 5
1 avayovTCK; Arrighetti; dvaya)[v]. . .  <; Vogliano Millot 2 supplevi; nooa Vogliano Arrighetti: 
7to[oa o]utu)[<; Millot sed brevius spatio 4-5aio[0ii-] | [oeoiv] Vogliano aio[0]fj-|o[eoiv K]ai 
Millot sed spatio longius
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Millot translates K atqyopia as (French) “affirmation”. It seems to mean “account” in 
Epicurus’ letters. But the alternative meaning “attribute”, “quality” seems possible here. 
It is not clear what the feminine plurals in this passage refer to, possibilities are 4>ooei<; 
and ouyicpujeK;.
Fragments 18, which is from the column which immediately followed that of 
fragment 17, reads:
. . ] ta i  6 ia  toO pf| KaT[a] xaq,
. . . .  6ei<; 7t[pooa]yopeuo- 
pev 'a ' <; n p o q  tiv[g>]v [e]t>- 
0 b<; op0 a><; exeiv toOt[o] ou[v- 
t[eK ]paipeo0ai 6 r| o ti  Kai 5
Ka0’ at)T[. . ] t a [ . . .  ] .  XXa . [.]v
3 pev 'a ' <; is corrected from pevoog, with ou deleted by a stroke and a added above the line; 0 very 
uncertain, could be v or i
1 Ka[xa] Vogliano 2 [ouoi(6]ftei<; Arrighetti fortasse recte; 7i[pooa]yopeuo- Arrighetti Millot 3 
supplevi 3-4 e]i) 10ug Vogliano 5 Millot 6 legi ] aXXa [ Millot
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It looks 6p0a><; exeiv is the infinitive introduced by 6 ia  tou pfj in line 1, Ttpoc; tivw v 
presumably refers to other thinkers.
Fragments 19 and 20 confirm that Epicurus was dealing with aggregates:
87tio7taTai Kai to  xa[q] aT[o- 
p[ou<;] pr|6 ev t^ttov p[r|- 
dev eAdrcous tat; Toiao- 
6 e f\ Toiao6 [e AJeyeiv elvai. [ai 
pe]y yap ev tai<; utiep ekciv- 5
ov] p[ ]V  7tepiAap[Pav-
]ei^ ou 6 iKa[
1-3 Millot 4 supplevi; de t) xoidod[e A]6yeiv e iva i Millot 5 supplevi; yap e v  imep€K€i[
Millot 6 fortasse p[eopaoi]v aut p[fi^eoi]v; nepiA.ap[pav Millot 7 fortasse oi)yKpio]ei<;; ]e[ 
]oi)[ ]k[ Millot
It is perhaps likely that the verb e7tiG7tao 0 a i means “induce” an opinion, as it does in 
nO  XXV.299 The opinion into question seems to be saying there are no less atoms 
(presumably in a compound), or that there are no less atoms of this or that specific kind,
299 Laursen 1998: 46 (PHerc. 1056 fragment 8. 2 line 17 etc.). This seems preferable to taking it as 
referring to a compound incorporating new atoms.
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assuming that eXdzxovc, does not refer to the size of the atoms. It is perhaps likely, in 
view of what Epicurus said in fragment 11, that he was criticising this position. It seems 
likely that pr|6 ev rynrov in line 2  is adverbial (as in Arrighetti text [31] [3] line 1).
Fragment 20 mentions, it would seem, the ejection of atoms, presumably from 
compounds:
. . . .  ]to>v aTdptov ekPo- 
Af|]v TtoieioOai- to  yap to i- 
o u ]to V  fjbri evdriAov 7toi- 
e i o ]ti ouk av uttfjpxev ei eve- 
. ]e Ttoaai exepai t[. . ]r|<; 5
]6 i .. e [ . ] 7ipooA[.. .]v Kai 
.............] .  v . [ . . .  Jrcrivra v
2 empty space after 7ioieio0av 5 the letters enoo perhaps from a different layer 6 e and the traces 
ahead of it probably from a different layer 7 Ai) and preceding traces from a different layer
1-2 8Kpo|Afjv Vogliano Millot evpo|A,f)v Usener Arrighetti 3-4 supplevi; 7to|iei t i  o[v] k&v 
Arrighetti Millot 4 i)7tf)pxev ei eve- Millot 5 .. ]eno . ai exepai x . . . .  Millot 6 supplevi; 
7ip6<; a[va]VKai- Arrighetti 7 supplevi;.. avx Arrighetti: ev . . .  oav[ ]ov Millot
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The impression that Epicurus was dealing with compounds and how they retained and 
lost particles is reinforced by the expression toi£ ioaopoi^ which I think, following 
Arrighetti, should be restored to fragment 2 1 :
peiv toi<; ioa[o]poi<; outoo[<; 
u<|>r|Y€io0ai- 07tep te  6f| 
e£ apxtiM 7ip[oe]iAope0a 
oiKovopeitai [i]]piv, <|)r|-
\iv  xai tyci[<; ]AAo . . .  5
[e]ivai 8to i[|i . . . .  Jyeipov 
].. UKa[
2 i)(|)r|Y€io0ai followed by high dot, empty space and corresponding paragraphos in the margin
1 ioaopoi; Usener Arrighetti: ioa[pf0]poi( Vogliano: io . . .  poi<; Millot 3 Vogliano 4 Millot 
5 supplevi; |i r  Kai r\[ ]po .. <f>i Millot 6 legi; ] v [. ]<; to  a[ Arrighetti
Fragment 21 carries an implication that the book had a unifying theme. The punctuation 
on the papyrus suggests we have here the close a of major section of the book (see
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apparatus). And Epicurus’ phrasing suggests that from the start the book (e£ dpxfjg) 
he had set out a topic which he had discussed all the way through. When he came to 
fragment 21 Epicurus thought he had treated the topic adequately. Given the evidence 
from the previous columns it is hard not to conclude that this topic was aggregates.
Fragment 22 suggests that the new topic Epicurus turned to still involved 
discussion of aggregates:
Tta-]
p]aAex[0]at [ap]a autou; a oxii- 
o]ei Kai OTeYa[o]€i autri, icai 
a]ut[a u]ti’ eiceivmv 6iaoco- 
Oqoexai KaOattep Kai ai nap
q p e if . oJuyicpioeK;- oo[a]Y[Ka]0’ 'e’au- 5
tc k; pev ou6’ . [.]rai [ejivai
0-1 supplevi 1 [Ae]A8x[0]ai. . . a auxoi<; a oxq- Millot 4-5 fortasse nap’ | qp{e}iv potius quam 
Tiapq | pevv legendum? 5 supplevi qpe[Tep ]u[ ]0’ 'e aux Millot 6 legi. aoi[ ]6[ ]i€
Arrighetti . aope [ F v ia ie  Millot
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2 .1.4.4 Cornice 5
Comice 5 preserves the remains of 9 columns of text. The fragments appear in three 
separate sections, and are, as far as one can tell, continuous columns. Very few letters 
can be read in fragment 22A , but the expression piKpopepuv oyKoov suggest 
aggregates were again under discussion, and seems to support the view that oyicoi could 
refer to molecules which preserve the characteristics of the larger compound.300 
Fragment 22B reads:
«-]
vayK[aio]v anavxa  ooprte- 
[p]iAex6a[i w]ot’ a i . e . occk[.]i 
]i}yr|. ou . ye[
]aUTT)V[
oicov aTio yeAoi[ ] 5
]kc[i] to[
[ ] tt|v Ca[A]r| ri
300 Above pages 104-110.
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1 legi et supplevi;. . . .  a[ ]&7iavia oopne Millot 3-7 legi
Let us come to fragment 23:
f\ t o  o A o v  zf\<; 6o^r |<5 t [ t |v  
ap io T T jv  e K 0 e o iv -  [ e l ]  p e y  y a [ p  
e o iK e v  ou z a i q  K a r [a ]  r f |v  
o x t ] p a T io iv  7 io i6 t t ] o [ i ]  t w [ v  
o o y K p io e c o v  6p o io ip [ e p ] e i< ;  5
4> a iv e iv  . . [
4>uoe[i<;] £o3v[tg)v
] e [  ] ic k [
1 fi] to  oA,ov xf]<; So£r|<; x[f)v Vogliano:. . .  o oA,ov xfi<; do[^]r|g x[r|v Millot 2 dpioxr^v eK0eaiv. 
[ei] p ly  [yap] Arrighetti, sed [ei] dubitanter scripsi, quod fortasse spatio longius: apioxr|V 8K0eoiv 
[.]o pey Vogliano: apioxr|v ex0eoiv . .  pey[ Millot 5 supplevi; opoio . . . .  ei<; Millot: [6]poio[ 
Arrighetti 6 <j>aiveiv[ Millot 7 supplevi; 4>uoe[ Millot
The adjective is used here in the context of the configuration of the aggregates. It is
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unclear whether “the qualities of the aggregates according to oxrmdxioic;” is a 
reference to the shape of the compound itself or, with rather elliptical language, to the 
shape of the constituent atoms.301 We shall come back to this problem just below, when 
considering fragment 25, where a similar reference is found. The mention of living beings 
in line 7 can be compared to xry; 4>u[o€G)<;] £g)vtg>[v in line 7 of fragment 15.
Let us first consider fragment 24, which followed fragment 23.
tou<; rtepi <|>u-] 
oe<i>$ 7t€7tpaYp[at]€upevou?[-] 
aXXa Kai bo^aq 6iopav ap- 
%d>v Tioiai eioiv 6p6a\ tj rcoi- 
ai ouk o[p]0ai, o><; ye a u to i . - 
axou . V  £v toi<; 7tpo£ tod 5
................vai xd>v <|)uoiKa)v
.. o e [ ..] . Kp . . . .  [ ] . o ti 6e0 .
301 As Professor Sharpies points out to me o%qpdTioi<; ought as far as word-form is concerned to 
mean not “configuration” but “configuring” and LSJs “configuration” may be misleading because it might 
imply an arrangement of several things, whereas in fact one of their examples is Plutarch on the phases of the 
moon, which are changes of (apparent) shape in a single thing. Montanan’s “aspetto” does not seem 
satisfactory either. Aristotle uses to explain Democritus' ^uopcx; of atoms in KRS text 555.
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ante lineam primam xoix; Ttepi (f>i3-] Arrighetti 4 supplevi; at o u k  o[p]0ai,.. <; ye 6f| auxoi Millot 
4-5 fortasse 61 \ a xofi[0’ e] V  5 supplevi;.. you. V  ev xoi<; 7tpd<; t o o [ Millot 6 legi; <|>i>[ 
]< j)uoiK d)v Millot 7 legi; oe[ ]o .. dee Millot
It is difficult to determine what Epicurus’ line of thought is here. It may be that Epicurus 
wrote: “not only criticise those who have developed physical systems, but also to tell 
apart the 6o£ai apx&v which are right and which are wrong”.302 It seems probable that 
book XV contained evaluation of earlier views on dp%ai, although it is not clear how 
many such 6o£ai were taken into account, and whether they were considered earlier in 
the book or this column introduced the evaluation of such So^ai.303 The way in which 
evaluation of do£ai is mentioned here is very different from the angle which Epicurus 
gives to his polemic in column XXIV book XTV (above pages 95-96).
In fragment 25 Epicurus writes:
Tairc[Tj]v tf |v  6 o £ a [v ]. r\ 
pey [y]ap Kara td<; 7toioT[rt- 
ta fc  Ka]i pf| Kara pop4>[f|v 
op[oio]pepeia TtpoayeT[ai
302 1 am not completely satisfied that this adequately explains the “but also”.
303 But one cannot exclude that the remark was more general, referring to Epicurus’ method, rather 
to book XV specifically.
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[. .]r)Ka xa ouve . e[ 5
TOC . TG)V
3 K a ]i, v perhaps better, but seems to give no sense 5 ouve ., ^ or k
2 piy legi; p e . . [y]ap Millot 3 tcc[<; K a ] i \l t \ Arrighetti: ia [< ; t a g ]  pf| Millot sed cum II non congruit 
4-5 supplevi 6 legi
It is not certain whether the 6 o£a mentioned in line 1 is (a) Epicurus’ own view, which 
fits in better with fragment 23 where Epicurus was apparently looking for the best 
exposition of (presumably) his own theory or (b) a 8 o£a held by someone else, as 
fragment 24 may suggest. Option (b) is perhaps more likely. Epicurus in fragment 25 is 
describing a dpoiopepeia “regarding the qualities” and not “regarding shape” .304 He 
seems to be referring to dpoiopepeia in the Aristotelian sense, i.e. that smaller parts
304 Millot (1977: 35) thought that the difference between the two kinds of qualities referred to in 
fragments 23 and 25 is reflected in the use of the two different terms o%r|pdTioi(; (referring to the shape of 
the atoms) and pop<j>q (referring to the shape of compound bodies (such as is preserved by the images). In Ad 
Herodotum 42 Epicurus uses oxqpaTiGi<; to refer to the shape of the atoms. Such a distinction was suggested 
to Millot by her reading rag rcoiorqiafc xa]<; pf| Kara pop<|)[qv], which is not allowed by the traces in II. 
That oxqpdTiOK; was Epicurus’ way of referring to the shape of individual atoms is possible, but the 
evidence seems far from conclusive. See above note 205 on how Epicurus may have used oxTlM-OtTiopdt; in 
reference to compounds rather than atoms.
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of a substance preserved the same qualities as the substance itself. The kind of 
opoiopepeia described may apply to Anaxagoras’ theory,305 and it may be that 
Epicurus is here distinguishing the opoiopepeia regarding the qualities in Anaxagoras’ 
theory from his own use of opoiopepeia. But given how fragmentary the context is, 
it is difficult to give an exact explanation.
Fragments 26 and 27 seem to deal with processes of mental apprehension. 
Fragment 26 reads:
KCI-]
06 eicdorq67u<J>opa6<|>’ o n  1
Sifaore yi[v]eTai, to t v  tan 
Aoywi etc ttjs Kata(|)opd<; oup- 
7tepiAapPa[vd]p€vov, Kai 
e7t[ei6]f] rai<; p[ev] £7ti<|>opai<; 5
. Kia 7tp[os a]AAr|A ..
vov 0 . p ev a [.] rto .
0 -1  koc 10 6  Vogliano Arrighetti Millot 1 -4  Vogliano Arrighetti Millot 5  Millot 6  . eia . . . .  Tip
305 Millot (1977: 35) that 6poiO|iep6ia occurs in this fragment, and a form from the same root in 
fragment 23, because Epicurus is considering “dans la theorie d’ Anaxagore, le case des qualites qui ne sont 
pas li6es h la forme”.
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Millot
And fragment 27 reads:
Tty; KCtt:a<|)opa<; ep7t[epiei- 
Arippevov evd[e]iKvu[oa- 
o0ai [ t w ] v  o u k  oiK[e]io)v[ev rf)i]
TtpcSTTll 87tl<|)Op[a]l 7t[
]van[ 5
1 Vogliano Arrighetti Millot 2 Arrighetti Millot; evd[e]iKvu[o. Vogliano 3 Millot; o]0ai xa>v ouk 
oiKe[i](ov Vogliano: o]0a[i iw]v ouk oiK€[i]c*>v Arrighetti 4 Millot; Tipcoiai Vogliano 5 Millot
Arrighetti (1973: 612) dismisses LSJ “impact” (“urto”) for e7ti<t>opd here, and 
translates it as “riferimento” (1973: 288). He thinks Kaira<()opd cannot mean “motion 
downwards” (LSJ), and translates it as “deduzione” Millot (1977: 36) similarly takes 
the terms to refer to logic: “proposition” for e7ti<|>opd (movement forwards), and 
“deduction” for Kcn;a<f)opri. It looks as though in these two columns Epicurus 
introduced some remarks on logic and processes of mental apprehension specifically.
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Since we are here roughly nine columns from the end of the book, I assume that 
Epicurus’ remarks on logic introduced the concluding section of the book.
Fragment 28 reads:
. tg)v f|piv tou; Soypaoiv  
avayicaiov [6]e to u t’ 8ot[i]v  
rcpaTTCiv 6i[a tt]oAA.&[<;] a in -  
a<; as noXXa%o\> eipipca- 
H€v[ 5
7te[ ]eta
to  Pa[ ]oiy[ ]^a[
2 [6]e supplevi: [6f|] Arrighetti: [o]u Vogliano Millot 3 Vogliano ajvayicaiov Arrighetti 4 legi; 
a[.]a[...] 7ioA[2,aia]<; eiprjxa Vogliano 4-5 e ip f j K a |[ p 6 ] v [  Millot
It seems certain that in this section of the work Epicurus is taking up a point he had 
already made repeatedly in his work. The reference could be to our understanding of the 
divine, since books XII and XIII of IIO considered the gods, and their conception by 
humans (below page 195).
The column of fragment 29 followed immediately after that of fragment 28:
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K[ai] Tia[u]odp.evoi Aoyou^ 
o[uk] iJttov repos t . dvdq-
TO]v TtoV l|/UX(x)V TC67IT0)-
Ko]Ta<; f\ to u t’ ou to  rcpay- 
p ]a  6okouvt€<; twv r\ [ . . 5
. .  ]0pa>v rcep a  . v o u  . [e]rt€T pe- 
i|f . . . ] .  i v  K a [ . ] .  Tio . .  \x[ ]r |y -
1 supplevi; k .. 7i.. oapevo . Aoyoix; Millot: 7i[oir|]odpevov Arrighetti 2 dubitanter supplevi,
fortasse cb[<;] lycxov; ] t . o v  xavo[ Millot 3-4 supplevi 4 npay- Vogliano Arrighetti: 7tpax | x
Millot 5 ]6[ ]uv .. TO).. r) Millot 6 fortasse ex]0pd>v
The use of the verb t i i t i t g i v  seems surprising here in reference to Aoyoi; perhaps Ad  
Herodotum 78 can be compared.306 It may be that Epicurus was describing here popular 
beliefs on the gods, which would explain the plurals in the passage.
306 K a i  p f |v  K a i  x f |v  uT tep  t q >v  K u p u a x a x w v  a i i i a v  e ^ a K p i f k a o a i  <f>i>oioA.oyia<; g p y o v  e i v a i  
5ei v o p i 'C e iv ,  K a i  t 6  p a x a p i o v  6 v  x f j i  T tep i ( le x e to p w v  y v c a o e i  7i€7iTO)Kevai.
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2.1.4.4 Cornici 6 and 7
The best preserved fragment of those in cornice 6 is fragment 30: 
vavTcov 6’ 8K TOUtOl) 
too pepo[u<;-] ou pf|v aAA[a]
Kai pe[. . .]aiva[.]opev [ . .  . - 
ttgn; Kai ejifi] rf|v e £a[ . . . .  ] 
e]7UpoAfjv ootgx; 8K t[ . . ] 5
. . tg)[v] 6[t]]paY(oy[. . . .  -
. . . ]av aKpaTou k[ .........
1-3 the letters seen at the right margin of these lines are probably from a different layer of the roll 2 
empty space after pcpo[u<;] 6 there are traces of ink underneath the [r|] and a, I assume these come 
from a different layer
0-1 K p i]  | v a v T c o v  Vogliano Arrighetti 1- 2 Vogliano Arrighetti; tot) p[ Millot 3. ] a i  \ie [  ]pva[
. Jupev [t]o a- Vogliano, [K]ai pe[. p]va [. ] oopev .. Arrighetti;.. aipe . . .  iv . . .  ope[ Millot 
4 supplevi; tigx; Kai en . i r | .. e£a Millot 5 supplevi; ]poAf|v ouxax; e . . .  e Millot 6 supplevi; ]6 
. p . y<*>[ Millot 7 legi; ]av aKpaioi) k[ Millot
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It looks as though 67iipoAfj in line 5 does not refer to the movement of the atoms 
towards the compound,307 but to a process of mental apprehension. In Ad Herodotum 
35 and 36 empoArj means “apprehension”, “act of understanding”. The word aicpdTOi) 
in line 7, which seems certain,308 means “unmixed” but could be used rather in its 
transferred meaning “untempered, violent”. The idea of “pleasing the people” in 
6r|paycoy- is perhaps better interpreted as a reference to the human world, than as a 
description of the kind of activity the gods do not partake in. Epicurus may well be 
describing, with dqpaycdy-, the behaviour of someone who is striving to achieve 
political status.
The fragment from the next column, 30 A offers very few letters, the longest 
sequence of which is 7ioA[Aou] e<J>€pov[. ] .  u in line 2.
Fragment 30 B309 reads:
yap eicaoTas vop[ . . . . ] .  a  [.
t  . v [ . ]6pov[ ] 6uo-
5£epd>. [ . . .  ]o . a  Tiva[ .. ] . .  r | .
TO . <X€lK8[s] o  t i  6 i e  . k t j [
307 Compare fragment 20 above, lines 1-2 ]twv dxopxov 8kPo|[At|]v TtoieioOai.
308 Epicurus is not known to have used dva. G.E. (sub voce): “nusquam legi in Epicureis neque 
Epicureorum reliquiis”.
309 Again Millot's numbering seems misleading here. Fragments 30,30A and 30B are from separate 
(and continuous) columns.
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noAAdicis ep<|>div[€]i e ' v [ . . .  - 5
Tdt[ou] Aoyou arco 4>iA[o]6o- 
£ia<; [Kai o ] u k  dyvoiftoei]*; rc[e]p[.
1 legi et supplevi; yap e i .. i[ Millot 2 legi; ]o[ ]S Millot 3 . pa>[ Millot 4 .. a[ ]k[ 5 legi et 
supplevi;.. Aax[ Millot 6 supplevi; xai[ ]you[ Millot 6-7 legi
Unfortunately the context is, once again, hard to determine. The term ep<|>div[e]i- of 
line 5 may suggest that Epicurus was still describing the person who was acting as a 
demagogue in fragment 30. The use of <JnA[o]6o | £ia<; fits well such a context. 
The fragments of comice 7, which are probably from four continuous columns 
of text (30C, 31, 31 A, 32), are in a very poor condition.310 The few words surviving in 
fragment 31 are:
310 It is unclear whether fragments J, K, L, and M are from the lower part of the same columns. Millot 
(1977: 11) has it that the upper and lower section of fabric in comice 7 are not the same length “et il est 
impossible de fair coincider & la fois les pliures du papyrus et le marges des colonnes”. Even if the top and 
bottom sections do not match exactly, it seems reasonable to assume that the lower section came roughly from 
the same part of the roll. It is interesting that in fragment M Epicurus seems to have used the expressions 
]7 t€p \ $ 6 0 1 €(•><; pvT |p]ov€i)[- (lines 1-2) and \iaX\[o]xa [. . ] oi)|i<j)epov (line 5). This suggests that 
Epicurus was putting forward an important principle (which could be connected with the theme of fragment 
28).
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..........................Y l y e A A e V o u
]av0p(5ixo)i
]TT|V l|fU- 
%f|v] auTa[ ]ya . u
] 6 p a . \<;
]ica 5
1 JyeAAeVou Millot 2-5 Millot
The vocabulary is very similar to that of fragment 29 (pages 181-182): it seems likely 
that Epicurus, in the columns of comici 6 and 7, was discussing views which either 
regarded the human soul, or human understanding and way of life.
Fragment 32 reads:
. .  ]to touto ek pep [ .. .
]ou <l>ixnicou x«[
]u<|>[ ] t jt o [
]Xaoq, ox;. a  . v airc[ 
e]Tpe<J>€T[o] Sia 4>i[Ao]6[o- 5
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£iav
1-2 Millot 2-3 fortasse x«pa|Kxfip- 3 ]Aao<; ax;. a . vaux[ Millot 5 supplevi; xpe<J>ex . 6ia <|>i 
.. 6[ Millot
Epicurus seems to have been dealing with aspects of human life in this column too, and 
it is interesting that the theme of (JnAoSo^ia is continued here.
2.1.4.5 Cornice 8
Let us now turn to the ‘final’ cornice of PHerc. 1151,311 cornice 8. It looks as though
311 The two sezioni coming about 120 mm from the end of the fabric measure circa 13 mm 
(circumference 26 mm circa). Judging from the size of the sezioni this pezzo came immediately ahead of the 
fragment bearing the end-title, which is conserved in the first (!) cornice. It seems likely that this was the last 
or penultimate column of the book.
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this comice preserves the top and the central part of 4 columns:312 32A (and N),313 32 
B (and O), 33 (and P), 34 (and Q). 
The expression in lines 4 and 5 of fragment 32B recalls the terminology of the 
fragments of comice 7:
kcc . t t  . [ ](*)[ ]t i [
k [  ]w .. o[ ]c£[aKp]ipa>[<; 
]ou6ev ev roi[<;] A6yo[i<; 
.. pviipovedeiv A.€yop[
. . o i ..  a[ ]g )v [  5
1 Millot 2 8^ [aKp]ipa>[g supplevi 3-5 Millot
The verb pvripoveueiv in this context may suggest that Epicurus is giving instructions 
to his pupils on what 6o£ai they should keep in mind, and which they should forget to
312 This is Anighetti’s view, disputed by Millot (1977: 37). The shape of the fabric strongly suggests 
that the lower fragments are the continuation of the top ones. The Neapolitan draftsman draws fragment 33 
as physically joined to II (which would be the lower part of the column) and fragment 34 as physically joined 
to Q, although the fragments are no longer joined in the comice. This makes it very likely that N is the lower 
part of 32 A and O the lower part of 32 B.
3,3 Very little survives from these two fragments.
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avoid running into trouble.
Let us now turn to fragments 33 and P:
. ou . . o v t i  . a . .  . . Aoywv 
noXXa ye 0 6  . . . .  t)k o u  . 
np . eiAav . 0  . . . .  ea>..
6iayo)yoi)v [ ]ouvreA.[<i)]v
. Tcov 7ioao)[v ]pco[ 5
]t w [
]o u « [ ]0 [
e]Keivou[ ]a[ 
tt | v  anoxe[Xeaiv fjv] e£i]- 
te i 7toie[i]o0ai %pa>[. . . ]  ice . 0 0 -
OlV* O . . . €(OV T€[
p ito  . . . .  veiae . 0 6 1 a  .. p a . 
auToix; Ka0ioT[a]vai* co .. 6e
10
.. o<;. . .  r|p . .  .v  . ootcov-
. . .  itoi[ M 15
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1-8 Millot 9 supplevi 10-15 Millot
The word diaywywv in line 4 suggests Epicurus was referring to somebody’s way of 
spending his time. It looks as though ouvt€A[co]v in the same line is the participle of the 
verb (“carrying out”). The third person singular eCfjxei in lines 9-10 indicates that 
Epicurus is describing somebody’s conduct. It seems likely that Epicurus has taken 
someone (perhaps tig  as elsewhere) as example for his pupil. Epicurus was probably 
describing the conduct of life. There is nothing in these fragments which recalls 
specifically Anaxagoras.314
Fragment 34, and its continuation Q, read:
u7io  aAoyou utio-]
Aify€G)[<;] 7 i[ e ]p \  zf\<; t o o  [ 6 a ] i -  1
[pjoviou <|>i5o€g><; yivopevot
3141 doubt that the reference in xpo> of line 10 is to colour, in connection with Anaxagoras. D.G.: 314 
(7t€p\ x pwp.dTG)V) indicates that Anaxagoras thought that his particles had secondary qualities: oi p£v aXXoi 
xa otoixeia K€xpd>o0ai <j>uoiKd)<;, oi 6e xa 6p.oiop.epfj tioi6xt|xo<; p,exex€iv xa itpuxa, oi 61 xa 
axop,a navxa ooAArjp6r|v &%poa, ££ &7ioia)v 6e xd>v Aoyan 0€o>pT]xd>v xa<; aio0r|xdg aTicxJmivovxai 
yiveo0ai 7ioioxnxa<;. Presumably the second clause refers to Anaxagoras, although he is not mentioned 
elsewhere in this chapter. It may well be that the word we are dealing with is a subjunctive form of xpaop&i 
or perhaps xpovoi).
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7rep[i]aipe0 iioeo0 ai fjpeA- 
Aov [ . .  p]r|6 e 'a 'pfavT0S ^e-
pi tw v  6 0 [i](i)TaTO)[v e jm v o - 5
[fj]O€O0a[l ]€ 7 tl
* * *
T|KO[ ](|)a[
t a [  ]e[ rcp]d<; [toin; Tie-] 
pi (|)D[oe]G)(; 7ipaypaT[e]uope-
vouc; 0 6  to6e to  ov  oude 10
rode [e]5€TaCovTa^- aX-
[ . ] Xa [tou]<; to ov tivi ko[i-
VOT[ll]Tl T| . .  p[
tt| ..  tti<; K[aTtiy]opia[^
. 5 [. . . ]tcu[ . . . .  e]<t> ‘e ’au[T- 15
o]u[g 
<()avTa[oiav] K€K[TT|]pe- 
[v]o[u<;
0-1 supplevi; v>7io | Af)i|reca>g Gomperz Arrighetti 1-11 Millot 12 [. ] Xa [Toi)]<; t o  o v  t i v i  k o [ i - 
Millot 14 K [ a T r |y ] o p i a [ g  supplevi 17-18 Gomperz
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Sedley tentatively suggests that this is an allusion to the charge of impiety brought 
against Anaxagoras for denying that the sun was a god.315 This suggestion requires 
Epicurus to have been confident enough about his own piety that he could refer to the 
prosecution of Anaxagoras for impiety. This does no seem a foregone conclusion. 
Moreover Epicurus agreed with Anaxagoras that the sun was not a god, and it is perhaps 
unlikely that he would criticise Anaxagoras for this view.
The topic of fragments 34 and Q is certainly comparable to that of fragments 33 
and N. Epicurus is now considering how one should behave as far as the gods, and 
religious rites are concerned. This fits in nicely with the idea that Epicurus in the 
immediately preceding part of IIO XV had excluded divine activity from the creation of 
the various natures of compounds we experience. Divine nature could not be concerned 
with the human world if it were to be everlasting. Those who are about to free 
themselves of the wrong idea about the gods, by disregarding the demiurgic implications 
in Plato’s Timaeus, are able to have a true conception of the gods, and thus be truly 
pious.
2.2 Other considerations intrinsic to Epicurus’ work
Sedley presents three further considerations to support the claim that 110 XIV and XV
315 Sedley 1998: 124, note 81. My restoration K[axr|Y]opia[<; to line 14 may prima facie seem 
to support this, but Epicurus seems to use the word customarily to mean either “predicate” or “account”, rather 
than “charge”.
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were dedicated to criticism: (a) Epicurus’ ’ ETiiTopf] tcdv 7ipd<; uoix; 4>doikou<; was 
presumably based on books XIV and XV (Sedley 1984:384);316 (b) systematic polemic 
was the ‘unifying theme’ of books XIV and XV (1998: 125); and (c) it was “entirely 
proper for Epicurus to test the explanatory power of his own atomistic theory over the 
entire range of natural phenomena” in 11$ I-XIII before favourable comparison with 
other theories (1984: 384).
It may well be that (b) the two books treated a common, or at least related, 
topic. But the only external indication that the two books had a common theme comes 
from the scholium to Ad Herodotum 40,317 which suggests that both books considered, 
or at least mentioned, aggregates.318 The remark by the scholiast is certainly consistent, 
as we have seen, with the fragmentary remains from books XIV and XV.
As for (a), there are not enough grounds to establish a connection between the 
’ Etc vcopf| twv 7ipd<; toix; <|>doikouc and 11$ XIV and XV.319 Since, as I argue below 
in Appendix (c), it cannot be proved that either of the surviving physical E7iiTopai by
316 On whether the ’ EitiTopf| tov ixp6<; xoix; <J>doikoi5<; could have been the source of the critique, 
below page 254.
317 Sedley bases his argument for such ‘thematic unity’ on the close catalogue number of the two 
papyri. I am not sure this bears scrutiny. The numbering may suggest that the bodes were found near to each 
other, but the argument seems to depend on a —unwarranted as far as I know— claim that books ofIM> were 
‘shelved’ by subject matter, rather than in numerical sequence.
318 Above note 187.
319 Erler (1994: 96) is confident enough about Sedley’s proposal to insert it in his comparative chart 
for topics of Epicurus’ letters ad Pythoclem and adMenoeceum, his IIO, and Lucretius’ DRN.
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Epicurus,320 the letters ad Herodotum and ad Pythoclem,321 reproduces throughout a 
number of successive books of IIO, and indeed there are indications of divergences, 
there is no reason to assume that the ’ ETiiTopfj t6v  7ipo<; toin; <|>i)0 ikoo<; had to be 
a digest of continuous books of DO. The tg>v in the title could well mean ‘arguments’ 
rather than books; and the criticism which the ' ETUTopff tuv 7tpo<; toin; <|>uoikoi)S 
presumably summarised may have been scattered throughout 110 and other works. Even 
if one takes it for granted that the to>v in the title refers to ‘books’, and these were 
books of 110, there are not enough grounds to connect the ’ E tm opfi to>v 7ipo<; toin; 
(Jhxjikoin; with books XIV and XV of 11$, since, as we have seen above, the two books 
were not dedicated — as the ’ EttiTopf) Ttbv 7tpd$ toin; <|)U0 ikou<; presumably was 
— to systematic criticism of a wide range of philosophical theories.
320 The term 6mTop4 customarily means summary of a work (such as the one Aristotle compiled of 
the theories in Plato’s Timaeus according to Diogenes Laertius V. 25 [Ta 6k t o o  T ipaiou K a i xa>v 
’ ApxuT€io>v]), but it can also be a summary of the content of a number of different and unrelated texts (see 
FHS&G 231: Galen uses the word twice, in the singular and in the plural, to refer to Theophrastus’ <&A). See 
Baltussen (2000: 130) for the use of the word in Aristotle and Theophrastus.
321ZenoofSidon(Angeli 1998:176-177) had doubts about the authenticity of the letter. Usener and 
Diels, among others, argued that it is not genuine. I refer to Arrighetti (1973: 691-705) and Mansfeld (1994: 
29, note 2) for arguments in favour of its genuineness. Mansfeld (1994: 47) considers it unremarkable that 
oxoixeia means “physical elements” only in Ad Pythoclem: Epicurus is in this letter reproducing Peripatetic 
terminology. Even ifAd Pythoclem were not genuine, there are reasons to believe it was somebody’s digest of 
a text by Epicurus (Sedley 1998:119, note 65), which is all that is needed for many of the arguments regarding 
its relation to IIO.
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Let us consider now Sedley’s argument (c), that just after book XIII, the book 
which according to Sedley included Epicurus’ account of celestial an terrestrial 
phenomena, was the most appropriate position for systematic criticism of opponents. A 
problem with this argument is that the only reports directly concerning book XIII 
mention the gods: Philodemus in Ilepi euoepeiac; 1050-1054 (Obbink 1996: 178) 
oiKeiOTTjs and &A.A.OTpidrr|<; that o 0eog has towards some men;322 and PHerc. 1111 
fragment 44, lines 1-8 attributes to both books XII and XIII of 11$ a theme which was 
also in [Epicurus’] Ilepi ooioxfjroc;.323 Sedley (1998:122-123) tentatively suggests that 
Epicurus considered the correct attitude to divinity in book XIII, since it followed on 
from origin of civilisation in book XII, before discussing atmospheric and terrestrial 
phenomena.
It seems likely that the account of cosmology and astronomy in 11$ XI, and the 
first part of 11$ XU,32* was the main account in 11$. Assuming that this is the case, one 
would assume that the account of atmospheric and terrestrial phenomena (the material 
o f Ad Pythoclem 88-110) could not have come much later, and certainly that it came
322 Assuming Gomperz’s [npo<;] Tivag in lines 1052-1053 is right and Philodemus could not have 
written [71 a pa] xivag. If one were to adopt the latter supplement the verb £x[ei in line 1053 should probably 
be altered to the optative.
323 Obbink 19%: 300-301.
324 The closing sentence of 11$ XI runs ev 6c Toi<; 6%o[p6]voi<; e[x]i Ttep'i tg>v [|i.€]T€capo>v 
TOi)TG)V€[i TI] 7ipoo€KKa[0]apoupev (Arrighetti text [26] [45] lines 10-12). It is by no means certain that 
ev Toig exope'voi<; should refer to more than one book. Usener text 83 confirms that astronomical phenomena 
such as the eclipses of sun and moon were treated in 11$ XII.
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before books XIV and XV. This would leave as options for the material ofad Pythoclem 
88-110 books XII, XIII and conceivably — I find this unlikely — the first, lost, part of 
book XIV. It seems likely that Epicurus completed his account of astronomical 
phenomena in the first part ofbook XII. Ilepi euoepeiag 523-534 shows that Epicurus 
criticised the atheists (Prodicus, Diagoras, Critias and others) in book XII.325 It is 
conceivable that after treating astronomical and meteorological matters and excluding 
the gods from the picture in IIO XII Epicurus felt the need to make clear that the 
atheists are wrong and that the gods do exist, and that in book XIII he went on to 
discuss the aspects of divinity according to his own theory. It may be that the account 
of atmospheric and terrestrial phenomena came in the central part ofbook XU,326 and 
that therefore it preceded the discussion of divinity (rather than following it).
A problem with thinking that books XTV and XV specifically were dedicated to 
polemic is that Epicurus’ way of proceeding in 110 seems to have been to attack 
opponents on a topic incidentally,327 as part of his exposition. We have seen how most
325 Obbink 1996: 142.
326 The positioning of Lucretius’ excursus in DRN V I378-422 may point in this direction.
327 Aristotle considers rival theories together (so that they at times form lists), while defining the 
boundaries of the question and the discussion to which he then proceeds, but Epicurus had less, or no, need 
to do so, since he did not think an overview of earlier thinkers could help in any way. Theophrastus may have 
taken Aristotle’s practice further and composed ‘doxographical’ lists, but it seems doubtful whether Epicurus 
had any reason to follow Theophrastus’ precedent and compile a list of opponents’ theories of matter. We shall 
see below (pages 199-204) how Epicurus followed Theophrastus on meteorology, but that was a topic where 
Epicurus allowed for all possible explanations.
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of the ‘preserved’ books of IIO contain polemic of some kind,32* usually against 
unnamed opponents. It seems unlikely that, when producing a written version of his 
‘ series of lectures’,329 Epicurus would refrain from showing how his theory of matter was 
superior to that of any earlier thinker in the first thirteen books of 110.330 Ultimately 
argument (c), like all arguments of its kind, as well as being, to some extent, subjective, 
is not evidence for Epicurus criticising previous theories of matter in books XIV and 
XV. All it shows is that if Epicurus had done so he would have had good reason for 
doing so.
2.3 Are IIO XIV and XV dependent on Theophrastus’ OA?
I am not convinced by Sedley’s claim that Epicurus in IIO XV and XV divided earlier 
philosophers into three categories, i.e. monists, limited pluralists and unlimited pluralists, 
just as Theophrastus had done in his OA. Sedley takes this as an indication that Epicurus 
was using Theophrastus’ OA as source for his criticism of predecessors in IIO XV and
328 Above notes 92 and 192.
329 Sedley 1998: 104.
330 Sedley (1998: 190): “ . . .  Lucretius held over his critique of rival theories of the elements until he 
had completed his own physical and cosmological exposition in books I-XIII of On Nature. ..” For pertinent 
criticism of the view that Epicurus did not consider physics and epistemology in the books following XV, and 
of the distinction of ‘polemical books’ from the books containing exposition see Arrighetti 1975: 48-49.
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XV. It seems extremely likely, although it cannot be proved,331 that Theophrastus, 
following Aristotle,332 adopted such a threefold division in the d>A. But, as I have argued 
above (page 127), Epicurus in XIV and XV did not organise his discussion according
331 There are no reports explicitly claimed to be from Theophrastus’ <I>A under that title, apart from 
the brief fragment FHS&G 241 A and B. All one has to go on is a section of Simplicius’ commentary on 
Aristotle’s Physics (22-28). Simplicius may be following Theophrastus since he names him seven times in the 
passage (FHS&G 224, 225, 226A, 226B, 228 A , 228 B, 230). It is likely, therefore, that Simplicius’ 
categorisation reproduced Theophrastus’ (although it cannot be ruled out that Simplicius rearranged the 
Theophrastean material on the basis of a categorisation elaborated by subsequent commentators on Aristotle’s 
Physics', Mansfeld 1989:138-148). Whether Simplicius was using the <I>A, or some other text by Theophrastus, 
is debatable, since Simplicius never quotes the Theophrastean text he was using by the title $A. Simplicius 
names no work by Theophrastus in the passage, but has referred to Book I of Theophrastus’ <&i)Oiicd in 9.7 
picked up without title at 21.9 and 20.20. It is possible that Diels was right in thinking that Simplicius made 
a mistake in 9.7 and was in fret using the <£>A. The amount of historical detail in Simplicius may speak in 
favour of Diels’ view. There might be further evidence in favour of Diels’ hypothesis. FHS&G 228 A, which 
is part of the passage 22-28, and FHS&G 228 B quote an almost identical discussion by Theophrastus of 
Anaxagoras’ view on primary elements. In FHS&G 228 B Simplicius refers to Theophrastus’ Ouoiktj 
' IoTOpta (there are a number of references to this work in Simplicius’ text: e.g. FHS&G 137 5a and 5c and 
FHS&G 234). It has been suggested that Simplicius knew the <&A under the name <Jh)<nicf| * Ioxopia. The 
OA may well have been the source of228 B. //"this is accepted, one has to think either that (a) Theophrastus 
discussed Anaxagoras’ view in almost identical terms in two different works or that (b) 22-28 reproduced the 
4>A on Anaxagoras, and therefore probably cm the discussion of other philosophers too. I tentatively assume 
that Theophrastus’ $A was the text Simplicius followed, or that he used the $i)<nied and the OA had the same 
division into categories.
332 Physics 184bl4; and the ‘threefold division’ is also implied in Metaphysics A. 2. 983a24 - A. 8.
990a33.
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to the ‘threefold division’. The way in which earlier thinkers are divided into categories 
does not link the two texts.
I shall now consider whether Epicurus relied on Theophrastus for his polemics 
against air-monism and Plato. For the issue has a more general relevance to the question 
about the source o f DRN1635-920. Determining whether Epicurus was dependent on 
Theophrastus might provide an indication of whether Epicurus was the source of 
Lucretius’ critique. Given that the information in Lucretius’ critique is ultimately 
dependent on Theophrastus,333 if Epicurus’ polemics in book XIV were found to be 
dependent on Theophrastus, it would be more likely that a work by Epicurus other than 
IIO XIV and XV was the source for Lucretius’ critique. On the other hand, if Epicurus 
could be shown to be independent of the information in Theophrastus, the case for a 
work by a ‘later’ Epicurean writer would grow somewhat stronger.334
It is certain that Epicurus followed Theophrastus closely on some topics. The 
occasional close correspondence o f DRN V I48-736 to the Arabic text of Theophrastus’ 
Metarsiologica published by Bergstrasser in 1918 led Reitzenstein to suggest that 
Epicurus, Lucretius’ source, depended on Theophrastus’ OA. The publication of a fuller 
Arabic version of the Metarsiologica edited by Daiber has confirmed Reitzenstein’s
333 Above pages 36-39.
334 This reasoning can provide no more than an indication, since Epicurus might have ignored the OA 
for his criticism in XIV and XV but used the A elsewhere in his writings.
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claim that Lucretius is ultimately dependent on Theophrastus.335 Mansfeld (1992a: 326- 
327) and Sedley (1998: 180-181) point to the signs of Theophrastean influence in 
Lucretius’ treatment of thunderbolts: the explanation of why thunderbolts occur most 
frequently in the spring reproduces point by point the material we find inMetarsiologica 
[6].336 Mansfeld (1992a: 326-327) claims further, followed by Sedley, that in DRN VI 
379-422 Lucretius “repeats virtually all the arguments marshalled by Theophrastus at 
Metars. [14], though not in the same order”.
Van Raalte (2003) has challenged the belief that Theophrastus is the author of 
the excursus in Metarsiologica [14], because it distinguishes two kinds of causation 
(divine causation as opposed to natural causation).337 She grants (2003: 340-341), 
however, that Theophrastus inserted in the text of the Metarsiologica a reminder that
335 Reitzenstein’s further claim that the Metarsiologica was part of <&A seems open to debate, see 
further below note 340.
336 Daiber(1992:274-275) lists the parallels between Theophrastus’ account of thunderbolts and DRN 
VI. According to Mansfeld (1992a: 326) “Lucretius, at least for his section dealing with thunderbolts, did not 
use the letter [Ad Pythoclem], and we may surmise that a much longer epitome of Epicurus’ views on 
cosmology and meteorology was available to him (assuming he did not consult the difficult Physics)”. Sedley 
(1998: 157-159) argues that Lucretius in his treatment of thunderbolts, and in DRN VI generally, depends 
directly on II4> XIII. Both views are tenable.
337 Van Raalte (2003: 314) points out that the excursus is apparently transmitted rally in Ibn al- 
Khammar’ s translation; it comes somewhat unexpectedly. She (2003:341) argues that Theophrastus conceived 
of both order and disorder as indispensable ingredients of the cosmos: in the excursus god is set apart in a way 
which is not Theophrastean. Someone in the Greek-Syriac-Arabic tradition was inspired to insert his own 
objections.
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thunderbolts are not the instrument of divine vengeance, and that he “may even have” 
elaborated the dialectical arguments against thunderbolts being instruments of god. Van 
Raalte (2003:341, note 92) thinks such a reminder or argument by Theophrastus might 
have triggered Epicurus’ reflections on the theme (although Epicurus’ motives were 
different from Theophrastus’).
I consider it most likely that the dialectical arguments are Theophrastus’. It 
remains uncertain whether they had the same position in the Metarsiologica as in DRN 
VI.338 It seems conceivable, despite Mansfeld’s arguments to the contrary, that the 
excursus was meant to appear after the section on thunderbolts. However this may be, 
there can be little doubt that there is a shared body of argument between the excursus 
in Metarsiologica and the one in DRN VI.339 It should be stressed, however, that 
Lucretius has more points than Theophrastus.
Lucretius presents six arguments: (1) why should the gods hit good people (390- 
395)? (2) why hit uninhabited places (396-399)? (3) why never hit with a clear sky, does 
Zeus need clouds as transport? (4) why does he warn us (406-410)? (5) how can he cast 
many thunderbolts at once (411-416)? (6) why does he hit temples, why mostly places 
on high peaks (417-420)?
Theophrastus’ arguments read: “ . . .  if thunderbolts originate in God, why do
338 In the Metarsiologica in its present form the excursus comes after halo of the moon, before causes 
of earthquakes and different kinds of earthquakes. Daiber (1992: 280) thinks this was probably a digression 
in Theophrastus’ lecture belonging with the chapters on doTpancu, Eupog and TtpqoTqp.
339 Sedley 1998: 180-181.
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they mostly occur (la) during spring and (lb) in high places, but not during winter or 
summer or in low places? In addition (2): why do thunderbolts fall on uninhabited 
mountains, on seas, on trees and on irrational living beings? God is not angry with those! 
Further (3), more astonishing would be the fact that thunderbolts can strike the best 
people and those who fear God, but not those who act unjustly and propagate evil.. 
All three of Theophrastus’ points are reproduced in Lucretius, although (lb) is only 
partly reproduced in lines 421-422. It is also worth noting that any reference to the 
seasons is omitted in Lucretius’ excursus (the seasons are mentioned earlier on in lines 
357-378). I assume that Epicurus, in the work Lucretius used as source, was elaborating 
on the content of his Theophrastean source; this seems preferable to thinking that 
Lucretius added some arguments, or that Epicurus was using a Theophrastean work 
which had a fuller list of arguments.
Sedley (1998:182) suspects that the material of the Metarsiologica appeared in 
the OA in a slightly different form:340 this would explain the differences between the two 
texts, and explain why npriOTfjp has its ‘doxographical’ position — i.e. after 
thunderbolts, before clouds — in Lucretius (DRN VI 423-450),341 but a much later
340 Sedley’s is an elaboration of Reitzenstein’s claim that the Metarsiologica was part of 4>A. This 
presumably means that Sedley no longer believes that Theophrastus’ 3>A appeared around 300 B.C. and 
inspired Epicurus to write IM> XIV (below page 215), since book XI at least was written before 307-306 B.C. 
(ibid).
341 In Ad Pythoclem Ttpqcmjp is treated in 104, after K€pauv<5<;, before earthquakes. Clouds are 
treated earlier in 99 (below Appendix (c) page 409).
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position in the sequence of Theophrastus’ Metarsiologica.
The correspondence between the order of topics in Aetius342 (III. 1 - IV. 1) and 
DRN VI may support the inference that the information also appeared, in similar form 
and order, in the OA. Sedley’s suggestion seems to envisage Epicurus as following 
Theophrastus mechanically point by point, and Lucretius similarly following Epicurus 
to the letter. Very little room is left for Epicurus’ intervention in the Theophrastean 
material he was using. This is perhaps preferable to thinking that the (slight) variations 
in order were down to Epicurus, and Aetius ultimately depends on Epicurus.343
DRN V also appears to present material which Lucretius derived, through 
Epicurus, from Theophrastus. Theophrastus’ rebuttal of the proponents of the world’s 
impermanence, reported by Philo in 184 FHS&G, was the source on the basis of which
342 Runia (1997: 97) compares the order of topics of DRN VI and Aetius III, and concludes that “the 
parallelism is virtually complete and cannot be a matter of coincidence”. Slight differences are that Lucretius 
does not distinguish waterspouts from typhoons, and the position of the rainbow is different. This however does 
not seems to affect Runia’s general argument. Runia (1997: 97) notes that the parallels between DRN V and 
Aetius II are not as close.
343 The comparison however depends on how abridged Theophrastus’ Metarsiologica is. Mansfeld 
(1992a: 315) argues against Daiber that it is not the whole treatise, because some important meteorological 
phenomena are omitted: according to Mansfeld entire sections were left out, but there is no reason to think that 
the chapters we have are abridged. According to Mansfeld (1992a: 316-317) the excursus was the closing 
chapter of the second book of Theophrastus’ Metarsiologica and chapter [ 15] is all that remains of the second 
book which will have dealt with the so called terrestrial phenomena. This is perhaps plausible, but the excursus 
would be very at home after the treatment of thunderbolts.
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Epicurus elaborated the sequence of four counterarguments we find in Lucretius DRN 
V 235-350 (Sedley 1998: 166-176). It may well be that Epicurus used Theophrastus as 
a source on cosmogony generally, and not only in the argument for impermanence of the 
world.344
Epicurus7 use of Theophrastus on celestial and terrestrial phenomena and 
cosmogony increases the likelihood that he used Theophrastus elsewhere in his work. 
One should keep in mind, however, that cosmogony, meteorology, astrology and the like 
are topics on which, according to Epicurus’ Canonica, all explanations which are not at 
variance with the facts are equally true and applicable, at least in worlds different from 
our own (Bailey 1947: 25). In such cases Theophrastus’ comprehensive recording of 
earlier opinions and explanations would have been almost indispensable as a guide. Use 
of Theophrastus on these topics, however, does not necessarily entail that Epicurus 
would turn to the OA, when he criticised, in 11$ XIV, air-monism and Plato’s theory of 
shapes.345 That 11$ XIV and XV are based on Theophrastus has to be shown on internal 
evidence.
Sedley presents four arguments for thinking that the criticism in books XIV and
344 What is more the arguments in DRN V 156-234 may be evidence for further comments on Plato’s 
Timaeus which Epicurus derived from Theophrastus. Sedley (1998: 76) argues that DRN V 156-234 are 
Lucretius’ rendering of Epicurus’ confutation of the theory of Timaeus 32c, that the world was created but will 
not be destroyed (arguing that the specific point that the world was created for the sake of mankind was a later 
reading of Timaeus by Polemo, who led his pupil, the Stoic Zeno, to develop such a theory).
343 Referring all information in Epicurus to Theophrastus would effectively be an application of
Einquellenforschung, a method which has been often questioned.
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XV depends on the OA (1984: 385, note 12). His argument that the “homoiomereie 
reading of Anaxagoras” indicates derivation from Theophrastus need not concern us 
here.346 It is not certain that Epicurus used opoiopepeia in reference to Anaxagoras, 
and even if he did (in fragment 25) it is in a morphological form and in sense which is 
different from the one Aristotle and presumably Theophrastus used it in. There remain 
three arguments: (2.3.1) both Theophrastus and Epicurus ended their criticism of the 
finite pluralists with Plato; (2.3.2) the detail in the argument against Plato suggests 
dependence on Theophrastus (2.3.3), the <M appeared shortly before IIO XTV and XV 
were composed. I do not find any of these arguments entirely persuasive
2.3.1 Was Plato the last of the limited pluralists in Theophrastus’ OA?
Sedley (1998: 183) remarks that 110 XIV: “ . . .  seems to end the critique of the finite 
pluralists with Plato; this may reflect the apparent fact that Theophrastus took his 
doxography down only as far as Plato, and omitted his contemporaries, including 
Aristotle himself’. I have argued above, in 2.1.3, that there was no category of limited 
pluralists in 110 XTV. Plato was the only limited pluralist treated there. I shall now
346 Sedley (1984:385, note 12) thinks that Epicurus in II4> XIV and XV was following Theophrastus 
because he “adopted the homoiomere reading of Anaxagoras, which. . .  I believe to be unhistorical but to 
have started with Aristotle and to have been transmitted with Theophrastus”. Presumably Sedley’s expression 
indicates just (a) the application of the term (as in Aristotle) and its use to indicate a specific theoiy, but not 
that (b) Theophrastus used the term to identify Anaxagoras’ portions. The latter claim seems hard to maintain.
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consider briefly the problem regarding the position of Plato in Theophrastus’ account.
The evidence comes from Simplicius fragment 230 FHS&G, lines 3-7: . . .  o 
pevToi 0ed<|)paoTO<; toix; aAAou<; Tipoiatopfjaac; “toutok;” <|)r|aiv, 
“eTuyevopevot; nAtmov, tt)i pev 6o$rp Kai tt)i duvapei 7ipoT€po<; toi$ 6e 
Xpovou; uoTepo<; Kai t t |v  TtAeioTqv irpaypaTeiav Ttepi ttj<; npu>xi)<; 
4>iAooo())ia<; 7ioir|oap€vo<;. . . The decisive question is whether Simplicius’ toix; 
aAAouc; and Theophrastus’ tou tok; refer to (a) the limited pluralists or (b) the 
Presocratic philosophers generally.347 I f  (b) were the case, Plato came after all the 
Presocratics in Theophrastus, rather than last of the limited pluralists.
Theophrastus’ reference to Plato as coming later might seem to have more point 
if he treated Plato after all the Presocratics than if he just compared him with the other 
limited pluralists, but it seems more natural, given that Simplicius’ discussion of the 
unlimited pluralists has yet to come at this point in his treatment, to take Simplicius’ 
tou<; aAAou<; as meaning“limited pluralists”.34* So, if Theophrastus treated Plato after 
all the Presocratics and not as the last of the limited pluralists, Simplicius either 
misunderstood Theophrastus’ toutok; and quoted Theophrastus carelessly, or meant 
“all the Presocratics” by toin; aAAoug and thereby expressed himself carelessly.
Simplicius has the Pythagoreans, rather than Plato, last in his list of limited
347 It seems beyond doubt that the two are intended by Simplicius to refer to the same group of people.
348 It is perhaps worth pointing out that in Theophrastus’ De sensibus Plato is treated as one member 
of a wider category, i.e. those who believe in perception of like by like. Plato is treated, in what Baltussen labels 
part one of the treatise, ahead of Empedocles and Alcmaeon (Baltussen 2000: 15).
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pluralists. But this does not necessarily entail that Theophrastus had done the same. It 
is perhaps easier to suppose that Simplicius added the Pythagoreans at the end of his list 
of the limited pluralists because, being a Platonist, he had a special interest in 
Pythagorean theories.349 The brevity of Simplicius’ report on the Pythagoreans 
encourages this inference. The fact that the Pythagoreans are considered in Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics A. 4. 985b23-986b9 and A. 5. 987al3-987a28,350 but not in Aristotle’s 
Physics might suggest they would not be included in Theophrastus’ discussion of 
physical theories of matter.351
Although this matter cannot be settled with certainty, it seems likely that (a) 
Theophrastus did treat Plato at the end of the limited pluralists. But since Epicurus in 
IIO XIV did not discuss a category of limited pluralists as such, there is no indication
349 Simplicius adds non-Theoprastean material elsewhere (e.g. the end of fr. 224 FHS&G, where he 
introduces reports by Nicolaus of Damascus and Alexander of Aphrodisias). And Simplicius could introduce 
non-Theophrastean material without saying so. This is shown by comparing FHS&G 224 with FHS&G 229. 
Xenophanes of Colophon is referred to as holding that reality is limited in 229 (which is primarily concerned 
with atoms); this contradicts the interpretation of Xenophanes which is explicitly attributed to Theophrastus 
in 224 (where Xenophanes is referred to as holding that reality is neither limited nor unlimited. It cannot be 
the case that the whole of 224 and 229 represent Theophrastus.
350 The system of Plato is considered just after the Pythagoreans.
351 Whether Theophrastus could have added the Pythagoreans in his Physics for the sake of 
completeness is uncertain. We know that Theophrastus filled out the details in Aristotle’s work, but introducing 
material from other discussions is quite another matter. The strong objection to Theophrastus having included 
the Pythagoreans, is that their principles certainly are not ‘physical’.
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here that Epicurus was following Theophrastus in book XIV.
2.3.2 The detail of the arguments against Plato and air-monism.
It is well known that Epicurus in columns XXXIV-XL of book XIV, his attack against 
Plato’s theory of ox^M-axa, reproduced the arguments which Aristotle had formulated 
against Plato’s theory in hisDe caelo352 Sedley holds that Epicurus drew the arguments 
not from the De caelo itself, but from Theophrastus’ OA, where Theophrastus had 
redeployed Aristotle’s criticism of Plato.353 He puts forward two points to show that 
Aristotle’s arguments come to Epicurus through Theophrastus.354 First, he remarks that 
while Theophrastus’ influence can be clearly detected in Epicurus, there is no such clear 
cut case for Aristotle’s influence in Epicurus’ works (notwithstanding the fact that far 
more survives of Aristotle’s works than of Theophrastus’ works). Second (1998: 184), 
he points to the fact that Epicurus wrote a IIp6<; 0€<54>paoTov (above page 48), but 
that there are no comparable titles for Epicurus disagreeing with Aristotle.
However the testimony oiPHerc. 1005 is problematic for such a theory. Sedley 
(1998:183, note 54) has to play down, following Sandbach (1985:4-6), the importance
352 Arrighetti(1973:603) emphasises Epicurus’ dependence on the arguments in De caelo Aristotle.
353 Sedley 1984: 385, note 12 and 1998: 183-184.
354 Sedley is unconvinced by scholars’ attempts to establish a relation between Aristotle and Epicurus. 
Bignone had thought that Aristotle’ lost ‘exoteric’ works only were used by Epicurus, Gigante argues that 
Epicurus knew of Aristotle’s school treatises as well.
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of PHerc. 1005  (Philodemus’ IIpd<; toin; [eraipoix;]) fragment 111 which is part of a 
letter. The context,355 although fragmentary, suggests that this was a letter by Epicurus:
7tp]ooe[T]a£a 
]ov U|11V 
] . .  ieca[..
7t€pieoTa[i]
5
. . . .  to 7tep]i [Ea)]KpaT[ou<;
TOD ’ Api]OTl7tTCOD [K]a\ S7t€D-
[OUITIOU TO]0 IIAriTWVOS
[eyicwpiov] xai ’ApiaTOTC-
[Aou<; t &] ’ AvaAuTixd Kai 10
[t & lie  pi] <j>DO€0)<;, oaanep
e[v€Kpiv]opev”. etu Eupoo- 
Aou. . . .
355 In fragment 38 Epicurus quotes a letter from Epicurus to Leonteus. Fragment 114 (Angeli 1988:
168) also appears to be from a letter by Epicurus; the same fragment preserves the opening of another letter: 
i i f  ' Ioatoi) [de | roijg Mevouceax; i)io[ig... Fragment 116 (Angeh 1988:169) is almost certainly a letter 
by Epicurus in which he describes his experience as a student of Nausiphanes.
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Sandbach (1985: 5) thinks Epicurus is not referring to Aristotle’s Physics. First (a), 
there is no space for the supplement [tcc tic pi] <|>i5o€<*)<; in line 11 if one reads with 
Sbordone (1947:75) - 1 Aou<; T]&vaAuTiKa in the similar gap in line. Angeli (whose text 
I print) gets round the difficulty by following Usener in thinking that there was no crasis; 
a viable alternative is, as Sandbach himself (1985: 5) points out, reading xa  t ’ 
’ AvaAuxiKd with Croenert.
Sandbach’s further objections are that (b), although Aristotle several times refers 
to the Physics by the words xa  Tie pi 4>uo€gx;, he also uses the phrase to refer to De 
caelo (Metaphysics A. 8. 989a24),356 and (c), one might supplement e[ypa<|)]op€v, 
rather than efKAeyopejv. I exclude this because it would be odd for Epicurus to 
mention in the same breath Aristotle’s Analytics and his own II<&, and because the 
imperfect tense is slightly odd. Various other restorations are possible for line 9: Angeli 
adopts Usener and Croenert’s e[veicpvv]opev, Sbordone and Arrighetti have proposed 
e[icAey ]ope v, and Diano e[4>€up]opev. All of these however involve knowledge ofthe 
existence of such works by Aristotle, and Epicurus’ intention of reading these works.
One cannot perhaps be certain that fragment 111 is evidence for Epicurus having 
read Aristotle’s Physics specifically,357 but it seems beyond doubt that the letter proves
356 And in any case even if Aristotle did not, Epicurus might have. Compare the situation with 
Theophrastus’ De caelo which was also known as 4>uoik& HI (below note 362).
357 Sedley (1998: 183, note 54) has it that even if the reference is to Aristotle’s Physics “there is no 
indication whether he has read it, or if he has, at what date (the immediately following letter is dated 280/279 
B.C., which would be too late to play a part in our story)”. Yet there is nothing in the text to indicate that the
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that Epicurus knew of Aristotle’s Analytics, and another physical work by Aristotle.358 
The view that Epicurus did not consult Aristotle’s works seems hardly tenable in view 
of this testimony. It seems risky, then, to discount the possibility that Epicurus got the 
arguments directly from Aristotle because he did not know Aristotle’s (school-)works.359 
The arguments in IIO XIV correspond to those in De caelo so closely that it is tempting 
to think that Epicurus had Aristotle’s arguments in front of him (or well impressed in his 
memory) when he composed book XIV. Unfortunately it is unclear how Theophrastus 
interacted with Aristotle’ text, both generally in his works, and specifically in the 
sections criticising earlier thinkers. It is perhaps conceivable that at times he simply 
‘copied’ Aristotle’s arguments.360 Whether he did this habitually, or just occasionally,
two letters were close in date; they may be quoted together because they touched on a similar theme, perhaps 
Epicurus’ education.
358 Mansfeld (1994: 32-33) endorses this view. He argues that the reference is to the Anatytica 
Posteriora, since Epicurus rejected formal logic.
359 Sedley himself (1976b: 126-127), in rejecting Bignone’s view that Epicurus knew only Aristotle’s 
early works, writes: “that Epicurus knew at least some of Aristotle’s school treatises is virtually proved by 
Epicurus or by one of his contemporary followers, in which Aristotle’s Analytics are specifically named”. It 
seems interesting that Epicurus knew personal details about Aristotle’s life (Sedley 1976b: 125-126).
360 Determining this is problematic because the works in which Theophrastus is most likely to have 
‘copied’ Aristotle survive only in second-hand reports, which tend to emphasise disagreements with Aristotle 
rather than agreements. Baltussen (2000: 130 and 236) argues that in the case of the criticism in De sensibus 
Theophrastus produced his own arguments either from the Timaeus directly of from an inxxopij that he 
himself had made of the passages of the Timaeus which regarded sensation, and did not reproduce Aristotle’s 
arguments.
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cannot be determined.
It seems worth pointing out that the reports on Plato in Simplicius’ 
commentary361 do not resemble the details of the criticism in Aristotle’s De caelo and 
n<D XIV. And the surprisingly brief entry for Plato in Aetius (I. 3. 21), which speaks of 
three apx<n, certainly shows no resemblance at all to the criticism in De caelo and IM> 
XTV. This may suggest that the OA did not include, in the entry for Plato, the arguments 
Aristotle had used in theDe caelo. What is more, book three of Theophrastus’ OuoiKa 
was also known under the title Ilepi oupavou,362 which may suggest that Theophrastus’ 
OuoiKa, rather than the OA, would include the arguments Aristotle had used in theDe 
caelo.
Theophrastus’ report and criticism of earlier theories in De semibus is relevant 
in this context. It would fit Sedley’s theory nicely if Theophrastus’ treatment of sensation
361 Text 230 FHS&G reports that Theophrastus wrote that Plato had two principles: t 6  p£v  
imoiceipevov ox; uA t|v  6  Ttpooayopeuei ‘nav5exe<;\ t o  6c ox; ai'uov Kai kivouv 6  7tepia7iTei r f j i  
K ai r q i  dyaOou Suvapei. This does not however mean that Theophrastus could not have discussed the 
shapes of the Timaeus in the text Simplicius was using, and Simplicius left this out. As Professor Sharpies 
points out to me discussion of Plato’s triangular shapes would probably only have been included if 
Theophrastus had a very full treatment of all aspects of each theory (rather like Theophrastus’ AS).The scale 
of the work would then have been massive (and if the work in question is the $i>oiK& we know that 
Theophrastus had moved on from physics in the narrow sense to psychology by bode IV, and to issues about 
oi>pavo£ by book III).
362 Text 176 FHS&G lines 1 and 2 “Theophrastus in the third (bode) of the Physics, or On Heaven, 
divides. . . ”.
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appeared, in similar form, in the d>A. But it is unclear what the relation is — if there is 
one — between De sensibus and the Theophrastean material in Simplicius’ Physics 
commentary, which is thought to ultimately reproduce the d>A.
Diels (D.G. 114 and 222-224), following Usener, argued that De sensibus was 
originally part of the OA.363 But Baltussen (2000: 239-240) thinks that Diels 
“considerably exaggerates the significance” of the similarities between the De sensibus 
and Aetius IV 8-23 in the way of comparing thinkers and grouping them together on 
some points: Diels ignores the considerable differences between the two texts. In the 
case of Anaxagoras, Democritus, Parmenides and Plato, the parallels are fewer than the 
unrelated entries.364 Baltussen is unable to decide whether the De sensibus was part of 
theOA.365
I conclude that, in spite of clear indications that Theophrastus influenced 
Epicurus generally, there are no reasons to suppose that Epicurus drew Aristotle’s 
arguments against Plato’s theory of a x ^ c tx a  from Theophrastus’ OA, rather than from
363 Diels considered the discussion is too detailed to be appropriate as a prelude to an exposition of 
Theophrastus’ own doctrine in the psychological section of his Physics (above note 361). The point is taken 
up by Gottschalk (1967: 20). Baltussen (2000: 240) may be right that the objection is not decisive.
364 For Plato Baltussen has just one possible parallel out of six entries.
365 Baltussen (2000:243) is unconvinced by Steinmetz’s proposal that the DS was one of a series of 
monographs which were grouped under the title 4>A. Baltussen’s conclusion (2000:244) is that the DS was 
a hypomnematic work, intended to map out all relevant views about perception (from a physiological point of 
view). Baltussen concludes that the “work may well have been a preparation for(but not necessarily a 
prologue to) the exposition of Theophrastus’ own doctrine.”
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Aristotle himself.
Let us now consider Epicurus’ criticism of air monism. Leone (1984: 34-35) 
thinks that Epicurus’ treatment o f‘Anaximenes’ corresponds to that of Theophrastus,366 
but does not go into details, except for saying that Theophrastus attributed 
condensation-rarefaction to Anaximenes. The fact that Theophrastus credited 
Anaximenes with a theory of condensation and rarefaction is not enough to show 
Epicurus depended on Theophrastus.367 There is no indication that Theophrastus 
considered specifically the problem of whether air could turn into water and of 
evaporation, as Epicurus does in book XTV. The heavily critical report of Anaximenes’ 
theory on the fundamental nature of matter in Aetius (I. 3. 4), which according to Diels 
(D.G. : 180) is Peripatetic, seems to have nothing in common with the criticism in IIO 
XIV.36®
366 Philippson (1937:471 -473) on the other hand thought Epicurus’ precedent was Aristotle’s Physics
1.2 .
3671 have myself used the attribution of condensation and rarefaction to Heraclitus in the critique to 
argue that Lucretius did depend on Theophrastus (above pages 38-39). The difference is that Anaximenes 
might have mentioned condensation and rarefaction in his work, Heraclitus — it would appear — did not.
368 The feet that Epicurus wrote a monograph on Anaximenes (Diogenes Laertius X. 28) may, but 
does not necessarily, suggest that Epicurus did independent research on the Presocratics. He could have drawn 
the information for his monograph from Theophrastus, who had written one book On the doctrines o f 
Anaximenes himself (FHS&G 137,27).
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2.3.3 The dating of 11$ XIV and of Theophrastus9 $A
Sedley (1976a: 44-45, note 73) suggests that Epicurus wrote books I-XDI of 11$ before 
307 or 306 B.C., but only started work on 11$ again in 300, when he composed book 
XIV. It was the appearance of Theophrastus’ $A — Sedley has it — that encouraged 
Epicurus, after five years, to resume work on 11$. This may have been the case, but the 
evidence is far from compelling.
I agree with Sedley (1976a: 35-36) that Epicurus wrote 11$ XI while still in 
Lampsacus. The geographical descriptions in fragment I column III (Vogliano) of 11$ 
XI (PHerc. 1042), are appropriate to the landscape of Lampsacus, but not to that of 
Athens. Epicurus would not have expressed himself in this way if he was writing in 
Athens. Book XI was written by 307 or 306 B.C.
The final subscriptio to PHerc. 1148, the roll of 11$ XIV, carries the name of 
Clearchus, who was apxcov in 301/300 B.C.369 Sedley (1998:128, note 95) and Obbink 
(1996: 351-352) disagree on whether, as the former thinks, the date of the subscriptio 
is the date of Epicurus’ original composition of the books 11$,370 or the date is that of
369 It should be noted that traces of ink which have not been noticed before appear quite clearly in the 
multispectral images of the papyrus, below the name of the dtpxwv. Unfortunately I was not able to decipher 
them.
370 Clay (1998:42-43) explains the fact that only books XIV-XXXVD have the name of the &p%o>v 
in the subscriptio because after settling in Athens Epicurus decided to preserve his writings in a way similar
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a later copying or redaction by a scribe or 6iop0<iycife (possibly for publication, after 
Epicurus had carried out revision on them). Obbink bases his theory on reading ck] twv 
apxaiov , following the book number, in the subscriptio to IIO XXVIII 
(PHerc. 1479/1417), but Sedley suggests rather 7i€p\ ] twv ap%aiG>v and that xa 
apxaia  are Epicurus’ iuvenilia. The issue cannot be settled on the available evidence, 
but Sedley’s view that the subscriptio gives the date of composition is perhaps more 
reasonable.3711 assume for the sake of argument that the date of the subscriptio o f the 
papyri 110 refers to the date of composition, reserving judgement on the specific case 
of PHerc. 1479/1417, where I find ck] twv apxaitov more convincing.372
It seems likely that at least six years intervened between IIO XI and XTV. But 
I cannot see sufficient grounds for thinking that Epicurus had written 110 XII and XIII 
before returning to Athens. This contention rests on the supposition that AdPythoclem,
to the laws and decrees, the 5r)pooia Ypd|ip.aTa, of the state of Athens by depositing them in the Metroon. 
Epicurus would have been the first and only individual to have done this. This would explain the name of the 
Athenian &px<*>v in the subscriptio. However it would appear from Leone (2003) that the final subscriptio to 
book XXXTV did not include the name of the &p%(OV (as it did not include a total reckoning of the oxixoi).
371 Whether the texts which ended up in Herculaneum were ever prepared for ‘publishing’ is perhaps 
questionable, since they were always copied within the Epicurean school (note Epicurus bequeathing his library 
to Metrodorus in Diogenes Laertius X. 21).
372 One need not assume that if the date here is that of an official revision this entails the same even 
also for those papyri where nothing is said about the old copies.
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which according to Sedley epitomised those books, was written around 306 B.C.373 
Sedley argues that Pythocles must have requested a summary of meteorological theories 
when he was still young, since he was an exceptional student. But Sedley’s inference 
(1976a: 45) that Pythocles was bom in 324 is far from certain.374 Even if he was, is it 
really inconceivable that Pythocles asked for such an epitome when he was 22 years old 
(and that Epicurus wrote books XII and XIII while he was in Athens), especially if 
Pythocles was living in Lampsacus and exposed to the theories of the Eudoxans? And 
is it indeed not more likely that Pythocles needed guidance because having been left 
behind in Lampsacus could not attend the lectures which lead to the composition of 
books XII and XIII (assuming that Ad Pythoclem summarises the content of both these 
books in addition to XI, below Appendix (c) pages 408-410)?
A further obstacle to Sedley’s theory is that there is extremely little evidence
373 The dating of Ad Pythoclem is also relevant to the dating ofAdHerodotum, since the latter was 
written before the former. Indeed the cross reference might indicate that the two were written in short 
succession. According to Sedley Epicurus wrote Ad Herodotum near the time of his move to Athens, when he 
had already written 11$ XII and XIII.
374 A letter preserved in Philodemus npaypaTeiai XX and addressed to Cronius, in all likelihood 
written by Metrodonis after 306 B.C., shows that Pythocles was with Cronius in Athens at the time of the letter 
(“7iap[dj oou”) and was looking after Cronius’ sons. It is unclear whether Pythocles was doing so in 
Lampsacus (and Pythocles was on a short visit to Athens at the time of the letter) or in Athens (Sedley 1976a: 
31). Pythocles did not die at the age of eighteen (Sedley 1976a: 45). Pythocles was Metrodorus’ pupil; since 
Metrodorus was bom in circa 331 B.C. he would have been only 7 years older than his pupil.
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about the date of Theophrastus’ works, and 4>A in particular.375 Some works by 
Theophrastus were much earlier. Gaiser (1985: 28-35 and 47-50) argues that Ilepi 
Ttupos was written in the early years in Assos (347-345 B.C.), although this depends on 
Gaiser’s taking of the expression ev k u k Ag h  as “in the neighbourhood”, which is not 
certain (Sharpies 1998: 719, note 518). There seems to be no positive reason to think 
that OA was made available to copy around 300 B.C. It is even conceivable that 
Epicurus had OA available to him throughout his ‘working-life’.
2.4 Conclusion
The details regarding the opponents criticised leave me in no doubt that books XIV and 
XV were not Lucretius’ source in lines 635-920 of book I. Lucretius’ and Epicurus’ 
criticism shows two notable differences in the method. The distinction into categories, 
on which Lucretius’ account is based, was not, it would seem, Epicurus’ starting-point. 
And while Epicurus seems to limit himself to specific points relating to how what we 
experience is created, Lucretius accumulates arguments against the physical theories of 
opponents, on various aspects of their theory.
The two texts are not ultimately comparable, since in Epicurus the polemic was 
secondary, while it was Lucretius’ primary concern. Yet it is perhaps worth pointing out
373 Pliny the Elder (Naturalis Historia 19. 32 etc.) gives 314 B.C. as the date for the work he was
using, which is taken to be Theophrastus’ Historia Plantarum from correspondences of the citations (Sharpies
1995: 154-155).
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two methodological points of contact between Lucretius’ and Epicurus’ criticism. The 
first is the fusing together of report and criticism, which results in the fact that 
opponents’ theories are very sketchily reported. A second shared aspect might be the 
reticence to name opponents, and in particular including a further category of opponents 
by a generic “those w ho. . . ”. Neither aspect is at all peculiar. Both seems to have been 
trademarks o f ‘Epicurean doxography’.376
Given that IId> XIV and XV could not have been Lucretius’ source, I shall now 
turn to considering whether Lucretius in the critique used the same ‘philosophical’ 
source he had used thus far in DRN I or whether there are indications that, as 
commentators have suggested, he used a different source.
376 And one can compare Theophrastus’ reticence to name opponents in at least some of his works, 
e.g. theMetarsiologica. Similarly Anaximander is not named in Aristotle’s references to him collected in KRS: 
113-114.
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Chapter 3. Lucretius’ use of sources in DRN I
Scholars have suggested that for lines 635-920 of book I Lucretius abandoned the 
primary source-text he had used thus far in the book, and turned to a different source. 
According to Giussani (1898: 85) Lucretius went looking for the criticism of 
Heraclitus’,377 Empedocles’ and Anaxagoras’ theories of matter in 11$. Sedley, who 
shares in the view that Lucretius switched to a different source to introduce the critique, 
relies on his claim that 11$ XIV and XV were the newly adopted source to show that 
Lucretius switched sources at this point.
In the first part of this chapter (3.1-3.5) I consider how Lucretius used his 
philosophical sources in DRN I, and what rhetorical and artistic concerns his use of 
sources reveals. In the second part of the chapter (3.6 and 3.7) I discuss whether 
Lucretius’ source for the critique is more likely to have been a text by Epicurus, or a 
work by a later Epicurean.
3.1 The source of DRN l 156-598 and 951-1107
Before dealing with the source of the critique specifically, we should consider what text
377 “fs andato a cercare”.
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was the source of the remaining lines of DRN I, leaving out for the moment lines 598- 
634 which are considered below.378 Lines 156-598 of DRN I deal with three 
philosophical themes: (a) ‘nothing comes into being out of nothing’ and ‘nothing is 
reduced to nothing’ (lines 156-264), (b) ‘only atoms and void exist’ (lines 265-482) and 
(c) the main characteristics of the atoms, showing that they are simple, solid, eternal 
(lines 483-598).379 Section (b) is in turn divided into three subsections: lines 265-328 
prove (bl) the ‘existence of the invisible atoms’, lines 329-397 show (b2) the ‘existence 
of void’, and lines 430-482 prove (b3) that ‘nothing else apart from atoms and void 
exists’.380
D RN1156-598, with the exclusion of lines 430-482 (b3), correspond closely to 
Epicurus’ AdHerodotum 38-41 (see further below note 872). DRN I and Ad Herodotum 
are connected: it looks as though both are based on a work by Epicurus more detailed 
than Ad Herodotum.381 Lucretius inherited the order of topics, as well as much of the 
content, from such a lost continuous work by Epicurus. Giussani suggested that
378 Pages 228-235.
379 Lines 398-417, which are not philosophical, but concerned with reflections on Lucretius’ own 
contribution, are, in all likelihood, independent of sources.
380 Sedley’s (1998:187) suggestion that lines 418-429 are a separate section ‘the all consists ofbody 
and void’ is not completely convincing. Lines 418-429 sound like a resumptive passage, summarising the 
proofs so far. Lines 430-482 show that the other candidates for the role of independent existences, namely 
eventa, coniuncta and tempus, are not in fact independent existences.
381 On how Ad Herodotum and the 11$ are related, below Appendix (c) pages 405-408.
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Lucretius’ ‘main’ source was Epicurus’ MeyaAr| ’ EniTopfj,382 while Sedley (1998: 
186-187) argues that DRN I was derived from the IIO, from book I and part of book II.
It is likely that M>, and the MeyaAr} CTCiToprj, would have started the 
treatment of physics with the sequence of topics (a) - (b) - (c). The scholium to Ad 
Herodotum 39 gives (b) to  nav  co ti ocopaTa Kai Kevov as a contention of 1101.383 
It seems safe to assume that (b) followed the opening dogma (a) oubev yi v e ta i 6k tou 
pf| ovtoc;,384 the basis of the whole Epicurean physical system. And there are indications 
that Epicurus made some preliminary comments on how atoms came together in book 
I, so that it seems reasonable to assume that (c) the preliminary description of the 
solidity, simplicity and eternity of the atoms too came in book I of IIO.385 Talk of
382 Giussani 18%: 10. Giussani thinks, however, that Lucretius at times turned to Epicurus’ 11$ and 
Ad Herodotum.
383 According to Sedley (1998:200) Epicurus’ 11$ did not have (bl) and (b2) as early as Lucretius 
does, because this material comes from the lowest level of analysis. He (1998: 201) speculates that the 
statement in DRN 1417, where Lucretius says that he has many more arguments apart from the one he presents, 
shows that he is abandoning the source he had used for (bl) and (b2). According to Sedley Lucretius signals 
in line 418 that he is taking up again the order of topics in 11$ I. Sedley does not suggest in what book of 11$ 
(bl) and (b2) would have come. Presumably he thinks book II, but this seems to attribute too much material 
to that book (see below page 225). I can see no reason for doubting that (bl) and (b2) could have been in 11$ 
I. Line 417 may show no more that Lucretius is leaving out some of the arguments he found in his source.
384 This came, probably, after methodological remarks, below Appendix (c) note 872.
385 xauxa 6c 6oxiv axopa kccv apexripAr|xa, €i7iep pf| peXXex Ttrivxa eig xd pfj 6v 
<j)0apfjo€o0ai, &AA’ ioxuovxa imopeveiv 6v xaig 6iaAuoeoi xd>v ouyKpioecov TiAqpq tt|v  <j>uoiv 
6vxa Kai oi)K ff%ovxa 6nq f) diHDQ 6iaAu0,poexai. The point is reiterated in Ad Herodotum 42 xa axopa
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ouyKpioeic;386 is attributed to book I by the scholium to Ad Herodotum 40. And in 
column XXIII of IIO XXXIV (Leone 2002: 64-65), Epicurus writes &[va]yicaiov 
atrcau; | uttapxeiv Kara xa<; | 7tpo<; clXXx\Xclq, Kpou|o€i^, dx; ev rfji 7tpc5|Ttti 
ypa<|>iii eipt||Tai, ouOev lytTov | itapa xa<; [&;] i)pd>[v]| x[\<;] o[up]peTp[ta] 
au |tai<; y iy v ea O a i . .  .387 A comparable preliminary definition of the atoms appears, 
in a much summarised form,388 in Ad Herodotum 41, immediately after (a) and (b). It is 
certainly conceivable that the preliminary description of the atoms followed the proof of 
their existence in 130 I.
Sedley, on the other hand, argues that (b3) and (c) came in IIO book II.389 His
TG>V 00)(1CXTG)V KCU p,€OT& .
386 The o t) y i c p iO € i< ;  are mentioned en passant in Ad Herodotum 40, perhaps reflecting IIO I. 
Lucretius’ mention of the o u y K p t o e u ;  in DRN I 483-484 is close to the mention in Ad Herodotum. Lucretius’ 
account of aggregates in DRNII shows no resemblance to the ‘fuller’ (in fact very limited in scope) account 
of aggregates of Ad Herodotum 62.
387 Leone (2002: 129-130) thinks that the subject of the sentence is oxepeoTT^. She seems right to 
reject Sedley’ s suggestion (1998: 113, note 51) that this is not a reference to the first book of IIO. According 
to Leone the material of Ad Herodotum 43-44 was in IIO I, and that of45-46 was in IIO II.
388 The correspondences are not as close as with the previous topics. I doubt that the fact that Ad 
Herodotum is not as close to DRN I here suggests that lines 483-598 come from a different source from the one 
usedfor lines 155-482. Bailey (1947:25), who is inclined to think that the McyaAT] * ETtixoprj was Lucretius’ 
‘primary’ source, thinks of483-598 as a passage that could have come from the IIO.
389 It seems certain that Epicurus treated topic (c) before he treated the el6o)A.a in IIO II, since the 
el6a)Aa themselves are atomic aggregates of a special kind. Indeed it seems reasonable to assume that the 
detailed treatment of atomic shapes and motions (the material Lucretius reproduces, whether directly or
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suggestion depends on the testimony of the scholium to Ad Herodotum 73 according to 
which xpovog was a topic of book II of IIO. According to Sedley (1998:114) Epicurus 
considered time in IIO II as part of (b), as Lucretius does: he would have simply 
mentioned that time is only an ‘accident’ of things, ahead of his main account of 
Xpovos, which came later on in IIO, in book X.390 The main account of the 
oupTTTcopaTa and oupPepr|KdTa would be reproduced in Ad Herodotum 68-73, and 
would have been omitted by Lucretius. But it is not clear why the scholiast should only 
refer to the ‘lesser’ of Epicurus’ two accounts of xpovog. It is possible that Epicurus 
mentioned time as part of (b) in book I, and then provided a fuller explanation of time 
at some point of book II.391
If one accepts that Lucretius’ account of time in D RN1459-482 must be taken 
as reproducing the one in IIO n, one has to assume that the mention of time came right
indirectly, in DRN II), would have been presented in IIO II, before the ei6<j)Xa were treated. Sedley places 
discussion of the minimal parts in IIO book V, but it is certainly conceivable, if not likely, that Epicurus would 
have used the minimal parts in the context of the discussion of the shape of the atoms, if not earlier in the 
context of the impossibility of infinite divisibility.
390 IIO IX according to Sedley’s 1984 article.
391 The accounts of Ad Herodotum and DRN do not match exactly, although both treat time last. 
Sedley thinks the treatment in Ad Herodotum reproduced the fuller account of IIO. We have in PHerc. 1413 
a book seemingly from Epicurus’ HO (although the dialogue-format may suggest otherwise), which dealt 
mostly with time. Arrighetti (1973:650) seems right that PHerc. 1413 was not part of book II. Epicurus argues 
against three objections to his theory of time, which suggests this response came after he had set out his theory 
of time in IIO. It may be that PHerc. 1413 was the third time Epicurus discussed time in IIO, but I do not see 
the grounds to exclude that PHerc. 1413 is a different work by Epicurus, perhaps a monograph on time.
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at the start of book II, and that topic (b) was split between books I and n  of the 11$, the 
latter being perhaps unlikely. A further objection to supposing that (c) came from 11$ 
book II is that this would entail that 11$ I contained very little physical theory,392 but 11$ 
II a very great deal ofit: the material ofZ>iW430-598,951-1113 (or at least 951-1051), 
and all of the material of DRN II in addition to the treatment of the images.393
Alternatively one can think that Epicurus only introduced (b3) the ou|i7ttc6pai:a 
and oupPePrjKOTa in 11$ n, after having discussed (c), in book I. This would mean that 
Lucretius — if the was following the 11$ — introduced himself (b3) in connection with 
(b)
The problem regarding the position of %povo<; in 11$ does not hamper, in my 
view, the theory that 11$ was Lucretius’ main source. Leone (1993:308) reports of two 
columns from 11$ II {PHerc. 1149 from the earlier part of the roll) which deal with the 
aneipxa  of worlds (through the infinite number of atoms), just ahead of the treatment 
of the images (as in Ad Herodotum). Given the parallel with DRN I I 1048-1089 and the 
correspondence between the treatment of images in 11$ II and DRN YV (which probably 
followed DRN II in Lucretius’ original plan of his poem),394 it seems reasonable to
392 One would have to assume that IIO I was made up mostly of methodological remarks, which 
sounds unlikely.
393 Arrighetti (1973: 580) is inclined to discount the testimony of the scholium, thinking that the 
number is corrupt. This seems somewhat arbitrary. Since the number is written out in full (8 v rfp Sentepat), 
the corruption would not have been easy (unless one wants to appeal to the possibility that the corruption 
occurred at an earlier stage of transmission, when numerals were used).
394 Below Appendix (a).
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assume that Lucretius was following IIO, although this would imply that he introduced 
the material of the final part of book II from a different source. It is very difficult to rule 
out however that Lucretius followed an intermediary text, which reproduced the order 
of n o .
The question of where we should place topic (c) in n o  determines whether 
topics (d) ‘the all is infinite’ (DRN I 951-1051)395 and (e) the refutation of geocentric 
cosmology (lines 1052-1113)396 came from book I or book E of n o ,  assuming that 
Lucretius did not derive (e) from a different source. It is likely in my view that Lucretius 
derived the treatment of (d) and (e) from the same source he had been using up to line 
598. Topic (d) comes immediately after (c) in Ad Herodotum. Sedley has it that (e) came 
from a source different from (d), but there seems to be no compelling reason for this: (e) 
is closely connected to (d), both dealing with characteristics of the ‘all’.
It seems conceivable that topics (a) - (b) - (c) - (d) - (e) could have fitted in n<3>
395 Woltjer (1877:33-35) notes that Lucretius’ line of argument in 984-1001 is different from the one 
m. Ad Herodotum 42, which presents a dilemma: are (1) bodies and void both infinite, (2) bodies finite and void 
infinite, or vice versa, (3) bodies and void both finite? Woltjer thinks Lucretius did not reproduce Epicurus’ 
line of argument accurately “sive quod in referendis argumentis suam iniit viam, sive quod in aliis libris 
Epicurus aliter rem exposuit”. Woltjer (1877: 35) notes that Lucretius leaves out Epicurus’ argument that “if 
space/void were finite, the infinite bodies would not have anywhere to go”. It may be that the argument 
appeared in the IIO but Lucretius left it out, which may explain line 417 (above note 383).
396 The refutation of geocentric cosmology follows from the previous arguments about how elements 
behave in the universe, although Lucretius does not spell out the connection. On whether the Stoics are the 
target of the refutation, above pages 27-30.
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I, although this depends on how much space the introductory methodological remarks 
took up (above note 384), and whether IIO treated topics in more detail (i.e. offered 
more arguments) than Lucretius does in DRN I. The only objection to this theory is that 
it implies that Epicurus was already returning to time in IIO n, if he had introduced time 
together with the a u p T t T t a p a t a  and a u i ip e P r p c o T a  in IIO I, in connection with (b ) .
As for Epicurus’ MeyaAr| eT U T oprj, the scholium to Ad Herodotum 39 states 
that ( b )  t o  rcav e o n  ocopata Kai k c v o v  was treated kcct’ apxfjv in the MeyaArj 
87U T o p iy 397 It may well be that the order of topics at the start of the MeydAr) ETUToprj 
was the same as that of IIO. IIO is perhaps preferable to the MeydAr| eTUTopfj for the 
role of primary source-text398 o f DRN \ because there seems to be a question concerning 
whether the account in any general C7UTopfj could have been detailed enough to provide 
Lucretius with all the philosophical points we find in DRNl 399 Moreover while we know 
that IIO was available in Italy in Lucretius’ time (in Philodemus’ library); that the 
MeyaAr) erciTopq was also available is perhaps likely but not proven.
397 1 assume this expression does not mean it was the very first topic treated.
398 Leone (2002: 34, note 278) endorses Sedley’s view that the II4> was the direct source.
399 Presumably a single book would have been the norm, although there seems to be evidence that an 
in\xo\ir\ could be in more than one book. Diogenes Laertius in FHS&G 137,7a reports that Theophrastus’
liep'l <t>i)GiKO>v ^TtiTopq was in two books. There is a similar title in FHS&G 137,7b, which is reported to 
be in one book.
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3.2 Did Lucretius change source after line 598 of DRN I?
Lucretius considers the theory of minimal parts (zX&xioxa) in lines 599-634 of book 
I, which conclude (c), the preliminary description of the atoms. The position of the topic 
is odd, since in Ad Herodotum the eX&xioxa are discussed in a completely different 
context, i.e. after the proof that atoms cannot have rtav peye0o<; which leads Epicurus 
to consider— as the reverse of the process of atoms being so large that they can be seen 
— how Topf| exq cbteipov e7ti touAohttov is unacceptable and so is petapaoK; ei<; 
arceipov 87ii uouAarcov. In 57 Epicurus says that therefore, if there were an infinite 
number of parts in anything (ev Ttvi), that thing will become infinitely large. In 58 
Epicurus introduces the zXd%\oxov of things in our experience. In 59 he uses the 
analogy from the field of sensory objects to that of atoms to show the existence of the 
eAaxiotov of the atoms.400
We do not know in which book, or books, of IIO Epicurus treated the 
zX&xxoxa. Epicurus may, as Leone (1984: 68-70) suggests, have mentioned the 
iX&xioxa in IIO XIV, ahead of his criticism of air-monism, since the word 
peTapaoeu; (which is found in Ad Herodotum 56 and 58) occurs in column III, and in 
column Vni in conjunction with eAaxto[ It is not clear whether Leone thinks columns 
III-VIII dealt with the eX&xioxa, or the eX&xioxa were only mentioned incidentally. 
It is certainly possible that Epicurus mentioned the topic in book XTV, although the
400 The argument in DRN 1628-634 is comparable to the last sentence of Ad Herodotum 59.
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evidence is weakened by the fact that eAa%io[ could have been the adverb. Even if 
Epicurus treated the eXaxioxa in book XTV, this does not entail that he could not have 
already treated the topic in earlier books ofllO .401 Sedley (1998:133) suggests that the 
iXaxioxa  were treated in IIO V, where Epicurus would have given his full description 
of the atoms. His evidence for assigning the full description of the atoms to book V is 
the order of Ad Herodotum, and DRN II.402 It would not be surprising, though, if 
Epicurus had mentioned the eX&xioxa earlier on in IIO, whether in the context of the 
preliminary description of atoms, or of infinite divisibility.
Furley argues that Lucretius himself introduced the doctrine of the minima as 
part of (c) in line 598, by turning to different sources:403 Lucretius thought that he had 
better make clear immediately that the theory of minimal parts can be reconciled with the
401 According to Bailey (1947: 701) it is likely that Lucretius used a work other than the Ad 
Herodotum, “probably the MeyaAT] eTUTopt], in which the doctrine occurred in a context like that here”. But 
could the treatment in the MeyriAq 6711x011110311 have been detailed enough to contain the treatment of the 
minima Lucretius drew from? A further conceivable candidate is perhaps Epicurus’ lie pi xfjg 6 v Tip dxopan 
ya)Via<; (Diogenes Laertius X. 28).
402 The shape size and weight of the atoms is treated in DRN II. Lucretius mentions the minimae 
partes in a similar context in DRN I I485, where he is proving that atoms can only have a limited number of 
shapes (lines 478-521).
403 Furley (1967:41) considers DRN 1599-634 “neither a set of coordinate, independent arguments 
nor a single articulated unit of reasoning”, suggesting that Lucretius drew the arguments “from a variety of 
sources” without organising them in a coherent order. Furley thinks that the theory of the minima was not 
originally part of the argument for the existence of the atoms. Long and Sedley (1987: 41) similarly think that 
Lucretius’ use of the theory of the minima is “methodologically questionable”.
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indivisibility of the atoms. And indeed part of Lucretius’ rhetorical technique is 
presenting the reader with examples which prima facie oppose his arguments, rather 
than keeping silent about them.404 But if Lucretius was worried that the minima seemed 
a stumbling block for atomism, it is hard to understand why he did not make the point 
explicit.
Lucretius presents the existence of the minima as a further argument to show 
that atoms exist, and that they are solid, eternal and simple.405 Line 609 sunt igitur shows 
that the existence of the minima is presented as a proof of the existence of the atoms: 
since minimal parts exist which are inseparable from one another, atoms which are solid 
and eternal can and do exist. It is because atoms can be divided, in thought,406 into 
smaller parts (the eX&xioza) that they can be solid, have a shape, be physical entities
404 Lucretius has already presented observations which are primafacie contrary to his theory, in DRN 
1487-496. The tone of DRN I 370-397 is also perhaps comparable.
405 Turn porro (line 599) is one of the expressions by which Lucretius introduces new arguments (cf. 
line 520), although he doe not use it invariably in that way. It introduces here the last argument in Lucretius’ 
list of nine. It is questionable whether praeterea of line 615 (introducing the argument ‘if minimal parts did 
not exist large and small could not be differentiated’) and denique of628 (introducing the argument ‘if minimal 
parts did not exist nature could not re-create the world’) should be considered separate arguments in addition 
to the preceding series, as proposed by Bailey (1947: 700) and Sedley (1998: 199).The purpose of these lines 
is proving the existence of the minima, rather than the existence of atoms.
406 Lucretius was probably aware of the distinction divisible in thought / divisible in practice. 
Although he does not state that the division is made in thought, he repeatedly states that the minima cannot 
exist as separate physical entities: at 603-604, 608, 611 and 628-634. If Epicurus made the point explicit in 
11$, Lucretius (assuming he was using 11$) decided to leave the detail out here.
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and therefore have the movements necessary for creation (differently from the eXd%iaxa 
themselves which are not separable in practice). Lucretius only mentions the reason why 
the minima are needed for the atoms to be solid and eternal at 608-614 and 623-627.407 
It may well be that what was originally considered as a requisite for the existence of the 
atoms is here presented incorrectly as a proof of their existence.
One cannot exclude that the source text Lucretius was using for the main body 
o £DRNl introduced the doctrine of the tX&xxaza as part of the preliminary description 
of atoms, as Giussani (1896: 73-75) thought. It is conceivable that Epicurus first 
mentioned the eAdxiora in his preliminary description of the atoms, which presumably 
came in either book I or, perhaps less probably, book II of IIO.408 He may have felt the 
need to stress in his exposition, which probably reflected his actual teaching, that the 
doctrine of theoretical divisibility of the atoms is not in conflict with the physical 
indivisibility of the atoms,409 possibly turning to his own advantage an opponent’s 
objection that what does not have parts cannot be a physical existence, nor have shapes 
and movement. There is a logical connection between line 598 and 599, although 
Lucretius does not make that connection clear at the outset of the passage, by implying
407 It is puzzling that in 623-627, where Lucretius draws a conclusion after the proofs, the reference 
to atoms in 626 (ilia quoque) is rather unclear. It is presumably meant to pick up the mention of the primordia 
in line 609.
408 Above pages 222-225.
409 Furley (1967: 41) remarks that theory of minimal parts is a “stumbling block” rather than 
supporting argument for the theory of elements. He concludes that Lucretius unsuccessfully introduced the 
minima at this point.
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that the minima are an argument for the existence of the atoms.
The question of how line 599 is connected to what precedes it is affected by the 
problem of whether lines were lost after line 599. The general consensus of recent 
editors is to retain the text of the manuscripts. Munro’s lacuna does not even appear in 
the apparatus in the latest edition of Lucretius (Flores 2002), nor does Kenney raise the 
point in reviewing Flores’ edition {ClassicalReview 2004:366-370). Munro (1886a: 59) 
suggested that the text ran thus:
Turn porro quoniam est extremum quodque cacumen 
Corporibus, quod iam nobis minimum esse videtur, (599a) 
debet item ratione pari minimum esse cacumen (599b) 
corporis illius quod nostri cemere sensus 
iam nequeunt: id nimirum sine partibus extat.
Munro (1886b: 79-80) notes that (1) lines 749 -752 support his suggestion,410 the 
similarity between the two passages being characteristic of Lucretius,411 that (2) the 
emended text makes it possible to explain the iam,412 which is redundant if one keeps the 
text of the MSS, and that (3) Epicurus uses exactly the same analogy in Ad Herodotum
410 Emout (1924: 130) objects to Munro that the quodque is not comparable to cuiusque of DRN I 
749, suggesting that the quaeque of DRN 1578 is closer.
4,1 On Lucretius’ use of repetition below pages 367-368.
412 Munro explains that Lucretius’ iam implies “that when you arrive at the atom, it is already far 
below the ken of sense”, comparing DRN I I312.
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58-59.413 Furley (1967: 31-33) adds that (4) the effectiveness of the argument is much 
improved if one postulates a lacuna at this point.414 The transmitted text takes for 
granted, without proof, the existence of indivisible minima in the atoms. It is only if one 
accepts the lacuna and supplement that the existence of minima has a proof, through 
analogy, and in turn the solidity of atoms with shapes is possible. Lucretius, or his 
source, is saying: “we see there are visible minima in all415 things [as for example the 
comer of a table], so there must be visible minima in what is beyond our senses, and 
these will themselves be without parts”. It may be that the analogy extends also to “just 
as the comer cannot be detached from the table so the minima cannot be detached from 
the atom either”.
Three considerations may be added in favour of supposing a lacuna here. First 
(5), it is odd, if not misguided, for Lucretius to have used the analogy in its full force 
only in lines 749-752, the later of the two passages. Second (6), the use of the long 
periphrasis in line 600 to mean “atom” is much easier to understand with the text as 
proposed by Munro. Third (7), the textual corruption would have been encouraged not 
only by homoeoteleuton on cacumen (Furley 1967: 32), but also by the fact that both
413 Above page 228.
414 Furley thinks Munro’s restoration is “on the right lines, though I should prefer something which 
stated explicitly that the first corpora are visible”.
415 The quodque of line 599 has troubled editors. According to Bailey (1947:705) it means “in each 
case”, although it could possibly imply “a series of extreme points” anticipating 605. Giancotti (1994: 432) 
follows Bailey and takes quodque as “‘in ogni caso’ (cioe ‘sempre’)” although he grants there is a difficulty 
here.
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line 599a, and 600 started with corpor-. A further point may be that (8) Lucretius’ 
expression naturam corporis is a rather odd way of referring to the atom, but easier to 
understand if he meant to refer to an object in our experience.
There are two possible objections to Munro’s restoration. First, line 601 comes 
to have a rather odd rhythm. There would be a strong break in the line with id  effectively 
starting a new sentence. The emphasis would fall totally on the caesura in the second 
foot, with no emphasis on the caesura in the fourth. A second possible objection is that 
we have no evidence that Epicurus used the analogy to prove the existence of the 
eX&xi oxa rather than the possibility of their existence.416 But in A d Herodotum — the 
only available evidence for his theory of the zXcL%\axa — Epicurus had no reason for 
elaborating the physical argument, as Furley (1967: 30) remarks. It is conceivable that 
Epicurus used the analogy to show that the minima actually exist elsewhere. Neither 
objection is decisive against Munro’s proposal.
If one accepts Munro’s lacuna, the connection between line 598 and 599 is 
somewhat more satisfactory, although it remains unclear why Lucretius did not indicate 
at the outset of the section that the minimal parts are required for the existence of atoms 
which have the varios conexuspondera plagas concursus motus. It is difficult to decide 
on the present evidence whether Lucretius abandoned his main source at line 598 or at 
line 634 (or at both line 598 and 634). The theory of the eXd%iaxa may have been 
connected with the existence of solid and aetemal atoms in Epicurus. Much depends on 
what one makes of the anticipation in lines 633-634 (see below pages 236-237 and 240),
416 Long and Sedley 1987: 42.
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and the idea of aggregation implied in line 611. If one assumes that these anticipations 
are due to the fact that Lucretius had changed source by introducing the minima, then 
it is possible, if not likely, that both the section on the minima and the critique come 
from the same source, given that the critique presupposes at many stages in the 
argument aggregation and motion of the atoms. The hypothetical source would have 
stressed how the minima made it possible for the atoms to have movements and collide, 
and then emphasised that it is because of the variety of the aggregations and movements 
of the atoms that Epicurean theory was superior to that of the monists, of the limited 
pluralists and of Anaxagoras.
3.3 The critique does not derive from the same source as 155 fT.
Lucretius introduces the critique of rival theories of matter immediately after proving 
that (c) the primordia, being indestructible and eternal, are the ctoi/cioc of the 
universe.417 Yet it is unlikely that Epicurus would have had a critique of the same kind 
in the same position in 11$. We have seen above (pages 222-227) how we have many 
topics attributed to the first two books of 11$. And it seems improbable that Epicurus 
would have interrupted the sequence of arguments, which leads naturally to (d) to Tiav 
arceipov eoTi after (b) to rrav coti ocopoctcc koci Kevov and its corollary (c)
417 Ad Pythoclem 86 suggests, and Aetius states (I. 3. 14-18), that Epicurus did not think of t o  
K €V O V , Lucretius’ inane, as an ‘element’ itself. See Sedley (1982: 175-177) for how Epicurus differed in this 
from the earlier atomists.
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preliminary description of the ocopatra,418 and introduced systematic criticism of the 
Presocratics’ theories of matter, before he had explained how atoms can themselves 
‘produce’ stuff in our experience (the material which Lucretius presents in DRN II). A 
further point is that, since Epicurus attacks the monists’ use for condensation and 
rarefaction and Plato’s theory of shapes in IIO XIV, it seems unlikely that there was a 
systematic and comprehensive refutation of earlier thinkers’ theories on the ouoixeiov 
in n o  I, or nO  H.419
We have seen in chapter 1 how the insistence on disposition and movement of 
the atoms in the critique is striking,420 since such phenomena are only explained in DRN 
II. It seems odd that Lucretius should introduce this important doctrine in the context 
of rival theories, rather than as part of his positive exposition of Epicurean theory. The 
anticipation should perhaps be explained by supposing that Lucretius imported the 
references to aggregation and motion of the atoms from his source, which may have 
criticised the Presocratics in the context of the combinations and motions of the atoms.
Such phenomena are first mentioned in lines 633-634, just ahead of the critique’, 
varios conexus pondera plagas concursus motus. The reference here however is
418 Compare Lucretius’ transition 951 -957, where it is implied that the next step after having shown 
the existence of the atoms is to consider whether the all is infinite. This may indicate that (d) followed (c) in 
his ‘main’ source.
419 As to the lost MeydAri ’ EitiToptj one can only guess that, being an epitome of the whole treatise 
n<D (or at least of a considerable part of it), it would not have had enough space to include systematic criticism 
of theories of matter in list-form.
420 Pages 79-80.
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generally to what is needed for parts to come together and join in an aggregate, rather 
than to the actual behaviour of the atoms themselves. It may be that this anticipation 
suggests that the section of the minima was introduced by Lucretius at this point of the 
treatment, but it is not inconceivable that Epicurus himself, in a discussion of the minimal 
parts in either book I or book II of ITO, had pointed out that anything which can 
combine and move must have parts.
The first reference to the motus in the critique (line 677), on the other hand, is 
specifically to atoms being added or subtracted to compounds, and to the change of 
position of the atoms in relation to one another within a compound (abitu out aditu 
mutatoque ordine mutant). The point is reiterated in the conclusion of the argument 
against fire monism: concursus motus ordo positura figurae in line 685 and mutato 
ordine in 686. The combinations and motions of the atoms appear first as a premise to 
the confutation of fire-monism (lines 675-679), and then as part of the restatement of the 
Epicurean view as a consequence of the discussion (lines 684-689). The re-statement of 
Epicurean theory in lines 798-802 again refers to the combinations and motions of the 
atoms, with line 801 implying not only a change of relative position within the compound 
but also a variation of their motion within it (<ordine mutato et motu).
In lines 818 and 819 we have three phenomena, the identity of the atoms in the 
compound {cum quibus), the arrangement of atoms both in terms of pattern and in terms 
of orientation within it (positura),421 and the invisible perpetual motions of the atoms
421 On the reference of positura, below pages 358-359.
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(motus)*22 which presumably can differ from one to another. Line 822 seems to support 
this: alioque modo there refers to both aspects included in positura, and moventur 
indicates the motion within compounds (which Lucretius only describes in DRN 11100- 
104). And in lines 907-912 Lucretius not only mentions again such phenomena, but 
cross-refers to his remarks to that effect earlier in the critique.
The insistence on the disposition and motion of the atoms could be explained in 
two ways, either by saying that (1) it is taken over from Lucretius’ source-text, which 
perhaps introduced systematic confutation in the context of proving the importance of 
disposition and motion of the atoms, or by supposing that (2) Lucretius decided to 
foreshadow concepts which he was going to explain in book II. Explanation (1) is 
perhaps preferable.423
It is somewhat surprising, given Lucretius’ extensive use of cross-references in 
the critique*2* that he presents the argument for the existence of void in 660-665 after
422 Giussani 18%: 93. Giussani considers this the first clear mention of the motions internal to the 
compounds, anticipated only by the vague references in motus of line 634, and in motu of line 801. He argues 
that the prolexis is a reason for considering the passage a later addition, arguing that in DRN I I762 ( = 819) 
the expression quos motus inter se dent atque accipiant is, contrary to what happens in our line, easily 
understandable and indeed necessary, since it refers to a basic moment in the explanation of colours. But the 
mention of line 801 seems to refer to the same phenomenon. On the suggestion that lines 803-829 are a later 
addition, below pages 371-372.
423 On whether Lucretius changed source at line 598 see above pages 231 and 234-235.
424 Below pages 249-250, on Lucretius’ use of cross-references, which suggest that he saw how 
placing the critique at the centre of book I would serve to reinforce, by repeating them, concepts expressed 
earlier in the book.
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he has dedicated lines 329-397 to proving the existence of void. This may be an 
indication that the source of the critique was a text which had not just proved that void 
exists.
Although it cannot be proved that Lucretius was not reproducing the order of 
topics of a text where Epicurus embarked on a critique of the Presocratics* theories of 
matter after the preliminary description of the atoms, the considerations made above 
regarding the source text suggest, I think, that Lucretius decided to introduce the 
critique at this point of his poem, just after he had proved the existence of the primordia 
and a preliminary description ofthem.425 The choice of distancing himself from his source 
would have no doubt laid emphasis on the new section which unexpectedly, especially 
for the reader who was familiar with Lucretius’ ‘main’ source, came from a different 
text.
3.4 The connection between lines 634 and 635.
Let us consider the connection between lines 634 and 635. The exact reference of the 
quapropter in line 635 is not wholly clear. Munro (1886b: 84) thinks it refers to lines 
632-634: fire cannot have the necessary conexus pondera plagas concursus motus. 
Giussani (1898: 85) objects that there is no reason to deny such properties “a dei 
supposti del fuoco, o al fiioco (all’ acqua etc.) in genere”. Furley (1967: 40) defends
425 That Lucretius was using a source later than Epicurus which reproduced the contents of II4> I-(II) 
and then embarked on criticism of the Presocratics sounds, I think, extremely unlikely.
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Munro’s view that quapropter refers to what immediately precedes, by suggesting that 
the quapropter picks up the propterea quia of 631 and that Lucretius is emphasising 
varios in line 633: the minimal parts lack the variety of conexus pondera plagas 
concursusmotus, and so does fire, “wherefore. . This reading is ingenious, and seems 
to answer Giussani’s objection: fire cannot have the necessary variety. Yet I wonder 
whether this is what Lucretius had in mind when he wrote quapropter.
Bailey (1947: 714) explains the quapropter as referring to the entire preceding 
argument establishing the existence and characteristics of the atoms, or as merely 
resumptive, meaning “and so” as in DRN 1334.1 doubt that the quapropter in line 635 
is simply resumptive, and that it means “and so” without any specific reference to what 
precedes. Quapropter in line 334 does not look like a parallel for such a resumptive use. 
As Professor Sharpies points out to me there is a connection between 334 and what 
immediately precedes it. Quapropter takes up, after 331 -333, what was said in 329-330: 
“things are not all massed together, therefore — I am telling you — there is void”. The 
reference of quapropter here is in fact ‘limited’. In lines 557 and 794 the reference in 
quapropter is again ‘limited’ just to the preceding lines.426
But there are a number of parallels for Lucretius using quapropter with an 
‘extended’ reference. In line 127 quapropter does not refer to the immediately preceding 
section on the soul and Ennius, but to the contention earlier in the paragraph that 
scientific knowledge is needed to lead a trouble-free life (lines 101-116). Quapropter in 
line 398 also has an extended reference, to all the arguments proving the existence of
426 In DRN V I998 quapropter is resumptive and not that far from igitur in meaning.
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void.427 However line 398 is resumptive, re-stating the point made in the immediately 
preceding section; line 635 is different in this respect because it introduces, rather 
suddenly, a new point and indeed a major new section in the poem. The quapropter in 
705 does not refer to the immediately preceding lines, but to the whole refutation of 
Heraclitus.428
The connection between lines 634 and 635 is perhaps more satisfactory if 
quapropter logically refers not only to the immediate preceding lines, but to the entire 
section defining the primordia. That fire is not aetemus solidus and simplex is perhaps 
a more immediate inference than that fire does not have the necessary varios conexus 
pondera etc. I am inclined to think that the primary reference of quapropter is an 
‘extended’ one, although this does not mean that quapropter cannot be read as also 
picking up lines 631-634.429 A reference to lines 631-634, which highlight a core feature 
of the atoms is not incongruous in itself. The thought is: “nature needs a OTOixeiov 
made of up of inseparable minima, and therefore solid and eternal colliding atoms, so 
(quapropter) those who said that. . . ”. If on the other hand one thinks with Furley that 
the quapropter in line 635 is specific and refers to the variety of movements, I would not
427 It is perhaps possible that the quapropter which reflect logical connections in Lucretius’ Greek 
hilosophical source are limited and specific, while those where the connections were introduced by Lucretius
are vaguer and more general.
428 Bailey 1947:714.
429 It seems worth noting that if one accepts the interpretation above — that Lucretius took it for
granted that fire could not be thought of as aetemus, solidus, simplex — the quapropter of line 635 would 
follow on well after 598.
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rule out, given the number of references to such phenomena in the critique, that the 
criticism of the Presocratics came in connection with what the minima made it possible 
for the atoms to do, namely have different shapes and movements (above page 235), and 
Lucretius somewhat obscured the connection.
Whether the reference in quapropter is extended or limited, it seems a fair remark 
that it involves a fair amount of work on the reader’s part, since he has to work out for 
himself why fire cannot have the necessary qualities. This might have a bearing on 
determining whether Lucretius changed source at this point. Sedley (1998: 193) argues 
that Lucretius was much readier to abandon logical rigorousness for rhetorical effect, 
referring for example to Lucretius’ allusions to atoms in DRN I long before they have 
been demonstrated.430 If there is a logical incongruity in the quapropter it is perhaps 
more likely to derive from Lucretius than from Epicurus.
It might be that the vague reference in the quapropter provides a further (above 
pages 235-239) clue that Lucretius changed sources at this point and established himself 
the connection between the preliminary description of the atoms and the critique of 
earlier theories of matter, which forms the centre-piece of book I, culminating in lines 
921-950. The feet that the reference in quapropter of line 705, one that Lucretius
430 DRN 1221 would presumably be an example of this. Yet Professor Sharpies draws my attention 
to the fact that there might not be an illegitimate anticipation in DRN 1221, but rather an argument here for 
everlasting “seeds”. We are again presented with a dilemma: either (1) things can perish into nothing, or (2) 
the fact that they do should be explained by everlasting seeds. This depends on the assumption that there is no 
other way to avoid the first horn of the dilemma; but this still is a less blatant assumption of the atomic theory 
than simply assuming the existence of atoms.
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probably worked out himself, is similarly vague might be a clue that line 634 was the 
point at which Lucretius decided to change source.431
The evidence suggests that Lucretius, when he introduced the critique at the 
centre of book I,432 added material derived from a source-text different from the one he 
had used earlier in book I, although a question mark remains over whether he had 
changed source for the section on the minima in lines 599-634. It seems worth 
speculating on the reasons which prompted Lucretius to interrupt the sequence he found 
in Epicurus.
3.5 Why did Lucretius have the critique at the centre of book I?
Lucretius had the long-lasting discussion on the apxcci/oroixeia in mind when 
composing his introductory syllabus to his poem. InDRNl 55-61 the fundamental nature 
of matter receives considerable attention:
431 The possibility should perhaps be considered that Lucretius introduced a temporary, and not wholly 
satisfactory connection which he would have tidied up at a later stage (sign of DRN I being ‘unrevised’). This 
solution is not that far from Giussani’s lacuna.
432 Sedley (1998:190) rightly points out that the critique comes surprisingly early in the poem: since 
the way in which atoms make up things by combining with one another is only treated later in the poem, in 
DRN II, Lucretius could not frilly exploit the incapacity of rival theories to explain phenomena as well as 
Epicurean atomism. It should be noted, however, that Lucretius has no problem with referring more than once, 
in the critique, to combinations and movements of atoms, which he has not yet treated.
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Nam tibi de summa caeli ratione deumque 
disserere incipiam et rerum primordia pandam, 5 5
unde omnis natura creet res auctet alatque 
quove eadem rursum natura perempta resohat. 
quae nos materiem et genitalia corpora rebus 
reddunda in ratione vocare et semina rerum 
appellare suemus et haec eadem usurpare 60
corpora prima. quod ex illis sunt omnia primis.
There seems to be a reminiscence, in lines 55-57, of Aristotle’s formulation at 
Metaphysics A. 3. 983b6ff: twv 6f| 7tpd>TOV 4>iAooo<|)T|oavTG)v oi 7iAeioTOi Tag 
ev ei6ei povag cbiii0r|oav ap%ag elvai Ttdvrwv cE ou yap c o t iv  arcavra 
Ta ovTa Kai zl ou yiyevrai 7ipc5tou Kai etc o 60€tp€Tai teXeuTaiov. TT^ g pev 
ouoiag uTtopevouorig toig 6e 7ta0eot peTaPaAA.ouot]g, t o u t o  o t o ix c io v  Kai 
TauTTjv apxf]v 4>aoiv elvai t w v  ovtcov . .  433 Lucretius may well have derived the 
formulation from Epicurus, who had in turn taken over Aristotle’s. Given the emphasis 
the rerum primordia receive in the syllabus it is not surprising that Lucretius decides to 
have ‘systematic criticism’ of the views of named, and unnamed, philosophers on this
433 Note that the pairing of coming to be and passing away is present at DRN 1 159-214 (on ‘how 
things are created’) and 215-264 (dedicated to ‘what things are destroyed down to’), and at Ad Herodotum 38- 
39.
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topic.434
It also seems relevant that just before introducing the Epicurean primordia in 
DRN I 498-502, and giving the eleven proofs of their solidity, indestructibility, and 
eternity, Lucretius dedicates lines 489-497 to examples opposing his theory that there 
are primordia which are ever-triumphant thanks to their solidum corpus (485-486). This 
could be either a rhetorical device to make the reader trust him or, as Giussani (1898: 
67) holds, a sign that Lucretius was worried by the fact that his own examples in lines 
346-357 seemed to show absence of soliditas in things. It seems clear from lines 483- 
502 that Lucretius recognised the fact that experience does not, primafacie, confirm his 
theory of primordia solido corpore435 It may well be that Lucretius felt the need to 
support his claim by disproving other theories on the ultimate constituent of matter 
immediately after the preliminary description of the atoms, because he thought that he 
lacked the necessary support from sense-experience. When considering something as far 
removed from the senses as the atoms are, opponents’ theories needed to be argued 
against and shown to be less appropriate. This preoccupation perhaps explains why 
Lucretius took the unusual step of including a ‘doxographical’ polemic section in his
434 The tone of the discussion of opinions on the soul in DRN 111 is different, with no opponent named. 
On the Epicureans’ reticence to name opponents, below pages 268-269.
435 The striking hendiadys ratio naturaque rerum, which presumably means “the correct 
understanding of nature” may indicate again that ratio, in this case, must overcome the impression given by 
the senses.
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didactic poem.436
Such a preoccupation however does not explain why Lucretius decided to 
include the critique at the centre of his first book, rather than elsewhere in his work. 
Sedley suggests that there are three reasons behind Lucretius’ decision to have the 
critique in the centre of book I. First by introducing the critique at this point Lucretius 
can “broach the theme of how philosophy can best be written”. Discussion of how 
philosophy should be written had to come early in the poem for Lucretius’ own 
statement in lines 921-950 to have full impact on the reader. This is in my view the main 
reason behind Lucretius’ decision to introduce the critique at this point of book I. We 
shall see in chapter 4 how Lucretius goes out of his way to focus on Heraclitus’ and 
Empedocles’ style of writing. Lucretius’ claim for his poetry in lines 921-950 gains 
emphasis by being set against the two illustrious precedents in philosophical writings. 
From the harsh criticism of Heraclitus’ style, to the high praise of Empedocles’, to the 
grand description of Lucretius’ own style, there is a development leading to the 
superiority of Lucretius’ poem.
Sedley’ s second reason (1998: 191) regards the use of the analogy from letters 
of the alphabet. “Atomism’s explanatory economy’ is highlighted by being compared 
with the physical theories of rival thinkers.437 If one assumes that (a) the analogy from
436 Although polemic may have been included in earlier didactic poetry, including systematic polemic 
against earlier thinkers in a poem in hexameters was certainly a bold step. The Alexandrians Nicander and 
Aratus had tried to revive the didactic genre, but in a way very different from Lucretius.
437 Sedley (iibidem) argues that Lucretius makes the critique come earlier in his treatment than 
Epicurus had done: the sense of urgency shows that Lucretius intended “ to maximise the persuasive impact
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letters of the alphabet appeared in Lucretius’ source-text,438 the positioning of the 
critique at the centre of book I may be due to Lucretius wishing to make the analogy 
figure prominently early on in his treatment of atoms.439 Thus the analogy would serve 
as a further, and final, proof that indivisible atoms exist. If, on the other hand, (b) the 
analogy was not in his source, then Lucretius might have introduced the critique at this 
point because it would provide the perfect platform to use the analogy. Yet thinking that 
Lucretius switched to the source for the critique in order to introduce the letters analogy 
himself seems somehow tortuous.
Sedley’s third (1998: 146) reason is that the introduction of the critique at this 
point creates a major structural feature of Lucretius’ poem: the end of DRN I and II 
mirror one another. By introducing the critique at the centre of DRN I Lucretius 
postpones until the end of the book the treatment of whether the universe is infinite, and 
the refutation of the “inward-looking” view that our world gathers around an absolute 
centre. The end o f DRN 11 presents a similarly “horizon-expanding” topic: the existence 
of other worlds and the limited temporal existence of our own world.440 The matching
of his argument in its early stages”. He points out that while Epicurus addressed an already committed 
philosophical audience, Lucretius is aware that his reader may give up (DRN 1943-945).
438 On whether Lucretius’ source exploited the analogy as fully as Lucretius see below pages 356-357 
and 366-367.
439 The analogy has already been introduced, in DRN I 196-198 (below pages 276 and 358), to 
reinforce the argument in favour of the existence of atoms.
440 Sedley (1998: 146) argues that this aspect of the argument is not brought out in Ad Herodotum. 
He thinks this is because of condensation.
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closures of books I and II provide what was promised at 162-79, a journey beyond the 
limits of our world, to the infinite universe beyond. It seems likely that Lucretius saw 
that introducing the critique at this point would present him with the opportunity of 
having the argument for the infinity of the universe as conclusion to the first book, 
although a digression on any other topic, rather than the critique, would have achieved 
the same result.
Sedley argues that the introduction of the critique was part of a rewriting by 
Lucretius of a first draft of the poem,441 a re-writing which Lucretius only carried out up 
to book III, or the early part of book IV. None of the reasons given above has to imply 
a wholesale re-writing of a first draft of the poem.442 Lucretius could have seen the 
attractions of having the critique just ahead of the description of his own work at 921- 
950 while working at his first, and only, draft of the poem (assuming he was planning far 
enough ahead). Similarly it seems entirely possible that Lucretius decided to introduce 
the critique so that he could end the first book on a “horizon expanding motif’ as he had 
promised in the prologue, and only later saw the attractions of making the second book 
conclude on a similarly ‘open’ topic. The theory that the critique was a later addition 
seems unfounded, although it is not easy to disprove it. A difficulty with thinking that 
the critique was only a ‘second-draft’ addition is that Lucretius would have produced
441 The critique would be, according to Sedley, an addition comparable to those Lucretius would have 
made, according to Sedley, in DRN TV, on ghosts, and in book VI, by explaining the moral lesson to be leant 
from the plague.
442 On the question of revision of DRN, below Appendix (a) pages 389-391.
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an extremely short first draft of book I,443 or did not mind disposing of a considerable 
number of hexameters he had already composed (see further below Appendix (a) page 
390).
It might be that rhetorical concerns encouraged Lucretius to add the critique at 
this point. It looks as though rhetorical practice would have prescribed refutation of 
opponents only once one has set out the issue and one’s own case (which, arguably, 
Lucretius has done sufficiently by this point).444 Lucretius may have noticed how the 
arguments against the Presocratics gained by coming soon after the arguments in favour 
of the existence of void and against infinite divisibility (two points which figure heavily 
in the critique). Knowing that the criticism of the Presocratics in a text at his disposal 
emphasised repeatedly how they went wrong on void and infinite divisibility, Lucretius 
would have seen the attractions of inserting such a passage in the centre of book I, 
immediately after these two topics had been treated. This strategy adds to the strength 
of the confutation and in turn reinforces the points made earlier in the book.445
443 One would have to assume the supposed first draft to have been already divided into books, since 
books five and six have prologues (see further below Appendix (a), note 820).
444 Asmis (1983:45): “Cicero notes only that a “thesis” and “hypothesis” alike should have four main 
parts, a proem, narration, proof, and epilogue; the proof was to be divided in turn into confirmation and 
refutation”. Lucretius’ thesis ‘atoms exist’ would similarly have had refutation after the series of proofs.
445 Lucretius’ strategy of having criticism immediately after proving that atoms exist should perhaps 
be read as being more boldly and directly polemical than Epicurus’, who criticised air-monism and Plato’s 
shapes in the fourteenth book of his treatise, long after the proof that atoms exist in IIO I. This is perhaps more 
satisfactory than reading his strategy as defensive, showing an anxiety to do away with rival theories 
straightaway, part of the so called ‘anxiety’ critics have found in DRN. It seems reasonable to hold that the
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It looks as though Lucretius’ use of cross-references supports this inference. 
There are five cross-references in the critique; two in the confutation of Empedocles 
(lines 758 and 794) and three in the confutation of Anaxagoras (lines 846 and 858-859). 
Two of the cross references,446 those in lines 758 and 858-859 point back to the 
philosophical material presented earlier in book I. Both line 758 and lines 858-859 refer 
to the dogma that the universe cannot be reduced to nothing and that the store of things 
can be replenished out of nothing.447 These are two connected points with which 
Lucretius, following Epicurus, has opened the treatment of Epicurean doctrine in DRN 
155-264. The cross-references are meant to hammer home the essential point that things 
cannot derive from nothing, which in turn is a proof of the existence of the primordia.
3.6 Was Epicurus the source of the critique?
Considerations about what work by Epicurus might have been Lucretius’ source for the
‘anxiety’ is at least in part the inevitable result of Lucretius’ rhetorical concerns, which are highlighted by 
Classen (1968).
446 The rem aining three cross-references in lines 794-795, line 846 and line 907, on the other hand, 
are references ‘internal’ to the critique. Line 794-795 refer back to the description of the four elements coming 
together in lines 782-788. As for line 846, this is a reference back to those who denied the existence of void 
(Heraclitus in lines 655-664, and the quadruple plurahsts in 742-745), and believed in infinite divisibility (the 
quadruple pluralists in lines 746-752). On the cross-reference in line 907, above page 238.
447 This seems easier than thinking that one of the references in utrumque is rather to the feet that 
primordia cannot be mollia and mortali corpore.
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critique are highly speculative, since most of Epicurus’ production is lost, and also lost 
are most of the titles of Epicurus’ 300 ic6A,ivdpoi (Diogenes Laertius X. 26).448 
Nonetheless it seems worth considering whether any text by Epicurus of which we know 
would fit the profile.
I have suggested above (pages 235-236) that it is perhaps unlikely that Epicurus’ 
n o  was the source of the critique, unless one assumes, with Giussani, that Lucretius 
went through M> looking for criticism of those three philosophers, and worked out 
himself the division monism-finite pluralism-infinite pluralism, each with its 
representatives. That Epicurus had a criticism of monism comparable to Lucretius’ 
criticism of Heraclitus in IIO as well as the criticism of air-monism in IIO XIV seems 
unlikely.
It is perhaps conceivable that Epicurus’ MeyriA.ii ’EtUTopii included the 
systematic criticism which Lucretius reproduced in the critique. Sedley (1998: 142) 
doubts that a MeyriA.ii E7UTopfj ever existed, since it is not cited by any ancient 
source except the scholiast on Epicurus’ letters. There is no reference to the MeyriAr| 
eTUTopfj in Diogenes Laertius’ list o f Epicurus’ works. But it seems significant that 
Diogenes does not include AdHerodotum in his catalogue either, although being a letter 
it may be amongst 87UOToA.cn, the final item in Diogenes’ list. One cannot be sure 
whether Diogenes derived the list of Epicurus’ works from the same source as the
448 It seems worth noting that there is no example of ‘composition by compilation’ in surviving 
portions of 110 (book XIV is the (me that comes closest), nor in Epicurus himself generally.
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letters 449 It may be that the person who compiled the list did not think it fit to include 
either of the epitomes in a list which is presented as a list of Epicurus’ best works. The 
only epitome included in the list is the ’ ETtiTopfj t w v  7tpo<; t o u <; <|>u o ik o u <;, as high 
up as fourth in the list.
The existence of a MeyaArt eTUToprj may be implied by Epicurus’ words in Ad  
Pythoclem 85, where he refers to r\ piKpa e7tiTopf) 7tpd<;' HepoSotov. The adjective 
could be simply describing the work, but it may be setting this text apart from a larger 
epitome. Similarly a MiKpa eTuroprj is referred to in Diogenes Laertius X. 135: 
pavTiKfjv 6’ arcaoav cv aAAou; av a ip e i dx; ev xf\\ Miicpai eTtiToprji* icai tyr\ov 
“MavTixf) ouoa avuTtapKrcx;, e \ xai uTtapKTfj, oudev rcap’ f|pa<; riyilTea 
y ivopeva”. Usener considers this a scholium attached to the end of A d Menoeceum, 
but it is perhaps more likely that it was an integral part of Diogenes’ text. The problem 
is that Mixpri ertiTopfj in Diogenes Laertius X. 135 cannot be a reference to Ad  
Herodotum, as the reference in Ad Pythoclem 85 explicitly is (unless one wishes to think 
that a portion of Ad Herodotum where Epicurus discussed pavriKfj was lost in 
transmission). However this may be it seems likely that by referring to MiKpa CTUTopfj 
Epicurus, and whoever wrote Diogenes Laertius X. 135, were implying the existence of
449 Gigante (2002: 101-102) suggests that Diogenes Laertius used a roll which contained “i 3 grandi 
compendi, le quaranta massime capitali e una serie di doxai”, and considers the question of who edited together 
the letters and the K upiai 66£ai, which were originally intended as separate works. Gigante suggests that 
Philodemus might have compiled such a roll. The exemplar which Diogenes Laertius used — probably in 
Rome — could have originated in Philodemus’ library and be found in a public library. Gigante however also 
considers the possibility that Philodemus had found such a roll together with the rolls of IIO.
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a larger e7ivcopfj on physics.
Giussani (1898: 85) is perhaps right in remarking that there is too much detail 
in Lucretius’ critique for it to be derived from the MeyaXr) ’ ErtiTopfj.450 Giussani 
suggests that the MeydA.ii ’ E ititopfj had, on theories of the elements, the kind of 
‘unnamed’ criticism we find for theories of the soul in DRN III451 It cannot be positively 
ruled out, however, that the MeydA.ii Eit vconfj contained criticism of the 3 categories 
with the same kind of detail we find in Lucretius. One could argue that the abridgement 
in three categories with one representative for each category would fit well a work which 
only devoted limited space to the refutation of earlier views on the elements. It would 
be more likely that the MeydA.ii ETmopfj included systematic criticism of opponents 
on their theories of matter if the work was in more than one book. But the formulation 
in the scholia to Ad Herodotum, by not providing a book-reference, seems to suggest
430 Giussani is probably right that the detail of arguments such we find in DRN III to prove the 
mortality of the soul could not have been in any 6niTop.rj, and that they therefore came from 11$. Assuming 
that all of the arguments in DRN m  derive from a book of 11$ (or conceivably a monograph on the soul), there 
is no reason why the material in DRN III 98-135 could not derive from the same source. Giussani’s theory 
seems unconvincing because, in DRN III, Lucretius would have hopped from the McydA.il * E7UTO|ifj (critical 
review of theories on the soul: lines 98-135) to 11$ (the 29 arguments for the mortality of the soul). There is 
no proof, however, that 11$ was the source for the list of arguments in DRN III, as compiling lists with series 
of proofs seems to have been common in antiquity: many such lists made their way into Alexander of 
Aphrodisias’ mantissa (see Sharpies, R. ‘The sufficiency of virtue for happiness: not so easily overturned?’ in 
Proceedings o f the Cambridge Philological Society 2000: 121-139: 122).
431 Mansfeld (3148-3149), on the other hand, thinks that the criticism in DRN III 119-129 is derived 
from doxography.
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that the MeydAr} ’ E7UXoprj was in just one book.
Emout-Robin (1924: 135) suggests that Epicurus’ ’ ETUXopf] xoov Ttpd<; xoix; 
<f>uaiKOu<; was Lucretius’ source for the critique 452 The ’Emtopf] xwv Ttpoc; xoix; 
(Jjixjikouc; would, presumably, have been convenient for looking up Epicurus’ criticism 
of Presocratic theories of matter. One may wonder whether an abridgement with one 
representative for each category would be necessary, or desirable, in the ’ Emxopf| xd>v 
7tpo£ xoix; 4>uoikou<;, and whether such a work would not have considered Thales’ and 
Anaximenes’ monistic theories separately rather than in a general confutation of monism. 
On the other hand abridgement may have been needed in the ’ ETtixopf} x<ov Ttpo<; 
xoix; (|)uaiKoix; depending on the number of topics treated in it.453
To sum up, there is no evidence that any of Epicurus’ known works would have 
criticised the three Presocratics in a list similar to the one in Lucretius’ critique. The 
paucity of the evidence leaves open the possibility that Epicurus had produced such a 
text, and one cannot exclude that this text was the ’ETiixopf} xo>v rcpd<; xoix; 
<|>uoikou<;.
4,2 Robin thought that the work was “d’ailleurs un traite distinct ou un chapitre plus ou moins 
developpe soit du n. (j>uo€(aX^  soit des diverses zn\i:o\iai”. See above page 194.
453 One may wonder whether the ’ EniTO|if| tq v  itpo<; xoix; (j)i)OiKOi5<; would have left out Plato’ 
theory of matter, when Theophrastus’ IIpcx; xoix; <j)uoiKOi)(; (FHS&G 137 8) included criticism of Plato (see 
FHS&G 245). Plato might have been treated separately, but it is not easy to see why he should have been 
omitted from the category of limited pluralists. On the omission of Plato in Lucretius’ and Diogenes of 
Oenoanda’s lists, above pages 78-79.
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3.7 Was Lucretius’ source a later Epicurean text?
We have seen above (pages 27-30) how the evidence for Lucretius having used 
philosophical sources later than Epicurus is not conclusive: if he did so he certainly did 
so very sparingly. But this does not exclude the possibility that he could have made use 
of a later Epicurean source in the critique, since it probably does not derive from the 
same source as the rest of book I.
Both the Ka0r|yep6ve<; (especially Hermarchus judging from the list of titles 
in Diogenes Laertius X. 25) and later Epicureans certainly wrote works which were 
polemical in nature.454 Colotes, Zeno, and Phaedrus are all possible candidates (although 
polemical texts on the elements are not known to have been part of their repertoire). 
Rosier (1973:63-64) tentatively suggests a ‘middle’ Epicurean source, putting forward 
the name of Phaedrus. Given that a critical doxography of earlier views on the gods is 
found in his Ilepi evoepeiaq, it is not inconceivable that Philodemus had a systematic 
criticism ofSo^ax on matter in one of his works. Dorandi (1982:350-352) suggests that 
the source of Lucretius’ critique was Philodemus’ DuvTa^ig ™>v 4>iAooo<|>Ci>v.455 He 
thinks (1982:351) that parts of that work were doxographical, rather than biographical. 
Sedley (2003: 31-33) similarly argues, inconclusively in my view, that sections of
454 Obbink 19%: 285.
455 Dorandi’s suggestion seems to convince Vidale (2000:55, note 95). Longo Auricchio (1990:115) 
similarly considers the possibility that Philodemus was Lucretius’ source.
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Philodemus Suvta^i^ xd>v (jnAoaotJxov were doxographic. I am not convinced by the 
suggestion that the 2uvud£i<; twv 4>iAooo4>(ov was the source of the critique because 
it presumably would have treated the Presocratics separately, and it would have not 
included other forms of quadruple pluralism in its discussion of Empedocles. It therefore 
encounters the same objections (and perhaps more) as postulating that Lucretius used 
a comprehensive doxographical list as source: it would require Lucretius to have done 
a lot of work and research, and work out the division into categories himself. Another 
text by Philodemus however may have been Lucretius’ source for the critique.
The presence of DRN in the library at Herculaneum leads Kleve, followed by 
Flores (2002: 19), to suppose personal contact between Philodemus and Lucretius, and 
that Philodemus read Lucretius’ poem. Capasso (2003: 85-90) has demolished Kleve’s 
claim that lines of DRNV  are found in PHerc. 1829, and that lines of DRN III are found 
in PHerc. 1830. Capasso also makes the important discovery that these two papyri, 
along with PHerc. 1831 and the three other frustoli in cassetto CXIV, are the scorze to 
PHerc. 395.456 But by a remarkable coincidence Capasso’s findings corroborate the point 
he was arguing against, namely that the roll of which PHerc. 395 is the midollo was in 
fact a copy of Lucretius, assuming the results of Kleve’s latest work can be trusted.457
456 This invalidates the reconstruction of the rolls of DRN in Suerbaum 1992:163-164 and Suerbaum
1994.
457 Delattre warrants the ending of the lines 1081-1083 and the letters CE. M in preceding line, but 
not the further letters Kleve reads. I am not sure where this leaves Kleve’s claim that PHerc. 1831 fragment 
H preserves DRN1874,873 and a lost line, the most important contribution of Kleve’s findings to the textual 
tradition of Lucretius. Capasso (2003: 90-91) does not, in this specific case, object to Kleve’s readings nor to
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Kleve has found, in the parts of PHerc. 395 which come from near the end of the roll, 
remains of DRN II 1078-1089 (Delattre 2003: 112-113 and 116). Lucretius’ poem, it 
seems, was in the Herculaneum library.
Kleve suggests (1997: 50-51) that the copy of DRN from Herculaneum was 
acquired before Philodemus’ death, because the writing is of the very oldest Latin type. 
But this does not show personal contact, since we do not know when the roll became 
part of the library (Wigodsky 1995: 58) and paleography allows for a date as late as the 
end of the first century B.C. (Sider 1997: 24).458 Contact between Lucretius and 
Philodemus can only be proved by internal evidence from their writings.
Kleve (1997:56) connects Philodemus’ and Lucretius’ atomistic view of poetry. 
Philodemus thought the order of elements cannot be changed without consequences to 
understanding, a theory referred to as the ‘impossibility of metathesis’. Given 
Philodemus’ remarks about word arrangement, it seems reasonable to assume that he
his telling apart of sottoposti and sovrapposti. This suggests to me that unless a fitting sequence of letters can 
be found for DRN 13, it is problematic to conclude that the roll contained only DRN II. Delattre (2003:114-115) 
takes it that the roll had 59 columns with an average of 20 lines each and was 8.85 meters long (excluding front 
and end titles). Delattre (2003:114) is very cautious about Kleve’s restoration of lines other than those ofDRN 
I I 1078-1089 (in cornice 4, for Kleve’s findings to be correct, we should have sottoposti and sovrapposti from 
columns which were 20 layers of the roll apart). Delattre (2003: 115) finds it “bien improbable” that the roll 
was an anthology of Lucretius. But would supposing that we have DRN I and II in the same roll not solve some 
problems? And would thinking in terms of an anthology of books I and II not solve most problems?
458 Even if Kleve is right in suggesting that the large size of the writing indicates that the roll was used 
for reading aloud in the Epicurean contubemium, one cannot be sure that it was used before Philodemus’ death 
(presumably an Epicurean ‘community’ continued at the villa after Philodemus’ death).
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also thought letter arrangement should be judged by reason, and that it too had an 
impact on the thought, although in what survives Philodemus never explicitly states — 
as Democritus did — that the transposition of letters affects the meaning and the whole 
(Armstrong 1995: 221). Perhaps Philodemus gave the latter contention as granted.
Comparing letters to atoms has a long pedigree in Greek philosophical writings. 
Since Aristotle in Metaphysics A. 4. 985b 12-19 uses the letters of the alphabet as 
examples to illustrate Leucippus’ and Democritus’ differences in shape (tpoTtfj = 
0eoi<;), arrangement (oxfjpa = puopog) and position (6ia0iyf| = xd^tg), it seems 
reasonable to assume that the early atomists used such an illustration themselves. And 
in De generatione et corruptione A. 2. 315b6-15, Aristotle reports that Leucippus and 
Democritus said that just as the same atoms differently arranged can produce different 
compounds so the letters of the alphabet can make up genres as diverse as comedy and 
tragedy: ck xd>v auxwv yap xpaycoibia Kai Kopondia yfvexai ypappaxtov.
Armstrong (1995: 224) suggests that it was Zeno of Sidon who picked up 
Democritus’ hints about poetry459 — hints which Epicurus had overlooked because of 
his reservations regarding poetry— and introduced the atomist poetics in outline. It may 
well be that the connection between Lucretius and atomistic poetics should be pushed 
further back; comparison between Philodemus and Lucretius is still valid, but now in
459 Armstrong (1995: 213-214) must be right in finding an analogy between construction of a poem 
and construction of the Koopog in Democritus DK B21: 'Opjipoc; 4>uo€6><; A.a%(bv 0eaCoi5oii<; 6ne<*>v 
Koopov ^TGKTpvaio TiccvTOitoV. In this passage Democritus seems to imply that the words, rather than the 
letters, corresponded to his 16eai.
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terms of a common source.460 Whether Epicurus himself could have used the analogy in 
a context where poetry was not involved (and that Lucretius took it over from there) is 
unclear. We shall come back, in pages 355-357 and 366-367, to Lucretius’ use of the 
analogy and whether it derives from his source. Philodemus however is certainly not the 
only candidate.
Lucretius’ extensive use of metaphor and imagery is compatible with 
Philodemus’ views. Wigodsky (1995: 62-63) argues convincingly that Philodemus 
approved of metaphor. He refers to Ilept pT}TopiKT)<; IV column XV,461 and column 
XXI, where Philodemus’ statements show endorsement of the use of metaphor.462 
Wigodsky also suggests that there is no indication that Epicurus condemned metaphor 
in IIO XXVIII. But Ad Herodotum 38 certainly shows that Epicurus had reservation 
about it: dvdyicTi yap to  rcpdrcov 6vvdTi|ia kcc0’ Skccotov 4>0dyyov pAeneoOat 
xai pr|0 ev anodet^eax; 7rpoo6 eio0 ai, eftrep &;op€v to  Ctycodpevov v\
460 Kleve (1997: 54) himself, when connecting Philodemus’ views on rhetoric with Lucretius’ use of 
rhetoric, points out that in this respect Philodemus was following Zeno. On the use of rhetoric linking Lucretius 
with Philodemus see also Gigante (2003: 20), where he points out, however, that oacj)r)veia is not one of the 
things Philodemus required in poetry. The fact that rhetoric certainly figures prominently in Lucretius’ poem 
hardly seems a trait specific enough to show contact between two authors. The rhetoric may well derive from 
Lucretius’ education.
461 Lines 15-18 (Sudhaus 1892: 175) xai naoa X£%vq (j)a)v[f|]v of) duvaxai 7ipo[i€o]0ai 
oi€p[r|]0eioa xfjg ek xd>v pcxatjropdiv ebxpqopnou;].
462 Lines 8-15 (Sudhaus 1892:180): Kai^TieoKe'(j)0ai <j)iAoo[o<j)qoav]Ti 7ioq[xTji &v]av[xatov, 
7t[a><; xai 7t[o0]€v [x]p[07tixf| &pa Ae^i]g xai x[a]xa [xijvfa xponov tox]avx[ai] <j>uoiKo\ [Adyoi, fj] 
paxaiov 6[f|] 0eo)[p]€iv, [Ttax;] x6 p[e]v £KAE'yr|ia[i] x[6 6’ £]k[kA]€ivt|i .
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anopoupevov kcci 6o£aCdpevov e<t>’ o &va£opev.463
It is not clear how far Philodemus, himself a poet, was innovating by his approval 
of metaphor, but it is possible that he was, once again, following the example of his 
teacher Zeno. There is affinity between Philodemus’ views on metaphor and Lucretius’ 
use of metaphors, but this does not seem enough to prove contact between the two.
Schroeder (2004: 140) argues that Lucretius drew from Philodemus his use of 
Epicurean therapy, which involves envisioning an image, and then dismissing it, because 
of its foreseen consequences. Philodemus sets forward this principle, which Schroeder 
calls “avocatio and envisioning” in Ilepi opyf^. Schroeder (2004: 142) has it that the 
technique of visualisation is not derived from Epicurus. It is not clear to me why the 
useful way of avoiding a dangerous nddoQ cannot have been in Epicurus, or any other 
Epicurean earlier than Philodemus.
The best known parallels between Philodemus and Lucretius are between Ilepi 
opyfj<; and DRN III, and Ilepi 0avriTou and DRN III464 Schroeder (2004:142) has it 
that Philodemus’ Ilepi Oavatou (PHerc. 1050) influenced Lucretius: “to the potential 
objection that Lucretius was not dependent upon Philodemus because they might have 
had the same source or sources, it can only be replied that the close parallels between 
Philodemus’ De Morte and Lucretius argue strongly for a direct dependence”.465 He
463 And Epicurus’ emphasis on oa4>qv€ia (below page 284) is not easy to square with approval of 
metaphor.
464 Kleve 1997: 59.
465 Kleve (1997: 60), however, has it that Philodemus wrote Ilepi Oavatoi) after the lifetime of 
Lucretius, without supporting argument for such a dating.
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suggests that DRN III 870-893 mirror XXX Fr. 18. O. Kuiper (where the person is 
worried about what will happen to the body if left unburied, forgetting that burial 
involves just as much corruption of our body), and that DRN III 894 ff. reflect XXII Fr. 
12. O. Kuiper lines 30-33 (where children are mentioned).466 There is no reason why 
both of these themes should not have been treated by Epicurus in his discussion of death. 
Schroeder (2004: 143) considers it especially telling that Philodemus, like Lucretius, 
imagines a soliloquy by a man who fears death in column XXXVII, to the effect “I’d die 
happily had I seen this done” and “I die even though I could enjoy my comfortable 
situation, but he who has nothing lives on”. Lucretius similarly mentions the comfortable 
situation of the man about to die in line 899.467 The topic of the actual soliloquy is very 
different. It would not be surprising if Philodemus’ presentation reflected the way 
Epicurus (or some other Epicurean), had dealt with the fear of death. It looks as though 
there is a shared body of argument between Philodemus and Lucretius, but Philodemus 
was not Lucretius’ source.
Statements by Philodemus have been thought to limit the extent to which the two 
could have been in contact. Wigodsky (1995: 58) refers to column XIV (Jensen) of 
Ilepi 7ioir|pdT(i)v V lines 11-24, which I quote as edited by Mangoni: t [ i ]  6e to  
Xeyeiv doTeia rd kcci ttjv  ouv[0eo]iv aoTexav exovta [ic]ai ttjv  6xavoxav 
[a7Toudaiav, tx 6e 6x]avoxa[v orto]u6aiav [to  7iA.ex]ov 0Ta[v d7io]<J>a[x]vG)vrax
466. . . o\)K on  yivexai [oudcpia] xoig [pq]KEx’ ouoiv £7iaio0r|o[i(;] [kcu te]kva [<f>i]Aa 
pev y€v[o]|j,€vaxaux’ [oi)K] a[pi3v]€i- Ka\ nepi x[o] gxcpov oi)6’ e[riv xaA]A’ &7i;[o]Pf]<i> pf| <|)iA[a].
467 Gigante (1983: 165 and 189) implies that there is a relationship between the two texts and quotes 
III 898-899, but never states that the influence was direct.
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6iav<na<; a a re ia s  Kai n[pdQe\q r\ to>v ei<; 7taid[ef]a[v ev]TeivovTG)v, ou 
Y€ypa<|)dTo<; tivo<; t o v  Ttoiiycwv T[oi]auTa<; 7tepie[xovr]a [7ioi]ipaTa d iav o ias  
o u t’ av  YpatyavTos;468 The last clause of the passage led Jensen (1923: 123) to ask 
himself whether Philodemus could have known ofLucretius’ poem when he wrote Ilep i 
TionipctTmv V.469
Philodemus attacks the view that identifies good poetry with that which is 
morally or didactically useful at many places in Ilepi Tioiriptmov V. In column XXV 
lines 30-34 he states that a noxypa <()uoik6 v does not provide d)(|)eAT]pa oute Ae^eox; 
oute 6[iavo]iipaTO<;.470 In column XXXVIII Mangoni, lines 22-26, Philodemus states 
that to  Tcpercov icara oocfnav is an apetfj which is &y^vt1to v  Kai &pilXa v o v  t0  
poetry. In columns IV and V Philodemus excludes that poetry can have a value similar 
to medicine or other sciences,471 and attacks the view that the virtue of poetry should be
468 Mangoni 1993: 145. Her text seems superior to Jensen’s, since by reading [&ito]<)>a[<] | vwvxai
in lines 16 and 17 (in place of Jensen’s [twv 6p]4>a[i] | v[6]vt[wv]) it respects the reading of the apographs 
N andO.
469 Armstrong (1995: 218) points to the feet that Philodemus thought that “ the poetic version of any 
subject” is not precise and accurate enough for “professional students of philosophy and other topics”, but 
remarks that there is no reason to think Lucretius claimed technical perfection in his treatment of philosophy 
in DRN.
470 Mangoni 1993: 153.
471 It may be relevant that Philodemus, in column II25-26 of Ilepi 7ioir|p.dTG)V V (Mangoni 1993: 
131), while arguing against the view that the value of poetry lies in naxbeia (educational value), names 
Empedocles. The text is extremely damaged, but seeing that Empedocles was a didactic poet it may well be 
that he came in for criticism. Lucretius, on the other hand, used Empedocles as his chief literary model.
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identified in its usefulness.472 Further criticism of usefulness as a criterion for judgement 
is found in column XXXII, lines 19-22:473 6 i [ o t ] i  t o  \iaX\OTa oxfreAouv apiOTOV 
epoOoiv, o u k  eodpevov av iatpiKax; eic<|>epT|Tai.474
The remarks in book V come close to ruling out that Philodemus knew of 
Lucretius’ poem when he wrote Ilepi 7toir|paTG)v (unless he profoundly disapproved 
of it).475 It is not known when Philodemus wrote this book (it may have been written 
before he moved to Italy). Even if Ilepi Tioirjptmov V was written late in Philodemus’
472 Mangoni 1993: 132-133.
473 It seems significant that Philodemus insists that usefulness is not the criterion, since as Asmis 
(1992b: 148) points out “following Plato, the Stoics identified “fine” poems with useful “poems””. This looks 
like further proof that Philodemus’ polemic was geared against Stoic ideas.
474 1 do not see the point of the addition in square brackets in Armstrong’s translation (1995: 267) 
“. . . because they will say that the most useful is the best poem, though it will not be the best poem if it is [a 
medical poem] expressed [in the] medically [best way]”. I would translate: “they will say that the most useful 
is the best composition, but that it will not be apioxov if it is written in the style of a work of medicine”: i.e. 
they are inconsistent because why should one not include medical works, if utility is taken into account in 
judging a Ttorjpa? This is presumably what Mangoni (1993: 179) had in mind (“e perche si dira che e ottimo 
quel compommento che e massimamente utile, mentre non lo sara, nel caso sia espresso alia maniera dei 
medici”) although in her translation ouk eoopevov av iaxpiKax; eK<f>epr}Tai could be taken to represent 
Philodemus’ view (rather then the one he attributes to others). It would be clearer to say “ma che non lo sara, 
nel caso . . .”.
475 Kleve (1997:65-66) deals with the difficulty by saying that Lucretius’ poem is an aid for memory 
(ETtixopq) and therefore Philodemus’ criticism would not apply (as it did not deter Vergil or Horace from 
composing didactic poems).
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life, this doe not rule out that Lucretius was Philodemus’ pupil.476 And even if there was 
no personal contact between the two, Lucretius could have read Philodemus’ works. It 
is not clear what kind of diffusion Philodemus’ prose works had (above note 106). 
Assuming that they had little diffusion, it is still conceivable that Lucretius was in contact 
with some of Philodemus’, or Siro’s, pupils and learned of Philodemus’ views through 
them. There is no reason however why Philodemus should be considered more likely 
than earlier Epicurean authors to have been the source of the critique, apart from the 
fact that he was living in Italy and he was contemporary with Lucretius.
3.7.1 The choice of Heraclitus
One argument in favour of thinking that Lucretius used a source later than Epicurus 
turns on what one makes of the choice of Heraclitus as the representative of monism. We 
have seen in chapter 1 that such a choice was probably not Lucretius’ own decision, in
476 Capasso (2003:100) thinks Philodemus was in Italy from circa 80. Philodemus had already taken 
residence in Italy in 70 B.C., since he dedicated his Ilepi £>T]TopiKT)<; to C. Vibius Pansa Caetronianus (Sider 
1997:7-9). Sider dates Philodemus’ arrival in Italy to 74-73. If the date of Philodemus’ move to Italy was 74- 
73, Lucretius, who was younger than Philodemus by about 16 years, was about 20 years old when Philodemus 
moved to Italy. If Philodemus moved to Italy as early as 80 B.C., Lucretius was only 15 at the time. It is 
perhaps unlikely that the idea of writing his physical poem was suggested to Lucretius by Philodemus, but there 
is no reason to exclude that contact with Philodemus inspired Lucretius to Epicureanism and consequently to 
write his poem. DRN, however, was not written under Philodemus’ supervision (unless Philodemus drastically 
changed his views regarding didactic poetry). It even seems conceivable that DRN was a reaction to 
Philodemus’ ideas.
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view of the coincidence with Diogenes of Oenoanda. Diogenes and Lucretius probably 
derived this feature from an earlier text.
The Stoics’ admiration for Heraclitus sounds like the most satisfactory 
explanation of the choice of Heraclitus. Chronology suggests that a later Epicurean 
would be more likely to pick Heraclitus than Epicurus himself, since presumably the 
rivalry between the Stoics and the Epicureans grew more intense with time.477 Although 
there is evidence that the early Stoics Zeno and Cleanthes were influenced by 
Heraclitus,478 it is perhaps far-fetched to think that Epicurus singled out Heraclitus to 
react against early Stoic ideas circulating in Athens.479
It is not altogether inconceivable, however, that Epicurus singled out Heraclitus, 
or fire-monism, independently of any connection between the Stoics and Heraclitus. We 
have seen above (note 130) according to Bailey the fact that Heraclitus was 
chronologically last of the Ionian monists may have encouraged the choice. And fire- 
monism was the form of monism which Aristotle considered most reasonable and
477 Indeed Bignone (1973: 182-183) thought that the early Stoics and Epicureans were allies against 
Aristotle and Theophrastus.
478 According to Long (19%: 35) the only piece of evidence that associates Zeno with Heraclitus is 
S. V.F. I. 11 where Numenius repeats that Zeno pereo%€ tcov Aoycov t<2>v * HpaicAeiTeioav. Long is 
uncertain about the biographical accuracy of this information, but argues that Cleanthes “was well acquainted 
with Heraclitus”. Long (19%: 38-39) thinks that the early Stoics had access to Heraclitus’ ‘bode’, and did not 
depend on Theophrastus for their information. See further below page 299-300.
479 Epicurus knew of Zeno, Diogenes Laertius VII. 5 and 9. That Epicurus was in touch with the 
views of contemporary schools and willing to engage in polemic with them is shown by his polemic against 
a contemporary school of mathematicians in Cyzicus (Sedley 1976a).
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attacked in De caelo. Since there seems to be little doubt that Epicurus knew the De 
caelo, Aristotle’s focus on fire-monism might have led Epicurus to single out Heraclitus.
3.7.2: Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria
We have seen how Lucretius uses homoeomeria in line 830 and rerum homoeomeria line 
834,480 in a distinctive abstract sense,481 to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory. It seems unlikely 
that Lucretius forged his own meaning for a Greek word which he uncustomarily decides 
to transliterate into Latin,482 and equally unlikely that he misunderstood the meaning the 
term had in his Greek source.
The word occurs in the singular in IIO XIV and XV, but it is far from certain 
that Epicurus used it in connection with Anaxagoras, and certainly there is no indication 
that he used it to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory itself in a sense similar to Lucretius (above 
2.1.4). This does not exclude altogether that Epicurus used opoiopepeia in a different 
sense elsewhere, but seems to make it less likely.
The parallels between Lucretius and Diogenes of Oenoanda strongly suggest that 
the two texts are connected; however one cannot be certain that they both depend on a 
text by Epicurus. According to Mansfeld (1990:3154-3155) both depend on a Epicurean
480 Above pages 55 and 60-62.
481 Munro (1886b: 98): “Lucr. seems to denote by the term the relation which existed between the 
things in being and the particles like in kind, of which they were composed”.
482 On the transliteration, below pages 343-344.
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exegetic and scholastic tradition which is in turn dependent on the Placita.4*3 Lucretius’ 
omission of the Stoics’ theory of elements needs explaining if he was using a later 
Epicurean source. I f  the text Mansfeld has in mind included the Stoics — that is if the 
Stoics were not added by a later intermediary,484 or by Diogenes himself — it remains 
unexplained why Lucretius opted to leave them out. It may be that Lucretius’ source 
considered the Stoics separately from criticism of the Presocratics (as Diogenes does, 
above note 127), and this encouraged Lucretius to leave out the Stoics. In that case 
Lucretius would have decided to omit criticism of the Stoics on elements, and to criticise 
them only on their affiliation to Heraclitus.485 This sounds unlikely.
To suppose that Lucretius’ source did not consider the Stoics looks like the more 
probable hypothesis, because it involves a less complicated approach on Lucretius’ part 
to the Stoics than alluding to the them and then leaving out their theory. This supposition 
however is less economical in that it implies the existence of more texts: one behind 
Lucretius, and a different one behind Diogenes (unless Diogenes added the Stoics 
himself). The absence of the Stoics from Lucretius’ arguments seems easier to explain 
if he was following a text by Epicurus himself, in which case chronology would explain 
why the Stoics are not considered. The similarities between Lucretius and Diogenes
483 Above note 70.
484 That the Stoics were appended later may be shown by the fact that they are not placed in the list 
according to the number of their elements.
485 Possible reasons for this are: (a) that the Stoics would disrupt an account which focuses on the 
Presocratics or (b) the including the Stoics would involve taking account of the involvement of divinity in their 
theory, an aspect in which Lucretius was not interested, or both.
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should then be explained by saying that Diogenes too used Epicurus and introduced the 
Stoics himself (or used an intermediary source which reflected Epicurus and included the 
Stoics).
A complication is presented by the fact that, as Kleve (1978: 65) notes, it was 
usual in Epicurean polemics not to mention contemporary rivals by name.486 Obbink 
(1996: 285) comments on how most of the Ka0TW€|idv€<; declined to name the 
opponents in their polemic, to avoid putting them in the spotlight. Obbink also points out 
(2001:206-207) that Philodemus in Ilepi euoepexac, II criticises the views ofthe poets 
because the Stoics adapted these to their theories through ouvoikg uook; 
(accomodatio), and (2001: 210) that Philodemus presents the Presocratics in a way 
which recalls his polemic against the Stoics. It is very difficult to rule out that whoever 
elaborated the arguments reproduced by Lucretius in the critique had a similar intention, 
but we have seen in chapter 1 how the series of arguments in the critique as a whole is 
a comprehensive attack on rival theories rather than one concerned with the Stoics’ 
antecedents in particular.
486 Kleve (1978:49) thinks that Colotes did not mention by name the contemporary philosophers he 
attacks (Adversus Coloten 1120C), because “everybody must have known who his targets were, a feature 
already observed in Epicurus”. Edwards (1989: 105) thinks that in the same passage Plutarch reports that 
Colotes criticised theories which his actual targets did not hold, and “can only explain the shadow fighting by 
proposing modem names as the hidden referents of the old {Adv. Coloten 1120 c)”. But Plutarch is simply 
saying in the passage that after naming often the earlier thinkers, when Colotes turned to contemporary theories 
(the Cyrenaics and the Academy of Arcesilaus), he avoided naming them.
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3.8 Conclusion
Epicurus is a priori the likeliest candidate for being the source of the critique, because 
of Lucretius’ veneration for Epicurus, because of his attested use of Epicurus elsewhere, 
and because he rarely used later Epicurean, or un-Epicurean, texts as his philosophical 
source (above page 30). There are however two difficulties with supposing that 
Lucretius drew the critique from a text by Epicurus, who in turn drew from 
Theophrastus. First, Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria. There is no evidence that Epicurus 
used the word in the singular to describe Anaxagoras’ theory, even though he might have 
distinguished the way in which opoiopepeia was present in Anaxagoras’ theory from 
the way in which it was present in his own, in n o  XV fragment 25. In view of Diogenes 
of Oenoanda’s use of the term (above page 61) it is conceivable that the meaning 
homoeomeria has in Lucretius was a development later than Epicurus himself, a 
development influenced perhaps by the doxographical tradition. Second, the emphasis 
on Heraclitus is easier to explain if one thinks that Lucretius’ source was getting at the 
Stoics by picking Heraclitus as the representative of monism. Appealing to the possibility 
that Epicurus was responding to early Stoic ideas circulating in Athens at the time seems 
far-fetched.
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Chapter 4: Lucretius in the critique
It seems clear that Lucretius departed from the content of his Greek source in some 
sections of the critique. He often considerably elaborated the material he found in his 
source by using poetical and rhetorical devices. He may have introduced some of the 
arguments himself. The emphasis of this chapter will be on how and to what extent 
Lucretius himself contributed, on the passages he added ex novo, and on his use of 
literary tools to embellish the philosophical material he drew from his Epicurean source.
4.1 Heraclitus as a general
Lucretius opens the critique by pointing out, in lines 635-638, that those who hold that 
fire is the materies rerum badly lose their way. He then proceeds to introduce their 
leader, Heraclitus, by using a metaphor from the battlefield: Heraclitus inti quorum dux 
proelia primus / clarus . . .
It seems probable that Lucretius himself introduced the metaphor. Imagery from 
the battlefield which recalls epic will appear again, at the start of the confutation of 
Empedocles and the quadruple pluralists:. . .  facere ruinas /  et graviter magni magno
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cecidere ibi casu.4*1 The first use of the metaphor presents the general of a misguided 
opposing army, the second use portrays Empedocles as a half-divine hero who suffers 
a great fall, as if in a chronological development.4**
It is relevant in this context that in DRN V Epicurus’ philosophical activity is 
compared to and greatly surpasses the battles Hercules faced to perform his tasks.4*9 
Lucretius was fond of presenting philosophy as analogous to battle. The portrayal of 
philosophical discussion in such terms should be compared with Lucretius’ portrayal of 
philosophy as journeying.490 The metaphor from the battlefield describes a different 
aspect of philosophical enquiry, namely philosophy as debate out of which a winner will 
arise. The use of military imagery in the critique has been carefully thought out: it is 
important for the structure of the book. Once the opponents have been cleared from the 
battlefield, all that is left is Lucretius’ presentation of Epicurus’ message, in lines 921-
487 The expression is an example of‘theme and variation’ with the second element adding an aspect 
(the greatness of the fall). Such a use of theme and variation seems customary in Lucretius. It appears again 
in lines 635-636 (with second formulation stressing the aspect that fire alone is the element), and in lines 643- 
644 (below note 527). Bailey (1947: 145-146) discusses Lucretius’ use of synonyms and his tendency to add 
a fuller explanation of the original concept.
488 And it is perhaps not too far fetched to think that the image from the battlefield continues 
throughout the critique. Anaxagoras represents the enemy defeated and routed trying, unsuccessfully, to escape 
or hide. The use of latet in reference to Anaxagoras in line 875 (below pages 341-342) might suggest this. In 
the confutation of Anaxagoras the primordia, rather than Anaxagoras himself, end up dying (below pages 347- 
349).
489 West 1969: 28.
490 Line 636: . . . lapsi a vera ratione vagantur. On the theme of the path, below pages 309 -311.
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950, the passage which immediately follows the critique.491
There is pointed irony in Lucretius’ use of primus492 The word recalls, and is 
supposed to be contrasted with, the primacy of Epicurus’ generalship in ridding earth of 
religio. Epicurus is primus492, in DRN 166 and 71.1 would add that there is further sharp 
irony in the portrayal of Heraclitus as dux of those who lose their way.494 The role of 
Heraclitus as dux is meant to be set against the presentation of Epicurus as a general in 
the prologue. The imagery in DRN I 62-79 is a report of a triumphant military 
campaign.495 Lucretius presents, right at the start of his poem, Epicurus as the military 
leader. Lucretius’ language in his introduction of Heraclitus is derisory. His use of 
elevated epic style should be read as an example of mock-epic.496
Irony is accompanied by parody of Heraclitus’ own words.497 Heraclitus is 
reported as stating that (DK B80) eidevai de %pf| tov TioAepov eovra £uvov, xai
491 Note that the quod superest in 921 may have implications of “what is left” once the other 
philosophers’ primordia have died.
492 Brown 1983: 146, note 5, tentatively.
493 Brown notes how the primus motif is used for Ennius in DRN 1 117 and for Lucretius himself in 
DRN 1926-927 and in DRN V 336-337.
494 On the identification of Heraclitus’ followers, above page 70.
495 West 1969: 57-60.
496 See West (1969: 53) on how Lucretius can parody the style of epic.
497 West(1969:26-27) points out that Lucretius regularly mimics the style ofthe speech of his targets. 
I would add that the mockery of Heraclitus and conventional oracles come to be one and the same thing, once 
Heraclitus is identified with the Pythia (below note 505).
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6ikt)v epiv, Kai yivopeva navxa  koct’ epiv, Kai xpetov, and that TidAepos 
7tavTO)v pev nazr\^ eoui, ticcvtov de paoiAeus, Kai toi^ pev Oeoix; edei£e toix; 
de av0pc57iou<;, toix; pev douAous ercoirjoe toix; de eAeuOepoix;.498 It looks as 
though Lucretius is parodying Heraclitus’ use of military language.499
The mimicking of Heraclitus’ style continues in lines 636-644. In these lines, 
which introduce Heraclitus and his admirers, Lucretius is certainly playing with words 
more than he usually does. Lucretius emphasises particularly with the idea of opposites: 
clarus ob obscurant linguam in 639 {oxymoron), inanes Graios . . . graves Graios in 
639-640, vera constituunt quae latitantia cermmt in 642-643. Insistence on opposites, 
and the use of oxymoron, were prominent features of Heraclitus’ style.500 The 
expressions tangere auris in 644-645 and fucata sonore in 645 also seem relevant,501 
although the former is no doubt also meant to foreshadow the Epicurean theory of 
hearing, and sensation generally. It may also be that Lucretius’ use of obscura lingua in 
line 639 and of latitantia in line 641 parodies Heraclitus DK B 123: <|>uois KpUTXueoOai 
<|>iAei.
Lucretius uses alliteration502 in the introduction to the confutation of Heraclitus
498Kollmann 1971: 82.
499 Brown 1983: 146. For the importance of war in Heraclitus’ thought see also note 582 below.
500 Below note 570.
501 West (1969: 26) suggests that the tactile visual and aural synaesthesia recall the tortuosity of 
Heraclitus’ style.
502 Lucretius uses alliteration, assonance and onomatopoeia extensively (Bailey 1947:119-120 and 
146-152). Lucretius would have considered sound-effects part of the charm of his poem, although, as we shall
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(lines 635-644): proelia primus (where it may have an onomatopoeic aspect, 
representing the clashing of arms at the start battle), gravis Graios, and in magis 
admirantur amantque. The overall effect of this alliteration is to produce an (unjustified) 
impression of grandeur, as to emphasise the sharp irony and the parody of Heraclitus in 
the passage.
Kollmann (1971: 85) suggests that Lucretius’ parody extends to reproducing 
Heraclitus’ “aggressiveness” and “sharp criticism”: the aggressive tone of the passage 
(and of the refutation of Heraclitus in general) should be explained in part as imitation 
of Heraclitus’ own style. There is no evidence that such a tone towards Heraclitus was 
customary in the Epicurean school.503 It may be that Lucretius’ aggressiveness is partly 
imitation of Heraclitus, but it looks as though the harsh tone of the polemic, harsher than 
anything against Empedocles and Anaxagoras, is actually aimed at Heraclitus’ admirers, 
whom Lucretius presents as stolidi and inanes.
4.2 Heraclitus’ army
We have seen in chapter 1 (pages 65-70) that whoever formulated the arguments against
see, he condemns €txj>0)Via per se. Lucretius’ uses of sound-effects are classified by West (1969: 115).
503 Capasso (1987: 101) finds no evidence of aprioristic polemic or sarcasm by Epicurus and his 
followers, pointing out that (a) there is no mention of Heraclitus in Metrodorus, Hermarchus, and especially 
Colotes, and (b) that even Philodemus, in spite of his polemical vein, hardly seems harsh towards Heraclitus 
(Philodemus refers to Heraclitus being either in doxographical contexts or as part of his discussion of Stoic 
theories).
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Heraclitus did not single him out as the exemplary monist so that the Stoic theories could 
be refuted. None of the arguments in the confutation of Heraclitus can be shown to be 
aimed at Stoic doctrines. However it cannot be excluded that Lucretius’ source singled 
out Heraclitus as the exemplary monist because the Stoics considered Heraclitus an 
eminent authority. I shall argue that, whether or not Lucretius’ source explicitly 
mentioned the Heraclitus-Stoics connection, Lucretius had the Stoics’ veneration of 
Heraclitus in mind when composing line 635-644. Lucretius referred to the Stoics, 
implicitly,504 but recognisably, through his expressions inanes Graii and stolidi,505 and 
through his description of the admirers of Heraclitus’ style.
4.2.1 Stolidi and inanes Graii
I think that the pun which Snyder (1980: 118), following earlier commentators, sees on 
stolidi - Stoici is a further example of Lucretius’ pointed use ofparonomasia, for which
504 The fact that Lucretius avoids naming the Stoics may well cany an implication that they are not 
even worth being mentioned by name.
305 It seems beyond doubt that stolidi in line 641 are the same people as the inanis Graios in 639, 
since the enim . . .  explains the clarus inter inanis. The feet that, as Sedley (1998:13-14) suggests, Heraclitus 
is probably to be identified with the Pythia in line 739, where the Pythia’s way of speaking (profatur) is 
unfavourably compared to Empedocles’ clarity, suggests that Lucretius is thinking in terms of two factions. 
On the one side oracles, and their admirers such as Heraclitus, and on the other Empedocles who refused 
conventional prophecy.
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Friedlander aptly coined the term ‘atomology’.506 The fact that two words expressing 
concepts connected with one another may share the same letters has important 
implications for Lucretius. It shows that (1) there are many elementa common to many 
things, as there are many elementa common to many words. This is how Lucretius first 
introduces the analogy from letters of the alphabet, in D RNl 196-198. It also illustrates 
that (2) the same or similar atoms could make up different things through rearrangement. 
This is expressed in lines 823-826. When two words expressing concepts connected with 
one another shared many of their elementa, the analogy very aptly illustrated that (3) the 
two things shared the same atoms (elementa), just as the words shared the same letters 
(elementa). Lucretius makes this point in lines 911-914: ignis and lignum share the same 
letters (atoms), therefore the atoms (letters) needed to make up fire are included in 
wood. The analogy from the letters of the alphabet appears five times in his poem.507
Given this background it seems not unreasonable to hold that Lucretius expected 
his reader to pay attention to words made up by similar letters.508 Lucretius associates,
506 In particular Friedlander (1941), Snyder (1978 and 1980) and Ferguson (1987). See also Dionigi 
1988: 66-70.
507 The illustration is repeated again in DRNII688-699 and 1013-1022. And West (1969:97) must 
be right that ex alienigenis quae lignis exoriuntur in DRN 1874 is playing with the same idea as ignes and 
lignum (“from dissimilars which arise out of timbers”). All the elementa of lignis are included in alienigenis.
508 The fact that Lucretius has not yet exemplified ‘atomologising’ at this point is not necessarily an 
argument against the supposition of ‘atomology’ here. It seems reasonable to assume that DRN was meant to 
be read more than once, as a compendium of Epicureanism. There are examples of wordplay earlier in book 
I (e.g. 117-118).
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or even identifies, umor with amor (Friedlander 1941:18).509 This etymological play on 
words is hinted at throughout DRN IV  1045-1057. Lucretius spells out the connection 
in 1058,510 but intentionally avoids using the word umor in that sentence, going instead 
for gutta in 1060.511 The word play is emphatically taken up once again in lines 1065- 
1066. Water images appear sporadically in the final section of book IV,512 but water is 
greatly emphasised, in an apparently unrelated context, in the last two lines of the book 
1287-1288 . . . guttas cadentis umoris . . . (note the ring-composition on gutta from
509 Brown (1987: 202) endorses Friedlander’s explanation but with caution, and thinks that irony 
might be involved (rather than serious etymology). I doubt irony comes into play here.
510 Haec (i.e. umor) Venus (i.e. amor) est nobis\ hinc autemst nomen amoris. For the Venus-Arnor- 
Cupid association see DRNV 737-738 it Ver et Venus et Venerispramuntius /pennatus graditur,. . . (where 
incidentally atomology seems to be at play). It is conceivable that Lucretius is here engaging in polemic with 
love-poetry, by stressing that umor, the opposite of ignis, ardor and flamma as known from love poetry, is the 
essence ofAmor (Venus). This would be consistent with his criticism of romantic love at the end of DRN IV.
511 West (1969: 94) has endorsed the point. I think there may be further ‘atomologising’ on umor in 
. . . Veneris sudorem exercita potat. It might be worth thinking whether there could be precedents in Greek 
for such etymologising word-play; as Professor Sharpies points out to me, a possibility is paronomasia on 
&(j>po<; and ’ A<|)po6irr| (see Plato Cratylus 406D). Aphrodite is associated with water in Euripides fragment 
898 Nauck (Pascal 1904:34-35). This may have encouraged Lucretius’ play on umor and amor. Snyder(1980: 
114) on the other hand points out that in Euripides Trojan Women 990 Aphrodite causes &4>poouvr|. Snyder 
interestingly points to the word-play on verms venenum and amare am arum: DRN TV 634 amarumst, 637 
venenum, 640 venenum, 658 amarum . For the possibility that Lucretius is playing on Empedocles’ , 
below, pages 323-324.
512 Line 1194:... umectans oscula. . .; line 1271 atque exossato cietomnipectore fluctus.
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1060).513 This reminds the reader of the significant etymology. Brown (1987: 379) fails 
to mention the ring composition on gutta and is undecided on whether to see an echo of 
the etymology. I think there can be no doubt that Lucretius associated umor with amor 
because the words shared three out of four elementa.
Friedlander (1941: 20) points to Ennius . . .  perenni in DRN 1 117-118 (Ennius 
is made up of atoms/letters which make up an eternal poet), and DRN V I93-94 callida  
Calliope (the atoms which make up skill through experience).514 M ater. . .  terra share 
a similar nature and similar letters (DRNI I993).515 A further interesting example is DRN 
I I643 ... praesidioque parent decorique parentibus esse. Lucretius had the etymology 
Koupr|T€<; from icoupoi in mind, with the implication that “preparedness for their 
parents is the essence of the Curetes” (Friedlander 1941: 21).516 He (1941: 18-19) also 
draws attention to flamen flumen in DRN1291-292, culmine fulmen in DRN V I295 ff. 
and the hint at superstitio in DRN I 65 horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans. 
Further examples are canisHvrcano de semine in DRN III 750, and to paronomasia in 
Epicurus . . . decurso in DRN III 1042-1044 (Snyder 1980: 180).
There seems to be similar word-play in connection with the Greek names of 
Heraclitus and Empedocles, as Snyder (1978: 228-229) notes. Lucretius is scornful in
513 Note also amoris in 1283 (Brown 1987: 379).
514 And note, in this context, Lucretius’ use of 5 words starting with the letters ca- in lines 92-95.
515 Snyder (1980: 135-136) also draws attention to terra-materies-mater in DRN I I248-251 and II 
991-1003. See further below note 594.
516 West(1969:96) notes that etymologising word play is used with onomatopeic force in DRNU257, 
IV 504, IV 431, II 310, III 387. West also (1969: 97-99) points to etymological play in DRN III 978-1023.
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calling Heraclitus clams, the Latin equivalent of the last half of Heraclitus’ name 
icAe vcoq: Heraclitus, as the reader is to find out unexpectedly, is only clams (kAcitck;) 
through his obscurity. As for Empedocles, Lucretius portrays him as truly eprcedoq, as 
far as his standing as a poet is concerned, but he is one of those thinkers w ho.. fecere 
minas / et graviter magni magno cecidere ibi casu. Apart from the irony, the principle 
that letters are analogous to atoms appears to hold true: Heraclitus was indeed famous, 
and Empedocles could be said to stand fast in his rank as a didactic poet. The term 
epneSog can mean “lasting, continual”,with which one can compare Lucretius’ carmina 
vociferantur (see further below note 668). It seems at least possible that Lucretius was 
etymologising in Greek as well as Latin.517 It is hard to rule out, however, that Lucretius 
was reworking puns already used by the Greeks before him.
Scholars have challenged ‘atomology’. West (1981: 26) criticises Snyder for 
thinking of natural relationships between names and their referents.51* West (1981: 27) 
grants that Lucretius was partial to etymology (the relationship between word and 
word), but is “not convinced that his Epicureanism embraces an onomatopoeic theory 
of the origins of language (a relationship between thing and word). The best evidence 
would be 2. 398-407 but it is not enough”.519 Dalzell (1987:19-20) similarly grants that
517 Ferguson (1987: 104) suggests that in DRN V 740-741 Lucretius seems to be alluding to the 
derivation of Avemus from the Greek d-opvog.
518 Ferguson (1987: 105), as Snyder, endorses the idea that this reflects the natural relationship 
between language and its referents, first hinted at by Friedl&nder (1947: 21).
519 The expression mellis lactisque liquores presumably represents the round atoms (iucunde 
tangere), and contra taetra absinti natura / ferique centauri the angular atoms (introituque suo perrumpere
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word-play is widespread in Lucretius’ poem, but argues that Friedlander’s approach is 
improbable because (a) it attributes to the Epicureans what was a Stoic practice, and (b) 
the point which Lucretius stresses more often “is that a rearrangement of the same or 
similar elements produces something qualitatively different’.
As for (a) it looks as though Epicurus thought that played a part in the 
development of language.520 It seems clear from AdHerodotum 75(b) that names came 
about not by Oeoig but by <t>uoi£, as a response to 7ia0r| and <J>avrdopaTa humans 
are faced with; it is only in stage two that Aoyiopo^ appears: people established 
(teOfjvai) their own names (Snyder 1980:13). DRN 1028-1029 confirms this: at varios 
linguae sonitus natura subegit / mittere et utilitas expressit nomina rerum . . . Both 
West and Dalzell seem to equate a natural relationship between language and referents 
with onomatopoeia, but this is not necessarily the case. Both West and Dalzell also seem 
to understate the importance of Lucretius’ example ignis-lignum, and not to take 
sufficient account of the implication of umor = amor. In both these cases the concepts 
are connected.
In answer to Dalzell’s objection (b), that Lucretius stresses the difference rather 
than the similarity ofthe components when using the analogy from letters of the alphabet 
is due to the fact that it is self-evident from the examples, e.g. ignis-lignum, that the 
words share many primordia and are therefore connected (as is shown by the fact that
corpus).
320 As Campbell (2003:17) puts it “ .. .things themselves, by their physical interaction with the sense 
organs of the mind, provide a word, which gives a true notion of the nature of the thing”.
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ignis comes from lignum). This obvious point does not need stressing: it is the difference 
which just small changes in composition, and in order, can make which Lucretius wants 
to demonstrate. The two compounds have similar names because they are connected on 
the atomic level. Etymology reflects the natural relationship between compounds and 
their names.
Let us now come back to Lucretius’ stolidi. I think that there is atomology521 on 
the Stoics’ name.522 The Stoics are in fact stolidi,523 since they are made up of 
letters/elements which go to make up foolish people,524 atoms which are represented by 
the letters sto-i-i. Ferguson (1987: 102) implies this by commenting “the Stoici are
521 These lines, where word-play is widespread (above page 273), seem an appropriate place for 
‘atomology’. Even the repetition in ob obscurant might be intended. And perhaps Gravis Graios (where 
Lucretius may have had in mind his use of Graius (homo) for Epicurus in DRN I 66) would make the 
paronomasia in stolidi-Stoici easier to spot.
522 Holtsmark (1968:260-261) finds a metrical echo of inane in inanes and similarly a punning echo 
of solidum in stolidi. Snyder (1980: 119) seems to think Holtsmark’ view is at odds with her interpretation, 
but the two suggestions do not seem mutually exclusive.
523 Snyder (1980: 119) refers to the fact that the only other occurrence of stolidus in DRN is in line 
1068 of book I, in reference to those who endorse the geocentric theory. It may be that Lucretius had the Stoics 
in mind in the later passage too, although it seams unlikely that the argument was originally aimed at the Stoics 
in his source (above pages 27-30).
524 It may be objected that this would imply, oddly, that foolish people are made up of (some) different 
sorts of atoms to wise ones. DRN III 302-306 shows that placid creatures have more air in their souls. The 
same objection could apply to every example of paronomasia on proper names of people, such as Ennius, 
Heraclitus and Empedocles.
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naturally stolidi (as most editors have seen)”. The paronomasia on the Stoics’ name 
might have been encouraged by the Stoics’ own emphasis on etymology.525 And 
Lucretius may be exploiting a further point in referring implicitly to the Stoics as ‘foolish 
people’, considering how the Stoics insisted on the ‘Stoic wise man’.
As for the expression inanes Graii, that these should be identified with the Stoics 
is suggested by Lucretius’ gravis Graios q u i. . . requirunt. I take it that the gravis 
Graios are the Epicureans, who are at present seeking the truth by investigating 
Epicurus’ own writing. A more general reference to all the earlier Greeks who sought 
the truth would require a past tense. And if the identification of the gravis Graios with 
the Epicureans is accepted, the polar opposite would almost certainly have to be their 
contemporary arch-rivals, the Stoics.
4.2.2 Sound and truth
A second argument for thinking the admirers of Heraclitus are the Stoics emerges from 
lines 639-644. The inanes Graii appreciate the use of obscura lingua. For, being foolish, 
they (a) “admire and love especially all those concepts which they see hidden underneath 
inversa verba" and (b) “make out to be true those words which can touch the ears
525 Schenkeveld and Bames (1999: 182) point out that the tom  dTupoXoyiKa is not found before 
Chrysippus, and that the Stoics probably coined the term 6 TupoAoy ux. The interest in etymology is especially 
apparent in the later Stoic Comutus (first century A.D.).
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belle526 and which are dyed527 with sounds that charm”. The antithesis of 639 is 
analogous to that of 933-934:528 quod obscura de re tarn lucida pango / carmina 
musaeo contingens omnia lepore 529 The intention, however, is opposite.530 The 
similarity in phrasing is intended to show the reader that he should connect the two 
passages, and draw the necessary inferences.531 Obscurity was the opposite of what
526 The un-poetic adverb belle is an hapax in Lucretius. The adjective from the same root occurs only 
once: et, si bello animo estetnon odiosa. . . .  DRNIV 1190. Milanese (1989: 134) observes that the unusual 
belle evokes “una ‘grazia’ urbana e lontanissima dalFimpegno filosofico”. There seems to be implicit 
condemnation here. And the adjective lepidus is also an hapax (although the noun lepos plays an important 
role in the poem, below note 538). West (1969: 26) points to Catullus 78 for “the potential malice” of the two 
terms.
527 Lewis and Short note that Cicero frequently uses Jucata in the sense of “counterfeit, fake”, and 
make a connection with cosmetics, which is one of counterfeit arts, like rhetoric, in Plato Gorgias 465. 
Lucretius’ addition et lepido quae sunt jucata sonore is a further (above note 487) example of theme and 
variation, where the second formulation has the added motif of trying to make things appear to be different from 
what they actually are. It seems worth referring to Philodemus Ilep i Ttoiqpaxcov I 175: “But as for his 
[Andromenides’] saying “xa KOO(io0[v]xa Kai 7tapaK[o7tx]ovxa xa[<; a]Koa<;” it is obvious even to the 
average person that it means nothing to the ear, and does not move the soul irrationally but rationally by artistic 
means” (Janko 2000: 394-395).
528 Emout also refers to DRN IE 1 for the antithesis.
529 Emout 1924: 137. On lepos, below note 538.
530 Lenaghan (1967: 229), who independently connects 639-642 with 933-934.
531 Milanese (1989:133) seems right in suggesting that the remark applies to literary texts generally, 
not only poetry. I doubt there is a problem with Lucretius comparing his poetry to Heraclitus’ prose. Heraclitus 
wrote prose of a poetic sort. And the remarks about oa<f>qveia regarded language generally. I have endorsed
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Lucretius and all Epicureans strived to achieve with language.532 Epicurus considered 
clarity, oa^fjveia,533 the only virtus in language.534 Lucretius takes pride in the fact that 
his carmina are lucida, i.e. the opposite of Heraclitus’ obscura lingua. By emphasising 
the polarity between clarus and obscurus, Lucretius is making a philosophical point, as 
well as a poetical one. He uses Heraclitus’ style as a polar opposite against which to set 
his own Epicurean practice of using clear language.
But Lucretius did not introduce lines 639-644 just to set up, and demolish, a 
view of language opposite to Epicurean oa<|>fjv€ia; a simple reference to Heraclitus’ 
obscurity would have sufficed for that purpose. Lucretius goes out of his way to give 
details of what the admirers of Heraclitus appreciate and what they fabricate to be true 
(vera constituunt).
in chapter 3 Sedley’s suggestion that the critique was introduced at this point as a platform for Lucretius’ 
programmatic statement in line 921 -950; the detail of the phrasing supports the suggestion.
532 Tatum (1984:188); Milanese (1989:125).The treatment ofphilosophy in £>/?V I opens (lines 143- 
145) and closes (lines 1114-1117) on images of light out of darkness; this should be connected with the idea 
of oatjjrlveia. Lenaghan (1967:223) draws attention to the stress Lucretius lays on the clarity of his own poem 
with clarius audi in DRN I 921 (taken up by perspicis in 949), quae . .  . faciemus aperta in DRN I I 182, 
claranda in DRN III 36; clarandum and plane in DRN IV 778;. . .  in primo quoque carmine claret in DRN 
VI 937. Images from light in Lucretius are analyzed in West 1969: 79-93.
533 For oa<{>4v€ia see lie  pi TtoirjpdTtuv V column XXXI Mangoni (1993:158), line 27-32, where 
Philodemus says it cannot always be achieved by poets.
534 Milanese (1989: 108) points out that lucidus, or rather dilucidus is a rhetorical term. Milanese 
(1989:85) argues that Philodemus accepts &AAt)Viop6<; along with oa<[>t)V€ia (an unusual divergence from 
Epicurus).
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Lucretius felt the need to elucidate what the admirers appreciated in Heraclitus’ 
language and style, and in language and style more generally. Lines 639-644 are a 
description of a critical method (Milanese 1989: 144), not simply of Heraclitus’ style. 
The admirers are expressly said to appreciate all texts {omnia) written in such a style, 
and not just Heraclitus’ text. Milanese (1989: 125) thinks that lines 639-644 are a 
criticism of Stoic views on language and epistemology,535 and specifically of the Stoics’ 
approval of eu<|KDVia and akXx\yop\a.
There can be no doubt that Lucretius is criticising those who emphasised hearing 
and sound in language with belle tangere aures and lepido fucata sonore.536 An 
objection appears to arise in relation to Lucretius’ sound-vilifying statement.537 It may 
look as though the condemnation of the foolish people tricked by the dye of sounds is 
at odds with the emphasis which Lucretius’ programmatic statements53* place on
535 Lenaghan (1967: 229) had already connected the passage with the Stoics* love of obscurity.
536 According to Janko (2000: 173) the ultimate origin of the euphonic theory is to be found in 
musicology and atomism (Pythagoras and Democritus), such views were transmitted to the Stoics by 
Xenocrates and Heracleides of Pontus”. See Gentinetta (1961: 27-35) on Democritus, who refers (1961: 31) 
to Leucippus DK A6, and (1961: 34) to the titles in DK B18 a (Ilepi KaA.A.ouvT|£ 6ite<a>v) and B18b llcpi 
etxjwnvcnv Kai 5ixj<}>g)VG)V ypappaTcav. If this is right the Epicureans were criticising a theory which has 
its ultimate origin in atomism. Gentinetta (1961: 193-218) discusses the Stoics* theory of (fxuvfj.
537 Schijivers 1970: 46.
538 Lucretius’ request to Venus in the proem (DRN 128) is for aetemus lepos\ and Venus appeared 
as provider of lepos already in line 14. The pleasure induced by sound is certainly part of the idea. Lines 921- 
950 suggest that introducing musaeus lepos is an important part of Lucretius* contribution, and that lepos has 
some importance in spreading the truth of the Epicurean message.
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lepos,539 with his own poetical practice, his extensive use of alliteration, assonance and 
repeated sounds.540 But there is no inconsistency here. Lucretius is not condemning 
lepidus sonar overall in lines 639-644: he is protesting that pleasant sound is not to be 
equated with the truth of the message.541 Lucretius approved of using ear-pleasing 
sounds only in conjunction with truthfulness of content. The union of the two is what 
Lucretius signals as his own contribution in lines 921-950. The feet that Lucretius, as 
Lenaghan (1967: 229) notes, “. . . feels compelled to justify his application of lepos by 
the medical simile” shows that Lucretius thought lepos was only to be praised when 
applied to truthful content (i.e. the Epicurean message).
Later Epicureans rejected theories about language and poetry which prioritised 
sound. Demetrius Laco, in Ilepi 7toirjp<mov I column XIV-XV (Romeo 1988:97),542 
discussed a view, or views, according to which aicofj played a part in icpioiq 
7ioiT|pdTG)v, apparently in conjunction with Siavoia. Andromenides is named in the 
fragmentary text.
Philodemus also discussed theories which emphasised aKofj in xpioiq
539 It serais somehow artificial to say that lepos refers generally to the charm of the poem, while 
lepido sonore refers only to the idea of sound.
540 Bailey 1947: 146.
541 Lucretius seems to be considering here whether inversa verba and pleasantness of sound make 
content true or rather are the right medium to convey truth, rather than judging the literary merits of poetry 
(KpioiQ 7toiT|jjL(XT(i)V), but he may be conflating the two issues.
542 The text printed in Milanese for XIV, is different from that in Romeo’s 1988 edition, but his 
general point seems valid.
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7ioir||idTO)v. His I l e p i  noiripdTW V I summarises a lost work by the critic Crates of 
Mallos,543 in which Crates presented a series of critics who — Crates thought — 
ascribed the judgement of poetry to dicofj (Janko 2000: 134). Such critics are referred 
to by Philodemus, probably following Crates, as K piuiK oi;544 we hear of Andromenides, 
Heracleodorus, and Pausimachus of Miletus (the most radical of the euphonists).545 
Philodemus proceeded to refute such views in I l e p i  7 io ir |p (m o v  H.546
In Lucretius’ day theories emphasising aicorj forjudging the value ofpoetry were 
connected with the Stoic school. The Stoics, who like the Epicureans believed that
543 Asmis (1992b: 139-140) thinks that Crates cannot be called a “Stoic”, because there is no evidence 
he was a professional philosopher (as well as grammarian and KpiTiKOQ). However he certainly shared some 
of the Stoics’ doctrines: Varro in De lingua Latina IX. 1 reports that Crates endorsed Chrysippus’ dvcopaAia 
against Aristarchus’ dvaAoyia. Broggiato(2001: lxiii-lxv) thinks that it cannot be settled whether Crates was 
himself a Stoic, despite points of contact with Stoic methodology. Most scholars have thought that exegesis 
of poetical texts makes a clear connection between Crates and the Stoic school. J. Porter however has argued 
(‘Hermeneutic Lines and Circles: Aristarchus and Crates on the Exegesis of Homer’ in R. Lamberton and J. 
Keaney Homer’s Ancient Readers, 1992) that it is fortuitous that Crates’ theories coincide with Stoic theories.
544 Janko (2000: 125) argues that the K pm K O i were not, as previously thought, a ‘school’ as such: 
Philodemus used the term as a “convenient way to denote theorists whom he believed to share certain views 
about euphony”, suggesting (2000: 127) that Chrysippus’ work I lp d g  toix; KpiTiK odc probably meant 
‘Against the literary critics’, generally speaking.
545 Janko (2000:188): Pausimachus thought good poets “had a natural ability to hit upon sound that 
pleases the many and reflect the real nature of things, because it reflects the primal language of the name maker 
who designed speech to embody their physical properties; this exalts ingenium and expels ars from poetry”. 
Pausimachus gave no importance to content, genre and word choice.
546 Janko 2000: 123-124.
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language developed by (|>uoi<;, seem to have built their theory exclusively on sound. 
Diogenes of Babylon’s definition of is very similar to Pausimachus’ theory given 
at Ilepi Ttoiripcmov 1 100 and 114-115 (Janko 2000:181).547 It seems conceivable that 
the Stoics’ theories encouraged the view that aicofj conveyed the message of words, and 
therefore of poetry, directly through the ear.
The Stoics thought that sound and reality are naturally linked; at least in the case 
of the early words the sounds were attempts to imitate their referents.54* The Stoics built 
their etymological theory exclusively on sound;549 they held that a direct relationship 
exists between the sound of the first words and their referent, as illustrated by 
onomatopoeic words.550 The Stoics’ views on etymology resemble the views Plato
547 See Matthews (1990:44-45) on Stoic tfxovT], i.e. the air in motion serving as signifier, one of the 
two branches of Stoic dialectic (the other branch dealing with the thing signified, an incorporeal entity). On 
Diogenes of Babylon, who wrote a work Ilep i <jx»)vf|<; (Diogenes Laertius VII. 57b), see Matthews 1994:11- 
12.
548 Janko (2000: 177) quotes a passage from Augustine’s De dialectica 6 = 644 K. Hosier, Die 
Fragmente zur Dialektik der Stoiker (Stuttgart and Bad Cannsat 1987): haec quasi cunabula verborum esse 
crediderunt (sc. the Stoics), ubi sensus rerum cum sonorum sensu concordarent.. The importance of <|>G>vfj 
for the Stoics is reflected in the fact that Philo summarises the grammatical curriculum as naoa i) tl€p\ 
(jxovqq Kai oxoixewov Kai twv too Aoyoi) pepuv idea (Janko 2000: 178). Given that Stoic ideas were 
very influential in teaching in (late) antiquity, Lucretius would have had more reason to react against them.
549 Milanese 1989: 136 and Janko 2000: 179.
550 Algra (1999:181): “as one text has it ‘according to the Stoics the first sounds are imitations of the 
things (pragmata) of which the names are said’”.
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attributes to Cratylus.551
The Stoics thought that the first human words were imitative of the things they 
described and all later words were derived from them. A passage from Origen seems 
instructive about how the Stoics’ view of language differed from the Epicureans’ : . . .  
cix; vopifouai oi (ford t t^  Stock;, 4>uoei, pipoupevcov tw v  upwTwv <|>G)vd>v tcc 
TipaypaTa, Ka0’ o v  Ta ovopata Ka0d Kai axo\%e\a Tiva tfj<; eTupoAoyia<; 
eioayouoiv, rj, cix; 6i6aoK€i ’EmKoupo<; eTepox; rj tix; oiovTai oi arto t ^  
SToa<;, 4>uoei eoTi Ta ovopata anoppT^avTwv tw v  Tipdjtmv avOpcoTiov Tiva<; 
c|)a)va<; Kara td>v TipaypaTcov (Snyder 1980:29).552 For the Epicureans the names of 
things were a reaction to their referents,553 while for the Stoics the names were direct 
phonic imitation of the referent.554
551 O’Hara 1996: 19 and Janko 2000: 174.
552 Contra Celsum 1.24, p. 18 Hoesch.
553 Adorno (1990: 28) notes how in AdHerodotum 75-76 it is stated that many worlds and therefore 
many languages are possible. Adomo suggests that the stage of 0EOig explains differences between languages, 
and concludes (1990: 31) that the Stoic view of language is ‘closed’ (preserving global order divinity of the 
cosmos), while the Epicurean view is ‘open’ (leaving more to chance, preserving man, and his world).
554 According Asmis (1992a: 401) the Stoics “sharply repudiated” the 8o£a according to which a 
poem is good “whenever there is composition that delights the hearing or moves along beautifully and 
expresses the thought powerfully” (Mangoni XXIX 24-30; Asmis 1992a: 397), because they considered 
content important. This looks like Asmis’ unwarranted inference, since Philodemus does not say anything 
about the Stoics in the passage. There is indeed evidence that some Stoics placed emphasis on content: 
Philodemus writes in Ilep i 7ioirip.dT(»)V V (PHerc. 403 fragment 4; see Angeli 1988:94-65 and Ioppolo 2003: 
132, note 9): Xeyo) |if] povov dcTtaifieuToug 80%dT(»>g eivai Kai Ttapa t5v piov Cwvxag, el tiveg eioiv
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There is evidence that Cleanthes even thought that particular sound-effects could 
increase the truthfulness of the content. Philodemus in Ilep i |iuaiKrj<; (S. V.F. 486) 
reports that Crates thought that va p e rp a  Ka\ Ta peA,r| Kai tou<; puOpoix; d)g 
p aA io ta  TipooKiveiaOai 7ipd<; ttjv aA ij0eiav rfjs twv 0eio)v 0€(opia<;, even 
though the language of philosophy can express them iKavax;. Cleanthes thought that 
sound could increase the truthfulness of the content.555
Further evidence linking the Stoics with theories of eutjxovia comes from Ilepi 
Tioiripdtwv V. In columns XVI28 - XXTV 22 Philodemus attacks an unidentified556 
critic, to whom he refers as avxexopevos twv 2 tgh[k(2)v 5o]£a>v, or the like.557 This 
critic identified dKofj as the basis forjudging poetic ouv0eoi^ and valued eu<|>oma
xd>v vea)T8po)v, dx; evious rjKouoa Kai xd>v Ttrivu S t o ) [ i ] k o )v , o i  ^ijoavxeg u6r\\m xakov eivai t o  
[o]o<J)f|V 6iavoiav rcepi[ex]o[v] Kai 7iOTiTf|v d[ya06v xov] xo[io]i5xa)v. But there is no evidence against 
thinking that even these Stoics, who considered content important, disregarded the importance of sound. It is 
perhaps unlikely that the Stoics would have sharply distinguished content from sound.
555 Asmis (1990: 147) suggests the critic d v x e x o p e v o g  t g >v  S xo ) i [ k c j v  6o]£d)V drew on general 
Stoic doctrine “to formulate a new view of poetry”. He divided poems into two components diavoia and 
ouv0€Oi<; (Asmis 1990: 152). She argues (1990: 195-196) that the division thought/linguistic structure 
“shows that, like Cleanthes, he held that there is a contribution toward moral goodness from two sides: the 
intellectual appreciation of the thought, and the perception of the sound pattern. In this combination, the latter 
enhances the former, so that we may indeed, as Cleanthes said, approach more closely to god”.
556 Janko (2000: 125) argues that he is not Ariston of Chios (pupil of Zeno). Ioppolo defends the 
identification with Aristo of Chios, on grounds of content.
557 Wigodsky’s supplement (Ioppolo 2003:132note4). Janko (2000:125, note 3) reads an uncertain 
K in place of Armstrong’s £.
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(Mangoni 1993: 65-66).558
In columns XXIII21 -XXIV12 Philodemus says that it is ridiculous to hold that 
not Aoyos but tpipf) kcct& tf |v  aKorjv recognises cntoudaia ai5v0eai<;. It is 
unfortunate to bring in the concept that the euphony which shews forth from ouvOeoig 
T(bv Ae^ecov and to make the t p i p f )  Tfj<; a K o f js  judge this; and even more unfortunate 
to ascribe this ouv0€ot<; t w v  Ae^ecov to the aAoyoi aKoai. Philodemus refutes at 
many points in columns XXI to XXIX the view that the value of poetry lies in the 
acoustic pleasure produced by ouvOeoig, the disposition of words and sound in the 
verse.
Crates also considered aKofj important in icpiou; TTOirjpritGov. Crates’ method 
involved judging by ear the AoyiKCt OecopfjpccTa (rational principles) inherent in the 
verse.559 The critic is aware of content when he evaluates the form, although he does not 
judge the content itself. Crates assigned special importance to systematic study of the 
individual letter-sounds or o io ixeia .560
The importance of hearing in Crates’ theory is clear from column XXVII lines 
19-21 . . . K a i 6 i a  to  <|>doK €iv 6 i [ a ] y i v 6 o K e o 0 a i  ttjv  u T ia p x o u o a v  ev toi<; 
7 io i i j [ p ] a o [ i ] v  4>u o ik t | v  6 ia < |> o p a v  t f j i  a K o f ji .  Crates diverged from the euphonists
558 Mangoni (1993: 263) suggests that Philodemus tendentiously imphed that die critic considered 
ouvOeoig more important than 5iavoia, while in fact the critic & VT€% op.€VO<; xoiv S t o ) i [k o )v  6 o ]^ (o v  
considered them equally important.
559 Janko 2000: 121.
560 Asmis 1992b: 141.
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because he claimed that form cannot be judged without reference to content, and 
therefore saw himself as doing justice to both content and the formal and-or aural 
properties561 of verse (Janko 2000: 127).562 Crates’ view that the ears themselves are 
aware of the content when forming their judgement on poetry looks like a reworking, 
or elaboration, of the more radical euphonic views held by other critics.563 Crates’ 
position is perhaps closer to a theory where (a) sound conveys sense than to one where
(b) only sound, not sense, matters.
561 Mangoni (1993: 70) Philodemus declares in XXIX 7-18 that a basic aspect of Crates’ aesthetics, 
t a  Ttepi tw v  oxoixeiwv, ev oi<; eivai <J>qoi tg>v 07roi>[8]a[iG>v] TioiqpaTCOV, and the acoustic pleasure 
their sound produces, had been discussed in the second book. Crates gave qyepovia to words, using rj0€Oiv 
(or 7td0€Oiv) as allies. Asmis (1992: 141) argues that poetic goodness in Crates’ view consists of pleasing 
arrangement of elementary sounds.
562 According to Asmis (2004: 7) Crates avoided distinguishing the linguistic construct from the 
thought : “he identified the upper level as “the vocal sound that is displayed by composition” (tt|V  
e7U<j)aivopevr|V [ajuifji <|>G>vq[v]). Sound is at the surface; underlying it are thoughts, vooupeva. Since 
a verbal composition is nothing but a certain kind of sound, Crates’ formulation is compatible with the basic 
distinction; but his focus on sound as a surface property of language makes his position unique”. But the 
general consensus is that Philodemus is reporting, in the fragment from which Asmis is presumably quoting, 
that Crates misunderstands the views of Heracleodorus and those who share them, since they Ol) yap xf|V 
ouvOeoiv, aXXa xf|v e7u4>aivopevr|v [ajurqi <|>G)vf|v 6Tc[ai]v[o6oi] (Janko 2000:167). Asmis should 
at least mention the possibility since Delattre’ s emendation is given in Janko’s book, of which she is somewhat 
dismissive.
563 Asmis (1992b: 152) points out that while some critics held that the thought of a poem can be 
judged through experienced hearing together with sound Crates suspended judgement of the thought, because 
the thought cannot be judged praiseworthy “on the basis of the experienced hearing”.
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It is not clear what specific version of the euphonist theory Lucretius is arguing 
against. The expression vera constituunt may suggest that Lucretius is arguing not just 
against the claim that the excellence of a literary text is determined by its phonic 
qualities,564 but also, and perhaps mainly, against the view that sounds are important as 
conveyors of the content inherent in them (and that the ears themselves judge such a 
content). Lucretius had in mind the connection of sound and content which the Stoic 
school elaborated, influenced perhaps by Pythagorean views.
Lucretius’ tcmgere aures is paralleled in Philodemus.565 The expression tf]v 
(XKof)v yapyaA ifeiv is a locus communis in Philodemus ’ writings, as Sbordone (1972) 
first noticed. A better understanding ofPhilodemus’ work Ilepi 7toir|pcn;iDv shows that 
the expression rqv &kot|v yapyaKCeiv was atechnical term, popular with Hellenistic 
literary critics.
In lie  pi 7ioir)pdTG)V n  (fragment 19 o f PH ere. 994) Philodemus insists, arguing 
against Pausimachus, that it is inadmissable to hold that hearing (axor)) can judge 
whether a line has good rhythm or not. Philodemus concedes that rhythm and petpa 
“titillate” the ear, seemingly implying that this effect on the hearing does not, or should 
not, affect our judgement of the rhythm of the line: cbiopeOa yap Sfpiou Kai utto
564 Milanese (1989: 134) comments on the “precisione, si vorrebbe dire il tecnicismo” in Lucretius’ 
choice of words. It is hard to see why he takes vera constituunt to refer to judgement of poetic composition.
565 Milanese 1989:134-135. Yet it is worth noting that Lucretius also had a precedent in Ennius, who 
uses tetigit aures in Sc. 230 (Emout 1925: 137).
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puOptbv Kai vno petpcov566 autf|v yapyaAiCeoOai, Ta 6’ and t o u t [ o ] u  4>avep6<; 
ou <|)iAaKp[i]Peiv v[o]pi£opev.
The expression also occurs in Janko 160. 14 - 161. 1, where Philodemus is 
arguing against Andromenides (Janko 2000: 371), and has been restored by Janko in
208. 14-16 (Siavoia [ ....................... tfji] ouvOcaei <|xd[vt| . . . tt]<;] a[K]ort<;
yap[yaAiCopcvr|<;] eTiK^aivouaa).567 A further occurrence of the verb is in PHerc. 
446,568 which is also part of Ilepi no iripd tov  I. Philodemus uses the verb 
yapyaATCeoOai in 49.1-10 while considering the views of Pausimachus (Janko 2000: 
238). The verb yapyaAifeoOai was part of the vocabulary of the euphonists. There 
is no need to assume that Lucretius got his expression tetigit aures directly from 
Philodemus.569 Since sound was central to Stoic theories about language and poetry it 
seems very likely that Lucretius had the Stoics in mind when he wrote belle tangere 
aures and lepido jucata sonore.
566 And note the reference to &nXf\ (|)a)vfj in the lacunose context at the end of fragment 20 of PHerc.
994.
567 Philodemus’ expressions (PHerc. 994 fragment 18; Sbordone 1972: 51) ditodidovai [x]f]<; 
f|8eia£ (Jjovfjc, and yevvaicjg [nva  x]ept|/iv &kouo€G)<; o cv io tt]o iv  can be quoted as parallels for 
Lucretius’ lepido sonore.
568 Sbordone 1972: 54-55.
569 Janko (2000: 9) thinks that Lucretius may have been familiar with Demetrius’ and Philodemus’
polemics.
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4.2.3 Inversis sub verbis
Let us now turn to the suggestion that aA.A.Tyyopia is the primary reference in Lucretius’ 
inversis sub verbis (Milanese 1989:143). Other scholars reach different conclusions.570 
Schrijvers (1970: 45) thinks that inversa verba has a general sense, which includes all 
those figures of speech whereby an expression assumes a sense different from its own,
570 Bailey (1947: 714) thought the reference in inversa verba was wider than allegory and included 
forced antitheses. Emout (1925:137) quotes aOdvaxoi Ovrjxoi, O v tjto i aOavaxoi ££>vt€<; to v  EKCivwv 
Oavatov, to v  5e c k c iv g iv  fliov x€0v€<i>T€C (DK B62), ddoq &vo> k axo p ia  Kai G)uxf| (DK B60), and 
ouvdt|tieg 5Xa Kai ou% 6Xa, oup.4>€pdpcvov 6ia<j)€p6p£vov, ouvaiSov 6iai5ov, Kai £k navxwv £v 
Kai e£ evo<; Ttavxa (DK BIO lines 10-12 ). Inversa verba could refer to such forced antitheses in Heraclitus’ 
style, but such a meaning is not attested elsewhere. However such forced antitheses may well be the cause of 
ambiguity. Schrijvers (1970: 43-44) has it that Lucretius is not referring to (a) the syntax or order of words 
(dvaoxpo<j)fj), but to (b) the semantics of language, the relationship between words and their referent: 
“l’anastrophe n’a ni dans les ecrits d’Heraclite ni dans aucun autre oeuvre litteraire le rayonnement 
extraordinaire auquel les vers 641/645 de Lucrece font allusion”. This semis in line with his view that we have 
an “illustration du contenu” (1970:44). But where does this line of reasoning leave Schrijvers’ theory that irony 
is included? Irony was not a feature of Heraclitus’ text. 1 think it is certainly conceivable that word order 
produced (perhaps intentional) ambiguity in Heraclitus’ text. One of the meaning Quintilian gives to inversio 
is a simple reference to inverted word-order (inversionis vitium dvaoxpo<t)f|V vocant I. 5.40). Kleve (1997: 
55) connects Lucretius’ criticism of inversa verba with Philodemus’ criticism in Ilepi pT|TopiKr)<; I of the use 
of hyperbata to conceal a lack of thought. I am not sure one can exclude a syntactical reference in inversa 
verba.
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such as metaphor (DRN1638 and 644),571 irony (639) and ambiguity (641).5721 agree 
with Schrijvers that the reference is not specifically to allegory, indeed it is perhaps 
unlikely that Lucretius is referring to allegory, and especially to metonymy, in these lines.
The evidence for the meaning of inversa verba is scanty. There are two parallels 
for inversio verborum,573 and one for inversa verba. The only text mentioning allegory 
is Quintilian VIII. 6.44: aAArjyopia, quam inversionem interpretantur (Giussani 1898: 
88).574 But one perhaps cannot be certain that inversio was used in that sense in 
Lucretius’ time. In Cicero De oratore II. 261 the speaker, Caesar, gives an account of 
the genera quae risum maxime moveant (248), and says: in verbis etiam ilia sunt, quae 
out (a) ex immutata oratione ducuntur, aut (b) ex unius verbi translatione, out (c) ex 
inversione verborum 575 Caesar’s example for (c) is: ‘Audiamus’ inquit ‘pulchellum
571 Yet Schrijvers objects to rendering inversa verba “sous expressions allegoriques” because 
Lucretius speaks about the relation between res and verba in II655-657 (below page 303). Schrijvers thinks 
that although Lucretius’ examples in DRN II 655-657 are strictly speaking occurrences of metonymy and 
“catachrdses” (according to the definition in rhetorical manuals), Lucretius’ remarks extend to mythological 
expressions in general. I am not sure one can assume this.
572 Gale (1994: 32-33) thinks inversis sub verbis “is probably intentionally obscure . . but 
considers it probable that Lucretius is referring to allegory as well as other stylistic features.
573 Ad Herennium I. 10 does not give a description of what is meant: si defessi erint audiendo, ab 
aliqua re, quae risum movere possit, ab apologo,fabula verei simili, imitatione depravat<a>, inversione, 
ambiguo, suspicione, inrisione, stultitia . . .
574 For Quintilian using inversio for word-order above, note 570.
575According to May-Wisse (2001: 195, note 241) (a) immutata oratio, which may have been a 
technical term, means “from altered speech” concerning more than one word (comparing permutatio in Ad
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puerum ’ Crassus. Cum esset arrisum, ‘Non potui mihi ' inquit Lamia, ‘formam ipse 
fingere; ingenium potui'. Turn hie, ‘Audiamus’, inquit, ‘d ise r tu m Cicero’s usage 
suggests picking on the words of an opponent so as to create irony. It looks as though
(c) has nothing to do with allegory, which is rather referred to in (a).
Giussani appears to take inversa verba in Terence Hautontimoroumenos 372 as 
a reference to allegory, since he refers to this use as support for his interpretation.576 The 
context in Terence is that the best way to be successful in deceiving someone is to avoid 
double meanings,577 since these may reveal the hidden agenda.
Given the exact parallel from Terence above I am inclined to think that ambiguity 
and double meanings were the main reference in sub inversis verbis. The use of inversio 
verborum in Cicero seems consistent with such a reading. Lucretius is criticising 
ambiguous language, and he may well have had double meanings and riddles of oracular 
responses in mind at this point. Ambiguity was characteristic of oracles. Lucretius, by
Herermium IV. 46), (b) means “from the transfer of one word”, and (c) “from the inversion of words”. Leeman 
(1989: 285) who comments on ex immutatione: “nur h. 1. synonym mit allegoria (letztgenannter Terminus u. 
a. Orat. 94; Quint. 9.2.46; Demetr. Eloc. 151.)”. In De oratore HI. 166-167, where Cicero is speaking of 
allegory as prolonged use of metaphors, the verb used is transferre rather than invertere.
576 Seneca (Epistulae morales 100.5) comments on the style of the orator Fabianus:. . .  electa verba 
sunt, non captata nec huius saeculi more contra naturam suam posita et inversa . . . Presumably inversa 
means the same as contra naturam suam posita (which presumably refers to meaning). Seneca probably used 
the latter term for rhetorical variatio.
577 Schrijvers (1970:44) points out that the scholiast to Terence gives verba devia, ambigua,figurata 
as synonyms of inversa verba.
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using inversa verba, is equating Heraclitus’ language to the language of the Pythia, and 
anticipates his mention of the Pythia in the refutation of Empedocles.57*
DK B92 shows that Heraclitus commented on the style of the pronouncements 
of the Delphic oracle. Sarapion says in this passage from Plutarch’s De Pythiae oraculis 
(397A): “ouk opaic; . . . oor|v x«piv e%ei r a  SaTttjnica \ieXx\ KTjA.ouvTa kcci 
KaTaOe^Yovra toix; aicpowpevoix;; “EfpuAAa 6e paivopevon OTopaTi” Ka0’
* HpaicAeiTo v “ayeXaoxa kclx CLKaXX&nioxa icai apupovca <|>0€YYop,evr| xiXicov 
ettov e^iK veirai xr\\ (Jwovfji” d ia  tov 0eov” (Schroder 1990: 85). And in DK B93 
(De Pythiae oraculis 404D) Theon says: “o lp a i 6e <ae> yiyvcooKeiv to Ka0’
* HpaicAe vcan Xeyopevov dx; “6 &va£, ou t o  pavreiov  e o t i  t o  6 v  AeX<|>oi ,^ odre 
Xeyex o u t c  icpmiTei aXXa o r|p a iv e i”” (Schroder 1990: 98).579
Pronouncements by oracles could be understood in more than one way, and often 
in opposite ways, depending on interpretation. Timon of Phlius called Heraclitus 
aiviKTife (Diogenes Laertius IX. 6). Heraclitus’ style, in particular his use of oxymoron, 
is liable to have opposite interpretations. Inversa verba refers, I think, to Heraclitus’ use 
of expressions which can have more than one meaning, and one cannot rule out that at 
least on occasions the meaning was ambiguous because words are taken where they do 
not belong. Syntax and word order may be involved, contrary to what Schrijvers thinks
578 Above note 505.
579 Further evidence comes from Heraclitus DK A20 (Lenaghan 1967: 231). If the testimony is 
genuine, Heraclitus commented on the epistemological/psychological theory behind oracles, and that he 
endorsed oracles. It may be significant that Chiysippus wrote a work liep'l xpqoptov (S. V.F. I. 481).
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(above note 570).
It is interesting that the Stoics devoted special attention to ambiguity, 
ap.<f>ipoAia. They defined <xp4>iPoAia as a linguistic phenomenon (Atherton 1993:1). 
One and the same linguistic item can mean or signify two or more different things. 
Chrysippus was particularly interested in ap<|>iPoAia, since there are 7 titles on this 
topic attributed to him in the list in Diogenes Laertius VII. 193.580 Aulus Gellius XI. 12.1 
and August. Dial. 9 reports that Chrysippus asserts that ‘every word is ambiguous by 
nature, since two or more meanings can be extracted from it’.5*1
The Stoics may well have engaged in interpretation o f the ‘riddles’ posed by their 
enigmatic forerunner Heraclitus. It would make sense for them to try to make clear what 
Heraclitus, whom they considered an authority,5*2 meant to say. Cleanthes wrote t g >v  
* HpaicAe vcou e^TyyTjoeov ^eooapa (Diogenes Laertius VII. 174),583 a work which
580 Snyder (1980: 61) interprets &p4>ifk)A.icc in Aristotle as the possibility of double interpretation 
due to syntactical uncertainties.
581 Algra 1999: 181.
582 Further evidence for the connection between Heraclitus and the Stoics comes from Philodemus’ 
Ilepi 6oo€p€ia<;. PHerc. 1428 VII. 12 (Obbink 2000: 212): xa napanXfioia 6e k& v tow; Ilepi <t>uo€&x; 
ypa<J)ei p€0’ d>v eitiapev icai xoi<; * HepaicAeiToi) ouvoiKeiwv.. . .  icai xov noXcpov Kai xov Ata 
xov auxov eivai, KaOattep Kai xov ’ HepaicXeixov keyexv.
583 Could some have been textual criticism, as Zeno and Chrysippus seem to have practiced on 
Homer’s text? Long points out (1996:65-66) that all we know about Zeno’s five books on Homer is that they 
discussed textual cruces, and that the eight examples of Chrysippus’ work on Homer are all emendations or 
grammatical explanations.
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Long thinks was based on Heraclides’ earlier work in four books.5*4 S. V.F. 1.620 reports 
that Sphaerus wrote five books on Heraclitus ( I l e p i  'H p a icA ev co u  nevxe  
SiaTpiPwv). And in Plutarch’s De defectu oraculorwm 415F Cleoiribrotos says: 
“otKouo) T aO ta  rtoAA wv K ai opa> tt|v  Stg)ikt|v CKTtupcooiv (o o tte p  t a  
‘H p aK A evcou  K ai xa  ’ Opcfjeox; 8 7 iiv e p o v e v r |v  ctct] outco K ai * H o io 6 o u  K ai 
o u v e ^ d n T o u o a v ” .5*5
Epicurus himself had discussed ap<|>iPoAia. Arrighetti text 31. 14 (1973: 307) 
reads: . . . aA|A’ o[u povov 6 ia] peTa<J>op<x<; | no ia^ , a<; [87tfyyo]v erri. xa  
ayvG)|[oT’ a]u[Td>v a n ’ ajyvcoorov, aA|Aa 8 ia  [x]ac, au[T]a>p nAavoc^, | &<; 
Ae[yo]pev ev toi<; I le p i ap|<Jn(k>Aia<; ifyuv avay€ypap|pevoi< ; . . . Sedley 
(1976b: 146-147) notes that Diodorus Cronus, the leading member of the Megarians (the 
so-called SiaAeKTiKoi) was teacher o f Zeno the Stoic: meaning of word is nothing 
more than that uttered by speaker. Sedley argues that Diodorus was the reason why 
Epicurus was “busily revising and tightening up his epistemological doctrines”. 
Chrysippus presumably had a reply to Epicurus’ views since he wrote widely on the 
topic. If later Epicureans defended Epicurus’ position against the Stoics, this may be 
how Lucretius became familiar with the issue.
Lucretius may not have drawn a sharp distinction between ambiguous ‘riddles’
584 Heraclides of Pontus is said to have written four books of ^ ^y4o€i<; on Heraclitus in Diogenes 
Laertius V. 88. Diogenes Laertius DC. 15 reports that Heraclides’ work was preceded by a commentary on 
Heraclitus’ ouyYpappa by Antisthenes.
585 Rescigno 1995: 134.
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and allegorical interpretation, since the two were not sharply separated in antiquity. 
Enigma, proverb and irony are subdivisions of allegory; irony is included because it is the 
expression of a meaning opposite to what is said (Innes 2003: 20, note 22). Quintilian 
VIII. 6. 52 considers riddles as allegory taken to excess and made obscure.5*6
The Stoics were certainly interested in metonymy, in connection with their 
reading of myths.5*7 Chrysippus’ interest in metonymy is well documented in Cicero De
586 Innes indicates that the influence was Anstotle who had classed proverb and enigma under ‘ saying 
what is not said’ and linked than with metaphor. Aristotle Poetics 22. 1458a25-26 connects alviypa with 
excessive use of pexatjiopai.
587 Whether the Stoics earlier than the first century A.D. (the time of the allegorist Heraclitus) ever 
practiced allegory in the seise attested in rhetorical texts is doubtful (Boys-Stones 2003: 215). Boys-Stones 
(2003: 2) has it that the word aAArjyopia is not attested before the first century B.C., and that the earliest 
attestations, by rhetoricians, indicate that allegory was understood as sustained use of metaphors. Cicero in 
Orator 94 says that the Greeks used the term in such a way. As for the first occurrence of aAAqyopia, it 
seems at least possible that this is in Demetrius Laco Ilepi TtoiTjpdxoav II, column LI (Romeo 1988: 118): 
x[auxa [i€T&] Tpdii[G)v xai aAAt|]yopid)v Kai xfovaiv Ae]y€Tai nolqJpaTa 6i[a] Tfjv Kara vopov 
i VTpoxdCoo[oav KOivdJxrjxa 7tp[a)]x[ov pev yap] Ae1y[o]p€V [ti] noqpafTog] (Ka[v SxJei v. Demetrius 
I^ aco was probably contemporary with Zeno of Sidon, who lived from 150 B.C. to circa 75 B.C. (Puglia 1988a: 
39-41).
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natura deorum 40.588 Crates’ interest in metonymy is also well known,589 whether or not 
he represents orthodox Stoic practice.590 There is evidence in Strabo III. 4 .4  that Crates 
tried to show that Homer knew that the earth and the entire world are spherical, by using 
allegory and etymology.591
There is also internal evidence from DRN which suggests that metonymy is not 
the sole, or main, reference in inversis sub verbis. Lucretius uses metonymy himself. 
Venus in the prologue592 is clearly not the goddess, but stands for amor ( = umor), as the 
final section of DRN IV reveals. Woltjer (1887: 178) had already seen how Lucretius 
often explains his metonymies, referring to the end of book IV as explanation of the 
metonymy of Venus. Thury (1987: 271) rightly highlights the importance of the 
expression naturae species ratioque in Lucretius’ poem. Lucretius gives a description
588 And Cicero De natura deorum 41 shows that Chrysippus explained the names, and possibly the 
myths, transmitted by Homer and other poets. Long (1996: 66-67) however argues that Philodemus, Cicero’s 
source, shows Chrysippus did not take Homer to be a crypto-Stoics (Cicero is tendentiously misrepresenting). 
Long (1996: 59-61) argues that the Stoics were not practising allegory on Homer, and (1996: 73) that the later 
Stoic Comutus too considered Homer and Hesiod transmitters of myths (rather than crypto-Stoics).
589 Janko (2000:123, note 4) points out that “for Crates, Homer presented the truth only by presenting 
the XoyxKa 0ea)pf)M.aTa whereby the truth about the world is indirectly conveyed through allegory”. It may 
be that Crates saw the allegorical message as the content the ear was aware of when judging poetry (above 
page 292).
590 Broggiato 2001: lxi, referring to her F3, F12, F26 F59, F 131. See also Mangoni 1993: 72, note
211 .
591 Broggiato 2001: lxiv.
592 Note in this context the words amorem and cupide in DRN 1 19-20.
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of the species of Venus in the prologue, but the poem must infuse ratio as well: after the 
aspects assigned to Venus in the prologue are reevaluated, in the final section of book
IV Venus “is as much a generative force as she was at the end o f the first proemium, but 
the significance of such generation is diminished in the new context of the full scientific 
explanation of the workings of the universe” .593 Lucretius locates Venus in a accurate 
picture of reality.
By revealing the real nature o f Venus at the end of DRN IV, Lucretius follows 
to the letter the practice he concedes is, only just, acceptable for a poet to follow in DRN 
II 655-659. In DRN  II 655-659 Lucretius spells out that one should get rid of any 
possible religious implications when using metonymies, such as Cybele to mean earth, 
or Neptune to mean sea, or Ceres to mean com, or Bacchus to mean wine.
West (1969: 104) has it that “Lucretius does not believe in this allegory, and he 
makes this explicit by stating several times that in ths passage (612,616,641), that these 
allegories are what was meant by the poets”. But Lucretius after saying concedamus ut 
. . . dictitet, as long as one does not make undue assumptions about religio (which 
means taking such myths literally), goes on to use the terra mater image at DRN I I991- 
998 and often elsewhere.594 Lucretius’ discussion implies condemnation of metonymy
593 Thury 1987: 289.
594 See DRN 11251 (rnotris terrai), DRN I I598-599 (quare magna deum mater materque ferarum 
/  et nostri genetrix haec dicta est corporis una), I I998 (matemum nomen adepta est), V 795 QAater terra),
V 821-822 ( . . .  matemum nomen adepta /  terra tenet merito. ..) and V 1402 (Rioter terra). Other uses of 
metonymy by Lucretius are DRN11472 (Neptuni corpus acerbum), HI 221 (Bacchi flos), V 742 (putverulenta 
Ceres) and V I1076 {Neptuni juctu). According to Gale (1994:31-32) Lucretius practices a kind of allegorism,
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when it is used with unclear references. Lucretius in the Cybele passage was making 
clear where he stood on the issue, and how the reader should take Venus. Since 
Lucretius expresses in detail his views on metonymy in the Cybele passage,595 1 doubt 
that he is refuting metonymy or metaphorical language generally outright when 
condemning the meaning the stolidi found sub inversis verbis.*96
There is evidence that members of the Stoic school engaged in interpretation of 
whole myths, following Chrysippus’ example.597 One may think that Lucretius was 
distancing himself only from allegorical interpretations o f entire myths, although this 
means extracting a considerable amount from sub inversis verbis. But again, Lucretius’ 
poem presents whole mythical stories to be interpreted, e.g. the myths from the 
underworld in DRN III 978-1023, Tantalus, Tityos, Sisyphus etc.59* West (1969: 103)
but rejects the complicated paraphenalia of DRN I I600-643, substituting a much simpler kind of exegesis.
595 Gigandet (1998: 13) thinks that in 655-660 Lucretius is speaking of his own practice, and is not 
concerned with the Stoics’ allegoresis (above note 49). It is not clear to me why one should exclude the other.
596 A further point against thinking that Lucretius was referring to allegorical, or metaphorical, 
language with sub inversis verbis is that such a criticism would apply much more readily to Empedocles, 
whose use of metaphorical language is well documented, and criticised by Aristotle.
597 Long (1996: 75-76) points out that the only cosmological allegory Chrysippus is known to have 
proposed was that of a painting in Argos depicting Hera fellating Zeus (S.V.F. II. 1071-1074), where he 
interpreted the story as a representation of the interaction between Zeus/god and Hera/matter (contrary to the 
standard Stoic etymology, Hera/aer).
598 Cumont (1920: 229-230) thinks DRN HI 978-1023 derives from a source different from the one 
used for the end of DRN III. He thinks that the source was the Pythagorean Ennius. Boyance (1941: 147), on 
the other hand, connects DRN HI 978-1023 with Stoic allegorical interpretations. But can one be sure that
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remarks that Lucretius did not believe such myths, but thought that they correspond to 
events of human life. He emphasises that while the Stoics save the myths and make them 
conform to their ideology, Lucretius rejects them. West thinks Lucretius is not providing 
an allegorical interpretation, but only arguing that men conceive all manners o f false fears 
and foolish desires, and invent an underworld where these are endlessly punished. 
However Lucretius makes clear that such inventions are an accurate reflection o f the 
human life of the non-Epicurean ( . . . i n  vita sunt omnia nobis of line 979). I side with 
Gale (1994. 74) who holds that “mythical imagery is acceptable provided it is used to 
illustrate vera ratio, not as means of discovering it”. Lucretius reduces stories about the 
underworld to our human world, to take out any possible religious implication, but still 
provides an interpretation of those myths by giving corresponding examples from human 
life.599
Lucretius was not condemning allegorical interpretation of entire myths. Even 
if the Stoics are Lucretius’ real target here, it seems easier, given the Heraclitean 
context, to suppose a reference to some analysis or interpretation by the Stoics on 
Heraclitus’ text.600 It seems unlikely that anything in the book of Heraclitus, which was 
made up of brief statements, would have offered itself to similar interpretation. It is more
Lucretius was not in fact using an Epicurean source, which put the myths into context?
599 Lucretius’ attitude in the case of the myth ofPhaethon, which he presents in DRN V 396-415, is 
completely destructive.
600 Schrijvers (above note 570) assumes that the criticism is an illustration of the content of Heraclitus’
book.
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likely that the reference is to ambiguous language and riddles provoked by the unusual 
syntax and the constant use o f oxymoron in Heraclitus’ sayings.
It is far from certain that Lucretius was criticising the Stoics’ own rhetorical 
precepts, i.e. the way in which they themselves wrote, as Milanese seems to imply. Lines 
641-644 refer to the attitude of the stolidi to the works of others. Lucretius may well 
simply be attacking the Stoics’ interest in, and appreciation of, the ambiguous language 
in Heraclitus’ work and similar texts. Atherton (1988: 394) notes how the Stoics 
overlooked contemporary stylistic precepts and reverted to earlier rhetorical models of 
discourse, placing emphasis on clarity, plainness and conciseness.601
Plutarch Moralia XIII 1047B reports remarks in the first book of Chrysippus’ 
nepi pr|Topiicq<;. Chrysippus is accused of being inconsistent because he thought 
disposition and delivery of a speech important, but allowed for obscurities and solecism 
(Chemiss 1976: 385-386). One should disregard — Chrysippus is reported to have said 
— not only hiatus, but also aaa<|>€iai, eAA.€u|f€i<; and even ooAoiKiopoi which 
others found appalling. This passage suggests, against the testimony of Diogenes 
Laertius VII. 59, that Chrysippus did not require eAXr|viopdg and o a^fjv eia . S. V.F. 
I. 81, as Chemiss points out, indicates that by defending solecisms Chrysippus was 
following Zeno’s example. If Plutarch’s testimony is trustworthy, it is hard to see how
601 Atherton’s conclusion (1988: 425-426) is that, if one understands rhetoric as a study of ways to 
persuade there is no such thing as Stoic rhetoric.
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clarity could have been paramount for Chrysippus.602 It looks as though different 
members of the Stoic school saw the matter differently.
Lucretius’ criticism of Heraclitus’ ambiguous riddles and the people who 
considered them true certainly fits well with thinking that the stolidi and inanes Graii 
are the Stoics. I conclude that Lucretius is referring to the Stoics in lines 639-642,603 and 
intentionally avoids naming them. It is easier to put down such a way of proceeding to 
Lucretius, than to his source: allusion is a device more appropriate to poetry than to 
Epicurean philosophical prose (although opponents often are not named in Epicurean 
polemics). What is more, as Pizzani (1981:472) rightly points out, the paronomasia in 
stolidi only works in Latin. It was Lucretius’ idea to introduce this reference.
Further indication that Lucretius is here independent of his Greek source comes 
from the way in which he speaks o f‘the Greeks’ from a distinctly Roman point of view,
602 Seneca Epistulae morales 108. 10, referred to by Asmis (1992a: 400), is not easy to square with 
the Stoics rating clarity above all else: “Nam” utdicebatCleanthes “quemadmodum spiritus noster clariorem 
somtm reddit, cum ilium tuba per longi canalis angustias tractum patentiore novissime exitu effudit, sic 
sensus nostros clariores carminis arta necessitas efficif. Eadem neglegentius audiuntur minusque 
percutiunt, auamdiu soluta oratione dicuntur: ubi accessere numeri et egregium sensum adstrimcere certi 
pedes, eadem ilia sententia velut lacerto excussiore torquetur.
603 The coincidence of terminology between Lucretius and Philodemus leads Milanese (1989: 138) 
to discount the possibility that lines 639-644 derive from the polemic of early Epicureanism against the 
Sophists. I am not sure one has to assume that Lucretius was following a Greek source text at this point. As 
for the possibility that the target should be identified with the Sophists, who certainly placed much importance 
on effects of sound and style, I find this unlikely because there is no reason to link the Sophists to Heraclitus.
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in lines 639-640. When one adds these considerations to the extensive use of the 
metaphor, and the parody of Heraclitus it is tempting to conclude that Lucretius 
elaborated ex novo the section introducing Heraclitus and his admirers, a section which 
serves also as introduction to the whole critique. We shall see below how the passage 
which introduces Empedocles similarly seems to be Lucretius’ ‘original’ contribution.604
4.3 The theme of the path, and the search for truth
Brown has it that the personal flavour of the introductory vignettes o f Heraclitus as a 
“pretentious impostor” does not carry on in the following philosophical criticisms.605 He 
is right that the personal character of the introductory portrayal of Heraclitus is not 
sustained throughout the series o f arguments which makes up the confutation. But 
Lucretius does occasionally pick up on the topics o f the introduction. This is apparent 
in lines 657-659 and 690-700.
604 Anaxagoras’ personality, on the other hand, receives no introduction; see below pages 340-341 
on how this should be explained.
605 Brown 1983:149. Brown seems to intend “personal” with reference to (a) the attack being on an 
individual personality, or style of writing rather than (b) the fact the arguments apply to a specific version of 
m onism , or pluralism. The fact that arguments against Anaxagoras are personal in sense (b) is surely due to 
the fact that, as pointed out above (note 111), Anaxagoras was the only representative of unlimited pluralism.
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4.3.1 Lines 657-659
I have mentioned above (note 490) how Lucretius introduces the metaphor from 
travelling in line 636. Lapsi a vera ratione videntur suggests travellers losing their sense 
of direction.606 The image is taken up and expanded upon by the more explicit metaphor 
of line 657-659607 cemunt contraria. . .  ardua dum metuunt amittunt vera viai. Those 
who follow Heraclitus as their dux lose the right footpath because they are too scared 
to face obstacles they create for themselves.608 The image from journeying figures in a 
negative way .609 And it is interesting that Lucretius takes up the image from journeying 
in derrasse of line 711 in relation to the limited pluralists.610
606 Compare DRN I I82 avius a vera longe ratione vagar is.
607 The verbJugitant may also be connected to the imagery of the introduction: Heraclitus’s troops run 
away in fear of obstacles or the enemy.
608 The simile in line 663 aestifer ignis uti lumen iacit atque vaporem also calls for comment. 
Lucretius is perhaps being ironic in pointing out that Heraclitus ’ fire itself shows the existence of void, which 
Heraclitus, in Lucretius’ presentation, stubbornly denied. This in turn makes the reader think back to the 
problem of condensation and rarefaction and how far it can alter fire: fire and void can only make up things 
the nature of which is ‘fire-like’ such as lumen and vapor.
609 West (1969: 93) remarks that: " . . .  anybody would be justified in feeling that this is a pure 
coincidence that contraria [in the sense of obstacles] can refer to journeying . . .”. I think the image from 
journeying is at work, here and indeed this is part of the irony in the reference of dux.
610 Lines 920-951, for which, as we have seen, the critique is, in a sense, a platform, draw from 
images applied to poetry. No doubt avia Pieridum. . .  loca refers mainly to poetical achievements. But in avia
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The ‘theme of the path’ has a long pedigree in Greek literature. It goes bade to 
Hesiod Works and Days 287-292, and is most celebrated in Prodicus’ story of Heracles 
at the cross-roads.611 The image ofpoetry as path appears in Pindar. The ‘theme of the 
path’ was central to Parmenides (DK B l), who may have been the first to apply it to 
philosophical development.612 It also appears in Empedocles DK B2 line 6 (n av ro o ’ 
eAauvopevoi) and line 8 (eAidoOrj^), and DK B35 line 1 (ccuTap eyo) itaATvopaoc; 
eAeuoopai e<; nopov upvcov . . .).
Lenaghan has it that the majority o f occurrences regard losing the way (erro, 
avius, vagor) and suggests that Lucretius altered the conventional philosophical image 
to suit his purposes. Lines DRN  IV 508-510, where the person who does not believe in 
the senses cannot avoid cliffs, are a very good example o f such use 613 It is certainly true 
that in Lucretius the image often appears ‘reversed’ but it is also used it in a positive
loca there might also be a reference to the Epicurean philosophical path, which Lucretius follows despite the 
difficulties (the avia Pieridum loca are likely to be ardua), doing the opposite of what the followers of 
Heraclitus did.
611 Lenaghan 1967: 227-228, note 26.
612 Lenaghan makes the point that Lucretius’ use of the image is exclusively philosophical except for 
lines 926-927, despite granting that the literary and philosophical aspects of the image are difficult to 
distinguish Indeed DRN I 402 describes the arguments of his poem as tracks which indicate die right 
philosophical path (Thuiy 1989: 277): philosophical and poetic path are fused into one.
613 West 1969: 72.
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way,614 in DRN  VI 27-28 Epicurus’ route is a short run on a straight path to supreme 
good, and in D R N N 102-103 the sense o f touch is equated with “the shortest well-built 
road of belief into the breast o f man, the site o f his intelligence”. Once again there seems 
to be an implicit comparison between Heraclitus, who gets his followers lost, and 
Epicurus, who leads straight to the truth, and consequently happiness.
4.3.2 Lines 690-700
It looks as though lines 690-700 in particular, where Lucretius attacks Heraclitus for 
claiming that fire is all things and only fire exists, take up themes from the introductory 
characterisation of Heraclitus. The argument in lines 690-700 is personal in the sense 
that these lines refer specifically to a belief o f Heraclitus.615 Lucretius’ hie idem in line 
692, which is striking after his use of ‘generic’ plurals, points in this direction. The 
expression draws attention to Heraclitus’ persona. The reader is thus encouraged to 
think of Lucretius’ earlier depiction of Heraclitus’. The perdelirvm o f line 692 is taken 
up and expanded in turn vanum cum delirum o f698. The argument is framed by ring- 
composition on madness. Both delirum and vanum, although here applied to theories, 
could well be taking up the characterisation of the admirers (the delirum is perhaps
6,4 . . .  nisi credere sensibus ausis / praecipitesque locos vitare et cetera quae sint f  in genere hoc 
fugienda, sequi contraria quae sint (“and to make fa* the Mies which are opposite (i.e. safe)”).
615 On this argument, above pages 80-82.
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comparable to stolidi, the vanum recalls inanes).616
The rhetorical questions in 699-700, where Lucretius and the reader (nobis) are 
faced with distinguishing what is true from what is false reflects the themes of the 
introduction of Heraclitus:
quo referemus eniml quid nobis certius ipsis 
sensibus esse potest, qui vera ac falsa notemus?
The phrasing recalls the unsuccessful search for the truth of lines 635-644. According 
to Lenaghan (1967: 230) nilo clara minus o f line 697 recalls line 642 and is a further 
play on Heraclitus’ obscurity. It is perhaps rather line 639 that line 697 picks up. 
Lucretius is going back to the themes from the introduction of Heraclitus to round off 
the section by taking up in these lines the characterisation of Heraclitus as pretentious 
impostor, who claims there is truth in what is beyond the senses. The opposition contra 
sensus ab sensibus in 693 should be mentioned in this context,617 since it take up the use 
of oxymoron in the introductory passage. It seems reasonable to think that the colouring 
was added by Lucretius, assuming that the argument appeared in the source at all.
616 It could also be that Lucretius’ onomatopoeic alliteration adiectu tangere (actus in line689, meant 
to illustrate the sense of touch, takes up the use of tangere in 643.
617 It seems very likely that a metaphor from construction is at work in labefactat. . . pendent, 
compare DRN IV 513-519.
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4.4 Empedocles and Sicily
In lines 716-741 Lucretius grandiloquently praises Empedocles, and Empedocles' land, 
Sicily, before announcing that both Empedocles and other quadruple pluralists got it 
badly wrong on the elements. It seems almost inconceivable that Lucretius imported such 
a profuse praise of Empedocles, and the extensive description of Sicily, from his 
philosophical source. Lucretius intentionally mixed unrelated material with the 
philosophical discussion. He may have composed lines 716-741 ex novo,619 although it 
is difficult to rule out that a closer model for these lines was provided by a (now lost) 
description of Sicily by an earlier author.619
I very much doubt that the inclusion of lines 716-741 should be explained simply
618 Edwards (1989: 108) claims that Empedocles DK B112 (quoted below page 315) was Lucretius’ 
“prototype” for lines 716-733, which would be an example of allusion with variation: Lucretius’ insistence on 
videtur would be mocking Empedocles’ (oorcep eoiKa. Edwards explains that “those to whom Empedocles 
is a god are told that it seems so; those to whom Sicily seems to have produced no greater wonder than 
Empedocles are the few who see the prophet with his own eyes”. Play on the sense of videtur is perhaps 
possible in view of Lucretius’ tendency to parody opponents, but the implication Edwards sees behind 
Lucretius’ use of videtur seems rather elaborate. The form videtur often means no more than “is seen” in DRN. 
There are not enough points of contact between the two texts to hold that DK B112 was Lucretius’ model fo r  
716-733 unless one understands ‘model’ very loosely. It is only for lines 729-733 that there is a strong case for 
thinking that Lucretius is picking up on Empedocles’ words, and perhaps DKB112 specifically. IfD K  B112 
was his only source, Lucretius can be said to have composed lines 716-733 ex novo.
6,9 On why this author was probably not Empedocles, above note 48.
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as respite from philosophical arguments.620 Lucretius abandoned the signapressa, and 
introduced lines 716-741 to make a number of important points. These lines are essential 
for understanding Lucretius’ own views and methods, therefore similar in this respect 
to the introduction of Heraclitus and the programmatic passages throughout DRN.
4.4.1 Empedoclean style and language
Lucretius made the most of the opportunity to refer to his predecessor’s writings and 
style, as he had done when introducing Heraclitus. In the case of Empedocles, however, 
the tone is remarkably different, not surprisingly given that he was Lucretius’ poetic 
model. In lines 716-748 Lucretius imitates Empedocles’ own style, which was ‘Homeric’ 
and ‘metaphorical’ in Aristotle’s eyes.621 The imitation is apparent in Lucretius’ use of
620 Lines 716-733 are the second-longest break from series of arguments so far in DRN I, lines 398- 
417 being the longest. Lucretius might in some sense be preparing the reader for the lengthy list of arguments 
against Empedocles, but I agree with Snyder (1972:217) that “Lucretius is not given to mere travelogues” and 
one should look for the underlying purpose of the passage.
621 Brown 1983: 148. Aristotle Poetics 1447b 17-20, on the other hand, indicates that Homer and 
Empedocles have nothing in common but the metre, 6\o t o v  pev (Homer) itoiT]Tf|V 6vxaiov xaXeiv, t o v  
Se (Empedocles) (jmoioAoyov paAAov f] Ttoir|TTjv. Aristotle seems to comment on the inconsistency of 
defining everything in metre as poetry, or perhaps, as Obbink (1993:51, note 4) suggests, on the inconsistency 
of thinking of both as dramatic poets.
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metaphors,622 his echoes of Homer,623 and his use of religious and oracular imagery .624
The deployment of religious and oracular imagery is what strikes me the most.625 
Lucretius intentionally focused on this topic to emphasise Empedocles’ mysticism. That 
Empedocles saw himself as a god and an oracle is shown by DK B112:
w <|hAox ox peya aaxu Kara £av0ou ’ AKpayavros 
vaxer’ av’ aKpa iroAeo^, aya06v  peAeSiipove^ epycov 
£exvo)v axboxox Axpeves, KaKOTr^ Tog arceipoi,
Xaiper’- eyd) 6’ upxv Oeoc apPpOTOC. ouKeux 0VTycoc 
TicoAeupax pera naax Teripevos, axniep eoxica 5
Taxvxax<; xe nepiaxenxoq  oTe<|>€oxv xe 0aAexox<;*
<7taox 6e> tox^ av xiccopax &<; aaxea  rqAeOdovTa, 
avbpaoxv rj6e yuvax^x, oepx£opax, ox ap’ enovTax 
ox pev pavTQguvecov Kexprjpevox, oi 6’ era vouowv 
pupxox, epeovT€(;, 67irp rtpog Kep6o<; axapnoq, 10
rravTOxcov 87iu0ovi:o kAucxv eurpcea PaExv.
622 Minantur in line 722, iras in 723, vomat in 724 (assuming, as I think one should, that vomat is 
the right restoration of O Q G omniat, Bignone Empedocle 138-9 argues for ciat), munita in 728.
623 ’ OAof|v . . .  XripupSiv Odyssey XII, 113,428; k c i t o  p e y o t e  peyaAwoTi Iliad XVI776.
624 Brown thinks Lucretius reproduces the “overall quality of Empedocles’ verse” although the 
reference is not as specific as the earlier reference to Heraclitus’ style.
625 Sanctum in line 730; divinipectoris in 731, vix Humana. .. stirpe creatus in 733, divinitus in 736, 
ex adyto cordis in 737, sanctius profatur in 739-740.
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6r|p6v 6f| %aA€7if]iai rceTtappevoi <ap4>’ 66uvT]iaiv>.
And there are other references to oracles and prophecies in Empedocles. Lenaghan also 
refers to DK B3 lines 1-5; and B146 where Clement reports that Empedocles claimed 
that the souls of the wise are gods: €i£ 6e xeXo<; pavxeu; xe Kai upvonoAoi Kai 
itycpoi / Kai npopo i avOptorcoiaiv ertixO ovioioi neXovrai* / ev0ev  
avapA aoTouoi 0eo i x iprjio i <|>epiOTOi. Empedocles DK B15 line 1 (ouk av  avf|p 
TOiauua oo(j)6<; <|)p€oi p av reu aa ix o  / . . .) also suggests that in his view the wise 
man should take over the role of the oracle.626 And DK B147 speaks of sharing tables 
with the gods. It seems beyond doubt that Lucretius intentionally referred to the feet that 
Empedocles thought of himself as a god (DRN I 730-733), and as an oracle making 
revelations which are more divine than the Pythia’s (DRN I 738-740) 627
It is significant that Lucretius, as Kranz (1944:69-70) remarks, uses the oracular 
image of lines 738 and 739 again, in lines 111-112 of book V, to describe his own poem. 
DRN  V 110-121 make the readers think of Empedocles. Apart from the verbatim 
repetition, solacia in line 113 reminds us of Empedocles’ role as a healer, which 
Lucretius is taking over. Moreover Empedocles held the theory Lucretius so
626 Kranz (1944: 103) compares this expression with DRN 1737.
627 Line 737 presents a bold metaphorical expression, although somehow softened by tamquam: ex 
adyto tamquam cordis responsa dedere. The idea is that cor, probably closer to “mind” than “heart” here, has 
an inner chamber from where oracles are delivered. Equating cor to a temple is certainly a daring image, and 
it seems part of Lucretius’ intention of substituting religion with philosophy. It is philosophical understanding, 
and not oracles, that communicates divine truths.
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emphatically rebuffs. The fact that D RN V  101-103 (Smith 1992a: 387, notec) strongly 
resemble Empedocles DK B133 has set the Empedoclean tone. Lucretius sets up a 
comparison between Empedocles and himself at the outset of his cosmology.628
It is interesting in this context that Lucretius could be following a trend 
detectable in the Epicurean school.629 Smith (1992a: 60-61, note b) gives evidence for 
use of oracular language within the Epicurean school, referring to Epicurus Sententiae 
Vaticanae 29 and Cicero De finibus II. 20 (in alio vero libro, in quo breviter 
comprehensis gravissimis sententiis quasi oracula edidisse sapientiae dicituf). Sedley 
(1998: 13-14, note 59) rightly points out that in many of the passages which mention 
oracles are ironical. There is irony in Philodemus’ Ilep i euoepeta^ 2044-2045 (Obbink 
1996: 568-569). Diogenes Laertius X. 135 (quoted above page 252) shows this as far as 
Epicurus is concerned. And in Plutarch’s De Pythiae oraculis 397D Theon accuses 
Boethus, a 7ipo(j)TjTa<; tou ’ EruKOupou, of blaming the ancient Tipo^fjTiSai because 
the poems they used were worthless, and of blaming the contemporary TXpocJjiyuiSai 
who give their oracles KaTaAoyd6r|v Kai did tov ctiituxovtwv ovopcnrov. 
Lucretius’ scornful of conventional oracles of DRN VI 379-382: Hoc est igniferi 
naturam fulm inis ipsam / perspicere et qua vi faciat rem quamque videre / non
628 Note also how Lucretius remodels DRN 1737 as DRN V 110. The version used for Empedocles 
in book I could not apply to Lucretius, who does not give his own pronouncement, but Epicurus’. It may well 
be significant that Lucretius reserved the expression oracula for a context where Epicurus’ ratio (= 
pronouncements) has to guide the Epicurean, though based on the evidence of the senses.
629 B. Farrington (The Faith o f Epicurus, 1961) suggests that Epicurus should be read as an anti­
empiricist.
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Tyrrherta retro volventem carmina frustra / indicia occultae divum perquirere mentis.
The Epicureans were heavily critical of conventional oracles, but at the same 
time they appropriated the imagery for themselves (Smith 1996:130 and 130, note 75). 
The only oracle is Epicurus’ atomistic theory is the only oracle. Lucretius used oracular 
imagery generally in a positive (as well as a negative way), to stress that philosophical 
poetry is the only truly oracular medium. The implication of the intertextuality is, in my 
view, that Empedocles’ was a good attempt but not good enough.
Lucretius saw himself as following Empedocles in appropriating the role which 
formerly was that o f oracles. And it may be significant in this context that there was a 
connection between the Pythia and the Muses (i.e. poetry). Plutarch in in De Pythiae 
oraculis 397, where he discusses why the Pythia stopped using verses for responses, 
reports that in Delphi, there was a temple to the Muses. The Sybil had come from 
Helicon (or according to some ck MaAiccov) where she was fed by the Muses. The 
Pythia was connected with poetry. Transferring the powers of revelation of the Muses 
from religion to philosophical poetry is where Empedocles’ excellence lies according to 
Lucretius.
The tone with which the prologue to DRN ends is that o f someone making a 
revelation (DRN1 143-150). Lucretius’ use of the oracular image in book V sets his own 
carmina up against Empedocles’. Only Lucretius is pronouncing./^ which are truly 
divine, because they are not Lucretius’ own, but they derive from the only god, 
Epicurus.
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4.4.2 Lucretius’ praise
The fact that Lucretius reveals in book V that he has surpassed Empedocles’ 
achievement does not in my view mean that Lucretius is being underhand in his praise 
of Empedocles in the critique, that he was criticising rather than praising Empedocles, 
as Edwards (1989) suggests. Edwards has the merit ofhighlighting that Lucretius’ poem 
hints repeatedly at the fact that he has surpassed Empedocles’ work, but some o f the 
sniping at Empedocles which he finds hidden in Lucretius’ praise is unconvincing.
Edwards (1989:106-107) argues that Empedocles’ theories enjoyed popularity 
in his time, referring to the fact that the learned augur Nigidius Figulus, who inspired 
Cicero’s interest in Plato’s Timaeus (Cicero Timaeus 1 .1), would have been interested 
in Empedocles’ theories and that Sallust’s Empedoclea derived its content from 
Empedocles.630 That Empedocles’ theories were of any more than historical interest at 
Lucretius’ time, and that Lucretius would have seen his theories as a serious 
contemporary threat, seems at the very least disputable.
Edwards argues that Lucretius (a) first outdoes Empedocles in his own style in
630 Edwards 1989: 106. Edwards (1989: 105) claims that Epicurus denied Plato originality by 
attributing the system of the four elements to Empedocles in book XIV (Amghetti text [29] [28] = Leone 
column XL). But there is no evidence that Epicurus has the problem of the four elements in mind in this 
specific fragment. Epicurus is describing, hypothetically, how an undetermined thinker may borrow from 
another (referring to borrowings from Empedocles by way of example; above note 223).
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the opening of the poem (DRN I 6-9), and (b) proceeds to criticise such a style, the 
poets’ use of metonymy, in DRN  n  655-659, where his target would be the 
Pythagoreans, who gave mythological names to common things. That (a) the the 
opening of Lucretius’ poem is modeled on Empedocles has long been suspected,631 but 
whether one can extrapolate from a critical attitude on Lucretius’ part towards 
Empedocles seems doubtful. This seems somewhat similar to saying that Vergil was 
critical of Homer. As for (b), it seems possible that DRN n  655-659 refer to 
Empedocles’ extensive use o f metonymy. Later doxographers were struggling to make 
sense of Empedocles’ equation o f his four elements with gods in DK B6.632 Lucretius 
may be referring to such disputes and criticising the fact that Empedocles’ use of 
metonymy, contrary to his own (above pages 303-304), was not sufficiently clear. 
Lucretius was correcting Empedocles’ use. This does not entail that Lucretius could not 
also have had the Stoics in mind in the Cybele passage, especially if they offered 
interpretations of Empedocles’ metonymies.
I agree with Edwards’ suggestion (1989: 111) that DRN  1 921-934 imply that 
Lucretius has outdone both Heraclitus and Empedocles. There are indications that 
Lucretius is thinking especially of his relationship to Empedocles in book I. Lines 921-
631 Below pages 323-325.
632 Two different interpretations are attested, one in ps-Plutarch (878A = D.G. 287 lines 6-16) and 
one in Qosta ibn Luqa, (agreeing with Stobaeus Eel. I. 10. lla-b). It may be that these competing 
interpretations were in existence by the time of Lucretius, although Mansfeld (1995:110-114) argues against 
Kingsley (1994: 236-237) that neither interpretation goes bade to Theophrastus.
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925 suggest poetic innovation and supremacy. The idea is expressed three times: 
untrodden (poetic) paths (926-927), pure springs (927), and untouched flowers (928).633 
We have seen (above, pages 246) that one of the reasons, perhaps the main reason, why 
Lucretius introduced the critique is to set up a platform for lines 921-950.
Lucretius’ relation to Empedocles is remarkably different from the veneration he 
shows for Epicurus. Lucretius goes out o f his way to point out that he can do no more 
than follow the footsteps of the truly divine Epicurus: the emphatic double simile in 
hirundo cycnis and equus haedi in lines 5-6 o f DRNIII shows that there is no contest.634 
But when it comes to Empedocles Lucretius implies he has challenged and surpassed 
him: he has composed carmina which are more divine and everlasting than 
Empedocles’.635 Lucretius’ superiority is partly due to the fact that he is conveying the 
truly divine message of Epicurus (above page 318). But one also gets the impression that 
Empedocles had been outdone also as far as the poetry is concerned.
Despite Lucretius’ hint at the fact that he has surpassed Empedocles, the 
influence Empedocles exerted on him is such that I find it difficult to think that the praise 
of Empedocles in the critique is not genuine. Kranz (1944) and Bartolini Niccolini
633 The language recalls that used in describing Ennius in DRN I 117-119, where Gale has detected
a hidden reference to Empedocles (below pages 326-327).
634 See Cabisius 1979: 240.
635 One should note in this context how Lucretius drinks from untouched springs when describing his 
poetry (where his model is Empedocles). This is the opposite of following Epicurus’ vestigia (DRN III 4).
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(1955) point to a number of imports.636
One can also now compare from the Strasbourg papyrus lines 291-292 
[STteuJbe 6 ’ o t io x ;  p f |  pouvov av’ ouara [p60o<; iK ty ca i | [rfie] peu aptjnc; eovra 
kA ucov [v]r|p€pT[ea S e p ic e u ]  and 299-300 c k  t w v  a tjfeu d fj K o p i o a i  <J>pev\ 
SeiY M -aT a p[u0o)v] | o i |f € i  yap £uvo66v xe 6 id 7 t i:u £ iv  xe yeve0Ai][<;] to 
Lucretius’ addresses to Memmius.637 It seems agreed that Lucretius’ direct addresses to 
Memmius (i.e. the internal addressee),638 and to divinities, imitate the very extensive use 
of such narrative devices in Empedocles.639
636 Kranz connects e.g. Empedocles DK B17, line 14 with DRN II66; (comparing Hesiod Erg. 106- 
107 and Parmenides DK B2 line 1) DK 20, lines 6-7 and DK 21, lines 10-12 to DRN II342-344 and DRN I, 
161-163; DK 35 line 1 andDRNV 780 (1944:86); DKB133 with in DRN V 101-103 (1944:97); DKB131 
with Lucretius’invocation of Calliope in DKV VI92-95 (1944:103),andDKBl withDRVI50(1944:103), 
referring also to Hesiod Erg. 27.Bartolini Niccolini (1955: 281 -282) links DK B17, line 26 with DRN 1331- 
333; DK B23 line 9 with DRN 1370 and 1 1052; DK B71 ( e i  5e tv ooi T te p i T w v fie  Xmo^vXoQ SnXexo 
moxiQ) with DRN1267; DKB23, line 11 (aXXa x o p u x ; to u t’ v o 0 v , 0 e o ( )  napa  p u O o v  c c K O u o a ^ a n d D K  
B110, line 4 with DRN 1115 and 1117.
637 This rules out, in my view, Woltjer’s (1877: 181) assumption that Lucretius was not familiar with 
Empedocles’ poem(s). Giancotti (1959: 80) is willing to consider the possibility that Empedoclean influence 
on Lucretius was through Ennius (his Epicharmus being influenced by the KaOappof and his Euhemerus by 
He pi (ftuoeox;). It seems beyond doubt that Lucretius read Empedocles.
638 The role of Memmius in DRN certainly seems comparable to that of Pausanias in Empedocles’ 
poem (Obbink 1993: 76). Obbink (1993: 74-75) questions whether Empedocles intended his audience to 
identify themselves with Pausanias. On Lucretius’ relationship with Memmius, below pages 377-383.
639 Obbink 1993: 54-55.
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Campbell (2003:102) rightly draws attention to the fact that DRN 111081-1083 
almost translates Empedocles’ xouxo pev [av] Orjpmv opiTtXayxoov ay[p6xep’ 
ei6r|, | xouxo 6’ av  a[v0p<o]7tcov 6i6i>pov (|>i3pa. [xouxo 6’ av  aypcov] | 
pi£o4>6pa>v yevvnpa Kai ap7teXoPap[ova poxpuv] (Ilep i <J>ooeox; book I lines 
296-298; Martin and Primavesi, 1998: 139).640 The remarkable coincidence of 
terminology between Lucretius and Empedocles makes it certain, in my view, that there 
is a deliberate allusion to Empedocles in these lines.641
The opening of DRN  shows immediately that Lucretius meant his poem to be 
read against Empedocles, through the mention of the four elements in the opening lines 
and the invocation of Venus.642 The metonymy in Venus, and the explanation of it, is part 
of Lucretius’ intertextuality with Empedocles. It seems significant that Aetius I. 3. 20 
defines Empedocles’ Nrjaxig and spring of mortals as sperm and water: this presumably 
reflects remarks to that effect in Empedocles’ poem(s). This should perhaps be
640 Lucretius’ modifications, though, suggest to Campbell that Lucretius is in feet translating a similar 
passage from Empedocles’ zoogony, now lost, where Empedocles used the equivalents of Lucretius’ 
squamigerum pecudes and corpora. . .  volantum (DRNU 1083). It seems interesting, however, that there is 
no attested case of Lucretius directly translating from Empedocles. This may be coincidence, since much of 
Em pedocles’ production is lost, but it is also conceivable that it was a deliberate choice on Lucretius’ part.
641 Sedley (1998: 11) argues that Lucretius derived his use of the ‘multiple-correspondence simile’ 
(on which see West 1970: 272-274, considering DRN I 272-275), from Empedocles DK B84, where 
Empedocles describes the eyes’ structure and function as that of the lantern.
642 Bartolini Niccolini 1955: 284-285.
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connected with Lucretius’ identification of amor and um or6*3 Lucretius may well have 
intentionally conflated Empedocles’ NfjoTu; and ^lA oT T ^O iK a644 in his addressee, 
Venus.645 It looks as though Lucretius has reduced Empedocles’ two divine natures to 
the most blunt physical terms, those of umorf*6 Lucretius may well be picking up on line 
3 of DK B6 (Nrj<ms 0 ’ 5aicpuoi£ rey y e i Kpouvcopa Bpoireiov).647
And the similarity may extend beyond the opening lines o f the poem. Martin and 
Primavesi (1998: 112-114) endorse Sedley’s suggestion of a lengthy prologue to 
Empedocles’ lie  p i (fmoeox;, which dealt with daimons and transmigration of souls, DK 
B115 being one of such fragments. They take it that some or even all o f DKB118-B126, 
which are usually attributed to Empedocles’ K a0appoi, come from the prologue of
643 Above pages 276-278.
644 See DK B17 lines 20-24: . . . k < «  <t>iA6rn<; ev xoiaiv, ior| pfjKd<; xe nkdxoQ xg- /  t t j v  oi) 
voon 6epK€i), pr|6’ oppaoiv t^oo xeOeiwoc /  rjxi<; kcci 0vr|xoioi vopi'Cexai 5p<jn>xo<; apOpoig, / xfji 
xe 4>iAa <j>poveouoi kcci dpdpia epya t g A o u o i ,  rrjOoouvi^v KaAeovTGQ eruovupov r\5" ’ A4>po6iXT)V 
. . . And a connection between Aphrodite and water seems suggested by Empedocles DK B73: (*)<; Se x o x g  
xOova Kujtpig, ETiGi x’ efiujvGv ev 6p0po)i, /eidea noinvvovoa 0od>i  Tiopi 6 o>kg Kpaxuvai.
645 Venus should perhaps also be identified with his natura creatrix of DRN 1629 and V 1362 and 
Calliope of DRN VI92-95. Gale (1994:67-68) suggests that Lucretius5 natura creatrix of DRN 1629, DRN 
II11 \1,DRNN  1362 is an alter ego of Venus, an “Epicurean counterpart” ofEmpedocles’ 4>iAia. Gale (1994: 
68) also suggests that Venus also takes up role of the Muse (comparing Calliope in Empedocles DK B131).
646 One of die characteristics of Catullus’ poetry is providing a farther twist in a stock genre (shock 
tactics): Lucretius’ use of portrayal of Venus shows a comparable attitude.
647 See also Martin and Primavesi (1998: 145), lines d3 and d4: .. .  <I>iAvrjv 6e [kcci E]6vfoiT|Jv 
vfiv gxoiwnv | [*Ap]7ii)iai Gavaxoio nakoiQ [f|piv Tcccpeo]ovxcci.
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Ilep i (|>uo€Ci>£, and suggest that Empedocles may have given the transmigration of souls 
as the reason why he had special knowledge (the same function as Parmenides’ o6oq .
. . Saipovot;).648 Sedley’s further suggestion that Empedocles’ Ilep i 4>i>oeco<; itself 
opened with an invocation to Aphrodite is possible, but it seems risky to make such an 
assumption without any direct supporting evidence.649
Lucretius’ praised, and imitated, Empedocles because Empedocles had in his 
view successfully fused philosophy and poetry. The poetic qualities of the section 
introducing Empedocles alert us to the combination of philosophy and poetry elsewhere 
in Lucretius’ poem. Praising Empedocles’ achievements as a poet writing philosophy 
was high on Lucretius’ agenda, and perhaps his main reason for introducing lines 7lb- 
741. The description of Empedocles’ reperta as praeclara suggests that poetry is an 
acceptable medium — or, perhaps, the medium — to communicate the truths of 
philosophy, a view with which Epicurus and Philodemus would have disagreed (see 
above pages 9-12, and 261-263).650
648 Above page 310.
649 Trepanier (2004: 39-40) is unconvinced.
650 Lucretius stresses the importance ofhis role as a poet for spreading Epicurus’ message. He thought 
that power of poetry can confer eternal life on Epicurus’ pronouncements (Gale 2001: 171). In lines 934 and 
935 musaeo contingem cuncta lepore / id quoque enim non ab nulla ratione videtur Lucretius is stressing, 
in my view, that “there is much point”. Line 925 sounds prosaic because Lucretius is implying that we should 
rethink our notion of poetry. Cabisius (1979:242) makes a convincing case for thinking that in D/W Lucretius’ 
and Epicurus’ missions are presented as parallel, although they regard different fields (philosophy and poetry 
respectively), pointing in particular to DRN V 335-337.1 think Cabisius’ reading is shown to be correct by the
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Lucretius was attracted to Empedocles’ “concept of himself ’ and “use of poetry 
for revelation” (Lenaghan 1967: 231-232).651 The ‘divinity’ of Empedocles ( . . .  divini 
pectoris eius) refers to the fact that Empedocles fused religion mid philosophy, and in 
turn fused philosophy and poetry: the Muses were detached from their connection with 
conventional oracles in favour of philosophical poetry. Comparison with the mention of 
Ennius earlier on in book I,652 leaves one in no doubt that Lucretius rated Empedocles 
highly as a model.
It is interesting that there seems to be etymological word play in DRN 1 112-119, 
intended to make the shadow of Empedocles hang over Ennius. Gale (2001: 168-169) 
argues that perenni fronde (DRN 1118) and quae clara clueret (DRN I 119) taken 
together suggest the name of Empedocles, eprreSoc; icAeos, referring to Empedocles’ 
use of ep7t€66<|)uAA,o<; and epiteSoicpaTog in DK B77. According to Gale (2001: 
170) thinks that Lucretius uses etymological word play here to indicate a line of poetic 
succession leading from Homer, to Empedocles to Ennius and Lucretius himself.653 This
fact that he picks up the arta claustra which Epicurus smashes in DRN 170-71 with artis nodis of DRN 1931 - 
932.
651 Lenaghan wonders at the omission of Empedocles’ other idea, the philosopher as a healer, since 
Lucretius considers healer and religious intermediary closely related. But an introduction of the healing aspect 
in introducing  Empedocles would have reduced the impact of the medical simile in DRN 1936-942.
652 DRN I 117-126, with the praise in lines 117-119, coming in the context of exposing Ennius’ 
inconsistency.
653 According to Gale the implication of the pun on Cams is that Empedocles is a Lucretian poet. 
Gale (2001: 172) seems inclined to believe that Lucretius inherited etymological word play from the
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should perhaps be accepted, although it seems worth pointing out that Lucretius’ 
presentation implies that Empedocles had surpassed by far Ennius and Homer, who are 
clearly presented as creating and propagating false belief. This seems tendentious since 
Empedocles held exactly the theory o f reincarnation which Ennius gets criticised for 
holding. That Lucretius was being implicitly critical o f Empedocles in this passage 
cannot be ruled out.
The tone Lucretius uses in reference to epic poets, is different from the one he 
uses when referring to philosophical poetry such as Empedocles’.654 Lucretius follows 
in the tradition of Parmenides’655 and Empedocles’ appropriation of myth and poetical 
language for philosophy. Lucretius’ rejection o f conventional religious ideas goes further 
than theirs, by denying that the gods are involved with the world at all.
Given the extent to which Empedocles had pointed the way for Lucretius, it is 
not surprising that the structure and style of lines 716-741 indicates high praise. Lines 
716-741 are one of the points where Lucretius’ poem comes closest, in content and 
style, to encomium. Similar encomiastic passages are reserved for Epicurus, see 
especially the prologue to DRN V.
The encomium of Empedocles is expressed in a structure that resembles that of
Alexandrians. But is it perhaps more likely that it derives from atomist poetics, and Epicurean views on 
language?
654 Craca 2000: 14.
655 Craca (2000:20) thinks Parmenides is represented in Lucretius by the light-truth motif (above note 
532), and by DRN V I46 and the lines lost in the lacuna following it (the image of the chariot).
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the Pindaric priamel.656 Empedocles is favourably compared with the marvels of Sicily 
(Charybdis and Aetna, which seem to be the reference of the allusion in 726-727), the 
richness of Sicily, and the strength of its men in defending it.657 That Lucretius should 
dedicate four lines to the description of Sicily is not surprising: Sicily would have 
suggested itself as a topic by being Empedocles’ birthplace and home.658 But the 
emphasis on Sicily may be intended to evoke a positive response from the Roman reader, 
because customarily associated with production of grain for the capital.659 It was only 
during the empire that Africa and Egypt replaced Sicily as Italy’s major supplier of com. 
The terminology in line 728 suggests that Lucretius was thinking of Sicily in such terms.
The use of alliteration in the description of Sicily produces a genuine impression 
of grandeur,660 which supports the encomiastic tone of the passage. The rich alliterations 
in 726 (tnagna modis multis mirandd) and 728 (multa munita virum vi) are perhaps 
intended to reproduce the wealth of Sicily.
656 Sedley (1998: 11) refers to this section as a “paean of praise”. Giancotti (1959: 79) comments on 
the encomiastic tottoc of comparing thinkers with place of origin (Empedocles and Epicurus in VI).
657 It may be relevant that Empedocles is said to have broken up “an otherwise unknown organisation 
called the Thousand” (KRS: 282).
658 Cabisius (1979: 247) suggests, perhaps rightly, that Sicily (and Empedocles) are presented as 
“spiritual and geographical bridge” between Greece and Lucretius, pointing out how close Sicily is to Italy in 
the description of lines 720-721.
659 Cicero Verrines II. 2. 5: Itaque ille M. Cato Sapiens cellam penariam rei publicae nostrae, 
nutricem plebis romanae Siciliam nominabat nutrix plebis Romanae.
660 Contrast the use in the introduction of Heraclitus (above page 274).
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4.4.3 Aetna
Lucretius’ elaborate description of Aetna takes up three and half lines (722 latter half - 
725). That Lucretius had a liking for describing the eruptions of Aetna is shown by DRN 
II 593 and DRN  VI 669. He may even have known of the direct experiences of those 
who witnessed such an event. As West (1969: 7) points out an eruption of Aetna had 
destroyed Catana in 122 B.C.,661 and Lucretius’ faucibus eruptos iterum vis ut vomat 
ignis / ad caelumque ferai flammai fulgura rursitm are “a precise and vivid description” 
of the rapid horizontal flashes of lightning, and electrical scintillations in borders of 
clouds, which accompany eruptions.662 Lines 720-721 and 726 are a remarkable example 
of Lucretius’ use of onomatopoeic alliteration. Line 721 reproduces the rumbling-sound 
of the volcano before the eruption: minantur /  murmura flammarum rursum . . . Line 
726 imitates the blazing of the flames with the insistence on the letter/:  ferat flammai 
fulgura.6*3
In line 723 metaphorically presents the murmura of Aetna as “gathering up their 
anger” (colligere iras\ so that the strength (of fire) once again vomits the flames which
661 West 1969: 7.
662 Compare the occurrences of ‘theme and variation’ mentioned in notes 487 and 527.
663 Compare the onomatopoeic alliteration flammai flore Julserunt in line 900, where the effect is 
emphasised even further by the repetition of the letters fl.
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are burst forward from its jaws.664 Aetna is presented in terms similar to an angry 
creature/monster. It seems significant that there is no reference to any divine aspect of 
Aetna: explained in same terms as a mortal creature, again philosophy mixed in with the 
descriptive passage.
The elaborate, and impressive, description of Aetna seems pointed: Lucretius 
foreshadows lines 680-702 of DRN VI, where he explains what the marvel of Aetna 
really is.665 Once again there seems to be intertextuality here between two books of 
Lucretius’ poem. The procedure is comparable to the explanation of the real identity of 
Venus known from the prologue in the final section of book IV. The fact that Aetna is 
juxtaposed to Charybdis might have suggested a reference to Hephaistos and his works 
with fire, therefore Lucretius comes back to the topic in book VI and dispels any 
implication of divine origin.
Sedley’s (1998:14, note 61) tentative suggestion that the imminent explosion of 
Aetna is a hint at the rebirth of Empedoclean poetry through Lucretius is possible, but 
there is nothing in the text to link Lucretius’ poem with the eruption of Aetna. I am not 
sure what to make of Edwards’ suggestion (1989:109) that Lucretius is referring to the 
story of Empedocles’ fatal leap into Aetna. It is certainly possible that Lucretius knew
664 This seems the sense of Bailey’s text. The construction is strained, so much so that Brieger’s 
eructans for eruptos seems attractive (it would make ignis a genitive dependent on vis). What is more 
Lambinus’ vomat for MSS omniat is not certain; Bignone suggests ciet. Neither is entirely convincing 
palaeographically, although sense might have played a part in the corruption.
665 It might be that Lucretius added the reference to Aetna specifically to what in his source was the 
explanation of volcanoes in general.
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of this report,666 but once again it is hard to subscribe to this theory when there is no 
reference or hint to Empedocles’ death in the text.
4.4.4 Praise of Empedocles’ theories?
The priamel comparing Empedocles to other wonders of Sicily produces a crescendo 
which leads to the emphatic praise at the end of the introductory passage, in lines 729- 
733. Empedocles is introduced one again, after the attention had shifted away from him, 
since the mention by name in 716 is by now distant. In lines 729-733 Empedocles is seen 
to be a divine marvel, because667 his carmina cry aloud, or are sung,668 and express
666 Wright (1995: 16) argues was that this report was an invention by Heraclides Ponticus (fourth 
century B.C.). Lapini (2003: 114) also thinks is a (later) fabrication: Empedocles was taken to be a 
melancholic. Horace Ars poetica 464-466 suggests, however, that the report would have been known to 
Lucretius.
667 Or perhaps “and indeed”? This is an example of the use of quin for corroboration. It is used 
“especially in reaching a climax or adding a stronger assertion of proof’ (Lewis and Short). Compare the quin 
etiam in 782, where the repetition may be intentional.
668 Other occurrences of the portentous vociferari in DRN seem to be deponents. It is used in II450 
(iaeraque quae claustris restantia vociferantur) and II 1050-1051 ( . . .  uti docui, res ipsaque per se / 
vociferatur, et elucet naturaprojimdi). It could be that the verb is a deponent also in line 732. What seems 
significant is that it is used of Epicurus in III 14 (nam simul ac ratio tua coepit vociferari / naturam rerum 
...) . The verb seems to imply a wide-resounding noise.
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findings (reperta) which are praeclara 669 On the face of it this may look like a 
commendation for Empedocles’ theories. But the fact that a doctrine is exceedingly 
famous should perhaps not be equated with its truthfulness. Indeed the implication may 
be that Empedocles’ reperta have become praeclara because of their poetical qualities: 
further acknowledgment of Empedocles as poetic model.670
Praise of discoveries occurs again in line 736: quamquam multa bene ac divinitus 
invenientes. It is uncertain whether the invenientes refers specifically to Empedocles. 
Sedley (1998:21), who holds against Furley that Lucretius’ praise regards Empedocles’ 
poetics, and not distinctive features of Empedocles’ philosophy, explains line 736 by 
suggesting that Lucretius is expressing “qualified respect” for the Presocratic physicists 
generally, praising the fact that they sought physical, and not theological, explanations 
of cosmic phenomena.671 Sedley’s reading is more feasible if one reads inferiores, with 
Bailey, as referring to all the philosophers referred to in lines 705-711, since looking for 
physical explanations for these phenomena could be attributed to the earlier Presocratics 
generally, as much as the quadruplists.672
669 Contrast this with the customary association of divina with reperta in DRN V 13 and DRN V I7 
referring to Epicurus’ ‘findings’. For divini pectoris, however, compare DRN III 15 ... divina mente coortam.
670 Lucretius may be playing on the meaning of clarus familiar from the introduction of Heraclitus 
here (above page 284).
671 E.g. both Epicurus (Ad Pythoclem 101) and Lucretius (DRN VI 204-212) give as possible 
Empedocles’ explanation of lightning that it is fire from the sun trapped in the clouds.
672 Even though not all monists were ‘pure physicists’ (e.g. Anaximenes’ air was divine), Lucretius 
would have thought of the monists as originators of “the tendency to seek physical explanations”.
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It is hard to rule out, however, that the praise of discoveries in 736 regards the 
quadruple pluralists, and in particular Empedocles. Indeed if the Pythia in 739 stands for 
Heraclitus it seems natural to take the polar comparison with Heraclitus’ style as 
referring primarily to Empedocles. Since the subject of invenientes in 736, dedere in 737 
and facere in 740 is the same it seems logical to read invenientes as referring primarily 
to Empedocles.673 It seems limiting to assume that the reference here is solely to 
Empedocles’ clarity, his use of poetry for revelation, and his attitude towards 
conventional religion;674 it seems more likely that we have praise here of some of 
Empedocles’ theory.
Sedley (1998: 142-143) suggests that Lucretius’ mixture of praise and criticism
673 An objection to the theory that Lucretius praised Empedocles for being clearer than the 
Pythia/Heraclitus may derive from Aristotle’s comments mRhetorica 1407a31-39 on how to avoid obscurity. 
His third advice is xpixov, pf| &p<i>ip6Aoi<;- xauxa 6e, av pf| x&vavxta rtpoaipfjxai. 6rtep TtoioOoiv, 
oxav |ir|0ev 8%a)Oi Aey€iv, rtpooTtoimvxai 5e ti Aeyeiv. oi yap xoiouxoi 6v noifjoei Aeyoooi 
xauxa, oiov ’ EpnefioKAfj^ • <J>€vaKiCei yap xo kukAgh tioAu 6v, Kai itdo%ouoi oi axpoaxai onep 
oi rcoAAot napa xoig (iavxeoiv- 5xav yap Aeycaoiv dp4>iPoAa, oup7iapavei)ouoiv.. . If ambiguity 
was as noticeable a feature of Empedocles’ writings as Aristotle makes out, could Lucretius’ judgement have 
been so different from Aristotle’s? But clarity admits of degrees, the fact that Empedocles was clearer than 
Heraclitus in Lucretius’ view might be enough to justify Lucretius’ presentation.
674 Wright (1995: 60) notes that Empedocles erases the dividing line between men and gods 
customary in epic tradition. Empedocles’ condemnation of religious sacrifices was a further aspect of his 
attitude to religion which Epicurus and Lucretius approved of. Plutarch On cessation o f oracles 420 c-e 
however provides evidence for the Epicureans criticising Empedocles’ Saipoveg.
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of Empedocles derives from Epicurus, because of two parallels from IIO .675 Sedley re- 
edits Arrighetti text [34] [30], lines 7-15 (1973: 352-353), from 110 XXV:
.. oi 6’ amoA[o- 
yrjaavTe<; e£ ap%fv; iicavd)£
Kai o[u] |i[ov]ov [t]wv 7tpo[T]e[p]o)[v
TtoAi) 6 ieveyK avT e< ; aAAa K ai t6>v 10
uoTepov 7xoAAa7xA[a]ax[a)(;], eAa0[o]v
eaircous, Kaxttep ev 7toAAoi<;, pe-
yaAa Koixjnoavres e[i]<; to  t[t]]v a-
vayKT|v Kai TauTopaT[o]v nav-
ta a[vc]iao0ai  15
Sedley also refers to Arrigetti text [26] [44], lines 17-26 (1973: 250), from IIO XI:
...................... [oi]<; av [Kai a-
tco tu[x]ti<; op0(b<; e7i[ev€- 
%0d)oiv,[o]u[0]ev 6ei PeA- 
T€iou<; toutcov eivai
vopi£eiv
675 Would Lucretius take the ‘liberty’ of praising Empedocles’ (philosophical) discoveries ifEpicurus 
himself had not?
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T(bv av6 pd>v ev itoAAois, ev 
7roAAoi<; [6 c K ]a i \iaXwTa 
TCOl 6 Ao)l TpOTTCOl TToA- 
A6 1  peAriou^, Tivcri; 6 [e]
Kai TzavxeXGx; arcAaT[o]v . [.
It may be that the mixture of praise and criticism of Empedocles derives from Epicurus, 
or a later Epicurean source. Furley (1970) argues that Empedocles was a precursor of 
Epicurean atomism. Empedocles and the atomists certainly shared the interpretation of 
coming-to-be as rearrangement of things which do not change (Pascal 1904: 11).676
It is perhaps conceivable that the reperta of line 736 are Empedocles’ theories 
about zoogony, and that Lucretius (rather than Epicurus) decided to praise Empedocles 
on this point. Campbell (2003: 1) suggests that Lucretius borrowed from Empedocles 
in his zoogony, although he grants that Lucretius’ ‘main’ source was probably Epicurus’ 
IIO (books XI and XII). Campbell (2003: 2) acknowledges that the mention of
676 Epicureans were certainly critical of many aspects of Empedocles’ thought. Plutarch Adversus 
Coloten 28 (1123B) shows that some ofEmpedocles’ theories were the object ofEpicurean derision...  x a u x a  
|i £ V T o i  K a i  noXXa x o u x t o v  S x e p a  x p a y i x a i x e p a  xoiq * E i iT te S o K A e o tx ; ,  such as the x e p a o p a x a ,  were 
mocked by the Epicureans. Edwards (1989: 106) refers to Hermarchus’ 22 books against Empedocles (above 
note 96), and to Adversus Coloten 111 1F-1113E for the Epicurean school’s critical attitude towards 
Empedocles. Cicero De natura deorum I. 93 reinforces the impression that Empedocles was criticised by the 
Epicureans: non modo Epicurus et Metrodorus et Hermarchus contra Pythagoram, Platonem 
Empedoclemque dixerunt. . .
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Empedoclean and Democritean theories in Plato’s Timaeus complicates the issue, but 
seems convinced that the intertextuality between Lucretius’ zoogony and Empedocles 
reflects the fact that Lucretius considered Empedocles a model for his anti-teleological 
system.677 According to Campbell (2003: 102) it is unlikely that Epicurus would have 
incorporated the Empedoclean phrasing of D RNV  line 839 (taking up DK B61 lines 3-4 
and Aetius V. 19. 5),678 line 842 (taking up DK B60), line 845, line 847 (taking up DK 
B71), and lines 864-866, where the terminology, especially the use of compound 
adjectives, recalls Empedocles. He considers 837-841 almost a paraphrase of DK B57. 
I am not convinced that there is conclusive evidence that Lucretius followed 
Empedocles, rather than Epicurus, as a source for content in his zoogony, although there 
is a strong case for Lucretius once again deliberately echoing Empedocles.
DRN 1 567, D RN V  443-448, m dD R N V  449-494 lead Giussani (1898: 77) to 
think that Epicurus considered the four elements as intermediary between atoms and 
compounds, believing that he thought they existed right from the start.679 Bailey (1947:
677 Campbell (2003: 101) notes how Plutarch Adversus Coloten 28. 1123B points to the closeness 
of Empedoclean and Epicurean theories, when he uses ‘man-faced ox-creatures’ to criticise the positivist theory 
of sense perception of the Epicurean Colotes.
678 That DRNV 839 ff. (and 502 ff.) derive from Empedocles had already been suggested by Giussani 
(1898: 97).
679 Giussani grants that the concept should not be taken too rigorously, since in DRN V 492-494 
Lucretius implies that stones are formed right from the start. But, although rocks are referred to, it is not clear 
that they are different from earth. Lucretius is here discussing the physical shape of the surface of the earth 
rather than materials.
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729) further refers to DRN  V 235-239, and seems to accept (1947: 740) that in 
Epicurean atomism the four elements are “existences intermediate between the atoms 
and compound things”. But there is no evidence for Epicurus emphasising the role of the 
four Empedoclean elements in particular.
The references to the four elements in DRNN  are the sort of thing Lucretius may 
well have added for poetic colour. Even if Lucretius imported these references from 
Epicurus it is conceivable that the emphasis on the four elements in the passages from 
book V derives from Theophrastus. Sedley (1998: 174) argues that it is from 
Theophrastus that Lucretius got the order earth-water-air-ftre, which describes the 
cosmic strata outwards from the earth to the heavens (this order is used elsewhere in 
DRN  only at V 449-459 and 495-498).680 I am not convinced Lucretius would have 
counted the four element as a philosophical discovery the Epicureans accepted. He may 
perhaps have thought that Empedocles was right in seeing that the four elements were 
important, but he certainly thought that Empedocles was wrong in regarding them as 
elements, since he says that the great fall of such thinkers was precisely principiis in 
rerum (DRN I 740).
4.4.5 The four elements
MacKay (1955:210) detected a hidden portrayal of Empedocles’ four elements in lines
680 Sedley (1998: 174) contrasts the order mDRNl  567, 715,744, DRNV 142-143,248-249.
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717-725,681 the description of Sicily, which, he remarks, receives more notable praise 
than Lucretius’ Italy, and Epicurus’ Athens. Mackay thinks Lucretius’ intention, in 
introducing the oblique reference, was to praise Empedocles because he derived his 
theory “ex conspectu rerum nauralium, id est de sensuum testimono” 682 Sedley (1998: 
14-15), similarly to Mackay, thinks that Lucretius is establishing a connection between 
Empedocles’ thought and the landscape in which he lived 683 Reading a reference to 
Empedocles’ air in line 725 (ad caelum) is certainly possible. Although in DRN I 9, in 
an Empedoclean context, caelum is connected with fire (assuming, with Furley, that we
681 Snyder (1972: 217-218) independently finds a pictorial catalogue of Empedocles’ four elements 
in these lines, pointing out that the pairing of “heavier” and lighter” elements in Lucretius (water in 718-720, 
earth in 721, fire in 724, and air in 725) corresponds to the pairing of the elements in DK B115, the opposite 
of that in Empedocles’ cosmogony. But certainly a case can be made for the main mention of earth in the 
passage being that in line 717 (which according to Snider “introduces the subject of the description, the 
insula”). This would make the order earth - water - fire - air.
682 Lucretius certainly makes this point in line 762, and reinforced by poetic devices. The considerable 
length of line 762 of conveys the impression of the elements flying apart from one another in a storm. And 
Lucretius’ use of connectives results in ventosque sounding like an unexpected addition to Jubnina... atque 
imbris. What appears to be a fourth-foot caesura, after imbris, turns out not to mark a break in the sense. The 
syntax of lines 770-771 also calls for comment. The fact that ignis and terrae depend on the same noun, 
corpus, gives at first the impression of the elements coming together, but then pleonasm in auras aeris and 
roremque liquoris, conveys the idea that such combination of the elements is impossible. For the four elements 
fighting one another compare DRN V 380-395.
683 So too Brown 1983: 148 and 148, note 17.
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have one element per line in 6-9), line 446 of D RNV  provides a parallel684 for Lucretius 
using (altum) caelum to refer to the element air (compare also nubila caeli in DRN I 
6).685 And Empedocles’ uses oupavog to refer to his element air in DK B22 line 2 
(Sedley 1998: 14-15).
There are two objections to detecting the theory of the four elements in these 
lines. First earth appears at two points in the list, in both line 717 and line 721 (note 
682). Second, air receives comparatively very little space, the emphasis being on water 
and fire. While water receives four and a half lines (718-722),686 and fire similarly three 
and a half lines (722-725). Caelum is presented only as the direction where Aetna 
‘vomits’ its flames in line 725, lessening the impact of the mention.687
684 Snyder (1972: 218, note 1) refers toDRNVI  50 and61 to support the interpretation of caelum as 
the element air, rather than heavenly bodies. But in these lines caelum seems to refer to the seat of heavenly 
bodies.
685 It also seem worth noting that, as Professor Sharpies points out to me, aid ijp  usually means not 
simply air, but the clear upper air/sky as opposed to aer which is damp and misty lower air: this makes a link 
with caelum all the more easy. And Empedocles used aid ijp  to refer to the element air, i.e. in DK B71 ei 8e 
ti ooi Tiepi TdrvSe Amo^uAog grteiro 7uoti<;, / rca><; uSaxoc yair|g xe Kai ai6spo<; ifcAun) tc/ 
Kipvapevcov ei8r| xe yevoiaxo xpoia xe 0vr|xwv / xooa’, 6oa vuv yeyaooi oupappooGevx’
’ A<|)po5iTT|i. . .  (see also DK B98).
686 The coastline of the straits of Messina, together with Aetna, is the most striking feature of Sicily, 
and therefore the most apt comparison for Empedocles’ achievement.
687 Lucretius was partial to images from coastlines. West (1969:11) refers to DRNIV 220-221 frigus 
ut a fluviis, calor ab sole, aestus ab undis, aequoris exesor litora circum as an example of the “nicety of 
detail” of Lucretius’ imagery. And there is the ubiquitous luminis oras (e.g. DRN 122,170,179).
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It cannot be excluded, however, that Lucretius was here intentionally referring 
to the four elements, rather than giving an exact catalogue of them, and setting up the 
theory so that he could knock it down later in the passage.688 In 740-741 Empedocles 
and other limited pluralists crash to the ground in the manner of Homeric heroes. 
Lucretius once again uses epic language ironically (see above pages 270 and 272). The 
fall of Empedocles and other pluralists is especially striking after the praise which 
Lucretius has bestowed on Empedocles thus far in the passage.
4.5 Lucretius’ presentation of Anaxagoras’ theory
The introduction of Anaxagoras stands apart from those of Heraclitus and Empedocles 
because Anaxagoras’ personality and mode of expression do not receive explicit 
attention,689 while his theory immediately takes centre stage. Brown (1983:150) thinks 
that Lucretius’ introduction of Anaxagoras is abrupt and unadorned because (a) 
Lucretius did not feel a personal relationship, whether positive or negative, towards 
Anaxagoras, or perhaps because (b) Lucretius had no reason to praise or blame
688 It may be pointed that in Lucretius’ description of Sicily the impression is that of violent 
phenomena in which the elements appear to clash against one another. This may well be intended to anticipate 
the remarkable simile of lines 760-761, where Lucretius points out that Empedocles’ four elements would fly 
apart just as wind, thunder and rain fly apart when there is a storm (a simile which is, as often with Lucretius, 
integral part of the argument).
689 See below pages 345-347 on how Lucretius imitates Anaxagoras’ style to parody it, just as he 
imitates the style of Heraclitus and Empedocles.
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Anaxagoras’ philosophical ideas, or (c) there were no exploits in popular tradition for 
Lucretius to refer to.
That Lucretius ( b )  had no reason to praise or blame Anaxagoras is doubtful: the 
fact that there were agreements hardly means that there would be no reason to 
criticise,690 and in fact Lucretius’ presentation in the remainder of the confutation is 
heavily critical, in its use of parody and satire.691 There is some truth in (c): Anaxagoras 
was less of a ‘personality’ than Heraclitus or Empedocles. The dramatic event in 
Anaxagoras’ life, his being charged with impiety in Athens, is an aspect which Lucretius 
would rather not emphasise, since the role of opposing superstition (religio) in the poem 
was reserved for Epicurus,692 and, through Epicurus, Lucretius himself. Expressing 
qualified praise of this aspect specifically would weaken the impact of the presentation 
of Epicurus as the hero defeating religio. Reasons (a) and (c) together explain why 
Lucretius’ abstains from commenting on Anaxagoras’ persona.
The lack of emphasis on Anaxagoras’ persona should be connected with 
Lucretius’ use of latet in reference to Anaxagoras in 875: he constantly tries to hide. 
Pinning Anaxagoras down proves impossible. There may well be implicit criticism here 
of the fact that there are issues which are unclear in Anaxagoras’ theory, in particular the
690 Brown himself (1983: 150) points out that there was an “ambivalent relationship” between 
Epicureans and Anaxagoras, referring to Diogenes Laertius X. 12.
691 Below pages 345-351.
692 Above page 272.
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nature of his p rim o rd ia l
Lucretius’ scrutemur literally means “search amongst rags or trash”. The verb 
implies a search beneath the surface, into the details: it is a “live poetic word” since 
according to Anaxagoras every substance is made up of particles of itself beneath the 
surface (West 1969: 125). The metaphor is well suited for examining thoroughly a 
theory on the level of elements.694 More importantly the use of scrutemur fits perfectly 
with the idea of Anaxagoras trying to hide of line 875.695
Anaxagoras’ attempt to run away from scrutiny is unsuccessful. Although he 
himself hides, his portions cannot themselves hide, and when they are revealed, in the 
closing lines of the critique, the primordia die in a burst with immoderate laughter at 
realising their own state of mortality (below 4.6).696
693 While atomism constructs matter from definite and simple building-blocks (at least in theory), 
Anaxagoras does not. There does not seem to be direct evidence that Anaxagoras’ theory was found as difficult 
in antiquity as it is today. There was certainly a difficulty in fitting his views into the standard classification: 
cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics A 8 989a30ff. and the parallels in Theophrastus FHS&G 228 AB. But that may say 
more about the classification than about Anaxagoras.
694 Brown (1983: 153) rightly adds that the verb produces a slightly grotesque effect when flanked 
by the Greek name and technical term (see below note 698 on the odd rhythm of the line).
695 The idea of Anaxagoras trying to hide from scrutiny may be reflected in Lucretius’ positioning of 
words: the hie in line 836 and putat in 839 are hidden in the list of examples.
696 Indeed the fact that the critique ended with the primordia dying (pereunt) suggests that 
Anaxagoras is the climax of an argument that eliminates all non-atomist principles.
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4.5.1 Lucretius’ transliteration homoeomeria
Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria {rerum) to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory in lines 830 and 
834 has attracted scholarly attention, since it is the only attested use of the noun, in the 
singular, in such a sense. We have seen above (page 55) how it is perhaps conceivable 
that Lucretius himself introduced such a use of the noun, but it is more likely that 
Lucretius inherited the usage from his Greek source. Even if the term was used in exactly 
the same sense in Lucretius’ source, the implications of the use of a transliterated Greek 
term at this point are interesting.
Lucretius only transliterates two philosophical terms in DRN. Both are 
extraneous to Epicureanism: homoeomeria here, and harmonia in DRN III 98-135 
(Sedley 1998: 48). Although Lucretius’ use of homoeomeria was certainly at least in 
part dictated by the difficulty of finding a replacement,697 he had further reason for 
transliterating the Greek term, namely implying that Anaxagoras’ theory is not worth
697 The complaint about the poverty of Latin language at 831-832 ( . . .  nec nostra dicere lingua /  
concedif), echoes a theme mentioned elsewhere in the poem. The second hemistich appears again at .Di&VTII 
260; compare also propter egestatem linguae rerum novitatem in DRN 1 139. It is not inconceivable that by 
explicitly remarking on the power of the Latin language Lucretius is intentionally recalling the earlier passage. 
The tone of lines 831 -832 is different from that of line 129. In lines 831 -832 Lucretius points out that the idea 
is easy to explain, the problem is finding a single Latin term for it. The implication is that it is not worth the 
effort to translate technical words except Epicurus’.
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translating or importing.698 Throughout the poem Lucretius uses Greek words in critical 
contexts; this carries a suggestion that the two Greek philosophical terms which 
Lucretius transliterates, homoeomeria and harmonia, should also be rejected.699 This is 
in stark contrast to the great care Lucretius takes to translate into Latin all of Epicurus’ 
technical jargon, which is worth importing. Sedley (1998: 59) is exactly right in 
remarking that while the Greek world is alien (transliteration), Epicurus’ philosophy 
transcends cultural barriers (fully translated). Lucretius’ transliteration of homoeomeria 
is ironic in exactly the same way as harmonia in DRN III 117 and 131.70° The use of res 
to refer to Anaxagoras’ theory may also be significant in this context. Lucretius is 
looking at what is the res behind the fancy name homoeomeria. Trying to find what is 
hidden seems to be the over-riding theme of the critique of Anaxagoras.
It seems worth pointing out that using the transliterated term provides Lucretius 
with the opportunity of engaging in a detailed description of the theory for which there 
is no name. Since there is no Latin equivalent for Anaxagoras’ theory Lucretius feels 
justified to allot as many as 9 lines (834-842) to a description of it.
698 West (1969:125) points to the unusual rhythm of line 830 produced by two Greek words. Sedley 
(1998:48) suggests that line 830 is intentionally ungainly, to convey the point that just like the honible word 
is not at home in the Latin language, so the underlying concept is unwelcome (as the rest of the passage 
shows).
699 When one looks at Lucretius’ transliteration of Greek non-philosophical terms the implication is 
the same. Lucretius transliterates Greek non-philosophical terms extensively in passages where he is being 
critical. Transliterated Greek in Lucretius indicates what is foreign, and to be rejected or despised.
700 Brown 1983: 153.
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4.5.2 Parody of Anaxagoras
The most striking feature of the explanation of Anaxagoras7 theory is the amount of 
repetition. The repetitions certainly presented Lucretius with a chance to play on words, 
such as the chiasmus in 835-837 with ossa preceding ossibus, but viscus following 
visceribus. Yet the extent to which the passage is repetitive suggests that Brown (1983: 
154-155) is right in thinking that the lines are obtrusive to the point o f affectation, 
comparing the stiff and monotonous style o f835-842 to the flexible and varied style of 
lines 812-816,701 where Lucretius describes the Epicurean primordia702 Brown 
concludes that Lucretius reproduced and parodied the style of Anaxagoras, or the style 
he found in his doxographical source.703
It seems questionable whether it would be reasonable for Lucretius to be 
parodying the style which he found in a doxographical source. A doxographical text is
701 There is an issue about the text here. Bollack (1978: 249) in favour of retaining MSS multimodis 
in 814 (for Lambinus’ multa modis), and QG’ multa for O’s mixta in 815. But this does not seem to seriously 
affect the argument.
702 Lines 835-837 are an example of how the syntax of the Latin appears to reflect the concept 
expressed in Lucretius’ verses: “the line about bone has the same sound and appearance as the line about 
flesh”, because bone is made up of tiny pieces of bone and flesh is made up of tiny pieces of flesh, while in 
lines 814-816 the syntax reflects the fact that “many things have similar atoms in different combinations and 
the Latin has three similar elements in different relationships” (West 1969 : 118-119).
703 Brown 1983: 160.
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perhaps unlikely to have reproduced Anaxagoras’ language. The idea that Lucretius is 
parodying Anaxagoras’ style tallies much better with Lucretius having first hand 
acquaintance with Anaxagoras’ work. Whether Anaxagoras’ text would have been 
available to Lucretius is uncertain (above note 83). Even if it was not, it is conceivable 
that Lucretius could read a work by another author which quoted Anaxagoras 
extensively. However Lucretius may have acquired familiarity with Anaxagoras’ 
language, it seems likely that by introducing the long list of examples, he was 
reproducing and caricaturing Anaxagoras’ long-winded, stiff and monotonous style,704 
and thus silently condemning it.
4.6 The mortality of Anaxagoras’ prim ordia
Lucretius presents the first two arguments against Anaxagoras very succinctly, in lines 
843-846. He had used the same arguments before, in the confutation of Heraclitus and 
Empedocles, and he therefore cross-refers, in lines 845 and 846, to his earlier remarks 
to that effect. In the case of the third argument against Anaxagoras Lucretius proceeds
704 KRS (page 356) suggest that brevity was a quality of Anaxagoras’ book (the surviving fragments 
could make up much more than an eighth of the whole); the book only cost 1 drachma (which suggests it could 
be copied in considerably less than one day). Whatever the length of Anaxagoras’ book, the remaining 
fragments are rather repetitive and monotonous. Schofield (1980: 3) comments on Anaxagoras’ dogmatism 
and ambiguity (perhaps what Lucretius had in mind in using latetT). But this does not necessarily entail that 
Anaxagoras did not use repetition extensively. Lucretius could indeed be making the point that although 
Anaxagoras goes on at length in a tediously repetitive way, it still is not clear what he is getting at.
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very differently. Although he had already used the same argument before, in lines 753- 
758, Lucretius decides to expand on the point, and dedicates 12 lines to it (847-858). 
Lucretius expanded on this argument because he saw how well it applied to Anaxagoras’ 
elements. Since Anaxagoras considered fundamental, or at least could be interpreted as 
considering fundamental, many, or even all, different kinds of substance, his primordia 
displayed clear signs of their mortality.705 Lucretius’ extended metaphor in lines 847-852, 
a metaphor which repeatedly portrays Anaxagoras’ primordia as mortal creatures,706 has 
to be read in this context.
Lucretius says clearly that there is a problem with Anaxagoras’ primordia being 
ultimately res.107 And he makes the point more vivid by using images of mortal creatures 
suffering and dying.708 The extended metaphor starts with imbecilla o f847 and with the 
verbs laborant,pereunt in lines 849-850,709 it carries on in the question o f850-852, and 
will come up again in the powerful climax of the confutation of Anaxagoras, and of the 
whole critique, in lines 918-920. It is significant that the two passages are linked by the
705 1 find it hard to explain why Lucretius omitted the example of flesh in these lines, since flesh as 
an example would have fitted the argument well, being so obviously perishable.
706 Empedocles’ principles resemble citizens in DK B17 line 27-29 (Trepanier 2003: 419).
707 Lines 848-849.
708 This seems to have the further point of being juxtaposed to language of creation (gigni and creari 
in line 837, concrescere in line 840) in the outline of Anaxagoras’ theory.
709 These two verbs could refer to any other living being, but the image of 919 makes it likely that 
Lucretius was alluding to human beings here too.
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ring composition in pereunt of (858 and 918),710 which signals the death of every 
conceivable principle different from Epicurus’ atoms. Since Anaxagoras made every 
substance fundamental, the material elements proposed by all other thinkers perish 
together with his own.
The language of lines 850-852 creates a mood of pain and suffering by 
‘personifying’ death, or, more exactly, presenting death as a predator capable of a strong 
bite (oppressu valido), from whose jaws there is no escape. The bite of wild animals on 
the dead corpse in DRN III 888 seems worth comparing. West (1969: 55) mentions 
Lucretius’ interest in animals. It is interesting to compare D RNV  1326-1327: et validis 
socios caedebant dentibus apri / tela infracta suo tingentes sanguine saevi.711 And lines 
990-991 of book V provide a further parallel: unus enim turn quisque magis deprensus 
eorum / pabula viva feris praebebat, dentibus haustus. Lucretius was partial to images 
from biting (whether by humans or by wild animals). In DRN III 694 Lucretius, to prove 
the point that sensation, and with it the soul, extends throughout the whole body, points 
out that there is sensation in teeth: morbus ut indicat et gelidai stringor aquai / et lapis 
oppressus subsit si frugibus asper.712
710 The ring composition also signals the end of the critique; and perhaps the use of perire is 
significant in this respect. It is worth noting that the critique seems to lack a formal close just as it lacks a 
formal introduction (compare the ending of books of DRN).
711 Assuming this was how the text ran. Line 1328 in se fracta suo tinguentes sanguine tela looks 
like a variant for 1327.
712 The use in IV 1080, in Lucretius’ description of the lovers, is perhaps also worth comparing:.
. . .  et denies inlidunt saepe labellis.
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The way in which Anaxagoras’ primordia perish in the conclusion of lines 917- 
920 is remarkable: all that Anaxagoras’ theory raises is the immoderate laughter, a 
grotesque effect. The implication here is, as mentioned above,713 that Anaxagoras’ 
particles laugh at their own state of utter mortality. The importance of causing laughter 
in rhetorical debate is apparent in Cicero De oratore n. 262: being laughed at seems to 
equate to blatant defeat in the argument.714
A similar personification of the primordia occurs in DRN11973-990, with lines 
919-920 repeated in DRN 11976-977, with the slight variation spargunt rorantibus in 
line 977, for salsis umectent o f920. Giussani (1896: 94-95 and 1898: 118) argues that 
the lines were originally written in book n, where they fit perfectly with the argument 
that primordia do not have senses.715 If one reads the use of the image in lines 917-920 
in the context of the earlier metaphor in lines 847-856 where Anaxagoras’ primordia are
713 Page 342.
714 Lenaghan (1967: 233) writes: “ Anaxagoras is dismissed with laughter (915-20), an effective 
rhetorical device, if not logically compelling.” This does not do justice to the ending, in my view.
715 Giussani (1898: 116) argues that originally the conclusion of the critique was 893-896. When 
Lucretius allegedly added lines 897-914 (see below page 371), he would have thought that line 914 did not 
provide a fitting conclusion, and added lines 915-920 to provide one. I am not sure that 907-914 would provide 
less of a conclusion than 915-920 do. Giussani (1898: 117) thinks that 915-920 are directed against both 
homoeomeria and 8V Ttavxi itavxog poipa. The mistake is thinking that secondary qualities persist on the 
level of the elements (lines 916-917), which would make the primordia perishable. It is unclear why, on 
Giussani’s theory, Lucretius would have omitted this important point, which ruled out both aspects of 
Anaxagoras’ thought, in the ‘first draft’, especially if it appeared in his source.
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presented as suffering and dying, the use of the image in line 917-920 is understandable. 
The implication of the image is that the primordia are laughing, as mortal creatures do, 
and moreover laughing at their own mortality. The use of the image in book II refers 
back to the critique, where the lines first appear, with the implication that the presence 
of feeling would involve the death of the (supposed) primordia, just as Anaxagoras’ 
primordia could not escape the jaws of death. It is especially interesting in this context 
that in book two Lucretius carries the personification of the primordia to the point of 
presenting them as discussing the problem o f the elements (DRN 11978-979).716
Lucretius personifies the primordia again in DRN11021 -1022: nam certe neque 
consilioprimordia rerum / ordine se suo quaeque sagaci mente locarunt. He is making 
the point that particles do not behave in this way.717 This seems comparable to the use 
in the critique. Lucretius repeatedly uses, with critical intent, the image of primordia 
being at the mercy of passions. In lines 792-794 of DRN TV it is the simulacra that are 
personified: scilicet arte madent simulacra ac docta vagantur / noctumo facere ut 
possint in tempore ludos. Lucretius is presenting the simulacra as actors in these lines.718 
These parallels support the inference that the personification of Anaxagoras’ principles 
is Lucretius’ own.
716 It is not unlikely that, as Smith (1992a: 170, note a) suggests, Lucretius had Anaxagoras in mind 
when writing the passage in book II. Smith (1992a: 164-165, note a) similarly argues that the section 865-930 
is aimed at Anaxagoras.
717 It is perhaps worth comparing the presentation here to that of the Epicurean minimae partes as 
efficient soldiers in DRN 1606 agmine condenso.
718 Lucretius’ use of scilicet here seems ironical, if not sarcastic (below page 381 and note 800).
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Lucretius’ depiction of the mortality of Anaxagoras’ primordia in lines 847-856, 
and of their breaking into tears because of bursts of laughter in line 918-920 is part of 
a rhetorical technique which recalls satire. Brown (1983: 156-157) rightly draws 
attention to how line 848 ironically casts doubt on whether Anaxagoras’ principles 
deserve to be called primordia, line 850 has the picturesque verb refrenat, and lines 851- 
853 formulate a series of belittling rhetorical questions. The use offingit in line 847 can 
also be mentioned in this context. Lucretius considerably elaborated lines 847-858, 
poetically and rhetorically, through his ironical use of imagery.719
4.7 Lucretius’ strategy in 859-874
The style of lines 859-874, the fourth argument against Anaxagoras, is “an exaggerated 
and distorted version” of lines 835-838 (the description of Anaxagoras’ homoeomeria), 
but while in 835-838 the repetition stressed the homogeneous composition of things, in 
the latter the same repeated words stress the opposite contention, namely that things 
must be made up of elements of a different nature (Brown 1983:157). By using the same 
style he had used in the description of Anaxagoras’ theory Lucretius implies that he is 
criticising Anaxagoras on his own terms.
719 One may argue that lines 854-856— Lucretius ’ answer to ‘the rhetorical questions ’, with resulting 
impression of omniscience of the poet— and especially lines 857-858 sound rather prosaic, and somehow spoil 
the effect of the imagery. But it may be that Lucretius felt he should introduce the cross-reference to make the 
point stick in the reader’s mind.
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Lines 859- 875 present a series of dilemmas, although only of the first dilemma 
are both horns present in the text as we have it. First (1) either (la) venae sanguen ossa 
[nervi] are made up of things of a different nature, i.e. of cibus 720 (lines 859-860 and 
lacuna), or (lb ) cibus has in it venae etc. (lines 861-866); second (2b) if the trees etc. 
do grow from terra, terra has to be made up of things alien in kind, i.e. of trees etc. 
(lines 867-869); and (3b) ifflamma fumus cinis are hidden in lignum, lignum is made 
up of things alien in kind (lines 870-873). The use of a series of dilemmas conveys the 
impression of Anaxagoras being shut in a comer despite his attempt to flee from 
scrutiny. The impression resulting from the series of dilemmas is that of omniscience of 
the narrator, as typical in the didactic genre. The understanding of Lucretius’ rhetoric 
here is hampered by the fact that the text suffered in transmission, but the passage seems 
intended for rhetorical effect.
Brown further points out (1983: 157) that, (/“line 874 is transposed to precede 
873,721 the text provides a fitting climax to the strategy: two lines where the “parallel 
structure and dense repetition” recall the description of homoeomeria, especially lines 
835-836. He draws attention to the fact that the resulting sense o f ‘ring composition’ is 
only formal. I would suggest that there is a further point of irony in Lucretius’ choice of 
words. After the affected repetitiveness of the introduction, and of 859-875 the series 
of dilemmas repeats often the expression ex alienigenis. The repetition stresses genesis
720 It looks as though it is more likely that Lucretius’ formulation would have been ex alienigenis or 
the like, rather than ex cibo, in view of the remainder of the paragraph.
721 See above note 457.
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from elements different in nature,722 rebuffing the emphasis in Anaxagoras’ long-winded 
repetitions, which stressed that the nature of elements and compounds is identical. This 
is part of Lucretius’ strategy to demolish Anaxagoras’ theory.
Lucretius’ employment of parody in the fourth argument may be a rhetorical 
technique. We have seen how Anaxagoras himself had addressed the problem of 
nutrition, and it is perhaps conceivable that Lucretius is presenting as an independent 
objection what in the source would have been attributed to Anaxagoras.723 I f  the 
presentation in these terms is down to Lucretius,724 it should be connected with the 
portrayal of Anaxagoras as trying to hide (latef) from scrutiny, rather than disclosing his 
theory. The presentation here seems comparable to the one in lines 875-876 where ‘in 
everything a portion of everything’ is presented as though Lucretius thought of it first. 
The implication seems to be that although Anaxagoras tries to hide, Lucretius (Epicurus’ 
spokesman) had thought in advance of his hiding place, so that Anaxagoras cannot 
escape scrutiny (scrutemur in line 830).
When one adds these remarks about lines 847-874 to the fact that lines 875-920 
are, as critics have often pointed out, rhetorically very effective,725 one can see why 
Brown concludes that the philosophical arguments against Anaxagoras are on the whole
722 As Anaxagoras himself apparently did, but the reader is not to find this out until later on in 875-
896.
723 Above pages 82-83.
724 One cannot be certain that the ‘unfair’ slant was not already in Lucretius’ source.
725 According to Brown (1983: 152) the word play and imagery in lines 875 to 920 “disguise the 
unfairness of Lucretius’ criticism and present Anaxagoras’ in a ridiculous light”.
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livelier and more flamboyant than the corresponding arguments against Heraclitus and 
Empedocles.726 This is to some extent true although it seems to disregard the 
considerable elaboration reserved for lines 782-829 in the confutation of Empedocles 
and the limited pluralists.
The reason for the elaboration of lines 782-829, and of the arguments against 
Anaxagoras, is that Lucretius was intentionally building up to a deliberate climax in lines 
921 -950, which are the “centre piece” of the first book. Lucretius is building a crescendo 
effect, which leads from the rhetorical question in lines 798-802,727 to the most emphatic 
statement of the correctness of the Epicurean doctrine in lines 823-829, after 
Anaxagoras’ primordia die in laughter in 917-920. Lucretius is thus building a platform 
stylistically for lines 921 -950 where he will comment on his own work and its merits, just 
as he had built up a platform to its themes, by setting up Heraclitus and Empedocles 
comparison between his own message, and his way of expressing it.728
726 Above page 308.
727 There seems to be a structural pattern throughout the last three arguments against Empedocles. 
Lines 782 -802 are neatly divided into three sections: 7 lines reporting the opposing theory, 5 lines refuting the 
opposing theory and 9 lines putting forward the Epicurean alternative. Similarly the dilemma in lines 763-781 
ended by stressing that the Epicurean explanation is correct (lines 778-781). The positive Epicurean material 
is granted more space and more emphasis as the confutation proceeds, reaching its climax in the final argument 
(lines 814-829).
728 The repetition of these lines at the start of DRN IV 1-25 indicates that Lucretius was proud of them, 
and that he wanted them impressed in the hearer/reader’s mind. On the significance of the repetition, see 
Appendix (a) pages 388-389.
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confutation of Empedocles hamper the crescendo effect. A possible answer is that it is 
for deliberate effect that Lucretius sandwiched repetitive and ‘prosaic’ sections 
parodying Anaxagoras between lines 803-829 and 875-920, where Lucretius’ tone, 
especially in his descriptions of the Epicurean alternative, is rather grand. The superiority 
of the Epicurean explanation is corroborated by the superior language and style. This 
appears more clearly by being set against Anaxagoras’ inconclusive prolixity.729
4.8 The analogy of letters and atoms.
Even considering Lucertius’ partiality for ‘atomologising’ and his fondness of repetition, 
it is striking that he uses twice, in the space of 90 lines, the analogy from letters of the 
alphabet to represent the atoms. The use of this analogy in an atomistic context may 
have been prompted by Epicurus’ or a later Epicurean’s use of it, which could have 
occurred either in the specific source text which Lucretius used for the critique, or in a 
different text. If the latter is the case, Lucretius imported the analogy to the critique™
729 In the case of Heraclitus and Empedocles, as we have seen, Lucretius imitated the Presocratics in 
his introductory sections, and only occasionally took up the characterisation in the following arguments 
(whether by imitation of their language or by other means).
730 That Epicurus, or later Epicureans, used such an analogy may be shown by De Pythiae oraculis 
399E: 87te\ t i  iccoAuei Aeyeiv gxepov, cog o u k  eypai|/e rag  Knpiag upiv ’ErtiKoupog, <*> Bor|0e, 
6o£ag, aAA’ and xi3xr|g k c u  a o T o p a T c o g  ouxog rtpog aAArjAa t c o v  ypappaxcov ouveprceoovTcov 
&Tt€TeAeo0T] t o  pipAiov; According to Snyder (1980: 37) Plutarch probably imported the criticism from a 
source which ridiculed the Epicurean position, by taking over Democritus ’ analogy and distorting it as evidence
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The letters of the alphabet can produce an immense, though not infinite, variety 
of combinations, although the letters are limited as far as the number of shapes is 
concerned. This fits Epicurus’ system perfectly since his atoms were limited in number 
of shapes, while those of the earlier atomists, Democritus and Leucippus, were not 
(Armstrong 1995:225). Yet there is no direct evidence for Epicurus having himself used 
the illustration from the letters of the alphabet.
It has been doubted that Epicurus took over Plato’s use of the term 
OToi%€iov.731 It is used to refer to atoms only in Ad Pythoclem 86.732 Elsewhere in 
Epicurus it means simply “basic principles” or refers to Empedocles’ four elements.733 
Even in A d Pythoclem 86 the meaning is no more than “basic principles are indivisible”. 
There is no evidence that Epicurus used the word o t o i %€i o v , by itself, to refer to 
atoms. This does not rule out that Epicurus himself used the analogy of letters and words 
to describe the additions and subtractions, and movements of the atoms in compounds, 
but the possibility that, //“Epicurus was his source for the critique, Lucretius introduced 
the analogy himself, whether in just one case or in both, is a possibility worth
source which ridiculed the Epicurean position, by taking over Democritus ’ analogy and distorting it as evidence 
against atomism.
731 The first attested uses of OTOi%€iov to indicate metaphorically the minima of matter are in Plato 
Theaeteius 20IE, Cratylus 424D and Cratylus 424E-425A. That Epicurus felt the need to justify his 
borrowings from earlier thinkers immediately after using oioi^eiov in 110 XIV (above note 249) may suggest 
that he was not comfortable with using it.
732 Snyder 1980: 33. On whether Ad Pythoclem is genuine, above note 321.
733 Epicurus uses the term in 110 XIV (above pages 136 and 138), but not to refer to atoms.
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considering.
A first point to note is that Lucretius may be innovating by using elementum to 
refer to Epicurean atoms. The word elementum is not attested before Lucretius and 
Cicero (De oratore I. 163). Cicero uses elementa metaphorically to refer to “rules” or 
“elements”, although he seems aware of the basic meaning: “letters of the alphabet” 
(Snyder 1980: 33-34).734 That Lucretius was the first Roman author to import the use 
of elementum to refer to Epicurean atoms is conceivable. How likely depends on the 
nature of Epicurean works earlier than Lucretius.735
4.8.1 Lines 823-829
Lucretius’ first use of the analogy in the critique, in lines 823-829,736 is part of the 
argument that the presence of primordia of many res, mixed in various ways, in res 
explains how different things are nourished by different things (lines 809-829).737 The
734 In Cicero De natura deorum II. 93 the analogy from the letters of the alphabet is used to rebuke 
the notion of chance collision of atoms creating the world (Snyder 1980:35-36): the speaker comments on the 
absurdity of thinking that the letters of the alphabet may combine by chance to produce the whole of the 
Annales of Ennius.
735 Above page 13 and pages 16-18.
736 Although there is no “as” in the text, tantum - plura in 826-827 clearly implies a comparison, so 
that it seems correct to speak in term of analogy.
737 And note in this context the atomistic use of language in 813 {certis ab rebus, certis aliae atque 
aliae res') with elisions emphasising the effect, picked up in 816 (ideo variis variae res rebus cduntur).
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fact that what does the nourishing is so different from what is nourished must be 
explained by realising how much impact cum quibus, quali positura, and motus have in 
determining the nature of compounds.738 Lucretius’ use of the analogy here is much more 
explicitly stated than his very first use of it, in DRN \ 196-198.739 Lucretius refers for the 
first time to the fact that examples of verbal atomism can be found in his own verses.
The point of the analogy in lines 823-829 is that just as the same 22 letters of the 
alphabet can make up compounds as different as the words, and lines, of Lucretius’ 
poem, so the primordia rerum can produce compounds which are very different from 
other compounds the same primordia also combine to make. The analogy is accurate 
since it is clear from lines 826-827 that it illustrates only one aspect of the process, 
namely the difference ordo makes to the nature of the compound. On its literal and 
primary level the analogy plays on the fact that all the words of the poem are made up 
by the same 22 letters.
It is not altogether clear whether ordo should be read as including both cum 
quibus and quali positura. This depends on whether the exact reference of positura is 
(a) the position of the elementa in relation to one another i.e. exactly the same atoms 
(choice not being involved) can make two different words, or (b) the position of the 
elementa in relation to themselves.740 The analogy could extend to (b), with Democritus’
738 On the anticipation, above pages 236-238.
739 Snyder 1980: 40.
740 Bailey (1947: 740) argues that positura in 818 and 685 means (b) Tponr), and not, as Giussani 
(1896: 92) suggests, (a) irid ic
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Z and N example, but there is no trace of this in Lucretius. Indeed it would be impossible 
to report such an idea in hexameters. I am inclined to believe Lucretius used positura in 
sense (a), see further below, pages 363-364. If by ordo Lucretius is referring to both 
choice and position the argument by analogy is sound, and understandable before reading 
book II. It is a case of multa modis communia multis, to take up Lucretius’ formulation 
in line 814.
The difference ordo can make to the nature of the compound is also tacitly 
illustrated in my view by the fact that versibus of line 822 shares 6 of its 7 elementa with 
verbis o f823, although “words and verses are very different etre etsonitu sonantf\ The 
implication is that ordo can bring about a great difference in the resulting concept, as in 
the resulting word. It seems surprising that neither Friedlander nor Snyder considers 
whether paronomasia is at work here,741 although it is used to illustrate that similar 
elementa can make up very different compounds through ordo.
The analogy has further implications. Just as the same set of letters of the 
alphabet, by mixing, can make up the whole of Lucretius’ poem {De rerum natura)742 
so the primordia rerum can make up the whole natural world (cosmos), which is 
represented by Lucretius’ asyndeton in lines 820 and 821. Lucretius was here taking up
741 Snyder (1980:41) makes the point that permutato ordine does not refer to permutations of letters 
within a single word, but slightly different selection to get different words: such as versus and verba (line 825) 
and sonitu . . . sonanti (line 826). She seems to overlook the fact that ultimately both words and verses are 
made up of the same elementa (i.e. the 22 letters of the alphabet).
742 Versus is the term Lucretius conventionally uses to refer to his own poetry; carmina is rarer 
(Lenaghan 1967: 251).
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the analogy which we have seen the early atomists had used (or perhaps even 
introduced) between poem and cosmos.743 Armstrong (1995: 225-226) comments on 
how Lucretius consciously considers the words of his verses “something like molecules 
made of separate atoms which are the letters of the alphabet”. According to Armstrong 
Lucretius alludes directly to the impossibility of metathesis in the same terms as 
Philodemus.
It is important that Lucretius draws attention to the words and verses of his own 
poem here. The structure of the poem on nature resembles nature itself. It is even 
conceivable that words represent molecules, and verses represent compounds. The same 
letters can make up the entirety of Lucretius’ poem (cosmos), as well as the verses 
(compounds) and the words (molecules) just as Epicurus’ atoms make up everything in 
our experience, from small compounds to the whole universe. Lucretius intended his 
poem to be an accurate image (simulacrum) of reality.744
There is a further sense in which the letters of the poem behave just like the 
atoms that make up the world. Schiesaro (1994: 83-85) seems right in interpreting the
743 Above page 258. Armstrong (1995:215) thinks that for Lucretius, just like Democritus the essence 
of poetiy, rather than being oral, or aural is “to be found in the play of letters, elementa, on the page”. It looks 
as though this is disputable, at least as far as Lucretius is concerned. The word elementum itself is more often 
associated with sound in the use by grammarians (Thesaurus Linguae Latinae), and Lucretius emphasises 
sound in most of the occurrences of the analogy.
744 Thury (1989:271) notes that DRN “in its representation of reality . . . functions as a simulacrum 
of the rerum natura in the technical sense”, i.e. it presents images (word-pictures) of the real world that 
impinge on the reader and are susceptible to evaluation, just as the images sent around from objects.
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repetition of sounds, formulae, passages and themes in an atomistic sense, as 
representing material bodies “ whose components constantly rearrange themselves in 
cyclical fashion without ever being reduced in nihilum... The De rerum natura renews 
itself as a didactic experience that the reader is programmatically enticed to repeat over 
and over again”. Formularity reinforces the atomistic message. The repetition of words, 
verses and passages also resembled the atomistic process of the formation of things. 
There seems to be a relationship between letters, words, verses, formulae and poem 
which is meant to symbolise the universe, from the smallest components to the whole 
universe. Part of the analogy is that just as the universe is created again, so is the
745poem.
4.8.2 Intertextuality
Lucretius repeats lines 823-825 verbatim as part of his fourth deployment of the analogy 
(DRN 11688-690), and modifies line 826 to confiteare alia ex aliis constare elementis 
in DRN 11691. The modification is coherent and indeed required, since Lucretius is now 
showing that dissimiles formae come together to make a compound. He proceeds to 
expand on the formulation o f DRN1823-827 in DRN I I 692-699: not because there are 
few letters which are shared or because no two words are made from the same letters, 
but because in most cases they do not share all their letters.
745 On the significance of the repetition of DRN I 926-950 at DRN IV 1-25 see below Appendix (a), 
pages 388-389.
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The analogy refers again to the relationship between the 22 letters of the alphabet 
and the words of Lucretius’ poem,746 but takes up a different aspect. In book II the point 
is that although there are many common elementa in many verba (and versus), one has 
to admit that different words (and different verses) are made up of different elementa, 
while in book I Lucretius’ point is that, although there are many common elementa in 
verba (and versus), the end product is different in both physical appearance and in 
sound.747 In book I the possibility that words share all their letters is not mentioned, but 
it is not ruled out either. The analogy is probably also meant to illustrate that res are 
made up of diversae figurae, just as the letters of the alphabet have a limited number of 
different shapes. It is significant in this context that D RN11692 is very similar to DRN 
II 336 and DRN 11 694 repeats DRN  II 337: Lucretius intentionally repeats from the 
passage where thefigurae and formae are first introduced (DRN11333-335). This is the 
point in which the analogy is especially appropriate to Epicurean atomism (above page 
356).
Let us now turn to the fifth and final use of the analogy, in DRN 111013-1022 
where once again Lucretius repeats extensively from the critique.748 DRN 111013 repeats 
line 824 with passim  changed to refert, and DRN 111015-1016 repeat lines 820-821 with
746 Snyder 1980: 43.
747 The association of the physical aspect to the sound of the letters seems to come appropriately in 
line 826 where it stresses that words are different from (other) words, and verses from (other) verses, and 
anticipates the reference to sound in distincta voce notemus of line 914.
748 Dionigi 1988: 18-19.
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the change of constituunt to significant in 1015.749 Lucretius has again in mind how the 
letters of the alphabet can make up all the words of his poem, so the atoms make up the 
whole world.
Lucretius sets out with a reference to cum quibus and quali ordine in line 1014, 
he goes on to point out that most of the letters are similar in most cases, and concludes 
by saying that res (presumably the “things” of his poem, which fits in very well with 
Thury’s reading, above note 744) are different because ofpositura. Since the emphasis 
this time falls on the difference positura makes to the meaning of the poem, Lucretius 
changes constituunt to significant.150 The emphasis of the analogy falls temporarily on 
the poem, before going back to the physical world of res with lines 1019-1022. The fact 
that Lucretius gives more prominence to the phenomena of the world of the poem may 
well be meant to balance the fact that Lucretius has gradually shifted the meaning of 
elementum from the field of letters to the field of physical elements.751 With his final use 
of the analogy he redresses the balance, and firmly establishes that there is no difference
749 Note also that DRNU 1008-1009 =DRNl 818-819. On the connection between the critique and 
the second part of DRN II see below pages 369-370.
750 Armstrong (1995: 227) draws attention to the change and notes that DRN 111013-1021 is the 
occurrence of the analogy that most insists on the possibility of metathesis: this passage is parallel with 
Philodemus’ view that the rearrangement of words always modifies the thought. Although Lucretius seems to 
be concerned with arrangement of letters rather than words in our passage (Armstrong 1995:225), it may be 
that he applied the concept to words.
751 Snyder 1980:46. All the occurrences in DRN I refer to letters, 2 out of six occurrences in DRN II 
to letters, all but one of the occurrences in the remaining books refer to physical elements.
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between the field of the poem and that of the physical world.
The analogy from letters of the poem is used here to show that positura can 
make such a great difference that the corpora prima do not need everlasting secondary 
qualities to create the world (lines 1007-1012). Lucretius is saying here that the same (or 
almost exactly the same) primordia can make all things through positura. It is unclear 
whether this is the same point as in the third occurrence of the analogy. It may be that 
the third occurrence of the analogy refers to both the choice {cum quibus) and position 
in relation to one another {positura) of the elementa, while the final occurrence refers 
only to the position in relation to one another (cf. DRN  II 693; see above pages 357- 
359). Such interpretations however may imply that Lucretius was more consistent in his 
use of terms than he actually was.
4.8.3 Lines 906-914
Lucretius’ second use of the analogy in the critique, the third in the poem, comes in lines 
912-914 in the context of his criticism of Anaxagoras’ ev ttccvti T ia v u d g  poipa, where 
it is most effective, since Anaxagoras’ theory would involve that every word contained 
every letter. Lucretius here explicitly provides an example of paronomasia,152 in line 
914.753 This has been foreshadowed in lines 891-892, where the two words ignis and
752 Snyder 1980: 41.
753 Lucretius seems to have had the significant similarity ignis lignum in mind also in DRN11386-387 
(Friedlander 1941: 17), and DRNU 881-882 (Ferguson 1987: 100).
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lignis share four elementa, again in line 901, where ignis and lignis appear in the same 
line, which, perhaps significantly, stresses that fire itself is not in wood.754
The analogy is intended to explain the physical process of how wood can 
produce fire. This is the third time Lucretius mentions the phenomenon of wood 
producing fire in the critique. He has already done so in lines 871- 873, where Lucretius 
uses flamma in place of ignis,755 and in lines 891-892. The emphasis of the passage in 
lines 896-914 is on the fact that there is no fire in wood.
In the case of lines 912-914 Lucretius decides to describe specifically the 
outbursts of fire in the forest, a phenomenon which captured his imagination. The 
phenomenon is portrayed in a more elaborate form in D RNN  1096-1110, and again in 
DRN  V 1243-1249, although in book V the rubbing together of branches is not listed 
among the causes, perhaps for variety.
That wood can produce fire is explained by the fact that the corresponding words 
are inter se paulo mutatis elementis. This is reflected in the fact that ignis and ligna
754 The metaphor JJammai fulseruntflpre coorto of line 900, highlighted by (perhaps onomatopoeic) 
alliteration, deserves attention in this context. West (1969:23) points out how the metaphor, which is imported 
from an alternative reading to Iliad IX 212 (from Plutarch’s citation of it in Moralia 934 B and schol. 
Aeschylus PV  7) works together with the argument. Lucretius, who is arguing against the view that every 
substance contains particles of any other substance and that therefore wood contains fire, is aware of the 
implications of the image. There is certainly no flamma in flos, although, one may add, the two words share 
two of their letters as they probably do on the atomic level of the primordia rerum). And there is the further 
point that flowers grow from plants.
755 Ferguson 1987: 100.
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share the letters i, g  and n.156 Take the elementa I and a out of wood, add s  and /, which 
is a basic component of it anyway, and you get fire. It is worth stressing that the elision 
in the line brings it about that the two words and atque become a single word, and the 
a of ligna would have effectively disappeared The change would have sounded even 
smaller.
That the permutation is not exact but involves a small change fitted the Epicurean 
theory well, in fact it makes the analogy very accurate. Lucretius is set on showing the 
importance of (1) choice (2) positioning (3) movements of the atoms and that the same 
atoms make up fire and wood paulo inter se mutata. It looks as though Lucretius with 
this expression refers to all three points. The analogy would illustrate (1) with the 
introduction of new letters and (2) with the moving around of the letter /.
Given the widespread use of the analogy in philosophical texts (above page 258) 
it is certainly possible that Lucretius’ source text used the analogy from letters of the 
alphabet as part of the criticism of both limited pluralism and Anaxagoras. However, 
given Lucretius’ fascination with letters, and words, it is certainly possible that he 
introduced at least one occurrence, if not both.757 It seems likely, at any rate, that the 
specific example of verbis / versibus, with reference to the hexameters of his own poem 
is Lucretius’ own contribution, and the same applies to the word play in ignis lignum.
756 One should probably read, with Bailey, ignis as the accusative plural in line 912 (rather than 
Martin’s and Smith’s ignes).
757 Above page 259. On whether Lucretius himself introduced lines 803-829 and 897-914 (or 897- 
920), below pages 371-372.
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There is no clue that the significant word play on ignis lignum had been elaborated by 
earlier Latin authors.758
4.9 Repetitions
Throughout his poem Lucretius often repeats lines or portions of lines, adopting a device 
referred to as formularity. Recent scholarly opinion is inclined, rightly in my view, to 
explain the repetitions in DRN as a deliberate narrative strategy on Lucretius’ part, and 
not as due to lack of revision, or to interpolation. The genuineness of repeated passages 
is usually signaled by minor variation in the phrasing of repeated passages.
Repetition was central to didactic poetry.759 Hesiod, who represented the canon 
of the genre, employed repetition extensively. There are indications that Empedocles did 
the same, although it is impossible to determine the exact amount of repetition, because 
we only have portions of his production.760 Repetition was probably one of the traits 
which made Aristotle describe Empedocles’ style as Homeric.761 By using formularity
758 Clay (1995: 13) refers to a parallel for ignis lignum in Pliny Natural History “1. 37.42”. This is 
perhaps a mistake. Pliny writes in XVI. 208 ... teritur ergo lignum ligno ignemque concipit adtritu. . . , but 
he could easily have taken this over from Lucretius.
759 Schiesaro 1994: 98.
760 Gale (1994: 63) draws attention to Empedocles DK B25 and DK B35 lines 1 and 2, where 
Empedocles offers a kind of apology for the use of repetition.
761 Bollack’s (1965: 322-323) comment on Empedocles’ use of repetition suggest that Empedocles 
and Lucretius used repetition in a similar way. He points out that “les longs fragments (comme 31 = 37)
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extensively Lucretius was following the tradition of earlier didactic poetry, the tradition 
in which he wrote.
Lucretius clearly saw how repetitions had a didactic value by nature, and that it 
was a useful tool for the poet to show that two passages are connected, to create 
intertextuality. We have already seen conclusive examples of this, e.g. the repetition of 
DRN I at 738-739 at D RN V  111-112, and in his repetition of the letters analogy.
Repetition is a device by which the poet can produce a ‘good’ didactic plot.762 
Schiesaro (1994: 99) shows that repetition of important tenets is a deliberate strategy 
on Lucretius’ part. He draws attention to how Lucretius repeats the methodological 
principle in D R N 1146-148 in exactly the same relative position, at the beginning of the 
first principal argument of the book (DRNU 59-61; DRN III 91 -93 and DRNV I39-41).
A similar strategy is at play with a pair of lines that Lucretius repeats in the 
critique, and elsewhere. By repeating lines 670-671 at 792-793 Lucretius reinforces a 
fundamental tenet,763 which rules out any kind of theory which involves transformation 
of the primordia. Given the importance of this point it is hardly surprising that the lines
montrent que ces repetitions se suivaient souvent de tr£s pres, rituelles et obsedantes”, thus they represent 
invariable laws, and the cycle of life. On Empedocles’ use of repetition see also Dionigi 1988: 106-107.
762 Schiesaro 1994: 82.
763 Clay (1983: 192-193) comments on Lucretius’ repetition of lines 670-671 which he calls the 
‘axiom of change’. He argues that the inclusion of this principle as part of the confutation of Heraclitus shows 
Lucretius mastered the fundamental theoretical principles (OTOixeitopaxa). It is surprising that this tenet does 
not appear in Epicurus’ letters, although the impossibility of change is mentioned in a somewhat different 
context in Ad Herodotum 39.
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are repeated again in the poem, in DRN I I 753-754 andDTWIII lines 519-520.
Repeating the lines within the critique also creates the impression that both 
Heraclitus and Empedocles go astray on the same point of allowing transformation. The 
repetition of line 673 at 797 is probably intended to reinforce the impression that 
Heraclitus and Empedocles get it wrong on the same, elementary, point.
Line 635, the opening line of the critique, is repeated at 705,764 to produce ring- 
composition. Lucretius reinforces the structural signpost link by repeating line 637, with 
modifications, at 711. The repetition serves two purposes: it signals the end of the series 
of arguments against monism, and links the confutation of Heraclitus to that of other 
monists who are introduced in lines 707-710. The repetition of line 635 at 705 is an aid 
to Lucretius’ didactic strategy. It induces the impression that all other monists commit 
the same mistakes as Heraclitus.
There is a considerable number of reminiscences of the critique in the final part 
of book II, many of which we have already noted: (a) 685 = DRNU  1021 (and nowhere 
else); (b) 789-793 (of which 792-793 = 670-671) = DRNU  750-754; (c) 673 ( = 797) 
=DRNl1756 and 864 (and nowhere else); (d) 814-815 * DRNU  695-696; (e) 817-819 
(of which 819 = 909) = DRNU  760-762 (ofwhich 761 = DRNU  1008 and nowhere 
else); (f) 823-825 =D RNH 688-690 (of which 688 « DRN II1021);765 (g) 919-920 » 
H 976-977. Moreover (h) DRN I 790-797 « DRNU  751-756, the passage in DRN 11
764 DRNU 229 avius a vera longe ratione recedit should also perhaps be compared to line 637. Note 
the image from journeying.
765 And both 826 and DRN II691 start with confiteare.
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being shorter and, arguably, in a more specialised context. The amount of repetition is 
such that it cannot be explained simply as a consequence of the fact that both the critique 
and the latter part of book II refer to the motions and combinations of atoms. Lucretius 
is deliberately making a series of references back to the critique. The use of repetition 
serves a structural function. It betrays Lucretius’ intention of presenting the first two 
books of his poem as mirroring each other (Sedley 1998: 192).766
4.10 The parallelism between lines 803-829 and 897-920
Lucretius intentionally made the two sets of lines 803-829 and 897-920 resemble one 
another, to convey an impression of parallelism. These two sets of lines are comparable 
in style, length, tone, and structural function.767 Both display the intervention of an 
imaginary objector, who introduces an example from sense-experience. In both passages 
the objector ‘interrupts’ the poet with at, and Lucretius picks up again with scilicet769 
And in both passages Lucretius’ reply includes the analogy from how letters of the 
alphabet combine to make up words, to show the superiority of the Epicurean theory.769
766 It should also be noted that, as Schiesaro (1994: 100) notes, the number of repeated passages in 
DRN is higher in the first half of the poem than in the second, because the process of repetition and assimilation 
is especially important at the beginning. Lucretius certainly saw the didactic value of repetitions.
767 Giussani 1898: 116-117.
768 Giussani 1896: 94.
769 One significant difference is that in 897-920 we get two arguments (lines 915-920 being a new 
point), while lines 803-829 are the concluding argument against limited pluralism.
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What is more magni refert of line 817 is picked up by permagni referre of 908 (with 
cross-reference in 907), lines 819-820 are repeated verbatim at 909-910, and line 918 
is a remodeling of 818.770 Lucretius went out of his way to make the reader notice that 
the two passages are connected. The confutation of Empedocles ends with a description 
of the Epicurean primordia in all their strength (especially line 827 tantum elementa 
queunt), while the confutation of Anaxagoras ends with Anaxagoras’ own primordia 
perishing by laughing so immoderately that they are reduced to tears.771
The similarity of the two sections led Giussani to work out an elaborate 
composition-theory, according to which Lucretius added 803-829 and 897-920 only 
after having written a substantial part o f DRNU. Bailey (1947: 739 and 755) considers 
this probable, and Dalzell (1987: 21) thinks “Giussani may be right”. I have dealt with 
Giussani’s (1896:92-95) arguments at various points of the discussion.7721 have not yet 
considered his (1896: 94) argument that lines 782-802 are aimed at both those who 
believed in transformation of the four elements into things, and those who believed in 
transformation of the four elements into one another: i.e. at the ‘transformationist’ 
principle generally.
According to Giussani lines 782-802 look like the conclusion of the argument
770 The similarity between lines 814-815 and lines 895-896, which immediately precede the 
intervention of the imaginary opponent defending Anaxagoras, is perhaps relevant in this context. Lucretius 
may be signaling in 895-896 the start of the parallelism.
771 Brown (1983: 152, note 42) refers to Perelli’s (1969) view that Lucretius abandons the plane of 
logic for the extravagant and grotesque (coming close to surrealism).
772 Above note 422 and note 715.
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against the ‘quadruplists’, while the objection in lines 803-829 is not connected with 
lines 782-802. This would show that 803-829 are a later addition. The argument in 803- 
829 is that the four elements cannot explain nutrition of vegetation and humans as well 
as atomism does. Giussani seems to assume that the argument excludes the possibility 
of transformation of the four elements, but this is perhaps not necessary. Lucretius (or 
rather his source) similarly concludes the confutation ofHeraclitus with an argument that 
applies to all forms of fire-monism (lines 701-704).773
It is unclear whether Giussani envisages a wholesale revision of DRN  I, of the 
whole poem,774 or just an afterthought. Unless one thinks in terms of (a) or (b) one faces 
the problem of explaining how additions of 27 lines and 23 lines could have been made 
to Lucretius’ original copy, unless they were made on the back of the papyrus roll.775 
Theories such as Giussani’s are ultimately very hard to disprove, but there is no 
compelling evidence that creating a formulaic effect of parallelism by having the two 
concluding passages mirror one another is the result of a later stage of composition. 
There is no reason to doubt that this was his strategy all along, rather than an 
afterthought. Lucretius on this occasion complements a direct cross-reference in line 907 
with the mirroring structure and style for the two passages. The similarity of the two 
arguments could perhaps be taken as a clue that Lucretius was composing independently 
of his source in these two sections.
773 On this argument, above note 146.
774 Below Appendix (a), pages 389-391.
775 Below Appendix (a), note 811.
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Munro (1886b: 102) explains the similarity between the two sets of lines by 
saying that Lucretius thought that the same objections applied to Anaxagoras’ primordia 
and Empedocles’ four elements, since both attributed to the elements “those secondary 
qualities which only belong to things in being”. This is certainly true, but it is not only 
the rejection of the idea that elements have secondary qualities that links the two 
passages. Lucretius is emphasising the fact that in both cases even the phenomena which 
appear to support opposing theories are in fact better explained by Epicurus’ teachings. 
These phenomena can be explained only thanks to the positura and motus of the atoms 
(above pages 236-238). This explains the cross-reference and the repetition of the lines. 
The similarity signals that again and again the Epicurean theory is infallible in providing 
a better explanation of the observed facts.
4.11 The critique as ‘dialogue9
An imaginary objector intervenes in direct speech in lines 803-808 and 897-900, to 
provide examples which primafacie oppose the poet’s view.776 The two sets of lines are
776 Introducing an example contrary to the Epicurean theory, to then explain it, is not untypical of 
Lucretius’ rhetoric (see above page 245). The fact that an imaginary objector introduces the counter-examples 
makes the restatements of the Epicurean theory more emphatic. One should note how lines 803-829 are 
carefully structured so that they reinforce the demonstration of the existence of atoms. There are three sections, 
(a) the first 6 lines granted to the ‘imaginary objector’ (803-808), then (b) 5 lines where Lucretius recognises 
that the observed facts are as the objector says and introduces a further example (809-813), and finally (c) 16 
lines of positive Epicurean doctrine in which Lucretius explains how atomism accounts perfectly for these facts
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remarkable in that they are the first time in the poem that the voice of someone other 
than Lucretius is heard, a sudden shift in focalisation. The use of such devices is unusual 
in Lucretius, except in the final part of book HI.777 The intervention by an imaginary 
objector in D R N lll 356 is certainly comparable.778 And exactly the same device as in the 
critique is used in DRN  VI 673 “at nimis est ingens incendi turbidus ardor”. What is 
more Lucretius picks up with scilicet in line 674, just as he does in the critique in lines 
809 and 901, after the two interventions.
Scholars have doubted that the interventions in lines 803-808 and 897-900 are 
by the internal addressee, that is, Memmius, suggesting instead that the objector should 
be identified with a disciple of the two Presocratics.7791 can see no objection to thinking 
that the imaginary objector is in fact the internal addressee of the poem.
According to Bailey (1947: 738) lines 803-808 derive from Empedocles. This, 
if true, may be taken to suggest that the imaginary objector should be identified with 
Empedocles himself. Bailey refers to (a) Aristotle De cmima B. 4. 415b28, (b) Plutarch
(814-829), introduced by a very emphatic nimirum.
777 Lines 894-899 report in direct speech the words of others (aiunt of 898), and lines 901 and 904- 
908 report, again in direct speech, additions which those people should make to their statement. Remarks by 
homines are again reported in direct speech in line 914-915. And in lines 933-949 and 955-962 Lucretius 
reports in direct speech nature’s reply. In lines 1025-1052 words are put by Lucretius in the mouth of the 
imaginary interlocutor, so that he may repeat them to himself.
778 In this case, as in DRN 1803, the objection follows a question by Lucretius.
779 See Leonard and Smith 1942: 280 and Lenaghan 1967: 232, note 39.
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Quaestiones convivicdes VI. 2. 2. 6 688a7®0 and (c) Aetius V. 26. 4.781 Aristotle’s point 
in passage (a) is that is needed as a principle to explain the growth of living things, 
and that Empedocles’ explanation of the growth of plants by the opposed movements 
of earth and fire is inadequate. Lines 803-808, on the other hand, describe the 
contribution of all four dements to growth, and make no reference to the movements of 
earth and fire. In passage (b) the emphasis seems again to be on the importance of water 
for the process of growth, rather than on the contribution of all four the elements. 
Passage (c) is not a close parallel either: there is nothing in 803-808 as counter-intuitive 
as saying that plants are nourished by fire/heat from the earth or that fruits are made 
from fire.782 The evidence that Lucretius was translating Empedocles in lines 803-808 
is very slim, although there may be stylistic imitation as often elsewhere (above note 
636).783
780 T r jp e ix a i  66 (i) xpotjifj) xoig pev (jjuxotg a v a io O f jx a x ;  6 k  xov  nepiExovxog, aw; 4>fJoiv 
’ EpjieSoKAfjg, u6pei)opevoi<; x o  7ipoo<J)opov.
781 * E|i7t€6oKAfjg ftpuxa xa 6ev6pa xd>v £c*x*>v 6k  dva^uvai <j>qoi. . . au£eo0ai 66 vnb 
xou 6v xrji yqi Oeppou biaipopeva woxe yqc eivai pepq-. . . xou  ^66 Kapnoix; Tiepixxcopaxa eivai 
xoC 6v xoig (j)DXoig 66axo<; Kai m>p6<;.
782 1 owe this point to Professor Sharpies.
783 The intervention in 803-808 presents elaborate poetic expressions in auras aeris (with 
enjambement of the second term), temvestas indulget tempore fausto, tabe nimborum, and die asyndeton 
fruges arbusta animantes. The poetic embellishment is either due to a deliberate decision on Lucretius’ part 
to reproduce some actual lines of Empedocles’ poem, cm* to Lucretius’ intention of signaling that poetic 
language is no substitute for argument, or to both reasons. It is noteworthy that Lucretius' response displays 
fewer "poetic’ features, and is marked by the colloquial expressions such as the dismissive scilicet, dubio
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As for the intervention in lines 897-900, Calder’s (1984:485-486) claim that the 
rubbing together of branches to produce fire comes from the text of Anaxagoras is 
unwarranted by the evidence. A description of this phenomenon is found in Thucydides 
II. 77.4, a gloss which made its way into the transmitted text.784 Calder suggests that the 
gloss was introduced by Antyllos, a physician of the second century A.D.,785 who was 
influenced by Anaxagoras (Marcellinus, Vita 22. 6-8 Luschnat), and commented on 
Thucydides. However, since there is no evidence whatsoever for the ‘rubbing of 
branches’ being in Anaxagoras, except this passage from DRN there is no reason to 
assume that Lucretius is reproducing Anaxagoras’ words in the intervention.
It seems conceivable that Lucretius elaborated the objections ex novo. One 
cannot rule out, however, that he derived the actual examples he puts in the mouth of 
the objector from his Greek source. Even if he did find the points raised by the imaginary 
objector in his source, Lucretius considerably reworked them through his description of 
the contribution of the four elements to growth (lines 803-808), and through his 
description of the violent storms which cause the top branches of trees to rub against one
procul, nimirum quia, picked up by ideo, and quin etiam reinforce the impression Lucretius is winning the 
argument by presenting the naked truth.
784 As Calder remarks %€ipo7toir]TOV makes the addition redundant, the sentiment is suspect and 
the sense runs smoothly if the passage is excised. According to Homblower (1991: 360) it “may well be a 
gloss”.
785 It seems conceivable that the gloss was earlier and Lucretius got the image through a text of 
Thucydides, whom we know Lucretius read (above page 23).
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another so forcefiilly that flames are sparked (lines 898-900).786
There seems to be no reason to doubt that the interventions are put by Lucretius 
in the mouth of the internal addressee, Memmius.787 Memmius has been addressed very 
often in the poem thus far: in the prologue in lines 50-55, 80-83,102-106 and 140-145. 
And it seems reasonable to assume that the addresses in the second person in the 
following lines, such as 265-270, 327, 331- 333, 347, 357, 370-372, 450-451 and 499- 
502, also refer to Memmius.788 He is certainly the addressee of lines 398-417 where he 
is named in the vocative in line 411.
The internal addressee has figured little in the first part of the critique. The 
second person singular is only used in line 673, followed by the imperative adde in line 
712. But the use of the second person becomes much more frequent as the critique 
proceeds: conicere utpossis ex hoc, quae cemere non quis in line 751, habehis in 758, 
sin ita forte putas in 770 and tibi in 773, constituas in 799, vides in 824, transfer in 870, 
iamne vides igitur . . . ? in 907, putas in 916 and fingas in 917.
786 Above pages 355-356.
787 On Lucretius’ addresses to Memmius see Keen 1985: 1.
788 Some addresses save a clear structural function: for example those in lines 265-270, lines 331- 
333, lines 370-372 and lines 483-502, which introduce a new section or topic. Use ofthe second person signals 
the start ofthe ‘second prologue’ (DRN 1921) and the resumption ofthe main account from (951 ff.). It is also 
worth noting that the criticism of geocentric cosmology is introduced by an address to Memmius in which he 
is actually named in the vocative (DRN 1 1052): this may support the inference that the ‘imaginary objector’ 
in the critique is Memmius (i.e. the internal addressee). Uses in DRN 11 confirm that addresses to Memmius 
serve a structural function: e.g. those in DRN I I60-66,142-143 and 181-187.
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The direct questions should be read as presented to Memmius.789 One such 
question may well have opened the series of arguments in critique. A case can be made 
for punctuating lines 645-646 as a direct question to the internal addressee:790 “how 
could things which are so varied exist if they are created by pure fire alone” ? Everything 
in lines 647-689 unsuccessfully tries to answer this initial question.
Direct questions of a more or less rhetorical nature occur in lines 699-700 (two 
questions), 701-703,791 763-766,792 797-802, 852-853 (four questions) and 907-912.793 
The interventions by the imaginary objector in 803-808 and in 897- 900, in conjunction 
with the widespread use of the second person and of direct questions, make the latter 
part of the critique closer to dialogue format.
The impression of dialogue is reinforced by the fact that both interventions occur
789 This would be contrary to the procedure of Diogenes of Oenoanda who addresses Heraclitus in the 
second person in his counter-argument (fragment 6 (III) lines 9-11; Smith 1992b: 157).
790 Lachmann, Diels, Giussani and Martin punctuate as a direct question. The imperfect subjunctive 
of the ‘mixed’ conditional clause in these lines is not easier to explain with cur depending on requiro than with 
cur introducing a direct question, and requiro being parenthetic. Vidale (2000: 101) seems right that through 
the use of the first person singular requiro “il poeta si mette personalmente in campo”.
791 The second possibility in the question provides Lucretius with the opportunity of introducing the 
idea of a monistic theory based on another element, and to harshly rebuke such a possibility, as well as fire- 
monism, in line 704. This introduces very neatly the mention of other monists in 707-709.
792 The tone is remarkably similar to that of the question in 701-703, signaling that the choice of 
elements is arbitrary
793 Editors mark the question mark after line 912. But a case can certainly be made for punctuating 
after 914. Certainly the comparison of quo pacto seems to be logically and syntactically part of the question.
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after a restating of Epicurean theory, and, in the case of line 803, the objector is 
seemingly objecting that the answer to the forceful question put by Lucretius in 798-802 
should be “no” because the senses indicate otherwise. But the poet is prompt in silencing 
the internal addressee: scilicet. . . And in the case of 897-900 the objection seems 
suggested to the objector by Lucretius himself in lines 891-892.794 Here too Lucretius 
promptly sets him right in 901-903.
These lines should be read in the context of the distinction Clay and Mitsis draw 
between the internal addressee of the poem, and the actual reader of the poem.795 The 
internal addressee is clearly detached from the reader himself in our passages, since the 
reader is actually reading Memmius’ own words. The interventions in the critique are 
one of the points of the poem where Lucretius’ therapeutic method with the internal 
addressee is most clear to see. In our lines a second voice speaks. There is a dialogue 
between teacher and pupil of which the reader of the poem is a spectator.
According to Mitsis (1993: 112 and 116-118) throughout DRN  there is no 
cooperative interchange between the poet and the internal addressee: Lucretius’
794 Giussani 1898: 117.
795 Mitsis (1993 :122-123) endorses Clay’s (1983:212) insight that the didactic addressee— “mock 
reader” in Clay’s terminology— mediates between the poet and his intended audience and helps control the 
reader’s individual responses to the message of the poem. The readers of DRN witness the process of 
instruction itself. It is surprising that Mitsis does not lay importance on the direct interventions in the critique. 
Presumably he thinks that they are not by the internal addressee.
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condescending tone does not fit a conversation between equals.796 Mitsis (1993: 120- 
126) argues that the authoritarian and coercive method of teaching, which reproduced 
Epicurus’ stance was problematic for “a poet attempting to win over unconverted 
readers”, and suggests that Memmius, and not the reader, is the is target of Lucretius’ 
abuse, even when Memmius is not named. The reader of the poem does not identify with 
the internal addressee (Memmius), but with the confident narrator, thinking that they are 
more like the doctors than the sick.
The choice ofMemmius is pointed, since he was an ambitious politician, an erotic 
poet, accomplished in Greek but scornful of Latin literature, extravagant in his sexual 
behaviour and demolished Epicurus’ house in Athens, where he was in exile from 52 
B.C. (Smith 1992a: xlvi-xlviii).797 If Lucretius could persuade Memmius he could 
persuade anyone.798
796 Mitsis draws attention to the passages describing children fearing the dark: DRN I I55-58, DRN 
IE 87-90 and V I35-38.
797 The people Memmius liked were love poets, such as Catullus and Cinna. It seems unlikely that 
he would have been Lucretius’ patron. The use of amicitia in DRN 1141 may indicate that Memmius was 
Lucretius’ patron, or at least intended patron, since amicitia is customarily used for the relationship between 
patron and poet (see White 1978 and Sailer 1989). Smith (1992a: xlviii) takes amicitia to refer to Epicurean 
friendship because of suavis and voluptas, independently reaching the same conclusion as Perelli (1969:6-7). 
It seems likely that Lucretius’ inspiration is the desire to make Memmius a fellow Epicurean. There is a 
possibility, in my view, that Lucretius is being ironic in using the term which suggested patronage. What might 
be seen as patronage was in fret an attempt to draw Memmius into Lucretius’ circle of Epicureans.
798 Mitsis (1993:123,note 19) does not endorse Farrington’s claim that Lucretius is hying to convert 
Memmius, the historical figure. I am not sure this can be excluded. Memmius, as Keen (1985: 8) points out,
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Mitsis highlights in my view an important characteristic of Lucretius’ poem. His 
reading seems correct for many of the addresses to the reader in DRN. Certainly the 
reader does not wish to be the child in the dark. But Lucretius’ strategy in the poem is 
not uniform. There are times when the reader does identify with the internal addressee, 
and where the internal addressee’s own contribution is worth something. Mitsis does not 
discuss DRN V 91-109, where Lucretius’ attitude to Memmius is certainly far from 
antagonistic and patronising. The attitude towards the pupil required by the process of 
instruction can change. In DRN1402-409 the image used by Lucretius to describe how 
Memmius should conduct himself as a pupil is that of a hunting-dog in the woods 
(Schiesaro 2003:59-60), an image which suggests exploring new paths.799 Lucretius here 
presupposes some personal initiative on Memmius’ part (although lines 398-417 as a 
whole suggest Memmius may not do what is required from him).
Let us come back to the interventions in the critique, to consider what kind of 
attitude towards the internal addressee we can trace in our lines. There is no doubt that 
Lucretius sets the objector right. The double use of scilicet seems sarcastic.800 The 
objector makes no telling contribution; he only provides examples so that Lucretius can
out, connects the poem with its historical context, and shows the kind of problems Lucretius is trying to address 
by composing DRN.
799 This implies a more interactive relationship than Lucretius has with his teacher Epicurus in whose 
vestigia he follows (above note 45).
800 Note scilicet id falsa totum ratione receptumst in DRN 1377; and see above note 718.
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show that the Epicurean theory can explain such phenomena better.801 The impression 
is that the (omniscient) poet has it covered all along. The objector is treated as a 
vipucx;.802
Significantly the objector’s manifestopalam res indicat in line 803 is ‘rebutted’ 
by the poet later on in the critique, in line 893: manifesto res docet. The interlocutor 
thinks the facts themselves confirm his view, but the narrator makes sure he appropriates 
back the facts themselves for the Epicurean theory.803 The expression manifesto res has 
not appeared so far in the poem (though cf. quorum nihil fieri manifestum e st. . .  in line 
188). Lucretius will use similar expressions again, to show how the Epicurean theory is 
confirmed by the facts themselves, at e.g. DRN III 690, DRN TV 396, DRNV I139, DRN 
VI 249.804
And the fact that the ‘Ennian’ asyndeton fruges arhusta animantes,805 used by
801 Lenaghan (1967:234-235) notes that the objector tries in both cases to appeal to the senses in an 
Epicurean way but “must be set right, because he has not yet correctly understood that shifting atomic 
combinations account for different and changing phenomena”.
802 By treating the internal addressee as vrjTCiog Lucretius follows on in the tradition of Hesiod, 
Parmenides and Empedocles (Mitsis 1993: 114).
803 Kleve (1978: 58-59) tentatively suggests that Lucretius’ use of dilemma and concessio (for which 
he refers to DRN 1803,1897, I I541, IV 473) may be due to Cameades’ influence on later Epicureans.
804 Emout (1925:157) refers to DRN IE 690; DRN VI, 139,249; DRNH 565. Lenaghan (1967:232- 
233, note 40) also refers to similar expressions in DRN 1855; DRNU 149,246,707,867; DRN 111 30, 353; 
DRN IV  504.
805 Emout (1925: 160) refers to Ennius Annates 543.
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the interlocutor at 808 is used again at 821, by the poet, as part of his Epicurean 
response looks like another example of the same technique of silencing the objection by 
appropriating the expressions used by the objector. One should note, in this context, that 
the asyndeton in 821 completes the equally emphatic one at 820, giving the impression 
that the Epicurean theory can adequately and easily explain not only living and growing 
creatures, but the whole universe. Lucretius leaves his reader in no doubt that Epicurean 
doctrine explains phenomena more thoroughly.
Assuming that the objector is in fact Memmius, I wonder whether the actual 
reader of the poem thinks “look how useless Memmius is” in the case of the two 
interventions in the critique. The effect of Lucretius’ rhetoric at this point seems rather 
to be “you need guidance when interpreting the evidence of the senses”.
4.12 Conclusion
There can be no doubt that Lucretius intervened extensively on the material he found in 
his Greek source, when he composed the critique of earlier theories of matter. There is 
ample evidence that Lucretius added expression and imagery to his account not only in 
the introduction of the personalities of the Presocratics, but throughout the passage. In 
the critique there is a carefully though-out connection of imagery and philosophical 
points, and imagery and climax: the passage is not simply a series of unconnected 
arguments episodes, but displays a carefully devised and artistically ingenious plan.
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Appendix (a).Two stages of composition?
Mewaldt suggested in 1908 that lines 26-44 and 45-53 of DRN IV are mutually 
exclusive, two alternative versions of the ‘summary and syllabus’ section to be 
included in the prologue to IV.806 One redaction (26-44) is meant to follow on from 
book HI, while the other redaction (45-53) works only if it follows on from book II. 
In other words, Lucretius changed his mind on whether book IV should follow book 
II or book HI.
Not all scholars share this view. Gaiser rejected the ‘doublet theory’ (or 
rather modified it to reduce its impact) and Gale likewise (1994b: 4). Lines 45-53, 
they claim, were not a single set of lines, but two separate marginalia added by 
Lucretius in his original copy. Lines 45-48 were intended as an addition to go before 
26, while 49-53 should have replaced 29-32. Emended like this, the text is faultless. 
Conte (1992: 158, note 9) similarly endorses Gaiser’s explanation: “hence his 
manuscript was probably loaded with corrections and additions, second thoughts and 
improvements. The first editor of De Rerum Nctiura (perhaps Cicero), intervening 
in this text with an excessive conservatism, in a mechanical and not always critical 
manner, seems to have paved the way for many of the incongruities and errors of the 
tradition”.
806 Sedley 1998: 137, note 5.
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Gaiser (1961:24) accounts for the transposition of the set of lines by saying 
that either the editor/publisher or the copyist*07 inserted the two marginalia at the end 
ofthe section, after line 44.808 Admittedly the two hypothetical marginalia could have 
been close enough to be mistaken for a single block of lines, but Gaiser’s explanation 
of how the lines ended up where they did seems far fetched. Would the editor— the 
person who distributed Lucretius’ original written version of the text for copying— 
not have noticed how repetitive the passage became by inserting those lines at that 
point when he was looking through the text for the right place where to insert a 
marginal addition which, oddly, came 19 lines ahead of its intended place, and ended 
10 lines ahead of it?*09 Can a conservative attitude to textual criticism really explain 
this?
807 At this stage in transmission, when Lucretius’ original version was being copied ,the ‘editor’ 
presumably. The person who was entrusted with Lucretius ’ original, presumably exercised close oversight, 
if not physically do the copying himself. He would probably have been responsible for the diffusion for 
further copying. This person may have been Atticus, since we know from Cicero (AdAtticum IV. 4a, XII. 
6a, XII. 40, XIII. 21a, XIII. 23) that he had enough slaves to take care of copying and diffusing texts.
808 “V ielleicht darf angenommen werden, das... bei der editorischen Redaktion vom Herausgeber 
oder auch seinem Kopisten einfach am Ende der ursprunglichen, in sich geschlossenen Uberleitungspartie 
(25-44) eingefugt wurden”. I take this is a misprint for “(26-44)”.
809 This is after all the ‘editor’ who, according to Gaiser, was careful enough to see that igitur of 
line 41 cannot be detached from line 40 when inserting what he considered a single addition. On 
Mewaldt’s theory too the ‘editor’ must have failed to notice the repetitiousness of the doublet, since it must 
have been written separately. Yet there is a difference, in this respect, between (a) inserting a set of lines 
where they were indicated to go on the ‘autograph’ and (b) having to read through the text looking for the 
right place for the lines. The doublet makes one suspect that the policy of the ‘editor’ was to preserve 
everything he found in Lucretius’ original copy.
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There appears to be a way out for Gaiser’s view. It is conceivable that the 
editor introduced the lines where he did mechanically, if they were written in the 
intercolumnium of the roll. He added the marginal lines to the third rather than the 
second column ofLucretius’ autograph. This would imply that Lucretius’ autograph 
had about 20 lines per column, which is a rather low figure, but perhaps not 
impossible. It would also imply that the marginal additions were added, against 
convention, on the left of the column.
But some difficulties remain for Gaiser’s theory: one has to assume that 
Lucretius’ notarius, or Lucretius himself, did not take care to separate one set of 
lines from the other, and that he did not delete clearly lines 29-32 (or that the ‘editor’ 
missed or ignored such deletion). And, if lines 49-53 were a marginal correction of 
(i.e. an alternative to) lines 29-32, why did Lucretius repeat word by word lines 29 
and 30 in the ‘correction’ as lines 49 and 50?*10 A further consideration, which makes 
me suspicious of Gaiser’s explanation, is that it is a very lucky coincidence that lines 
45-53 taken together make perfect sense, syntax and style.
The possibility of two alternative versions of the syllabus is certainly more 
economical. One faces the difficulty that the outdated version was never deleted, or 
the ‘editor’ missed the deletion. Another possibility is that Lucretius, still undecided, 
had not indicated which version should be deleted. Since each book of the DRN was 
almost certainly written on a separate roll, a switch in the order of books would have 
been a simple procedure.
810 One possibility is perhaps that the repetition was a way of indicating that the lines w oe an 
addition, and where in the text they should be inserted. But one may wonder whether repeating one line 
(rather than two lines) would not have done for that purpose.
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The ‘editor’ would have been presented with separate rolls for the different 
books, it was his decision whether in or IV should come first, although presumably 
the numbers of the books would have been indicated on the rolls. 7/" Lucretius had 
not yet made up his mind, he probably would not have altered the numbers of the 
rolls.
It seems reasonable to assume that the second version of the syllabus was 
written either in the intercolumnium or on the back of the roll,811 unless the ‘editor’ 
recovered the text from the wax tablets Lucretius presumably used, which sounds 
rather far-fetched.812 It is surprising that the ‘editor’ kept both versions in the text, 
especially since one of them would have been written separately. Perhaps the 
‘editor’, as Conte suggests,813 avoided interfering with the text of the ‘autograph’, 
since he included such an obviously repetitive passage (see above note 809).
811 There is evidence for rolls opisthographoi from Herculaneum (Capasso 1991: 210). Writing 
on the back is additions by Philodemus to his own works. Examples are PHerc. 1670 (see Ferrario 1972), 
and PHerc. 1021 (Gallo 2002: 52-56). Dorandi (2001: 344) argues that PHerc. 1021 was Philodemus’ 
working copy (“copia di lavoro”) because of the disordered writing, the number of corrections, insertions 
and transpositions in the text. He seems to think that Philodemus had collected material on this roll from 
other sources, preparing for the composition of his work on Plato’s school.
812 Drafts would presumably have been made on re-usable wax tablets before committing the text 
to papyrus (which was expensive). It is reported (Diogenes Laertius DI. 37) that Plato’s Laws were left on 
wax tablets, and that alternative orderings for the beginning of the Republic were found. Philodemus, 
however, seems to have worked his draft on papyrus in PHerc. 1021. Conventions may have been different 
for poetry (with poets committing their text to papyrus only when more wedded to it), but one cannot 
exclude that alterations other than the introduction of the ‘double syllabus’ had been made on the rolls 
Lucretius’ original copy.
813 Above page 384.
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The state of the text shows that the poem was not handed out for further 
copying by Lucretius himself.814 Had Lucretius been the ‘editor’, the mistake would 
have not gone unnoticed. St. Jerome’s statement815 that Lucretius’ poem was edited 
posthumously (. . . cum aliquot libros . . . conscripsisset, quos postecf16 Cicero 
emendauit,. . . ) ,  is corroborated by the state of the transmitted text.817
The faulty condition of the text at the start of book IV does not make it more 
likely that the first twenty-five lines ofDRNYV, which are repeated almost verbatim 
from D RN1926-950, were introduced by Lucretius as a stopgap, or by the ‘editor’ 
(the book having no opening). Lucretius himself put these lines at the start of book 
IV because he wanted them there.818
Schiesaro (1994:101), following Conte, convincingly reads the repetition at 
the start o f DRN YV as a ‘proem in the middle’, and comments on two features. First
8141 can see no reason to believe that either set of line could be an interpolation, although 
Giancotti (1994: 492) suggests this for lines 45-53.
815 In his entry in the Chronicon of Eusebius for 94 B.C., although a minority of MSS record the 
entry under the years % or 93 B.C.(Smith 1992a: x).
816 That St. Jerome used this postea with the meaning post obitum ehts is argued in Scarcia 
(1964:104-6) on the parallel of the lemma for Varius and Tucca: Varius et Tticca, Vergilii et Horatii 
contubemales, poetae habentur illustres, qui Aeneidos postea libros emendarunt sub lege ea ut nihil 
adderent.
817 This does not mean that material in St. Jerome’s entry derives from Suetonius’ De viris 
illus tribus. That the poem had a posthumous editor might have been extrapolated from die state of the text 
or from the (probably fabricated) information cm Lucretius’yi/ror and suicide (Giancotti 1994: xx). Since 
the lemma cannot be traced bade to Suetonius, the statement that a certain Cicero was the editor must be 
treated with caution.
818 It cannot be proved, however, that Lucretius would not have further reworked these lines.
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there is no indication that this is in fact a second proem. Second, Lucretius’ poem 
repeats almost verbatim a passage that the reader has already met in book I, a 
passage which he has met towards the end of the book, rather than at the beginning. 
Lucretius uses the repetition to signal that the poem is ‘bom again’ (palingenesis).
Let us come back to the implications of the ‘double redaction’ in book IV. 
The condition of the text shows only that (a) Lucretius decided to alter the order of 
books HI and IV, at some point after he had written the first syllabus to what is now 
book IV, not that (b) Lucretius switched books HI and IV while he intervened 
extensively in the first draft by making additions in some places and transferring 
topics or that (c) Lucretius engaged in a wholesale and linear revision of the poem,819 
extensively re-writing the hexameters he had already produced in the first draft.
Sedley (1998: xvi-xvii) suggests that Lucretius worked his way through M>, 
following the sequence of topics there, although he omitted some topics and 
arguments. While writing this first draft, he saw how he should reorder the material 
in a six-book structure. This included the decision to reverse the material o f books 
III and IV, an alteration to the order in Epicurus. Sedley suggests that “the fine detail 
of the restructuring” came in a second phase which Lucretius only carried out up to 
book HI. According to Sedley the proems are the “latest stages” of his work; and the 
prologues of books V and VI (as well as IV) betray plans which Lucretius left 
unfulfilled.820
819 One may wonder whether Lucretius needed to come to the end of his poem before going back 
and ‘revising’ what he had already written, even if it was already committed to papyrus.
820 This supposition seems to present some difficulties. Where did Lucretius physically write 
them? On the same roll as the first-draft version? When were the newly elaborated prologues to books V
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It is not wholly clear whether Sedley envisages that (c) Lucretius wrote the 
poem at first following Epicurus closely, and then started going through it again, 
making extensive changes to the detail of his expression. It would appear from 
Sedley (1998: 160) that Lucretius’ reworking of Thucydides’ description of the 
Athenian Plague in DRN V I 1138-1286 would have involved considerable change.821 
This procedure seems implausible because it would involve constant change of 
detail.822 Lucretius would have been producing a carefully versified first draft, 
knowing that he would be not just discarding some of it, but re-composing even the 
verses that were retained.823 This sounds unlikely.
But many of the changes Sedley argues Lucretius made between the first and 
the second draft of books I-HI, but allegedly did not carry out in IV-VI, relate either 
to the transposition of material which might involve some adjustment at the new 
joins, but not extensive reworking of whole passages, or to additions (e.g. on
elaborated prologues to books V and VI written? Why did Lucretius decide to write them before he started 
work on the second version of those books? Did the editor replace the outdated versions of the prologue 
to books V and VI with the new version, or did Lucretius write the first draft without proems?
821 On Sedley’s theory (1998: 149) Lucretius would have added philosophical material on 
‘ghosts’. He does not explain why Lucretius would have not taken over the material on ghosts when 
drawing the material from his Epicurean source.
822 The modifications of Epicurus’ original which Sedley discusses in pages 193-198 (the 
introduction of specifically atomistic ideas earlier than the argument warrants) could have been present 
already in Lucretius’ ‘first’ draft especially given that Sedley (1998: 201-202) attributes them also to the 
influence of Empedocles and so do not in themselves indicate extensive rewriting in a second draft.
823 Sedley (1998: 155) argues that the unrevised books are longer because Lucretius did some 
“trimming”.
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‘ghosts’, on the abodes of the gods and on the moral lesson of the plague 1998: 
160). These would not themselves involve changing what had already been written. 
That Lucretius would have added a moral message to his description of the Athenian 
Plague is debatable in my view. If an account o f‘ghosts’ is missing from book IV (as 
the second version of the syllabus implies), it may be that the writing of the new 
syllabus — so that he could introduce book HI between book II and book IV — was 
Lucretius’ last contribution to his poem: his idea of expanding the section on ‘ghosts’ 
was never carried out.824 The evidence for a wholesale extensive reworking of a first 
draft of the poem is far from compelling.
824 This however still leaves unexplained why the account of the sedes of the gods promised in 
DRN V 153-155 is not found in DRN.
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Appendix (b).The format of PHerc. 1148 (11$ XIV) and PHerc. 1151 (11$ XV)
Editors of PHerc. 1148 after Ohly avoid speculating on a possible reconstruction of 
the roll, probably because of Cavallo’s remarks on the futility of trying to reconstruct 
rolls when — as is the case with PHerc. 1148 (and PHerc. 1151) — the final 
stichometric is preserved but the overall height of columns is unknown.825 Cavallo 
is right to object that precise reconstruction of rolls in this condition, such as Ohly 
attempted, are little more than guesswork. Yet it seems worthwhile to try to 
determine a maximum and minimum conceivable number of columns for our roll.
It is almost826 certain that the final subscriptio of PHerc. 1148 gives 3,800 as 
the total number of o t i x o i 827 for book XTV. The reading of the preserved
825 Cavallo 1983: 9 and, especially, 21-22.
826 Leone (1984: 22, note 27) alerts us to the possibility of letters having been lost in a 15 mm 
gap after the final eta, but she rightly remarks that such a loss of letters seems rather improbable because 
it would spoil the symmetry of the subscriptio. Even if letters were lost, the difference is not enough to 
affect my overall argument. The highest conceivable total would be 3,910 with a further delta as well as 
an eta, but it seems very unlikely two stichometric letters could have disappeared in the 15 mm gap.
827 It is agreed that the stichometric at the end of most Herculaneum papyri (and Greek prose texts 
generally) does not refer the actual number of lines on the papyrus, but rather to the number of oti%oi, 
that is, lines thought to equate the length of an average hexameter.
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stichometric letters as XXXIIhHHH = 3,800 is beyond doubt.828
It seems very likely that, if ‘Anonimo’ V (the scribe of PHerc. 1148 and, 
most probably, PHerc. 1151) counted the lines himself to work out the reckoning of 
the final stichometric, he would have taken 200 of his lines to correspond to 100 
oti%oi.829 This would make the text of our roll 7,600 lines long, to the closest 
hundred. The uncertainty concerning whether marginal stichometric indicators830 
appear in PHerc. 1148, however, makes one doubt whether ‘Anonimo V’ counted
828 Sedley (1973:10) thought the stichometric of PHerc. 1148 was XXXIIhHIIhH[, and that the 
total number of lines was 3,600 (the stichometric being corrupt through a dittography of IIhH). Leone 
(1984: 64) is in no doubt that the stichometric is XXXIIhHHH. Her reading is certainly correct. Sedley, 
presumably convinced by Leone, changed his mind in 1998: 103 and takes 3,800 as the basis for his 
calculations about the length of book XIV (roughly 136,800 letters, i.e. 22,000 words long).
829 According to Cavallo (1983: 21) and Puglia 180 lines for 100 oti'xoi was an alternative 
reckoning. Since the lines in PHerc. 1148 average 19-20 letters, which is slightly more than half an 
average hexameter, one might think our papyrus could have used the alternative reckoning. But there 
seems to be little evidence for the 180 lines reckoning — the only examples being PHerc. 1424 (Cavallo 
1983: 14-16), and PHerc. 1414 according to Puglia (1997: 127) — while the 200 lines for 100 o tixo i 
reckoning, as well as appearing more practical, is widely attested in prose rolls from Herculaneum. 200 
lines for 100 o tixo i seems to have been the norm in texts of Philodemus: e.g. I f e p i  e u o e p e ia g  (Obbink 
19%: 62-63) where the average line is ‘only’ 13-14 letters, and I f e p i  7toit]fidT0)V where the average is 
17.7-19.5 letters per line (Janko2000:118). The logical papyrus P.Par 2 = P.Louvre Inv. 2126, which is 
dated on the basis of a document on the back to the close of the third century B.C. (the postulated date of 
PHerc. 1148 and 1151), has stichometric dots every two hundred lines. Here the number of letters per lines 
varies between 10 and 22 (Donnini Maccio - Funghi 1985:130). And Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ report 
(Thucydides X. 40) that Thucydides I. 1-88 (=51 pages of OCT), which forms two-thirds of the book, is 
2,000 oti'xoi long seems at least consistent with a reckoning of 100 <m%oi for 200 lines.
830 See below note 855 for a possible indicator of the number of columns.
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his lines. The final stichometric may well have been, as Sedley (1998: 103, note 27) 
suggests, part of the transmitted text.831 It is conceivable, and perhaps likely, that the 
stichometric indicates the ‘real’ number of lines as written in the archetype ofPHerc. 
1148 (and PHerc. 1151), where the lines may have been written in units equivalent 
to the ‘ hexameter-length’.832
Even if the stichometric reckoning does not refer to the actual roll of PHerc. 
1148, but to an earlier roll, the accuracy of the total figure is not completely 
invalidated. Given that the average number of letters per line in PHerc. 1148 is 19,833 
and that 36 letters seems the working hypothesis for the average length of one 
o tix o s ,834 the difference between the two reckonings cannot have been great. It is 
very likely that the roll of PHerc. 1148 contained about 7,600 lines, and certain that 
it included at least 7,000 lines.835
Ohly suggested that PHerc. 1148 had a total o f7,600 lines spread over 211
831 The feet that the name of the &px<o v is abbreviated in the subscriptio to PHerc. 1151, but not 
in that to 1148, strongly suggests that ‘Anonimo V’ copied the subscriptio exactly as it appeared in the 
exemplar, and that therefore the reckoning preserved is that of the exemplar.
832 Van Sickle (1980: 7) refers to a copy of Plato’s Phaedo of the III B.C. (note 21 on page 32: 
P.Petriel .5-8, P. Lit. Lon. 145; Pack11083), with 24-32 letters per line. Is this an example of a prose text 
one line corresponded to one oxi'xog?
833 Leone 1984: 23 gives 19-20 as the average number of letters per line.
834 Graux proposed circa 34-38 letters; Diels circa 15-18 syllables, which are roughly equivalent 
to 34-38 letters.
835 Sedley (1998: 103, note 27) is right in pointing out that one should allow for margin of error 
in such calculations.
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columns, each column containing 36 lines, in a roll 22.5-23 cm high.836 His starting 
point of 7,600 lines for the roll cannot be far off the mark. Let us now consider his 
suggestion that the roll was 22.5-23 cm high.837
The size ofthe extant fragments o f PHerc. 1148 does not help in working out 
the height of the roll. The earliest surviving inventaria of the Herculaneum papyri, 
which probably date to 1781, give the height of PHerc. 1148 as 7 once.*3* This 
corresponds exactly to the measurements of the papyrus as it survives today.839 The 
fabric ofPHerc. 1148 reaches 14 cm in some of the fragments.840 It seems very likely 
the roll was found already broken, or broken during recovery.841 Whether the lower
836 Ohly 1924:211-212. Bassi (1909: 346) on the other hand had worked on the basis of 3,800 
prose lines, which invalidates his reconstruction of the roll.
837 No marginal stichometric letters can be seen in PHerc. 1148. The only way to gather the 
approximate number of lines per column is by determining the height of the roll, and so the height of the 
columns and hence the number of lines per column.
838 Blank and Auricchio 2004:89. PHerc. 1151 (II4> XV) is recorded as being 6 “once” in height 
(1. 4/5 in width). Both rolls are described as “facile a sfogliarsi” which may suggests that no scorzatura 
was undertaken on them, but they w ait straight to Piaggio’s macchina. The outermost layers were perhaps 
reduced to ashes by the pyroclastic flow.
839 This rules out Casanova, who unrolled the papyrus in 1803, or Hayter, Casanova’s supervisor. 
It is perhaps still conceivable that Pademi, who worked on the Herculaneum rolls before Hayter’s times, 
decided to cut the roll horizontally at its centre. But I know of no parallel for such a procedure.
840 These columns have 23 lines (Leone 1984: 22). Since the margin is 2.5 cm, 23 lines were 
fitted into 11.5 cm, approximately 1 line every half cm.
841 Arrighetti (1973: 577) has it that PHerc. 1149/993 (II4> II) “fu spezzato in due parti”, 
implying this was done intentionally, but gives no supporting arguments for this. PHerc. 1149, the top 
portion of the roll, preserved about two thirds of the total length of the column. PHerc. 1479 (unrolled in
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portion of the roll was ever retrieved, is amongst the unrolled midolli in the Officina 
or was destroyed in one of the attempts at opening the rolls which preceded Piaggio 
cannot be determined on the present evidence. One has to turn to the evidence from 
other rolls.
In rolls from Herculaneum a height of between 20 and 24 cm seems to be the 
norm. Bassi proposed 18-19 cm as the standard height,842 but Cavallo suggests rather 
between 19 and 24 cm, usually 21 843 Cavallo points out that the format with a height 
over 24 cm is rather rare (“assai raro”) in Greek-Egyptian papyri before the late first 
century A.D. and that this larger format appears not to be attested in Greek rolls 
from Herculaneum. Capasso similarly concludes (1991: 205) that the Greek rolls 
from Herculaneum are between 19-20 and 23-24 cm high, usually 21-22 cm.
Given that Egyptian rolls taller than 24 cm are attested,8441 shall take it, for
1804) and PHerc. 1417 (unrolled in 1808) are the upper and lower parts of the same roll broken in two 
(Sedley 1973: 6). Sedley (1973: 10) also points out that the central lines of each column, perhaps 3 or 4 
lines out of 32-33, are missing. Presumably the fabric containing the central four lines crumbled and was 
lost. For the situation with PHerc. 1431 (of which we have only the top half of the midollo; see Leone 
2002:12). It may be that only the parts ofthe rolls which stuck out ofthe solidified ashes were recovered, 
and that the lower parts are still waiting in the villa.
842 Papiri Ercolanesi inediti (1908): 6.
843 Cavallo 1983 : 47-48. Cavallo (1983: 15-16) gives as safely reconstructed rolls (all 
measurements are circa)-. PHerc. 1497:10.5 meters x 23.5 cm; PHerc. 1050:10 meters x 20 cm; PHerc. 
1414: 9 metres x 19-22 cm; PHerc. 1424: 6.5 meters x 21 cm; PHerc. 1471: 11.5 meters x 21 cm.
844 Cavallo perhaps slightly underestimated the occurrence of rolls taller than 24 cm in Ptolemaic 
Egypt. He mentions, as an exception, PTebt. I (late second century B.C.), which is 30.5 cm high. Johnson 
(2004: 141-142) concludes that before the Roman era the standard for literary rolls was 19-25 cm 
(although in the Roman era papyri could surpass 33 cm). Out of 11 examples from Ptolemaic Egypt in his
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the sake of argument — in my view the roll was not higher than 25 cm— that 28 cm 
was the height of the roll. My reason for taking a maximum height is that the number 
of columns is kept at a minimum and the surviving part is therefore a greater 
proportion of the whole book than it would be with a lesser height, and therefore the 
polemic represented a greater proportion of the whole book. A height of 28 cm 
would give a total of 175 columns for PHerc. 1148, with between 43 and 44 lines 
per page, and a roll 12.25 meters long.845 A height of 25 cm would make the total 
200 columns, with 38 lines per page, and a roll circa 14 meters long.
The rolls from Herculaneum are only rarely over 10-11 meters in length, 
usually between 6 and 9 meters.846 The two longest safely attested rolls from 
Herculaneum are PHerc. 1426 and PHerc. 1425.847 PHerc. 1426 (Ilepi piycopiid]*; 
III) had 205 columns, but the total length of the roll did not exceed 13 meters, 
according to Hammerstaedt (1992: 13). Janko calculated that PHerc. 1425 (Ilepi 
7ioir)|idi;G)v V) had perhaps as many as 269 columns,848 which would result in a roll 
just under 14.5 meters, 14. 1 meters being the length of the written space.849 This
chart 3.6 (2004: 216) no papyrus reaches 30 cm, but three are in the 25 on range, and 2 above it.
845 Taking a minimum total o f7,000 lines for the papyrus.
846 Cavallo 1983: 47; Capasso 1991: 205.
847 Obbink 19%: 70.
848 Janko 1991:62, note 346. Both Janko and Mangoni propose alternative reconstructions, in 
which they adopt the 180 lines for 100 otixoi standard. Del Mastro (2001: 379-380) has found 
stichometric dots every 20 lines on this papyrus, which suggests that the reckoning was 20 lines for 10 
otixoi. Del Mastro has also found three stichometric letters, but was unable to decipher them.
849 The columns in this papyrus are circa 4 cm wide and the intercolumnium is between 1 and 
1.5 cm (Mangoni 1991: 67).
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figure has been disputed by Mangoni (1992: 133 and 137, note 39), who calculates 
(from correspondence with the edition in PHerc. 1538) that the roll had 256 
columns, i.e. that it was 13 meters long. Also of interest is PHerc. 1427 ( I l e p i  
pr|TopiKfj<; I), which had XXXX (4,000) ax\%o i . Puglia (1997: 124-125) 
corroborates Ohly’s suggestion that the final subscriptio gave [o]A£ (237) as the 
number of columns, and that the roll was 15.80 meters long. Yet Puglia does not rule 
out the possibility that the book was divided into two rolls.850 The roll of which 
PHerc. 1428 was the midollo, containing Philodemus’ I l e p i  e u o e j t e ia s ,  seems to 
have been one of two tomes (Obbink 1996: 70). In that case the reckoning of 
columns, and perhaps of lines,851 continued from one roll to the other.
The total reckoning of Ilepi euoepeia^ was in excess of 5,000 o t i %o i  
(Puglia 1997:124). That the counting of columns did continue throughout is shown 
by the numbers xi (310), t k  (320) found in the lower margins of PHerc. 1428, which 
record the number of columns (Obbink 1996:69). Puglia (1997:125) finds also a 
(360), and shows that t[£]£ total number in the subscriptio. I f  it was not divided into
850 Obbink (1996: 72, note 2) reports that at the raid of PHerc. 1423, the first roll of Ilepi 
jfrixopiKrjg IV, we read xd) v eig 6i5o to  npoxepov, but in the roll containing the second part of the book, 
PHerc. 1007, there is no sign of any such indication in the subscriptio either on the papyrus, or in the 
disegno. PHerc. 1538, on the other hand, carries the following subscriptio: | Ilepi
rcoiripdTwv [xo]u e'| [xd>]v eig 6uo | [x]o p'.
851 There is no way of determining with which stichometric letter the second roll started, but there 
is no reason to suppose that the scribe intentionally finished die first tome at (•> and made the second tome 
longer.
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two tomes PHerc. 1428 would have been an example of a roll 23 meters long.852
Parallels for rolls of such length are few and very uncertain. Johnson (2004: 
146) suggests that POxy. 341 (Thucydides book VIII) and POxy. 2096+3374 
(Herodotus book I) preserved the entire book, rather than parts of it. This would 
make the two rolls respectively 17.6 and 22.9 meters long. Johnson also refers, more 
tentatively, to POxy. 3156+3669, which according to his reconstruction would have 
been 25-26 meters long. He himself (2004: 146, note 58) mentions that these could 
have been two different rolls because of the different format of the writing in some 
of the fragments. The fragments may come from two different rolls presumably also 
in POxy. 2096+3374 so that conclusive evidence that rolls could stretch to more than 
20 meters is still needed. This makes me very cautious about the possibility that 
Ilep i euo€p€ia£ was in one enormous roll more than half of which was destroyed
852 All the scorze which Obbink attributes to Ilepi euoePeia^ could perhaps belong to a single 
roll, of which PHerc. 1428 is the midollo. According to Obbink (19%: 72-73) we have remains from two 
rolls; he thinks that scorzatura totale was undertaken on the roll containing the first part of the treatise 
(PHerc. 229, 247/242, 437/452, 1077, 1098, 1610 and 1788), but that only scorzatura parziale was 
undertaken on the second roll (PHerc. 243, 433, 1088, 1602, 1609 and 1648), the midollo of which 
(PHerc. 1428) was unrolled in 1802.1 have not personally inspected the relevant papyri, but it sounds as 
though there is a possibility that we are only reading remains from the roll containing the second part of 
the treatise, which may or may not have been longer than the first. I f  as Obbink (19%: 72) assumes, the 
scribe started again from a  in the roll containing the second part (irrespectively of the reckoning of the 
previous roll), the roll containing the second part of the treatise was longer. Remarks in Johnson (2004: 
148, note 66) seem to imply that Obbink now adheres to the theory that the whole work was written in one 
roll. This would be based on a testimony of an mterprete (one of the first scholars who worked on the 
papyri) who speaks of one roll. But one wonders what the mterprete knew about the matter. Cavallo 
(1983: 37) had assigned the hand of PHerc. 242 and 247 to different groups.
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before it underwent scorzatura.
Janko (2000: 109 and 118) reconstructs the roll containing book I of 
Philodemus’ Ilepi Tioiripdtwv. It had at least 213 columns: the column to column 
width was 7.4-7.8 cm (2000: 72), so that the roll would have come to at least 16.4 
meters, excluding blanks at the beginning and the end (2000: 109).853 The evidence 
from PHerc. 1428 though makes one consider the possibility that Ilepi itoiT)|idtT<i>v 
I too may have been divided into two tomes (and that some of the scorze which 
Janko groups together are from two different tomes). Scribes sometimes did not 
report that a roll was a second tome (above note 850). My objection to thinking that 
Ilep i TcoiripdTwv I was divided into two tomes is that the midollo of one of the 
two rolls would have gone missing.854
Although rolls which are longer than 15 meters, assuming they are safely 
reconstructed, are exceptions and were produced much later than PHerc. 1148 and 
1151, one cannot rule out that PHerc. 1148 stretched to over 15 meters in length. 
It is perhaps conceivable that PHerc. 1148 had as many as 250 columns, with a roll 
18 cm high and 17.50 meters long. Certainly the main objection to Ohly’s 
reconstruction of PHerc. 1148, namely that the roll becomes too long, seems 
untenable. What is more, there is no proof that IIO book XIV could not have been
853 Janko (2000: 115) finds the stichometric letters 6 (400 oxi'xoi), 0 (800) and p (1,200), 
between short horizontal lines. He argues (2000: 118) that the scribe must have gone through the whole 
alphabet and then started again from a, since there are 213 extant columns. Del Mastro (2001:380) points 
out that in PHerc. 1425 (Ilepi, TtoiTjpdTWV V) there is no trace of final reckoning. PHerc. 1581 has a y, 
and PHerc. 403 has an € (which Janko read as x and u). Both PHerc. 1581 and 403 are scorze coming 
ahead of midollo (PHerc. 1425). The scribe was probably going through the alphabet a second time here.
854 Unless, that it, one of the rolls underwent scorzatura totale, but there is no evidence for it.
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divided into two rolls.855
Further indication may come from the size of the top margin in our roll.856 
The columns usually take up 3/4 or 4/5 of the total height of the roll (Cavallo 1983: 
19).857 Given that the margin in PHerc. 1148 is roughly 2.5 cm and that therefore the 
two margins presumably added up to 5 cm,858 the evidence again suggests a roll 20-
855 The multispectral images ofPHerc. 1148 reveal traces of ink in die margin above column XI. 
The traces seem consistent with a n (see above page 98). Assuming that the Tt was used as the number 
80, it probably refers to the number of the columns of the roll so far. A figure of 80 columns at column XI, 
which would make the total of the roll something like 115 columns, is certainly impossible, unless Bassi 
was right and Ohly wrong, and we have the number of prose lines (above note 836). There are two further 
possibilities. One is that II4> XIV was divided into two tomes and the scribe started the reckoning afresh 
with the second tome. Indeed there is further illegible writing beneath the last line of the subscriptio vAaxh 
could have referred to a division into two tomes. A possible objection to this view is that the reckoning in 
Philodemus’ Ilepi, euoepeiag seems to have continued from one roll to the other (above note 852). Ilept, 
euoepeiag however was written much later so that conventions may have been different. A further 
possibility is to assume that a letter p (=100) preceded the n (which would still allow but not require that 
the book was divided into two tomes) but there is no trace of ink to confirm such a supposition.
856 None of the bottom margins of PHerc. 1148 survives. Johnson (2004: 134) argues that the 
upper margin was often smaller than the top one in literary texts, but only by a ratio of 4:5 or 6:7.
837 Capasso (1991:208-209) cites PHerc. 994/1676,1423,1425,1426,1427,1497 as examples 
of the 3/4 standard and PHerc. 1021,1007/1673,1050,1065 as examples of the 4/5 standard. Capasso 
agrees with Cavallo that in some cases the margins do not survive complete. The examples in Jhonson’s 
(2004) chart 3.5d(2), pages 137-138 support Cavallo’s view: out of twenty six examples of informally and 
unexceptionally written papyri from Oxyrhynchus only in one case is the height of the column below 60% 
of that of the whole roll.
838 Cavallo does not comment on whether the top and bottom margin are always the same height. 
Leone (1984: 23) is concerned that we do not know whether the bottom margin was the same height as
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25 cm high. It is worth pointing out that PHerc. 1479/1417, which presents a top 
margin just over 2.5 cm, the bottom one being about 3 cm, had 32-33 lines per 
column (Sedley 1973: 10).859
Cavallo (1983: 49) notes that rolls from Herculaneum keep to the 1/3 ratio 
between width and height of the column. This would suggest a column 17-18 cm 
high, with a roll approximately 23 cm high and 15 meters long. If the roll was 28 cm 
high the ratio of the width of the column to its length would, unusually, have been 
as little as 1/4. One should not however place too much weight on such calculations, 
since we cannot be certain that the margin survives complete.
Evidence from the number of lines per column in other papyri860 cannot be 
of much help, because it depends on size of the letters and of the interlinear space in 
the particular copy. At any rate 40 lines per column, with a roll of 28 cm high and
the top one. But this is not a major obstacle to estimating approximately the number of lines per column. 
Even if the bottom margin was higher (say, about half a cm higher), we would be dealing with 1 line per 
column or thereabouts, which would not seriously affect the reckoning, especially considering that the 
number of lines per column would not be exactly the same for every column.
859 It is interesting that between the first and the second column of comice 10, in correspondence 
to line 11, there is a sign made up of a circle with a horizontal bar above and one below. This was part of 
a coronis which probably extended to the further traces of ink above it in the margin; it very aptly marks 
the end of the criticism ofPlato, and the switch to the section where Epicurus defends himself from charges 
of being un-original (the last four columns ofPHerc. 1148). A comparable but more elaborate sign appears 
in correspondence of the last line of the book in comice 11, to signal the end of the book.
860 Capasso (1991: 208) comments on how the number of lines per column is variable (as in 
Egyptian papyri): “la quantita minima 6 compresa tra le 25 e le 30 (PHerc. 994/1676,1007/1673)), quella 
media oscilla tra le 30 e le 34 (PHerc. 1423, 1426,1027), quella alta da 34 a 38 (PHerc. 1050, 1065, 
1425,1427), quella altissima airiva a 40 e va anche oltre (PHerc. 1021,1424,1497,1672)”.
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12.25 meters long, would be a very high figure.*61
Other rolls of Epicurus’ IIO from Herculaneum are not much help. 
Unfortunately PHerc. 1037 and 1158, allegedly by ‘Anonimo V’,862 are not 
complete.863 PHerc. 1191 (IIO XXV) seems worth comparing, since it is part of 
Cavallo’s group A, which, although earlier than group D, is graphically similar. 
According to Laursen (1995:9), the columns of PHerc. 1191 had “between 26 and 
29 (possibly 30) lines of text”. PHerc. 1149/993,864 which was very probably from 
the same edition as PHerc. 1191, had probably a very similar format.
To conclude, it looks as though the number of columns making up book XIV 
would probably have fallen between 214 columns (with a roll, or two rolls, 23 cm 
high and 15 meters long) and 175 columns (with a roll 28 cm high and 12.25 meters 
long).
Let us now consider PHerc. 1151, the roll containing IIO XV. The final
861 Especially when one considers the size of the letters on PHerc. 1148, which is above average 
for Herculaneum rolls.
862 One cannot assume that the scribe would always use rolls of the same format, height being 
what interests us here especially. The Greek importers of papyrus very probably would have kept stocks 
of various sizes. Pliny, Book XIII, 23 (75), is evidence for paper being imported from Alexandria and (77) 
sheets being joined together in Egypt. But perhaps when a complete edition of 11$ was undertaken, a stock 
of 37 rolls would have been acquired, and one would assume that the rolls had the same format, especially 
the same height. A further relevant question appears to be whether higher rolls were used only for longer 
works, so that such works could be fitted in one roll. But the fact that Philodemus’ Ilepi, 6pyfj<; ira had 
‘only’ 124 columns of 40 lines seems to speak against this supposition. The size of book shelves would 
also have played a part.
863 No roll appears to be safely reconstructed among the papyri from 11$ in Cavallo’s Group D.
864 See above note 841 on how this papyrus broke.
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stichometric is XXXHH = 3,20c.865 This means that if the roll was 28 cm high the 
whole book would have been made up of 151.5 columns, with 43-44 lines each, 
making up 10.6 meters, if the roll was 25 cm high the whole book would have spread 
over 159 columns, with roughly 39 lines each, that is a roll longer than 11.1 meters, 
and if the roll was 22 cm high its length would have been just above 13 meters long 
(with circa 189 columns containing 34 lines each).
865 Millot (1973: 26) warns that one or two letters may be lost at the end of the number. Sedley 
(1998: 102, note 25) assumes that Millot thought a digit might have been lost at the start, which would 
be much more problematic for reconstructing the roll. Although Millot is worried about the two 
horizontals before the first %, she rightly understands diem as number-indicators. Millot does not suggest 
that they could be traces of a stichometric letter, and, at any rate, there is no space for one on PHerc. 1151. 
As for the possibility of letters being lost at the end, the first of the Napoli disegni (N) does not show any 
gap in the fabric after the final eta, and gives the stichometric as XXXHH=3,200. N draws gaps in the 
fabric elsewhere in the page, though, admittedly, one cannot assume N was always accurate.
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Appendix (c). Do Epicurus’ Ad Herodotum and Ad Pythoclem reflect 
continuous books of HO?
The starting point for understanding how Epicurus redacted his eTUtopai is the 
opening of Ad Herodotum, in particular sections 35 and 37. Ad Herodotum 35 — 
Sedley (1998: 109) argues — shows that Epicurus is reproducing the content of the 
books of IIO he had composed by that time. It is certainly tempting to take ZKaoxa 
t q v  Ttepi 4>uo€<o<; avayeYpa|ipevo)v and t&s pef£ou<; tcdv ouvreTaypevcov 
PiPAou^ as referring specifically to the books of II4>,866 rather than to Epicurus’ 
writings “about nature”, generally. The expression xr\<; oAr|£ Tipay\iaxexa(; in 35 
can mean “treatise” and thus refer specifically to M>. The word is used for a lecture 
course in several books,867 such as Aristotle’s Physics, and therefore could apply to
866 Sedley also proposes (1998: 99-100) that xa<; pei'Coix; tg>v oi)vxeTaYM^vwv PiPAotx; 
refers to particular books of 11$, namely I-II, XI-XV and XXV, which were especially treasured and 
studied. His reasons for holding that these were especially treasured, is that there are multiple copies of 
some of these books from Herculaneum, and that I-II and XI-XV are the only books referred to in the 
scholia to Ad Herodotum and Ad Pythoclem. There seems to be no compelling reason to think that some 
books of 11$ were considered more important than others. Epicurus’ p€i£ou£ f3ipA,ou<; may refer to 
“larger books” or “books containing a fuller treatment” (i.e. presumably those of 11$ as opposed to less 
detailed works), rather than “books which are doctrinally more important”.
867 On the development in meaning of the word 7tpaypax€ia see Untersteiner (1980: 41), who 
endorses Jaeger’s view that the word originally referred to the way of carrying out research and the 
research itself, that from this sense derived the meaning ‘treatise’, and that the meaning extends to “field
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IIO.868 The references to oAooxepoyrcttrcov 6o£o>v in 35 and to oAoav 6o£d>v in 
3 7,869 on the other hand, suggest perhaps a comprehensive account of the do£ai, 
rather than a text which reproduced step by step the order of the treatment in IIO.
Sedley argues further that Epicurus intentionally left out of the account in Ad  
Herodotum the detailed explanation of cosmological, meteorological and 
astronomical phenomena given in 110 XI, XII and sections of XEH, which — Sedley 
has it — Epicurus had written by the time he composed Ad Herodotum.™ An 
objection to this theory is that Epicurus would be stating that he has summarised f| 
oAr| TipaypaTeia, when in fact he had left out most of the material from the three 
books he had written last.871
of study” (e.g. r\ <|>i)OiKf| TtpayM-axeia in De caelo IV 1. 308al).
868 Epicurus’ usage in 86 (7toAAa xd)v Kara pepog 6£aicpiPoi)pevG)v Kara xf|v 6At]v 
TcpaypaiG iav f|piv) is perhaps not inconsistent with this reading, although the fact itself that Epicurus 
says in the passage that the students should work this out themselves suggests that he was being selective.
869 Although Hicks (1931: 565 and 567) translates both terms with “whole”, according to LSJ 
6Aoo%epf)Q in this passage means “in rough (or general) outline”, their third meaning. Perhaps Epicurus 
having made the point that the summary has to be selective in 35 did not feel he needed to specify the point 
again at 37.
870 Sedley does not explain why Epicurus would have omitted these topics in Ad Herodotum. In 
fact some of the topics of 11$ XI and XII are mentioned in Ad Herodotum (origin and mortality of worlds 
in 73b, shape of worlds in 74, civilisation and language in 75-76a, astronomy in 76b-80). The fact that the 
scholiast in 74 notes that the treatment in 11$ XII is different from that in Ad Herodotum may suggest that 
Ad Herodotum was written before 11$ XII.
871 On the relative chronology of Ad Herodotum and 11$, above page 217 and note 377.
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Analysis of the contents ofA d Herodotum212 suggests that paragraphs 37-42 
reproduced at many points the sequence of topics of 11$ I, and perhaps part of 11$ 
II (above page 224-226),873 but it is far from certain that Ad Herodotum 43-82 can 
be taken as reproducing the order of topics of the latter parts of 11$ II and the 
following books. Although all the topics of D RN II appear in Ad Herodotum, the 
sequence is different, as the chart in Bailey (1947: 23) shows. It is disputable in this 
case whether A d Herodotum 43-82 or DRN II reflect the sequence of 11$.
The treatment of images in the final part of 11$ II is divided into three
872 Giussani (1923: 1-11) explained the ‘disorder’ he finds in Ad Herodotum as largely due to 
mishaps in transmission, whereby sections were lost and displaced. But Arrighetti (1973: 717-721) 
defends the structure of Ad Herodotum, arguing that the repetitions mirror the double treatment of some 
topics in nd> (which suggests that Ad Herodotum reflected the sequence of IM>).
873 Agreement of Ad Herodotum and DRN should probably be taken as representing the order 
of nO . Ad Herodotum and DRN I agree except for (1) the methodological remarks of Ad Herodotum 
37(end)-38 (which are comparable to Ad Pythoclem 87), (2) to rrdv del toioutov qv oiov vuv ioxi, 
koci del toioutov &o TCti which comes in 39 in Ad Herodotum, but is not treated until DRN 11294-307 
by Lucretius, (3) the section on the minima in DRN I 599-634 (below 3.1.2). Woltjer (1877: 11) argues 
that Epicurus had (1) preliminary remarks on language and methods of interpreting the evidence of senses 
in nO  I. He thinks Lucretius omitted the first part and inserted what he had to say about canonic in book 
IV: “quo rursus factum est, ut multa in tribus prioribus libris scripta quarto demum libro perlecto bene 
intellegi potest”. Sedley (1998: 113) independently makes the same point. It is possible, and perhaps 
likely, that methodological remarks similar to (1) those in Ad Herodotum were the opening topic of nO  
I. Sedley (1998: 193) thinks that Lucretius omitted (2) because he did not understand it. Yet the idea 
appears again in the argument for the eternity of the universe at DRN V 359-363. One cannot be certain 
perhaps that to Ttav del toioutov qv oiov vuv eoti, kcci del toioutov eotcu did not figure in II<I> 
I. On how Ad Herodotum and DRN are related, above note 34.
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subsections:874 (a) existence, (b) speed of generation and (c) velocity of images. The 
sequence is inverted to (a), (c) and (b) in Ad Herodotum. Sedley (1998: 116) has to 
explain the discrepancy between the two texts by supposing that Epicurus worked 
from memory within each topic, although he had looked up the sequence of the 
topics in nO .875 Given the discrepancies between Ad Herodotum and DRN 11, and 
the fact that DRN has been shown to be closer to IIO than Ad Herodotum where the 
treatment of images is concerned, one cannot assume that Ad Herodotum always 
reproduced accurately the order of 110.876
Let us now consider A d Pythoclem. The order of topics o f Ad Pythoclem and 
that o f DRNV and VI only corresponds at times.877 It seems clear that Ad Pythoclem 
88-98 reproduced 110 XI and a part of 110 XII (Arrighetti 1975:43). However the 
proof of the origin, shape and mortality of the world comes ahead of astronomy in 
Ad Pythoclem, but after it, as far as we can tell, in 110.878 Ad Pythoclem omits
874 Sedley (1998:111-112) argues convincingly against Arrighetti (1973: 580) that the £ido)Aa 
took up only part of the book, finding support in the scholium to Ad Herodotum 73, according to which 
Epicurus defined xpovog as ifiiov xi ovpriTGjpa in IIO II (above pages 223-225).
875 It seems worth pointing out that, just as Ad Herodotum does not have a separate section 
proving the fineness of images, so Epicurus’ summary of the account of images at the end of IM> II does 
not mention fineness of images as a separate topic (Sedley 1998: 112).
876 According to Sedley Ad Herodotum reproduced IK> up to book XIII (with the exclusion of 
XI, XII and parts of XIII).
877 The order of topics corresponds fairly well at the start of the letter (except for some 
understandable omissions): %&-9Qb~DRNV 91-508/91~omitted/92-93~D/?ArV509-533 /omitted~534- 
563 / 93~omitted / 94-98a~V 575-770. Arrighetti (1975:42) explains the feet that DRN V 91-508 are not 
very close to the treatment in the letters by supposing that Lucretius altered the disposition he found in II4>.
878 Arrighetti 1975:39-41.
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altogether the origin of civilisation and language, not surprisingly since the work is 
dedicated to perewpa.879 Especially striking is the fact that Ad Pythoclem treats 
clouds in chapter 99, before thunder, lightning and thunderbolts. It cannot be, 
therefore, that both DRN VI and Ad Pythoclem reproduce the sequence of topics 
found in IIO on cosmology, astronomy and meteorology. Again it is certainly 
conceivable that DRN, rather than A d Pythoclem, preserves the order of 110. The 
fact that DRNN  534-563 treats the povfj of the earth, which is discussed in 110 XI 
but is omitted in Ad Pythoclem may point in this direction.880
Arrighetti (1975:41) notes that A d Herodotum 73b and DRNN  91-508 agree 
in having an anti-Platonic focus against A d Pythoclem 88b-90, where the polemic is 
geared rather against the early atomists. Arrighetti explains this by suggesting that 
the discussion in Ad Pythoclem 88b-90 reflects the fact that Epicurus came back to 
the topic in 110, with a different polemical intent. He thinks that the anti-Platonic 
sections of Ad Pythoclem and Ad Herodotum 73b depend on one of the early books 
of IIO (perhaps nO  I). This leads Arrighetti (1975:43) to endorse Usener’s insight 
that Epicurus similarly treated astronomy twice in nO , and that the ‘double 
treatment’ of astronomy in Ad Pythoclem (88-98 and 111-116) reflects this.881 The 
second account considers not just the sun and the moon, but also the planets and the 
stars. Arrighetti (1975:44-45) argues that the methodology in XI and A d Pythoclem 
is different, which shows that such a methodology was developed when Epicurus 
‘came back’ to astronomy in M>. This leads Arrighetti to tentatively date Ad
879 Arrighetti 1975: 42.
880 Arrighetti text [26] [42] line 5 and [26] [43] line 16.
881 Arrighetti suggests that Epicurus came back to enquiries into astronomy a second time 
because of the influence Eudoxus’ theories may have had on Pythocles.
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Herodotum close to 290 B.C. Arrighetti’s theory, i f  accepted,882 would show that 
Epicurus was not simply summarising two or three continuous books of 11$, but his 
remarks on the subject from the whole of the treatise (i.e. the books he had 
composed by that date).
Sedley sees it differently. To preserve the correspondence between DRN and 
n $ ,  he argues that in A d Pythoclem Epicurus only followed IIO at times. Sedley 
(1998: 119-120) agrees with Arrighetti that Epicurus is epitomising IIO XI in Ad 
Pythoclem 87 to 93,883 but reckons that he turned to a different source with chapter 
94. Sedley tentatively suggests that with the plural ev aAAou; (AdPythoclem 84) 
Epicurus might be indicating that he drew the material for Ad Pythoclem from more 
than one source text.884 1 find Sedley’s theory less persuasive than Arrighetti’s.
There is certainly at least a hint, in the case ofAd Pythoclem, as in that o f Ad 
Herodotum, that Epicurus did not produce digests of specific sections of his IIO (or 
other texts) which reflected exactly the order of topics in those works. Epicurus may 
have put together the material on a specific topic which was scattered throughout 
n $ ,  omitted topics which were treated in the larger works, added topics from 
different sources and rearranged the order of the material.885
882 1 am not convinced by the theory, although it seems likely to me that Epicurus would have 
come back to some topics in his 110.
883 If one believes with Sedley that ‘size of heavenly bodies’ mentioned as a topic of 110 XI in 
the scholium to Ad Pythoclem 91 came, as seems natural, just ahead o f‘motions of heavenly bodies’.
884 Sedley (1998: 120, note 68) remarks that similar plurals are sometimes used for a precise 
citation of a single text.
885 1 do not mean by this that the letters are not at all useful as a guide for reconstructing the 
sequence of topics in 110.
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